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PREFACE

APPROACH
This book provides a nonmathematicalintroduction to statisticsfor medical students,
physicians,graduatestudents,and researchersin the health sciences.So do plenty of
other books, but this one has a unique approach.
. Explanations rather than mathematical proofs. To those with appropriate training
and inclination, mathematical notation is a wonderful way to say things clearly
and concisely. Why read a page of explanation when you can read two equations?
But for many (perhapsmost) studentsand scientists,mathematicalnotation is confusing and threatening.This book explains conceptsin words, with few mathematical
proofs or equations (except for those provided in reference sections marked with a
# symbol).
. Emphasis on interpreting results rather than analyzing data. Statistical methods will
only be used by those who collect data. Statistical results will be interpreted by
everyone who reads published papers. This book emphasizesthe interpretation of
published results, although it also explains how to analyze data. For example, I
explain how to interpret P values long before I present any tests that compute P
values. In some cases,I discuss statistical methods without showing the equations
needed to analyze data with those methods.
. Emphasison confidenceintervals. Statisticalcalculationsgenerateboth P values and
confidence intervals. While most books emphasizethe calculation of P values, I
emphasize confidence intervals. Although P values and confidence intervals are
related and are calculated together, I present confidence intervals first, and delay
presentingP values until Chapter 10.
. Examplesfrom the clinical literature.In a few places,I've included simple examples
with fake data. But most of the examples are from recent medical literature.* To
focus the discussionon basic statisticalunderstanding,I have sometimessimplified
the findings a bit, without (I hope) obscuring the essenceof the results.

*These papers were not selected because they are particularly good or particularly bad. They are just a
sampling of papers from good journals that I happened to stumble across when searching for examples (so
the authors don't need to be particularly proud or embarrassedto see their work included).
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' Explanation of Bayesianthinking. Bayesianthinking helps
one interpret p values,
lab results, genetic counseling,and linkage analysis.Whereas most introductory
books ignore Bayesiananalysis,I discussit in reasonabledetail in Part IV.

TOPICS COVERED
In choosingtopics to include in this book I've chosenbreadthover depth.This is becauseso many statisticalmethodsare commonly used in the biomedical literature. Flip
through any medical or scientific journal and you'll soon find use of a statistical
techniquenot mentionedin most introductory books. To guide those who read those
papers,I included many topics omitted from other books: relative risk and odds ratios.
prediction intervals, nonparametrictests,survival curves, multiple comparisons,the
design of clinical trials, computing the power of a test,nonlinear regression,interpretation of lab tests(sensitivity,specificity,etc.). I also briefly introducemultiple regression,
logistic regression,proportionalhazardsregression,randomizationtests,and lod scores.
Analysis of varianceis given lessemphasisthan usual.

CHA P T E RST O S K I P
As statisticsbooks go, this one is pretty short. But I realizethat it still is more than
most people want to read about statistics.If you just want to learn the main ideas of
statistics,with no detail, read ChaptersI through 5, l0 through 13, and 19.
This book is for anyone who reads papers in the biomedical literature, not just
for people who read clinical studies.Basic scientistsmay want to skip Chapters6, 9,
20,2I,32, and 33 which deal with topicsuncommonlyencountered
in basicresearch.
The other chaptersare applicableto both clinicians and basic scientists.

ANALYZING DATA WITH COMPUTER PROGRAMS
We are lucky to live in an era where personalcomputersare readily available.Although
this book gives the equationsfor many statisticaltests, most people will rely on a
computer program instead.Unfortunately,most statisticsprogramsare designedfor
statisticiansand are too complicated and too expensivefor the averagestudent or
scientist.That's why my company,GraphPadSoftware,createdGraphPadInStat, an
inexpensive and extremely easy statistical program available for Windows and Macintosh computers. (See Appendix 2 for details about this program.) Although this
book showssampleoutput from InStat,you do not needInStat to follow the examples
in this book or to work the problems.
Although spreadsheetprograms were originally developed to perform financial
calculations,current versionsare very versatileand adept at statisticalcomputation.
SeeAppendix 3 to learn how to use Microsoft Excel to perform statisticalcalculations.
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lntroductionto Statistics
There is somethingfascinating about science.One gets such a
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This is a book for "consumers" of statistics. The goals are to teach you enough
statisticsto
l. Understandthe statisticalportions of most articles in medical journals.
2. Avoid being bamboozledby statisticalnonsense.
3. Do simple statisticalcalculationsyourself, especially those that help you interpret
published literature.
4. Use a simple statisticscomputer program to analyze data.
5. Be able to refer to a more advancedstatisticstext or communicatewith a statistical
consultant(without an interpreter).
Many statistical books read like cookbooks; they contain the recipes for many
statistical tests, and their goal (often unstated)is to train "statistical chefs" able to
whip up a P value on moment's notice. This book is based on the assumptionthat
statistical tests are best calculated by computer programs or by experts. This book,
therefore,will not teachyou to be a chef, but rather to becomean educatedconnoisseur
or critic who can appreciateand criticize what the chef has created.But just as you
must learn a bit about the differencesbetween broiling, boiling, baking, and basting
to becomea connoisseurof fine food, you must learn a bit aboutprobability distributions
and null hypothesesto become an educatedconsumer of the biomedical literature.
Hopefully this book will make it relatively painless.

WHY DO WE NEEDSTATISTICAT
CATCUTATIONS?
When analyzing data, your goal is simple: You wish to make the strongestpossible
conclusions from limited amounts of data. To do this, you need to overcome two
problems:
' Important differences are often obscuredby biological variability and/or experimental
imprecision,making it difficult to distinguishreal differencesfrom random variation.
' The human brain excels at finding patternsand relationships,but tends to overgeneralize. For example, a 3-year-old girl recently told her buddy, "You can't become a

INTRODUCTIONTO STATISTICS
doctor; only girls can become doctors." To her this made sense,as the only three
doctors she knew were women. This inclination to overgeneraLize
does not seem to
go away as you get older, and scientistshave the sameurge. Statistical rigor prevents
you from making this kind of error.

MANY KINDS OF DATA CAN BE ANATYZED WITHOUT
STATISTICALANATYSIS
Statistical calculations are most helpful when you are looking for fairly small differences
in the face of considerablebiological variability and imprecise measurements.Basic
scientistsasking fundamentalquestionscan often reducebiological variability by using
inbred animals or cloned cells in controlled environments.Even so, there will still be
scatter among replicate data points. If you only care about differences that are large
comparedwith the scatter,the conclusionsfrom such studiescan be obvious without
statistical analysis. In such experimental systems, effects small enough to require
statisticalanalysis are often not interestingenough to pursue.
If you are lucky enough to be studying such a system,you may heed the following aphorisms:
If youneedstatistics
to analyzeyourexperiment,
thenyou'vedonethewrongexperiment.
don't intemrpt!
If your dataspeakfor themselves,
Most scientists are not so lucky. In many areas of biology, and especially in
clinical research,the investigatoris faced with enormousbiological variability, is not
able to control all relevantvariables,and is interestedin small effects (say 207ochange).
With suchdata,it is difficult to distinguishthe signal you are looking for from the noise
Statisticalcalculationsare
createdbybiological variability and imprecisemeasurements.
necessaryto make senseout of such data.

STATISTICALCALCUTATIONS EXTRAPOLATEFROM SAMPTE
TO POPUTATION
Statistical calculations allow you to make general conclusionsfrom limited amounts
of data. You can extrapolatefrom your data to a more general case.Statisticianssay
that you extrapolatefrom a sample to a population. The distinction between sample
and population is key to understanding much of statistics. Here are four different
contexts where the terms are used.
. Quatity control. The terms sample andpopulation makethe most sensein the context
of quality control where the sample is randomly selectedfrom the overall population.
For example, a factory makes lots of items (the population), but randomly selectsa
few items to test (the sample). These results obtained from the sample are used to
make inferences about the entire population.
. Politicat polts. A random sample of voters (the sample) is polled, and the results
are used to make conclusionsabout the entire population of voters.
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. Clinical studies. The sample of patients studied is rarely a random sample of the
larger population. However, the patients included in the study are representativeof
other similar patients,and the extrapolationfrom sampleto population is still useful.
There is often room for disagreementabout the precise definition of the population.
Is the populatio,n all such patients that come to that particular medical center, or all
that come to a big city teaching hospital, or all such patients in the country, or all
such patients in the world? While the population may be defined rather vaguely, it
still is clear we wish to usethe sampledata to make conclusionsabout a larger group.
. Laboratory experiments. Extending the terms sample and population to laboratory
experimentsis a bit awkward. The data from the experiment(s)you actually performed
is the sample.If you were to repeatthe experiment,you'd have a different sample.
The data from all the experiments you could have performed is the population. From
the sample data you want to make inferencesabout the ideal situation.
In biomedical research,we usually assumethat the population is infinite, or at
least very large comparedwith our sample.All the methodsin this book are basedon
that assumption.If the populationhasa definedsize,and you have sampleda substantial
fraction of the population (>lOVoor so), then you need to use specialmethodsthat are
not presentedin this book.

WHAT STATISTICATCATCULATIONSCAN DO
Statisticalreasoningusesthree general approaches:

Statistical Estimation
The simplest example is calculating the mean of a sample. Although the calculation
is exact, the mean you calculate from a sample is only an estimateof the population
mean. This is called a point estimate.How good is the estimate?As we will see in
Chapter 5, it dependson the sample size and scatter.Statisticalcalculationscombine
these to generate an interval estimate (a range of values), known as a confidence
interval for the population mean. If you assumethat your sampleis randomly selected
from (or at least representativeof) the entire population, then you can be 95Vo sure
that the mean of the population lies somewhere within the 95Vo confidence interval,
and you can be 997o sure that the mean lies within the 99Vo confidence interval.
Similarly, it is possibleto calculateconfidenceintervals for proportions,for the difference or ratio of two proportions or two means,and for many other values.
Statistical Hypothesis Testing
Statisticalhypothesistesting helps you decide whether an observeddifference is likely
to be causedby chance. Various techniquescan be used to answer this question: If
there is no difference between two (or more) populations,what is the probability of
randomly selectingsampleswith a differenceas large or larger than actually observed?
The answer is a probability termed the P value.If the P value is small, you conclude
that the difference is statistically signfficant and,unlikely to be due to chance.
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Statistical Modeling
Statistical modeling tests how well experimental data fit a mathematicalmodel constructedfrom physical,chemical,genetic,or physiologicalprinciples.The most common
form of statistical modeling is linear regression.These calculations determine "the
best" straight line through a particular set of data points. More sophisticatedmodeling
methodscan fit curves through data points.

WHAT STATISTICAT
CATCULATIONS
CANNOT DO
In theory, here is how you should apply statisticalanalysisto a simple experiment:
l . Define a population you are interestedin.
2 . Randomly select a sample of subjectsto study.
3 . Randomly selecthalf the subjectsto receive one treatment,and give the other half
another treatment.
4. Measure a single variable in each subject.
5 . From the data you have measuredin the samples,use statisticaltechniquesto make
inferences about the distribution of the variable in the population and about the
effect of the treatment.
When applying statisticalanalysisto real data,scientistsconfront severalproblems
that limit the validity of statisticalreasoning.For example, consider how you would
design a study to test whether a new drug is effective in treating patientsinfected with
the human immunodeficiencyvirus (HIV).
. The population you really care about is all patients in the world, now and in the
future, who are infected with HIV. Becauseyou can't accessthat population, you
chooseto study a more limited population: HIV patients aged2O to 40 living in San
Franciscowho come to a university clinic. You may also exclude from the population
patients who are too sick, who are taking other experimental drugs, who have taken
experimentalvaccines,or who areunableto cooperatewith the experimentalprotocol.
Even though the population you are working with is defined narrowly, you hope to
extrapolateyour findings to the wider population of HlV-infected patients.
. Randomly sampling patients from the defined population is not practical, so instead
you simply attempt to enroll all patients who come to morning clinic during two
particular months. This is termed a conveniencesample. The validity of statistical
calculations dependson the assumptionthat the results obtainedfrom this convenience
sample are similar to those you would have obtained had you randomly sampled
subjectsfrom the population.
. The variable you really want to measure is survival time, so you can ask whether
the drug increaseslife span. But HIV kills slowly, so it wiil take a long time to
accumulate enough data. As an alternative (or first step), you choose to measurethe
number of helper (CD4) lymphocytes. Patients infected with the HIV have low
numbers of CD4 lymphocytes, so you can ask whether the drug increases CD4
cell number (or delays the reduction in CD4 cell count). To save time and expense,
you have switched from an important variable (survival) to a proxy variable (CD4
cell count).
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. Statisticalcalculationsare basedon the assumptionthat the measurementsare made
correctly. In our HIV example, statistical calculations would not be helpful if the
antibody used to identify CD4 cells was not really selectivefor those cells.
. Statistical calculations are most often used to analyzeone variable measuredin a
single experiment, or a series of similar experiments.But scientistsusually draw
general conclusionsby combining evidencegeneratedby different kinds of experiments.To assessthe effectivenessof a drug to combat HIV, you might want to look
at several measuresof effectiveness:reduction in CD4 cell count, prolongation of
life, increasedquality of life, and reductionin medical costs.In addition to measuring
how well the drug works, you also want to quantify the number and severity of side
effects.Although your conclusionmust be basedon all thesedata, statisticalmethods
are not very helpful in blending different kinds of data. You must use clinical or
scientific judgment, as well as common sense.
In summary, statistical reasoning can not help you overcome these common
problems:

,

' The population you really care about is more diversethan the population from which
your data were sampled.
' You collect data from a "convenience sample" rather than a random sample.
' The measuredvariable is a proxy for another variable you really care about.
' Your measurementsmay be made or recordedincorrectly, and assaysmay not always
measureexactly the right thing.
' You needto combine different kinds of measurementsto reachan overall conclusion.
You must use scientific and clinical judgment, common sense,and sometimesa
leap of faith to overcometheseproblems. Statisticalcalculationsare an important part
of data analysis,but interpreting data also requires a greatdeal of judgment. That's
what makes researchchallenging.This is a book about statistics,so we will focus on
the statisticalanalysisof data.Understandingthe statisticalcalculationsis only a small
part of evaluating clinical and biological research.

WHY IS IT HARD TO TEARN STATTSTICS?
Five factors make it difficult for many students to learn statistics:
' The terminology is deceptive. Statistics gives special meaning to many ordinary
words. To understandstatistics,you have to understandthat the statisticalmeaning
of terms such as signfficant, error, and hypothesis aredistinct from the ordinary uses
of these words. As you read this book, pay special attention to the statisticalterms
that sound like words you already know.
' Many people seem to believe that statisticalcalculationsare magical
and can reach
conclusionsthat are much strongerthan is actually possible.The phrase statistically
significanr is seductiveand is often misinterpreted.
' Statisticsrequiresmasteringabstractconcepts.It is not easyto think
about theoretical
conceptssuch as populations,probability distributions, and null hypotheses.
' Statisticsis at the interfaceof mathematicsand science.To really grasp
the concepts
of statistics, you need to be able to think about it from both angles. This book
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emphasizesthe scientific angle and avoids math. If you think like a mathematician,
you may prefer a text that uses a mathematical approach.
' The derivation of many statistical tests involves difficult math. Unless you study
more advancedbooks, you must take much of statistics on faith. However, you can
learn to use statisticaltestsand interpretthe resultseven if you don't fully understand
how they work. This situation is common in science,asfew scientistsreally understand
all the tools they use. You can interpret results from a pH meter (measuresacidity)
or a scintillation counter (measuresradioactivity), even if you don't understand
exactly how they work. You only need to know enough about how the instruments
work so that you can avoid using them in inappropriate situations.Similarly, you
can calculate statisticaltests and interpret the results even if you don't understand
how the equations were derived, as long as you know enough to use the statistical
tests appropriately.

ARRANCEMENTOF THIS BOOK
Parts I through V presentthe basic principles of statistics.To make it easierto learn,
I have separatedthe chaptersthat explain confidence intervals from those that explain
P values. In practice, the two approachesare used in parallel. Basic scientistswho
don't care to learn about clinical studiesmay skip Chapters6 (survival curves) and 9
(case-controlstudies)without loss of continuity.
Part VI describesthe design of clinical studies and discusseshow to determine
sample size. Basic scientistswho don't care to learn about clinical studies can skip
this entire part. However, Chapter 22 (sample size) is of interest to all. Part VII explains the most common statistical tests. Even if you use a computer program to
calculate the tests, reading these chapterswill help you understandhow the tests work.
The tests mentioned in this section are described in detail.
Part VIII gives an overview of more advancedstatistical tests. These tests are not
described in detail, but the chaptersprovide enough information so that you can be an
intelligent consumerof papersthat use thesetests.The chaptersin this section do not
follow a logical sequence,so you can pick and choosethe topics that interestyou. The
only exceptionis that you should read Chapter31 (multiple regression)before Chapters
32 (logistic regression)or the parts of Chapter 33 (comparing survival curves) dealing
with proportional hazards regression.
The statisticalprinciples and tests discussedin this book are widely used, and I
do not give detailed references. For more information, refer to the general textbook
referenceslisted in Appendix l.

CONFIDENCEINTERVALS

Statistical analysis of data leads to two kinds of results: confidenceintervals
and P values.The two give complementaryinformation and are often calculated
in tandem.For the purposesof clarity and simplicity, this book presentsconfidence intervals first and then presentsP values. Confidenceintervals let you
statea result with margin of eruor. This sectionexplains what this meansand
how to calculate confidenceintervals.

2
Confidencelntervalof a Proportion

PROPORTIONSVERSUSMEASUREMENTS
The results of experimentscan be expressedin different ways. In this chapter we will
consider only results expressedas a proportion or fraction. Here are some examples:
the proportion of patients who become infected after a procedure, the proportion of
patientswith myocardialinfarction who developheartfailure, the proportion of students
who pass a course,the proportion of voters who vote for a particular candidate.Later
we will discussother kinds of variables,including measurementsand survival times.

T H E BIN O M I A L DI S T RI B U T ION :F R O M P O p U tAT tON
TO SAMPLE
If you flip a coin fairly, there is a SOVoprobability (or chance) that it will land on
headsand a 5OVoprobability that it will land on tails. This meansthat, in the long run,
a coin will land on headsabout as often as it lands on tails. But in any particular series
of tosses,you may not seethe coin land on headsexactly half the time. You may even
see all headsor all tails.
Mathematicianshave developedequations,known as the binomial distribution.
to calculate the likelihood of observing any particular outcome when you know the
proportion in the overall population. Using the binomial distribution, you can answer
questionssuch as these:
' If you flip a coin 10 times, what is the probability of getting
exactly 7 heads?
' If you flip a coin l0 times, what is the probability of getting
7 or more heads?
' If 5Voof patients undergoing an operation get infected,
what is the chance that 10
or more of the next 30 patients will be infected?
' If a couple's chanceof passinga geneticdiseaseto each
child is25Vo, what is the
chance that their first three children will all be unaffected?
' lf 40Voof voters are Democrats,what is the chance
that a random sample of 500
voters will include more than 45VoDemocrats?
Perhapsyou've seenthe equationsthat help you answer thesekinds of questions,and
recall that there are lots of factorials. If you're interested,the equation is presentedat
the end of this chapter.
t1
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The binomial distribution is not immediately useful when analyzing data because
it works in the wrong direction. The theory startswith a known probability (i.e.,50Vo
of coin flips are heads)and calculatesthe likelihood of any particularresult in a sample.
When analyzing data, we need to work in the opposite direction. We don't know the
overall probability. That's what we are trying to find out. We do know the proportion
observedin a single sampleand wish to make inferencesabout the overall probability.
The binomial distribution can still be useful. but it must be turned backwardsto
generateconfidenceintervals. I show you how to do this at the end of the chapter.For
now, acceptthe fact that it can be done and concentrateon interpreting the results.

TH E CO NF I DE NCEIN T E R V ATOF A PR O P O R TION :
FROM SAMPLETO POPULATION
Let's start with an example.Out of 14 patientsyou have treatedwith a particular d*9,
three sufferedfrom a particularsideeffect. The proportion is 3114,which equals0.2143.
What can you say about the probability of complications in the entire population of
patients who will be treated with this drug?
There are two issuesto think about. First, you must think about whether the 14
patients are representativeof the entire population of patients who will receive the
drug. Perhapsthese patients were selectedin such a way as to make them more (or
less) likely than other patientsto develop the side effect. Statisticalcalculationscan't
help you answerthat question,and we'll assumethat the sampleadequatelyrepresents
the population.The secondissueis random sampling,sometimesreferredto as margin
of error. Just by chance,your sample of 14 patientsmay have had an especiallyhigh
or an especially low rate of side effects. The overall proportion of side effects in the
population is unlikely to equal exactly 0.2143.
Here is a secondexample. You polled 100 randomly selectedvoters just before
an election, and only 33 said they would vote for your candidate.What can you say
about the proportion of all voters who will vote for your candidate?Again, there are
two issuesto deal with. First, you need to think about whether your sample is really
representativeof the population of voters, and whether people tell the pollsters the
truth about how they will vote. Statistical calculationscannot help you grapple with
those issues.We'lI assumethat the sampleis perfectly representativeof the population
of voters and that every person will vote as they said they would on the poll. Second,
you need to think about sampling error. Just by chance,your sample may contain a
smaller or larger fraction of people voting for your candidate than does the overall
population.
Since we only know the proportion in one sample, there is no way to be sure
about the proportion in the population. The best we can do is calculate a range of
values that bracket the true populationproportion. How wide does this range of values
have to be? In the overall population, the fraction of patients with side effects could
be as low as 0.0000017o(or lower) or as high as 99.999997o(or higher). Those values
are exceedingly unlikely but not absolutely impossible. If you want to be 1007osure
that your range includes the true population value, the range has to include these
possibilities. Such a wide range is not helpful. To create a narrower and more useful
range,you must acceptthe possibility that the interval will not include the true population value.
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Scientists usually accept a 57o chance that the range will not include the true
population value. The range or interval is called the 95Voconfidenceinterval, abbreviated957oC/. You can be 95%oswe that the 957oCI includesthe true population value.
It makessensethat the margin of error dependson the samplesize,so that the confidence
interval is wider in the first example (14 subjects)than in the second (100 subjects).
Before continuing, you should think about these two examplesand write down your
intuitive estimate of the 95Vo CIs. Do it now, before reading the answer in the next
paragraph.
Later in this chapter you'll learn how to calculate the confidenceinterval. But it
is easier to use an appropriatecomputer program to calculate the 957o CIs instantly.
All examplesin this book were calculatedwith the simple program GraphPadInStat
(see Appendix 2), but many other programs can perform these calculations.Here are
the results.For the first example,the 95VoCI extendsfrom 0.05 to 0.51. For the second
example, the 95VoCI extendsfrom 0.24 to 0.42. How good were your guesses?Many
people tend to imagine that the interval is narrower than it actually is.
What does this mean? Assuming that our sampleswere randomly chosen from
the entire populations,we can be 95Vo surethat the range of values includes the true
population proportion. Note that there is no uncertainty about what we observed in
the sample.We are absolutely sure that 2l.4%oof our subjectssuffered from the side
effect and that 33.07oof the people polled said they would vote for our candidate.
Calculation of a confidenceinterval cannot overcomeany mistakesthat were made in
tabulatingthosenumbers.What we don't know is the proportionin the entirepopulation.
However, we can be 95Vosure that it lies within the calculatedinterval.
The term confidenceinterval, abbreviatedCI, refers to the range of values. The
correct syntax is to expressthe CI as 5Voto 5l%o,as 0.05 to 0.51, or as [0.05,0.51].
It is consideredto be bad form to expressthe CI as 57o-5l%oor as 28Vo+ 23Vo.The
two ends of the CI are called the confidencelimits.

WHAT EXACTTYDOES IT MEAN TO SAY THAT YOU ARE
"95o/o SURE"?
When you only have measuredone sample,you don't know the value of the population
proportion. It either lies within the 95VoCI you calculatedor it doesn't. There is no
way for you to know. If you were to calculate a 95VoCI from many samples,the
population proportion will be included in the CI in 95Vo of the samples,but will
be outside of the CI the other 5Voof the time. More precisely, you can be 95Vo certain that the 957o CI calculated from your sample includes the population proportion.
Figure 2.1 illustratesthe meaning of CIs. Here we assumethat the proportion of
voters in the overall population who will vote for your candidateequals 0.28 (shown
as the horizontal dotted line). We created 50 samples,each with 100 subjects and
calculated the 95VoCI for each. Each 95VoCI is shown as a vertical line extending
from the lower confidencelimit to the upperconfidencelimit. The value of the observed
proportion in each sample is shown as a small hatch mark in the middle of each CI.
The first line (on the left) correspondsto our example. The other 49 lines represent
results that could have been obtained by random sampling from the samepopulation.
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Each line shows the 95%conftdenceinterval
from a difrerent experiment
Figure 2.1. The meaningof a confidenceinterval.In this example,we know that the true
proportionof "success"in the populationequals0.28.This is shownas a horizontaldotted
line. Using a computerprogramthat can generate
randomnumbers,we randomlyselected50
samples
from thispopulation.
Eachverticalline showsthe95VoCI for theproportion"success"
calculated
from thatone sample.With mostof the samples,
proportionis closeto
the observed
the trueproportion,but in somesamplesthereis a big discrepancy.
In four of the samples(for
example,the fifth from the right), the 95VoCI doesnot includethe true value.If you wereto
collectdatafrom manysamples,
you'd expectto seethis 5Voof the time.

In most of the samples,the population value is near the middle of the 95Vo CI. ln
some of the samples,the population value is near one of the ends of the 95VoCI. And
in four of the samples,the population value lies outside the 957o Cl.In the long run,
1 out of 20 957o CIs will not include the population value.
Figure 2.1 is useful for understandingCIs, but you cannot create such a figure
when you analyze data.When you analyze data,you don't know the actual population
value, as you only have results from a single sample.There is no way you can know
whether the 95VoCI you calculateincludes the population value. All you know is that,
in the long run, 95Voof such intervals will contain the population value and 5Va will
not. Of course,every CI you calculatewill contain the sampleproportion you obtained.
What you can't know for sure is whether the interval also contains the population
proportion.
Note that the CI is not always symmetrical around the sample proportion. In the
first example,it extendsfurther to the right than the left. With larger samplesizes,the
95VoCl becomesnaffower and more svmmetrical.

ASSUMPTIONS
The interpretationof the CI dependson the following assumptions:
.
.
.
.

Random (or representative)sample
Independentobservations
Accurate assessment
Assessingan event you really care about
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Random (or Representative)Sample
The 957o CI is based on the assumptionthat your sample was randomly selectedfrom
the population. In many cases,this assumptionis not true. You can still interpret the
CI as long as you assumethat your sample is representativeof the population.
This assumptionwould be violated if the 14 patientsincluded in the samplewere
the first 14 patients to be given the drug. If so, they are likely to be sicker than future
patientsand perhapsmore likely to get a side effect. The assumptionwould be violated
in the election example if the sample was not randomly selectedfrom the population
of voters. In fact, this mistake was made in the Roosevelt-LandonU.S. Presidential
Election. To find subjects,the pollstersrelied heavily on phone books and automobile
registrationlists. In 1936, Republicanswere far more likely than Democratsto own a
phone or a car, and therefore the poll selectedtoo many Republicans.The poll predicted
that Landon would win by a large margin, but that didn't happen.
The reputable polling organizationsno longer make this type of mistake and go
to a lot of trouble to ensurethat their samplesare representativeof the entire population.
However, many so-calledpolls are performed in which television viewers are invited
to call in their opinion. In the United States,this usually is a 900 phone number for
which the caller pays for the privilege of being polled! Clearly, the self-selected
"sample" tabulatedby such "polls" is not representativeof any population, so the
data mean nothing. For example, in June 1994 the football star O.J. Simpson was
arrested for allegedly murdering his ex-wife, and the events surrounding the arrest
were given a tremendousamount of television coverage.One news show performed
a telephone "poll" of its viewers asking whether the press was giving too much
coverage.Clearly the results are meaningless,as people who really thought that there
was too much coverageprobably weren't watching the show.
lndependent Observations
The 95VoCI is only valid when all subjectsare sampledfrom the samepopulation and
each has been selected independently of the others. Selecting one member of the
population should not change the chance of selecting anyone else. This assumption
would be violated if some patients were given the drug twice and included in the
samplemore than once (maybewe only had 12 patientsbut two were double counted).
The assumptionwould also be violated if severalof the patientscame from one family.
The propensity for some drug reactions is familial, so observations from two patients
from one family are not independentobservations.In the election sample,the assumption would be violated if the pollsters polled both husbandand wife in each family,
or if some voters were polled more than once or if half the subjects were sampled
from one city and half from another.
Accurate Assessment
The 95VoCI is only valid when the number of subjectsin each category is tabulated
correctly. This assumptionwould be violated in our first example if one of the patients
actually had taken a different drug, or if one of the "drug side effects" was actually
causedby somethingelse. The assumptionwould be violated in the election example
if the pollster recorded some of the opinions incorrectly.
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Assessingan Event You Really Care About
The 957o CI allows you to extrapolate from the sample to the population for the event
that you tabulated.But sometimesyou really care about a different event. In our drug
reaction example, our interpretationof the results must depend on the severity of the
drug reactions.If we included all possible reactions,no matter how mild, the results
won't tell us what we really care about: the proportion of patientswho develop severe
(life-threatening)drug reactions.
In the voting example,we assessedour sample'sresponseon a poll on a particular
date, so the 95VoCI gives us the margin of error for how the population would respond
on that poll on that date. We wish to extrapolateto election results in the future but
can do so only by making an additional assumption-that people will vote as they
said they would. This assumptionwas violated in a classic mistake in the polling prior
to the Dewey versusTruman PresidentialElection in the United Statesin 1948. Polls
of many thousandvoters showed that Dewey would win by a large margin. Because
the CI was so natrow, the pollsterswere very confident.Newspaperswere so sureof the
resultsthat they prematurelyprinted the erroneousheadline"Dewey BeatsTruman." In
fact, Truman won. Why was the poll wrong? The potls were performed in September
and early October, and the election was held in November. Many voters changedtheir
mind in the interim period. The 95Vo CI correctly presented the margin of error in
Septemberbut was inappropriatelyused to predict voting results 2 months later.

OBTA I NI NG T HE C ON F ID E N C EIN T ER VA TO F A P R OP OR TION
FROM A TABLE
The width of the CI dependson both the value of the proportion and the size of the
sample. If you make the sample larger, the CI becomes narrower. If the sample
proportion is close to 507o,the CI is wider than if the proportion is far from 50Vo.
The CI is determinedfrom the binomial distribution using calculationsdescribed
later in the chapter.The answershave been tabulatedin Table 2.1 shown here, which
is abridged from Table A5.l in the Appendix. Find the column coresponding to the
numerator and the row corresponding to the denominator, and read the 957o CI.
Consider another example. You have performed a procedure 15 times with a
single adverseincident. Without any other knowledge of the procedure,what is the

Table 2.1,.ConfidenceIntervalof a Proportion
Numerator
Denominator

t0

n
t2
l3
t4
l5

0.00to 0.31
0.00to 0.28
0.00to 0.26
0.00to 0.25
0.00to 0.23
0.00to 0.22

<0.01 to 0.45
<0.01 to 0.41
<0.01 to 0.38
<0.01 to 0.36
<0.01 to 0.34
<0.01 to 0.32

0.03to 0.56
0.02to 0.52
0.02to 0.48
0.02to 0.45
0.02to 0.43
0.02to 0.40

0.07to 0.65
0.06to 0.61
0.05to 0.57
0.05to 0.54
0.05to 0.51
0.M to 0.48

O.l2to 0.74
0.ll to 0.69
0.10to 0.65
0.09to 0.61
0.08to 0.58
0.08to 0.55
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95VoCI for the averagerate of adverseincidents?The answer is the 95VoCl of the
observedproportion 1/15, which extends from <0.01 to 0.32. With 95Vo confidence,
the true proportion of complications may be less than IVo or as high as 327o. Most
people are surprised by how wide the CIs are.

THE SPECIALCASESOF O AND 1OOPERCENT*
The 95VoCI allows for a 2.5Vochance that the population proportion is higher than
the upper confidencelimit and a 2.5Vochancethat the population proportion is lower
than the lower confidencelimit. If you observed0 successesout of N trials, then you
know that there is no possibility that the populationproportion is less than the observed
proportion.You only needan upper confidencelimit, as the lower limit must be exactly
0. A similar problem occurs when you observedN successesout of N trials. You only
needa lower confidencelimit, asthe upper limit must be I007o.Becausethe uncertainty
only goes in one direction, the "957o" confidence interval really gives you 97.5Vo
confidence.

EXAMPLE
In order to bettercounselthe parentsof prematurebabies,M.C. Allen et al. investigated
the survival of prematureinfants.t They retrospectivelystudied all prematurebabies
born at 22 to 25 weeks gestationat the JohnsHopkins Hospital during a 3-yearperiod.
The investigators separately tabulated deaths for infants by their gestational age. Of
29 infants born at 22 weeks gestation,none survived 6 months. Of 39 infants born at
25 weeks gestation,31 survived for at least 6 months.
The investigatorspresentedthesedata without CI, but you can calculatethem. It
only makes sense to calculate a CI when the sample is representativeof a larger
population about which you wish to make inferences.It is reasonableto think that
thesedata from several years at one hospital are representativeof data from other years
at other hospitals, at least at big-city university hospitals in the United States.If you
aren't willing to make that assumption,you shouldn't calculate a CI. But the data
wouldn't be worth collecting if the investigatorsdidn't think that the results would be
similar in other hospitals in later years.
For the infants born at 25 weeks gestation,we want to determinethe 957o CI of
31139.These values are not on Table A5.1, so you'll need to calculatethe CI by
computer or by hand. If you use the InStat program, you'll find that the 95Vo Cl
rangesfrom 63Voto 9l%o.(If you use Equation2.1, which follows, you'll calculatean
approximateinterval: 67Voto 92Vo).This meansthat if the true proportion of surviving
infants was any less than 63Vo,there is less than a 2.5Vochance of observing such a
large proportion just by chance. It also means that if the true proportion were any
greater than 9IVo, the chanceobserving such a small proportion just by chanceis less
*This section is more advancedthan the rest. You may skip it without loss of continuity.
fMC Allen, PK Donohue, AE Dusman. The limit of viability-Neonatal outcome of infants born at 22 to
25 weeks gestation.N Engl J Med 329:1597-1601, 1993.
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than 2.5Vo.That leaves us with a 95Vochance Q0A7o - 2.5Va- 2.57o)that the true
proportion is between 637o and 9lvo.
For the infants born at 22 weeks gestation,we want to determinethe CI of 0129.
You shouldn't use Equation 2.2, becausethe numerator is too small. Instead use a
computer program, or Table A5.1 in the Appendix. The 95VoCl extendsfrom OVoto
ll .9Vo. We canbe 95Vosurethat the overall proportionof surviving infantsis somewhere
in this range. (Since we observed}Vo, the CI really only goes in one direction, so we
really can be 97.5Vosure rather than 957o sure.) Even though no babies born at 22
weeks gestationalage survived in our sample,our CI includes the possibility that the
overall survival rate is as high as 11.9Vo.This means that if the overall survival rate
in the population was any value greaterthan 1l.9%o,there would be less than a 2.5Vo
chanceof observing 0 survivors in a sample of 29.
These CIs only account for sampling variability. When you try to extrapolate
these results to results you expect to see in your hospital, you also need to account
for the different populations served by different hospitals and the different methods
used to care for premature infants. The true CIs, which are impossible to calculate,
are almost certainly wider than the ones you calculate.

CATCUT A T I NGT H E C ON F ID E N C EIN T E R V ATO F
A PROPORTION*
The calculationsused to determinethe exact CIs shown in the table are quite complex
and should be left to computer programs. But it is easy to calculate an approximate
CI as long as the numbers are not too small.
Equation 2.1 is a reasonableapproximation for calculating the 95Vo CI of a
proportion p assessedin a samplewith N subjects.The confidencelimits this equation
calculatesare not completely accurate,but it is a reasonableapproximationif at least
five subjects had each outcome (in other words, the numerator of the proportion is 5
or greater and the denominator is at least 5 greater than the numerator).

Approximate95VoCI of proportion:

(r-,e6.F) *(r+rs6.'Fl

(2.r)

Beware of the variable p. The p used here is not the same as a P value (which
we will discussextensively in later chapters).The use of the letter p for both purposes
is potentially confusing. This book usesan upper caseP for P values and a lower case
p for proportions, but not all books follow this convention.
The approximationcan be used with the election example given at the beginning
of the chapter. The sample proportion is 33/100 or 33.OVo.The number of subjects

xThis section contains the equations you need to calculate statistics yourself. You may skip it without loss
of continuity.
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with each outcome is greaterthan 5 (33 said they would vote for one candidate,and
67 said they would vote for the other), so the approximation can be used. The 95Vo
CI rangesfrom 0.24 to 0.42. Becausethe sampleis large, thesevaluesmatch the values
determinedby the exact methods to two decimal places. With smaller samples,this
approximatemethod is less accurate.
You may calculate CIs for any degree of confidence.By convention, 957o CIs
are presentedmost commonly. If you want to be more confident that your interval
containsthe population value, you must make the interval wider. If you are willing to
be less confident,then the interval can be nalrower. To generatea 90VoCI, substitute
the number 1.65for 1.96in Equation}.l. To generatea997oCI, substitute2.58.You'll
learn where these numbers come from in Chapter 4.

T HE BtN OM I A I E Q UA T I O N *
Assume that in the overall population,the proportion of "successes" is p. In a sample
The answer is
of N subjects,what is the chancethat observing exactly R successes?
calculatedby Equation 2.2:

/xr\
probabitity
in N trials: (R(fu/
of R successes

o- ,l - p;N-n. Q.2)

The exclamation point denotesfactorial. For example, 3! : 3 X 2 X I : 6. The
term on the right [p*(l - p)*-*] is the probability of obtaining a particular sequence
of "successes" and "failures." That term is very small. The term on the left takes
into account that there are many different sequencesof successesand failures that lead
to the same proportion success.
Equation 2.2 calculatesthe probability of observing exactly R successesin N
trials. Most likely, you really want to know the chanceof observingat least S successes
in N trials. To do this, reevaluateEquation2.ZforR : S, R : S + 1, R : S * 2. . .
up to R : N and sum all the resulting probabilities.
The word successis used quite generallyto denoteone of the possibleoutcomes.
You could just as well use the word failure or outcomeA. Equation 2.2 uses p and
(1 - p) symmetrically, so it doesn't matter which outcome you label success and
which outcome you label failure.

HOW TH E CO NF I DE NC EIN T E R V AL SAR E D E R IV ED
You can calculate and interpret CIs without knowing how they are derived. But it is
nice to have a feel for what's really going on. I'll try to give the flavor of the logic
using our secondexample. Recall that we observedthat 33 out of 100 subjectspolled
said they would vote a certain way. The 957o CI is 0.24 to 0.42.

xThis section contains the equations you need to calculate statistics yourself. You may skip it without loss
of continuity.
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The binomial equation works from population to sample. It lets us answer this
kind of question.Given a hypotheticalproportion in the population,what is the chance
of observing some particular proportion (or higher) in a sample of defined size? The
equationsare a bit messy, but it is not surprising that probability theory can answer
those kinds of questions.
To find the upper 95Voconfidencelimit (U). we need to pose this question:If the
population proportion equals U, what is the probability that a sample proportion (N
: 100) will equal 0.33 or less?We set the answer to 2.5Voand then solve for U. To
find the lower 95Voconfidencelimit (L), we posethe oppositequestion.If the population
proportion equals L, what is the probability that a sample proportion (N : 100) will
equal 0.33 or more? We set the answer to 2.5Voand then solve for L. Solving those
equationsfor U and L is not easy. Fortunately,the answershave been tabulated:L :
0.24 andU :0.42. We've set up the problem to allow for a 2.5Vochanceof being
wrong in each direction. Subtractingthesefrom IOOVoleavesyou with 957o confidence
that the population proportion is between L and U, between 0.24 and 4.42.
So the trick is to usemathematicaltheory that makespredictionsaboutthe samples
from hypotheticalpopulations,and twist it around so that it can make inferencesabout
the population from the sample.It's tricky to understandand it's amazingthat it works.
Fortunatelyyou can calculatestatisticalanalysesand interpret statisticalresultswithout
having a solid understandingof the mathematicaltheory.

SUMMARY
Many types of data can be reducedto either/or categoriesand can be expressedas a
proportion of events or subjects that fall into each category. The distribution of such
events is describedby the binomial distribution.
The challenge of statistics is to start with an observation in one sample and make
generalizationsaboutthe overall population.One way to do this is to expressthe results
as a confidenceinterval. Having observeda proportion in your sample,you can calculate
a range of values that you can be 95Vo stJrecontains the true population proportion.
This is the 95%oconfidence interval. You can calculate the interval for any degree of
confidenceyou want, butg5%ois standard.If you want to be more confident,you must
make the interval wider.

oBfEcTlvEs
1. You must be familiar with the following terms:
. Binomial distribution
. Cumulative binomal distribution
. Confidenceinterval
. Confidencelimit
. Sample
. Population
. Random sample
. Independence

INTERVAL
OF A PROPORTION
CONFIDENCE
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2. When you seea proportion reportedin a scientificpaper (or elsewhere),you should
be able to
. Define the population.
. Calculate (or determine from a table) the 957o CI of the proportion.
. Interpret the 957o CI in the context of the study.
. State the assumptionsthat must be true for the interpretation to be valid.

PROBLEMS
1. Of the first 100 patients to undergo a new operation,6 die. Can you calculate the
957oCI for the probability of dying with this procedure?If so, calculatethe interval.
If not, what information do you need?What assumptionsmust you make?
2. A new drug is tested in 100 patients and lowers blood pressureby an averageof
67o. Can you calculatethe 957oCl for the fractional lowering of blood pressureby
this drug? If so, calculatethe interval. If not, what information do you need?What
is the CI for the fractional lowering of blood pressure?What assumptionsmust
you make?
3. You use a hemocytometerto determine the viability of cells stained with Trypan
Blue. You count 94 unstainedcells (viable) and 6 stainedcells (indicating that they
are not viable). Can you calculate the 95VoCI for the fraction of stained (dead)
cells? If so, calculate the interval. If not, what information do you need? What
assumptionsmust you make?
4. In 1989, 20 out of I25 second-yearmedical studentsin San Diego failed to pass
the biostatisticscourse (until they came back for an oral exam). Can you calculate
the 95VoCI for the probability of passing the course?If so, calculate the interval.
If not, what information do you need?What assumptionsmust you make?
5. Ross Perot won l9%oof the vote in the 1992 PresidentialElection in the United
States.Can you calculate the 95VoCI for the fraction of voters who voted for him?
If so, calculatethe interval. If not, what information do you need?What assumptions
must you make?
6. In your city (population : 1 million) last year a rare diseasehad an incidence of
25110,000population. Can you calculatethe 95VoCl for the incidence rate?If so,
calculate the interval. If not, what information do you need? What assumptions
must you make?
7. Is it possiblefor the lower end of a CI for a proportion to be negative?To be zero?
8. Is it possible to calculate a l0o7o Cl?

The StandardDeviation

The previous chapterdealt with data that can be expressedas a fraction or proportion.
for example,
However, the resultsof many experimentsare expressedas measurements,
blood pressure,enzyme activity, IQ score, blood hemoglobin, or oxygen saturation.
Working with thesekinds of variablesis more difficult than proportions,becauseyou
must deal with variability within samplesas well as differencesbetween groups.

SOURCEOF VARIABILITY
When you measurea variable in a number of subjects,the results will rarely be the
same in all subjects.Scattercomes from three sources:
. Imprecision or experimentalerror. Many statisticsbooks (especiallythose designed
for engineers)implicitly assumethat most variability is due to imprecision.In medical
studies,imprecision is often a small sourceof variability.
. Biological variabili4,. People(and animals,evencells) are different from one another,
and thesedifferencesare important! Moreover, people (and animals) vary over time
due to circadian variations, aging, and alterations in activity, mood, and diet. In
biological and clinical studies,much or most of the scatteris often due to biological variation.
. Blunders.Mistakes and glitches(lousy pipetting, mislabeledtubes,transposeddigits,
voltage spikes, etc.) also contribute to variability.
Many statisticiansuse the word error when referring to all of these sourcesof
variability. Note that this use of the word error is quite different from the everyday
use of the word to mean mistake. I prefer the term scatter to error.
Another term you should know rs bias. Biased measurementsare systematically
wrong. Bias can be causedby any factor that consistentlyaltersthe results:the proverbial
thumb on the scale, miscalibratedpipettes, bugs in computer programs, the placebo
effect, and so on. As used in statistics,the word bias refers to anything that leads to
systematicetrors, not only the preconceivednotions of the experimenter.Bias will not
usually contribute to scatter, as it will increase (or decrease)all values. Statistical
calculationscannot detect or correct bias (unlessyou do additional experiments),and
statisticalanalysisof biaseddata will rarely be helpful. As computer programmerssay:
Garbagein, garbageout.
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DISPI.AYINGVARIABIIITY WITH HISTOGRAMS

To discussthe distribution of data, we will work with an artificial example. One hundred
medical studentsworked as pairs, and each studentmeasuredthe systolic blood pressure
of his or her partner. It is difficult to make much sensefrom a list of 100 numbers,
so insteadwe display the results on a histogram as in Figure 3.1. A histogram is a bar
graph. Systolic blood pressureis shown on the horizontal axis, measuredin mmHg
(same as torr). The base of each bar spansa range of blood pressurevalues, and the
height of each bar is the number of individuals who have blood pressuresthat fall
within that range.
To create a histogram you must decide how wide to make each bar. To make
Figure 3.1, we set the width of each bar to 5 mmHg. The tallest bar in the graph shows
that 15 subjects had blood pressurevalues between 117.5 and 122.5 mmHg. If the
bars are too wide, the histogram will show too little detail, as shown in the left panel
of Figure 3.2.It the bars are too narrow, the histogram will show too much detail and
it is hard to interpret(right half of Figure 3 .2). Somehistogramsplot relative frequencies
(proportions or pgcentages) on the Y axis rather than the actual number of observations.
Before continuing with our analysisof the numbers,we should think a bit about
what the numbersreally tell us (or what they would tell us if they weren't made up).
Blood pressureis affected by many variables. In serious studies of blood pressure,
investigators go to a great deal of trouble to make sure that the measurementsare as
consistentand unbiasedas possible.
This study of studentshas a number of flaws. Most important,
. The recorded values may differ substantially from arterial pressure.Every measurement was made by a different inexperiencedperson.Measuring blood pressurewith
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Figure 3.1. Histogram of blood pressuresof 100 students.Each bar spansa width of 5 mmHg
on the horizontal axis. The height of each bar representsthe number of studentswhose blood
pressurelies within that range.
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Figure 3.2. Morehistograms
of bloodpressure
of 100students.
In theleft panel,eachbar spans
a width of 20 mmHg.Becausethereareso few bars,the graphis not very informative.In the
rightpanel,eachbarhasa widthof I mmHg.Because
therearesomanybars,thegraphcontains
too muchdetail,and it is hardto seethe distributionof values.Histogramsaregenerallymost
usefulwhentheycontainapproximately
l0 to 20 bars.

a cuff is somewhatsubjective,as it requiresnoting the position of a bouncing column
of mercury at the instantthat a faint soundappears(systolic) or disappears(diastolic).
It is also important to place the cuff correctly (at the level of the heart). Experience
is required.
. The valuescannot be comparedto valuesfor resting supineblood pressuremeasured
in other studies.Having a pressuremeasuredby a friend for the first time is stressful
and may elevate the pressure.
I won't belabor the flaws of this example, except to repeat: Garbagein, garbageout!
Statistical analysisof flawed data is unlikely to be useful. Designing good studies is
difficult-much harder than statisticalanalvsis.

THE M E A N A ND M E D IA N
One way to describethe distribution of the data is to calculate the mean or average.
You probably alreadyknow how to do that: Add up all the numbersand divide by the
number of observations.For these 100 blood pressures,the mean is 123.4 mmHg. If
you think visually, you should think of the mean as the "center of gravity" of the
histogram. If you printed the bars of the histogram of Figure 3.1 on a sheetof wood
or plastic, it would balanceon a fulcrum placed at X : 123.4,the mean.
Another way to describethe centraltendencyof the datais to calculatethe median.
To do this you must rank the values in order and find the middle one. Since there are
an even number of data points in this sample, the median lies between the 50th and
5lst ranked value. The 50th ranked value is I22 and the 5lst ranked value is 124. We
take the averageof those two values to obtain the median, which is 123 mmHg. You
are probably already familiar with the term percentile. The median is the value at the
50th percentilebecause507o of the values fall below the median.
In this example, the mean and median are almost the same. This is not always
true. What would happen if the largest value (160 mmHg) were mistakenly entered
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into the computer as 16,000mmHg? The median would be unchangedat 123 mmHG.
Changing that one value does not changethe value of the 50th and 5lst ranked values,
so does not changethe median. The mean, however, increasesto 281 mmHg. In this
case,there would be one value greaterthan the mean and 99 values below the mean.
There are alwaysjust as many valuesbelow the medianas aboveit. The number of data
points above and below the mean will not be equal if the histogramis not symmetrical.

Q UANTTF Y T NGV A RI A B IH T Y W IT H P ER C E N T IL E S
In addition to quantifying the middle of the distribution with the mean or median, you
also want to quantify the scatter of the distribution. One approach is to report the
lowest and highest values. For this example the data range from 92 to 160 mmHg.
Another approachis to report the 25th and 75th percentiles.For this example,the 25th
percentileis 115 mmHg. This meansthat 257oof the data points fall below 115. The
75th percentileis 133 mmHg. This meansthatT1Voof the valueslie below 133 mmHg.
The difference between the 75th and 25th percentiles is called the interquartile range,
which equals 18 mmHg.
The interquartile range can be depictedgraphically as a box and whisker plot, as
shown in Figure 3.3. The box extendsfrom the 25th to 75th percentileswith a horizontal
line at the median (50th percentile). The whiskers indicate the smallest and largest
values. (Whiskers can be defined in other ways as well.)
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Figure 3.3. A box-and-whiskersplot. The horizontal line in the middle shows the median (50th
percentile) of the sample. The top and bottom of the box show the 75th and 25th percentiles,
respectively.In this graph, the top and bottom of the whiskers show the maximum and minimum
values (other box-and-whiskersgraphs define the whiskers in different ways). From this graph
you can instantly see that the median is about 125 mmHg, and half the sample have systolic
blood pressuresbetween about 115 and 135 mmHg.
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QUAN T T F Y T NGV A R IAB T U T yW| T H T H E V AR T AN C E
AND STANDARD DEVIATION
One problem with the interquartile range is that it tells you nothing about the values
that lie below the 25th percentile or above the 75th percentile. We'd like a measure
of scatterthat somehow includes all the values. One way to quantify the scatterof all
the values is to calculate the averageof the deviations of the values from the mean.
But it turns out that this is not helpful-the positive deviationsbalanceout the negative
deviationsso the averagedeviation is always 0. Another thought would be to take the
averageof the absolutevalues of the deviations.This seemsreasonable,but it turns
out to be pretty much a statistical dead end that does not facilitate other inferences.
Instead statisticiansquantify scatteras the averageof the squareof the deviations of
each value from the mean. This value is termed the variance. The variance of a
population (abbreviatedo2) is defined by Equation 3.1, where p is the population
mean, N is the number of data points, and Y1 is an individual value.
i=N

Population variance -- 02 :

)(Y'

- p)2

: - t

N

(3.1)

You may wonder why the deviationsare squared.Why not just sum the absolutevalues
of the deviations?This is difficult to explain intuitively. It just falls out of the math
and makes statistical equations work. Basically, the idea is that one large deviation
contributesmore scatterto the data than do two deviationshalf that size. More practically, defining the variance in this way facilitates calculations of confidence intervals
(CIs) and P values, as you will see in later chapters.
The variance is expressedin the units of the data squared.Thinking about the
square of units is difficult, and so the variance is not an intuitive way to quantify
scatter. The square root of the variance is called the standard deviation, abbreviated
SD or o (Equation3.2):

PopulationSD:o:

(3.2)

Caution! Don't use this equation until you read the next section.
The SD is expressedin the sameunits as the data. This makes it much easierto
think about than the variance. Even so, you may not find it easy to think about the
square root of the averageof the squaresof the deviations! You'll find it easier to
think about SDs after you read the next chapter. We will discuss the interpretation of
the SD later in this chapter and in the next chapter.
Returning to our blood pressure example, we encounter a problem when we try
to use Equations 3.1 and 3.2to flgure out the variance and SD. The problem is that
those equations apply only to the entire population, but we know only about a sample
of l(D subjects.To use Equations3.1 or 3.2,you need to know the value of p, the
population mean, but you don't know it. Read on to seehow the equationsneed to be
adjusted to deal with samples.
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N OR N - 1? T HE S A M PL ES D VE R S U ST H E POP U TA TIONS D

Equations3.1 and 3.2 assumethat you have made measurementson the entire population. As we have alreadydiscussed,this is rarely the case.The whole point of statistical
calculations is to make inferences about the entire population from measurementsof
a sample.This introducesan additional complexity to the calculation of the variance
and SD. To calculate the SD using Equation 3.2, you need to calculate the deviation
of each value from the population mean. But you don't know the population mean.
All you know is the sample mean. Except for the rare caseswhere the sample mean
happensto equal the population mean, values are always closer (on average)to their
sample mean than to the overall population mean. The sum of the squares of the
deviations from the sample mean is therefore smaller than the sum of squaresof the
deviationsfrom the population mean, and Equation3.2 gives too small a value for the
SD. This problem is eliminated by reducing the denominatorto N-1, rather than N.
Calculate the variance and SD from a sample of data using Equation 3.3:
N

)(Y'

Samplevariance: s2:

- m)2

i=l

N-l

(3.3)

SamPleSD:s:

Note that we switched from Greek (p,o) to Roman (m, s) letters when switching
from discussionsof population mean and SD to discussionsof sample mean and SD.
This book hides a lot of the mathematical detail and sometimes glosses over the
distinction. If you refer to more mathematicalbooks, pay attention to the difference
between Greek and Roman letters.
If the differencebetweenN and N- I ever mattersto you, then you are probablyup to
no goodanyway---€.g.
tryingto substantiate
a questionable
hypothesis
with marginaldata.
W.H. Presset al., NumericalRecipes
Here is another way to understandwhy the denominatoris N- I rather than N.
When we calculate the sample mean m, we take the sum of all Y values and divide
by the number of values N. Why divide by N? You learned to calculate a mean so
long ago that you probably never thought about it. The mean is technically defined as
the sum divided by degreesof freedom. The sample mean has N degreesof freedom
becauseeach of the N observationsis free to assumeany value. Knowing some of the
values does not tell you anything about the remaining values. The sample variance is
the mean of the square of the deviations of the values from the sample mean. This
mean has only N- 1 degreesof freedom. Why? It is becauseyou must calculate the
samplemean m before you can calculatethe samplevarianceand SD. Once you know
the sample mean and N- I values, you can calculatethe value of the remaining (Nth)
value with certainty. The Nth value is absolutely determined from the sample mean
and the other N-l values. Only N-l of the values are free to assumeany value.
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Therefore, we calculate the averageof the squareddeviations by dividing by N-1,
and say that the sample variance has N- | degrees of freedom, abbreviated df.
We'll discussdegreesof freedom again in later chapters.Many people find the
conceptof degreesof freedom to be quite confusing.Fortunately,being confusedabout
degreesof freedomis not a big handicap!You can calculatestatisticaltestsand interpret
the results with only a vague understandingof degreesof freedom.
Returning to the blood pressureexample, the sample SD is 14.0 mmHg. We'll
discusshow to interpret this value soon. The sample variance is 196.8 mmHg2. It is
rare to see variancesreported in the biomedical literature* but common to see SDs.
The term sample SD is a bit misleading. The sample SD is the best possible
estimateof the SD of the entire population, as determinedfrom one particular sample.
In clinical and experimentalscience,one should routinely calculate the sample SD.

CATCUTATING THE SAMPTESTANDARD DEVIATION
WITH A CATCUTATOR
Many calculatorscan calculate the SD. You have to first press a button to place the
calculatorinto statisticsor SD mode.Then enter eachvalue and pressthe button labeled
"enter" or "M+." After you have enteredall values,pressthe appropriatebutton to
calculate the SD. As we have seen, there are two ways to calculate the SD. Some
calculatorscan compute either the sampleor the population SD, dependingon which
button you press.The button for a sample SD is often labeled op-1. Other calculators
(especially those designedfor use in businessrather than science),compute only the
population SD (denominator - N) rather than the sample SD (denominator : N-1).
To test your calculator, here is a simple example. Calculate the sample SD of
thesevalues: 120, 80, 90, I10, and 95. The mean is 99.0, and the sampleSD is 16.0.
If your calculatorreports that the SD equals 14.3,then it is attemptingto calculatethe
population SD. If you haven't collecteddata for the entire population,this is an invalid
calculationthat underestimatesthe SD. If your calculatorcomputesthe SD incorrectly,
you may correct it with Equation 3.4:
SampleSD : Invalid "population" SD '

N
N-l

(3.4)

T HE ST A N D AR D D E VIA T IO N
IN TE RP RE T I NC
We will discussthe interpretationof the SD in the next chapter.For now, you can use
the following rule of thumb: Somewhatmore than half of the observationsin a population usually lie within 1 SD on either side of the mean. With our blood pressure
example, we can say that most likely somewhat more than half of the observations
will be within 14 mmHg of the mean of 123 mmHg. In other words, most of the

*However, it is common to see results analyzed with a method known as analysis of variance (ANOVA),
which is explained in Chapter 30.
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observationsprobably lie between 109and 137mmHg.This definitionis unsatisfying
becausethe words somewhat and usuallyare so vague.We'll interpretthe SD more
rigorously in the next chapter.

(CV)*
OF VARTATION
coEFFrcrENT
The SD can be normalized to the coefficient of variation (CV) using Equation 3.5:
CYVo: 100

SD
mean

(3.s)

Becausethe SD and mean are expressedin the sameunits, the CV is a unitlessfraction.
Often the CV is expressedas a percentage.If you change the units in which you
expressthe data, you do not change the CV. In our example of 100 blood pressure
measurements,the mean blood pressureis 123.4 mmHg and the SD is 14.0 mmHg.
The CV is ll.47o. The CV is useful for comparing scatter of variables measuredin
different units.

SUMMARY
Many kinds of data are expressedas measurements.You can display the scatter of
measurementsin a sample on a histogram. The center of the distribution can be
describedby the mean or median. The spreador scatterof the data can be described
by the range,the interquartilerange,the variance,the SD, or the coefficientof variation.

oBlEcTrvEs
1. You must be familiar with the followins terms:
. Error
. Bias
. Histogram
. Mean
. Median
. Standarddeviation
. Variance
. Coefficient of variation
2 Given a list of measurements,you should be able to
. Define the population the values came from.
' Determine whether it is reasonableto think that the data are representativeof
that population.
' Draw a histogram of the distribution of values, and a box-and-whiskersplot.
' Calculate the mean, median, standarddeviation, and coefficient of variation.
*This section is more advancedthan the rest. You
may skip it without loss of continuity.
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PROBLEMS
1. Estimate the SD of the age of the studentsin a typical medical school class fiust
a rough estimatewill suffice).
2. Estimate the SD of the number of hours slept each night by adults.
3. The following cholesterollevels were measuredin 10 people (mg/dl):
260, 150, 160, 200, 2lA, 240, 220, 225, 210, 240
Calculate the mean, median, variance,standarddeviation, and coefficient of variation. Make sure you include units.
4. Add an llth value (931) to the numbersin Question3 and recalculateall values.
5. Can a SD be 0? Can it be nesative?

4
Distribution
TheGaussian

P ROBABLI
I T Y DI S T RIB U T ION S
As you saw in the last chapter,a histogramplots the distribution of values in a sample.
In many situations,the histogram is bell shaped.The first two panels in Figure 4.1
show bell-shapeddistributions of two samples.The second sample is larger, and the
histogram was createdwith niurower bins. This makes it appearmore smooth.
The third panel in the figure plots the distribution of valuesin the entire population.
This is not a histogrambecausethe population is infinitely large. What you seeinstead
is a probability distribution.Although probability distributionsare similar to histograms,
the Y txes are different. In a histogram,the Y axis shows the number of observations
in eachbin. In a probability distribution, the Y axis can't show the number of observations in each bin becausethe population is infinitely large and there aren't any bins.
Instead we representprobability as the area under the curve. The area under the entire
curve representsthe entire population, and the proportion of area that falls between
two X valuesis the probability of observinga value in that interval.The Y axis is termed
the probability density,a term that is difficult term to define precisely.Fortunately,you
can understandprobability distributions without rigorously defining the scale of the
Y axis.

T HE GAU S S I A N DI S T R IBU T IO N
The symmetricalbell-shapeddistribution is called a Gaussiandistribution. You expect
variablesto approximatea Gaussiandistribution when the variation is causedby many
independentfactors.For example,in a laboratoryexperimentwith membranefragments,
variation between experimentsmight be caused by imprecise weighing of reagents,
imprecisepipetting, the variable presenceof chunks in the membranesuspension,and
other factors. When you combine all these sourcesof variation, you are likely to see
measurementsthat distribute with an approximatelyGaussiandistribution. In a clinical
study, you expect to seean approximatelyGaussiandistribution when the variation is
due to many independent genetic and environmental factors. When the variation is
largely due to one factor (such as variation in a single gene),you expectto seebimodal
or skewed distributions rather than Gaussiandistributions.
You learnedhow to calculatethe mean and standarddeviation (SD) of a sample
in the last chapter.Figure 4.2 showsthe mean and SD of an ideal Gaussiandistribution.
31
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Figure 4.1. Histogramsand probabilitydistributions.
The left panelshowsa histogramfor a
medium-sized
sample.The heightof eachbar denotesthe numberof subjectswhosevaluelies
within the spanof its base.The middlepanelshowsa histogramfor a largersample.Eachbar
wasmadenarrower.The right panelshowsthe distributionfor the entirepopulation.Sincethe
population
is infiniteandthereareno bars,theY axiscannotdenotenumbersof subjects.
Instead,
it is called theprobability density.

The mean. of course.is the center of the Gaussiandistribution. The SD is a measure
of the spreadof the distribution. The area under the curve within 1 SD of the mean
is shadedin Figure 4.3. The iuea under the entire curve representsthe entire population.
The shaded portion is about two thirds of the entire area. This means that about two
thirds of a Gaussianpopulation are within I SD of the mean.*
You can also seethat the vast majority of the values lie within 2 SDs of the mean.
More precisely, 957o of the values in a Gaussian distribution lie within 1.96 SDs
of the mean. Areas under a portion of the Gaussian distribution are tabulated as
'
the "z' distribution, where z is the number of standard deviations away from the
mean.
For eachvalue of z, the table showsfour columnsof probabilities.The first column
shows the fraction of a Gaussianpopulation that lies within z SDs of the mean. The
last column shows the fraction that lies more than z SDs of the mean above the mean
or more than z SDs below the mean. Thus the sum of the first column and the last
column equals 1007ofor all valuesof z. Becausethe value in the last column includes
componentson both sidesof the distribution, it is termed a tw,o-tailedprobabiliry. This
two-tailed probability (column four) is the sum of eachtail, the probability that a value
will be more than z SDs above the mean (the secondcolumn) and the probability that
a value will be more than z SDs below the mean (the third column). The Gaussian
distribution is symmetrical so the values in the secondand third columns are identical
and sum to the values in the fourth column. A longer version of this table is included
in the Appendix as Table A5.2.
From Figure 4.3 we estimatedthat about two thirds of data in a Gaussiandistribution lie within 1 SD of the mean.We can get a more exact value from this table. Look
-- 1.0. The value is 68.27%o.
Look in the row for
in the first column of the row for z
More precisely,
mean.
of
the
population
within
2
SDs
lies
z: 2.0. Justover 957oof the

*I have deliberately avoided defining the scale of the Y axis or the units used to measure the area under
the curve. We never care about area per se, but only about the fraction of the total area that lies under a
defined portion of the curve. When you calculate this fraction the units cancel, so you can get by without
understanding them precisely.
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Figure 4.2. An ideal Gaussiandistribution. The distribution is centeredon the mean p. The
width of the distribution is determinedby the standarddeviation o.

95Voof the populationlies within 1.96SDsof the mean.You'll seethatnumber1.96
again,so you shouldrememberwhat it means.

USINGTHEGAUSSIANDISTRIBUTION
TO MAKEINFERENCES
ABOUTTHE POPULATION
In the exampleof the previouschapter,we analyzedthe blood pressureof 100 subjects.
The samplemean was 123.4mmHg and the sampleSD was 14.0 mmHg. Thesevalues
are also our best guessesfor the mean and SD of the population
Table 4.1. The GaussianDistribution
Fraction of the

Within z SDs of
the mean

0.5
1.0
1.5
2.0
2.5
3.0
3.5

38.29Vo
68.27Vo
86.64Vo
95.45Vo
98.76Vo
99.73Vo
99.95%o

More than z
SDs above
the mean

3O.85Vo
15.87Vo
6.68Vo
2.28Vo
0.62Vo
O.l3%o
0.02Vo

lation that is
More than z
SDs below
the mean

30.85Vo
15.87Vo
6.68Vo
2.28Vo
0.627o
O.l3Vo
0.02Vo

More than z SDs
above or below
the mean

6l.7l%o
3l.73Vo
13.36Vo
4.55Vo
l.24Vo
0.27Vo
0.057o
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Figure 4.3. Interpretingprobabilitydistributions.The areaunderthe entirecurverepresents
the
entirepopulation.All valueswithin 1 SD from the meanare shaded.The ratio of the shaded
areato the total areais the fractionof the populationwhosevaluelies within I SD of the mean.
You can seethat the shadedareais abouttwo thirds of the total area.If you measuredit more
exactly,you'd find that the shadedareaequals68.21%o
of the total area.

If you are willing to assume that the distribution of values in the population
follows a Gaussiandistribution, then you can plot your best guessfor that distribution
(Figure 4.4) and can make quantitativepredictions about the population.
When reading researcharticles, you'll often see means and SDs without seeing
the distribution of the values. When you read "mean : 123, SD : 14," you should
have an intuitive senseof what that means if the population is Gaussian.If you have
a talentedright brain, you might be able to visualize Figure 4.4 in your head. If your
left brain dominates,you should perform some very rough calculationsin your head
(two thirds of the values lie between 109 and 137). Either way, you should be able to
interpret SDs in terms of the probable distribution of the data.
You can use the z table to answer questions such as this one: What fraction of
the population has a systolic blood pressuregreaterthan 140? Since the mean ts 123.4
andthe SD : 14.0,we are asking about deviationsmore than (140.0 - 123.4)ll4:
1.2 SDs from the mean.Settingz: 1.2, you can consultTable A5.2 in the Appendix
and predict that ll.Slvo of the population has a blood pressuregreater than 140.
More generally, you can calculate z for any value Y using Equation 4.1:
lY - meanl

,:-sD

(4.1)

There are two problems with these calculations.One problem is that you don't
know the mean and SD of the entire population. If your sample is small, this may
introduce substantialerror. The samplein this example had 100 subjects,so this is not
a big problem. The secondproblem is that the population may not really be Gaussian.
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Figure 4.4. Estimatingthe distributionof values.If you knewonly thatthe mean: 123.4and
theSD : 14mmHg,whatcanyou sayaboutthedistributionof valuesin theoverallpopulation?
Beforeyou canmakeany inferences,
you needto makeadditionalassumptions.
If you assume
that the populationfollows a Gaussian
distribution(at leastapproximately),
thenthis figureis
your bestguess.

This is a big problem. Even if the distribution only deviates a bit from a Gaussian
distribution, the deviation will be most apparentin the tails of the distribution. But
this example asks about the fraction of values in the tail. If the population is not really
Gaussian,the calculation will give the wrong result.

T HE PR E DI CT I O NI NT E R V AL *
You know that 957oof the values in a Gaussianpopulation lie within 1.96 SDs of the
population mean. What can you say about the distribution of values when you only
know the mean and SD of one sample?
If your sampleis large, then the mean and SD calculatedfrom a sampleare likely
to be very close to the true population values and you expect 95Voof the population
to lie within 1.96 SDs of the sample mean. If your sample is small, you'll need to go
more than 1.96 SDs in each direction to account for the likely discrepanciesbetween
the mean and SD you calculated from the sample and the true mean and SD in the
overall population. To include 95Voof the population, we need to create a range of
values that goes more than 1.96 SDs in each direction of the samplemean. This range
is called the prediction interval.
To calculate a prediction interval, you need to go K SDs from the mean, where
K is obtained from Table 4.2 (the derivation of this table is beyond the scope of this
book). For example, if your sample has five subjects (N : 5), then the prediction
*This section is more advancedthan the rest. You may skip it without loss of continuity.
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Table 4.2. 95VoPrediction Interval

2
J

4
5
6
I

8
9
l0
ll
t2
13
t4
l5
l6
t7

15.56
4.97
3.56
3.M
2.78
2.62
2.5r
2.43
2.37
2.33
2.29
2.26
2.24
2.22
2.20
2.18

l8
l9
20
25
30
35
40
50
60
70
80
90
100
200
m

2.17
2.16
2.14
2.r0
2.08
z.06
2.0s
2.03
2.02
2.01
2.00
2.00
1.99
1.98
1.96

These values were calculated according to page 62 of
G. J. Hahn and W. Q. Meeker, Statistical Intervals, John
Wilev & Sons. 1991.

interval extends 3.04 SDs in each direction. With N : 10, the prediction interval
extends 2.37 SDs in each direction.
Here is the precisedefinition of the 95Vopredrctioninterval: Each new observation
has a 957o chanceof being within the interval. On average,you expect that 957o of
the entire population lies within the prediction interval, but there is a 5AVochancethat
fewer than 95Voof the values lie within the interval and a 5OVochance that more than
95Voof the values lie within the interval. The prediction interval is only valid when
the population is distributed according to a Gaussian distribution.

N ORM A L LI M I T SA N D T H E " N O R M A[" D IS T RIB U TION
From our blood pressuredata, what can we say about the "normal range" of blood
pressures?Here is a simple, but flawed, approachthat is often used:
distribution.
followsa Gaussian
in thepopulation
thatbloodpressure
I amwilling to assume
We'll
definethe
mean.
of
the
1.96
SDs
within
population
lies
We know that957oof the
define
we
can
study,
our
from
and
SD
mean
sample
the
Using
abnormal.
other5Voas
-r
the "normalrange"as 123.4 11.96x 14.0)or 96 to 151mm Hg'
There are a number of problems with this simple approach:
. It really doesn't make senseto define normal and abnormal just in terms of the
distribution of values in the generalpopulation.What you really care about is consequences.We know that high blood pressurecan cause atherosclerosis,heart disease,
and strokes.So the questionswe really want to answer are these: In which subjects
is the blood pressurehigh enoughto be dangerous?More precisely,we want to know
which subjects have blood pressurehigh enough that the increasedrisk of heart
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diseaseand stroke is high enoughto justify the hassle,expense,and risk of treatment.
Answering these questionsis difficult. You need to follow large groups of people
for many years. There is no way to even begin to approach these questions by
analyzing only the distribution of blood pressurevalues collected at one time. You
also need to assessblood pressure in a standard manner so that the results are
comparable.In this "study" inexperiencedstudentsmeasuredeachother's pressures.
The measurementsare likely to be far from the true arterial pressure(it takes experience to measureblood pressure),and the arterial pressureis likely to be far from its
resting value (some will find it stressfulto have a friend take their blood pressure
in public).
Our definition of normal and abnormal really should depend on other factors such
as age and sex. What is abnormalfor a25 year old may be normal for an 80 year old.
In many cases, we don't really want a crisp boundary between "normal" and
"abnormal." It often makes senseto label some values as "borderline."
You don't need to decide based on one measurement.Before labeling someoneas
having abnormally high blood pressure,you should accuratelymeasurethe pressure
severaltimes in a controlled environment.
Even if the population is approximatelyGaussian,it is unlikely to follow a Gaussian
distribution exactly. The deviationsfrom Gaussianare likely to be most apparentin
the tails of the distribution. There is also no reason to think that the population
distribution is symmetrical around the mean.
Why do you want to define 2.57oof the population to be abnormally high and 2.5Vo
of the population to be abnormally low? What's so specialabout 2.5Vo?Why should
there be just as many abnormally high values as abnormally low?
The problem is that the word normal has at least three meanings:

. Mathematical statisticiansuse the term as a synonym for a Gaussiandistribution.
However, there is nothing unusual about variablesdistributed in some other way.
. Scientistsusually use the term to denote values that are commonly observed.
. Clinicians sometimesuse normal to mean usual, and sometimesuse normal to mean
values that are not associatedwith the presenceof disease.
You should be a bit confused at this point. Determining a "normal range" is a
complicatedissue.The important point is to rcalize that it is usually far too simple to
define the "normal range" as the mean plus or minus two SDs.
Everybodybelievesin thenormalapproximation,
theexperimenters
because
theythink it
is a mathematical
theorem,
themathemeticians
because
theythinkit is anexperimental
fact.
G. Lippman(1845-1921)

SUMMARY
Many variables distribute in a Gaussian distribution. This is expected when many
independentfacctors account for the variability, with no one factor being most important. Areas under portions of a Gaussian distribution are tabulated as the "2"
distribution. The rangeof valuesthat are 95Voceftainto contain the next value sampled
from the population is known as the prediction interval. The term normal limits can
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be definedin many ways.Using the Gaussiandistributionto makerules about "normal"
values is not alwavs useful.

oBf ECTMS
1 . You should be familiar with the following terms:
. Gaussiandistribution
. Probability distribution
. Normal
. Prediction interval
Using tables,you should be able to determinethe fraction of a Gaussianpopulation
that lies more (or less) than z SDs from the mean.
You should understand the complexities of "normal limits" and the problem of
defining normal limits as being the mean plus or minus 2 SDs.

PROBTEMS
1. The level of an enzymein blood was measuredin 20 patients,and the resultswere
-r
reportedas 79.6 + 7.3 units/ml (mean SD). No other information is given about
the distribution of the results. Estimate what the probability of distribution might
have looked like.
2. The level of an enzyme in blood was measuredin 20 patients and the results were
-r
reported as 9.6 + 7.3 units/ml (mean SD). No other information is given about
the distribution of the results. Estimate what the probability of distribution might
have looked like.
3. The valuesof serum sodium in healthy adults approximatesa Gaussiandistribution
with a mean of 141 mM and a SD of 3 mM. Assuming this distribution, what
fraction of adults has sodium levels less than 137 mM? What fraction has sodium
levels between 137 and 145 mM?
4. You measureplasma glaucomalevels in five patients and the values ate 146, 157,
165, 13I, 157 mg/dl. Calculate the mean and SD. What is the 957o prediction
interval? What does it mean?
WeschlerIQ scalewas createdso that the meanis 100 and the standarddeviation
The
5.
What fraction of the population has an IQ greaterthan 135?
15.
is

The ConfidenceIntervalof a Mean

INTERPRETINGA CONFIDENCE INTERVALOT A MEAN
You already learnedhow to interpret the CI of a proportion in Chapter 2. So interpreting
the CI of a mean is easy. The 957o CI is a range of values, and you can be 95Vosure
that the CI includes the true population mean.
Example5.1
This example is the same as the example followed in the last two chapters. You've
measuredthe systolic blood pressure(BP) of all 100 studentsin the class.The sample
mean is 123.4 mmHg, and the sample SD is 14.0 mmHg. You consider this class to
be representativeof other classes(different locations, different years), so you know
that the sample mean may not equal the population mean exactly. But with such a
large sample size, you expect the sample mean to be close to the population mean.
The 957oCI for the population mean quantifiesthis. You'll learn how to calculatethe
CI later in the chapter.For now, acceptthat a computer does the calculationscorrectly
and focus on the interpretation. For this example, the 95Vo Cl ranges from 120.6
mmHg to 126.2 mmHg. You can be 95Vo sure that this range includes the overall
population mean.
Example 5.2
This example continuesthe study of BPs. But now you randomly select a sample of
five students,whose systolic BPs (rounded off to the nearest5) are 120, 80, 90, 110,
and 95 mmHg. The mean of this sample is 99.0 mmHg and the sample SD is 15.97
mmHg. But the samplemean is unlikely to be identical to the population mean. With
such a large SD and such a small sample, it seemslikely that the sample mean may
be quite far from the population mean. The 95VoCI of the population mean quantifies
the uncertainty.In this example,the95Vo CI rangesfrom 79.2to 118.8mmHg. You
can be 95Vo sure that this wide range of values includes the true population mean.
What Does it Mean to be 95"/o Sure?
Note that there is no uncertainty about the sample mean. We are IOOVosure that we
have calculated the sample mean correctly. By definition, the CI is always centered
39
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on the sample mean. We are not sure about the value of the population mean. However,
we can be 95Vosure that the calculatedinterval contains it.
What exactly does it mean to be "95Vo sure"? If you calculate a 95VoCI from
many independentsamples,the population mean will be included in the CI in 95Voof
the samples,but will be outside of the CI in the other 5Voof the samples.When you
only have measuredone sample, you don't know the value of the population mean.
The population mean either lies within the 95VoCI or it doesn't. You don't know, and
there is no way to find out. But you can be 95Voceftain that the 957o CI includes the
population mean.
The correctsyntaxis to expressthe CI as 79.2to I 18.8mmHg, or as [79.2. I 18.8].
It is consideredbad form to expressthe CI as 99.0 -f 19.8 or 79.2 - 118.8 (the latter
form would be confusing with negative numbers).

ASSUMPTIONSTHAT MUST BE TRUE TO INTERPRETTHE 95%
CI OF A MEAN
The CI dependson these assumptions:
. Your sample is randomly selected from the population.
In Example 5.1, we measuredthe BP of every student in the class. If we are
only interestedin that class,there would be no need to calculatea CI. We know the
class mean exactly. It only makes senseto calculate a CI to make inferencesabout
the mean of a larger population. For this example, the population might include
students in future years and in other cities.
In ExampLe5.2, we randomly sampled five students from the class, so the
assumptionis valid. If we let studentsvolunteer for the study, we'd be measuring
BP in studentswho are especially interestedin their BP (perhapsthey've been told
it was high in the past). Such a sampleis not representativeof the entire population,
and any statisticalinferencesare likely to be misleading.
In clinical studies, it is not feasible to randomly select patients from the entire
population of similar patients. Instead, patients are selectedfor the study because
they happenedto be at the right clinic at the right time. This is called a convenience
sample rather than a random sample. For statistical calculations to be meaningful,
we must assumethat the conveniencesample adequatelyrepresentsthe population,
and the results are similar to what would have been observedhad we used a true
random sample.
. The population is distributed in a Gaussianmanner, at least approximately. This
assumptionis not too important if your sample is large. Since Example 5.1 has 100
subjects,the Gaussianassumptionmattersvery little (unlessthe population distribution is very bizane). Example 5.2 has only five students.For such a small sample,
the CI can only be interpretedif you assumethat the overall population is approximately Gaussian.
. All subjectscome from the samepopulation,and eachhasbeenselectedindependently
of the others. In other words, selecting one subject should not alter the chancesof
selectingany other. Our BP example would be invalid if there were really less than
100 students.but some were measuredtwice. It would also be invalid if some of the
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studentswere siblings or twins (becauseBP is partly controlled by genetic factors,
so two siblings are likely to have pressuresmore similar than two randomly selected subjects).
In many situations,theseassumptionsare not strictly true: The patientsin your study
may be more homogeneousthan the entire population of patients. Measurementsmade
in one lab will have a smaller SD than measurementsmade in other labs at other times.
More generally, the population you really care about may be more diverse than the
population that the data were sampled from. Furthermore, the population may not be
Gaussian.If any assumptionis violated, the CI will probably be too optimistic (too
narrow). The true CI (taking into account any violation of the assumptions)is likely
to be wider than the CI vou calculate.

CATC UTA T I NGT HE CO N F ID EN C EIN T E R V ATOF A ME A N
To calculate the CI, you need to combine the answersto four questions:
l. what is the sample mean?It is our best guessof the population mean.
2. How much variability? If the data are widely scattered(large SD), then rhe sample
mean is likely to be further from the population mean than if the data are tight
(small SD).
3. How many subjects?If the sampleis large, you expectthe samplemean to be close
to the population mean and the CI will be very narrow. With tiny samples, the
sample mean may be far from the population mean so the confidence interval will
be wide.
4. How much confidence?Although CIs are typically calculatedfor 95Vo confidence,
any value can be used. If you wish to have more confidence(i.e. 99Vo confidence)
you must generatea wider interval. If you are willing to acceptless confidence(i.e.
90Vo confidence), you can generate a narrower interval.
Equation 5.1 calculatesthe 95VoCl of a mean from the samplemean (m), the sample
standarddeviation (s) and the sample size (N):

e5voCr:(*-,*).

(- + t* .

(5.1)

*)

The CI is centered on the sample mean m. The width of the interval is proportional
to the SD of the sample, s. If the sample is more scattered,the SD is higher and the
CI will be wider. The width of the interval is inversely proportional to the squareroot
of sample size, N. Everything else being equal, the CIs from larger sampleswill be
narrower than CIs from small samples.
The width of the CI also dependson the value of a new variable, t*. As you
expect,its value dependson how confidentyou want to be. If you wantggvo confidence
insteadof 95Voconfidence,t* will have a larger value.If you only want 90Voconfidence,
t* will have a smaller value. Additionally, the value of t* dependson the sample size.
The value comes from the t distribution, which you'll learn more about later in the
chapter.The value of t* is tabulatedin Table 5.1, and more fulty in Table A5.3 in the
Appendix. Since this table has severaluses,the rows do not directly show samplesize,
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Table 5.1. Critical Value of t for
95Vo Confidence
df

I
2
a
J

4
5
6
8
9
10
1l

df

12.706
4.303
3.182
2.776
2.571
2.447
2.365
2.306
2.262
2.228
2.201

r2
13
14
15
20
25
30
40
60
r20
oo

tir

2.179
2.160
2.145
2.131
2.086
2.060
2.042
2.021
2.000
r.980
1.960

but rather show degreesof freedom (d0. When calculating the confidenceinterval of
a mean, df : N- I as explained previously on pages 27-28.
In Example 5.1, the sample mean is 123.4 mmHg and the SD is 14.0 mmHg.
Becausethe sample has 100 subjects,there are 99 df. The table does not show t* for
99 df. Interpolating betweenthe values shown for 60 df and l2O df, t* is about L99.
The CI rangesfrom 120.6 to 126.2 mmHg.
Note that as the sample size increases,the value of t* approaches1.96 (for 957o
confidence).It is enough to remember that the value is approximately 2, so long as
the sample has at least 20 or so subjects.
For Example 5.2, the mean of this sample is 99.0 mmHg with a SD of 15.97
mmHg. With only five subjects,there are only 4 df, and t* equals 2.776. The 95VoCl
of the population mean ranges from79.2 to 118.8 mmHg. With a small sample,the
confidenceinterval is wide.
To understandwhy Equation 5.1 works, you needto understandtwo things. First,
you needto understandwhere the ratio s//N comesfrom. Next you needto understand
where the value of t* comes from. Both of these topics are complicated,but I'11 try
to explain them briefly in the next two sections.

TH E CE NT RA TI . I M IT T H EOR EM
Where does the ratio s/.f, in Equation 5.1 come from? To understandthe answer'
we first need to digress a bit.
If you collect many samplesfrom one population,they will not all have the same
mean. What will the distribution of means look like? Mathematicians approach this
kind of question by manipulating equations and proving theorems. We'll answer the
question by simulating data, an approach that is far more intuitive to many.
Figure 5.1 shows simulated data from throwing dice 2000 times. The X axis
shows the averageof the numbers that appearon top of the dice, and the Y axis shows
the number of times each average appears.We are sampling from a "population" of
numbers with a flat distribution--each die is equally likely to land with 1, 2,3, 4, 5,
or 6 on top. The left panel shows a histogram of 2000 throws of one die. The distribution
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Figure 5.1. An illustrationof the centrallimit theorem.Eachpanelshowsthe simulatedresults
of throwingdice 2000times.The X axis showsthe meanof the valueson top of the dice,and
the Y axisshowshow frequentlyeachvalueappeared.
If you only throwonedie at a time (left
panel)the distributionof valuesis flat. Eachnumberis equallylikely to appear.If you throw
two diceat a time (middlepanel),the distributionis not flat. You aremorelikely to get a mean
of 3.5 (a sumof 7) thana meanof I or 6. The right panelshowsthe resultswith five dice.The
histogramstartsto look like a Gaussian
distribution.The centrallimit theoremstatesthis: No
matterhow theoriginalpopulationis distributed,
thedistributionof samplemeanswill approximatea Gaussian
distributionif the samplesarelargeenough.

of this sampleof 2000 observationsclosely resemblesthe overall "population," with
some random variability. In the middle panel, two dice were thrown 2000 times, and
we plot the distribution of the sample of 2000 mean values. This distribution differs
substantiallyfrom the original population.If you've every played with dice, this comes
as no surprise.There are six ways for a pair of dice to sum to seven(l&6,2&5,3&
4, 4&3, 5&2, or 6&1), but there is only one way for the sum to equal 12 (6&6) or 2
(1&1). The figure shows averagevalues, and shows that the averageof 3.5 (two dice
totaling seven) occurred about six times more often than did the average I or 6. The
right panel shows the results when we threw five dice in each of 2000 trials. The
distribution is approximately bell-shaped.
This example illustrates an important statistical theorem, known as the central
limit theorem.The proof of this theorem is not accessibleto nonmathematicians.But
the theorem itself can be understood:No matter how the values in the population
are distributed, the distribution of means from independently chosen samples will
approximatea Gaussiandistribution, so long as your samplesare large enough.
The central limit theorem explains the computer generateddata of Figure 5.1.
Even though the "population" has a flat and chunky (only integers) distribution, the
distribution of means approximatesa bell-shaped distribution. As you increase the
sample size, the distribution of sample means comes closer and closer to the ideal
Gaussiandistribution.
No matter how the population is distributed, the distribution of sample means
will approximate a Gaussian distribution if the sample size is large enough. How
large is that? Naturally, the answer is "it depends"! It dependson your definition of
"approximately" and on the distribution of the population. Even if the population
distribution is really weird, a sampleof 100 valuesis large enoughto invoke the central
limit theorem.If the populationdistributionis approximatelysymmetricaland unimodal
(it looks like a mountain and not like a mountain range), then you may invoke the
central limit theorem even if you have only sampleda dozen or so values.
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What is the standarddeviation (SD) of the distribution of sample means?It is
not the same as the SD of the population. Since sample means are distributed more
compactly than the population, you expect the SD of the distribution of sample means
to be smaller than the SD of the population. You also expect it to dependon the SD
of the population and the sample size. If the population is very diverse (large SD),
then the sample means will be spreadout more than if the population is very compact
(small SD). If you collect bigger samples,the sample means will be closer together
so the SD of sample means will be smaller.
'l'he
central limit theorem proves that the SD of sample means equals the SD of
the populatliondivided by the squareroot of the sample size. This is the origin of the
ratio s/./N in Equation5.1.

THE STANDARD ERROROF THE MEAN
Becausethe phrasestandarddeviation of samplemeansis awkward, this value is given
a shorter name, the standard error of the mean, abbreviated SEM. Often the SEM is
refened to as the standard error, with the word mean missing but implied. The term
is a bit misleading, as the standarderror of the mean usually has nothing to do with
standardsor etrors.
The central limit theorem calculates the SEM from the SD of the population and
the sample size with Equation 5.2.
SEM:*

(s.2)

The SEM quantifiesthe precision of the samplemean. A small SEM indicatesthat the
sample mean is likely to be quite close to the true population mean. A large SEM
indicates that the sample mean is likely to be far from the true population mean.
Note that the SEM doesnot directly quantify scatteror variability in the population.
Many people misunderstandthis point. A small SEM can be due to a large sample
size rather than due to tight data. With large sample sizes,the SEM is always tiny.
We can substituteEquation 5.2 into Equation 5.1 to calculate the 95VoCI of a
mean more simply.
95Vo CI: (m - t* ' SEM) to (m + t* ' SEM)

(5.3)

Since the value of t* is close to 2 for large sample sizes,you can rememberthat the
95Voconfidenceinterval of a mean extends approximately two standardeffors on either
side of the sample mean.

THE t DI S T RI B UTION
Equations5.1 and 5.3 include the variable t*. To understandthoseequations,therefore,
you need to understand the t distribution.
Imagine this experiment. Start with a Gaussianpopulation of known mean and
SD. From the population, collect many samplesof size N. For each sample,calculate
the sample mean and SD and then calculate the ratio defined by Equation 5.4.
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(s.4)

Since the sample mean is equally likely to be larger or smaller than the population
mean, the value of t is equally likely to be positive or negative. So the t distribution
is symmetrical around t : 0. With small samples, you are more likely to observe a
large difference between the sample mean and the population mean, so the numerator
of the t ratio is likely to be larger with small samples.But the denominator of the t
ratio will also be larger with small samples,becausethe SEM is larger. So it seems
reasonablethat the distribution of the t ratio would be independentof sample size. But
it turns out that that isn't true-including N in the equation does not entirely correct
for differences in sample size, and the expected distribution of t varies depending on
the size of the sample. Therefore, there is a family of t distributions for different
sample sizes.
Figure 5.2 showsthe distribution of t for samplesof five subjects(df : 4). You'll
see t distributions for other numbers of df in Chapter 23. The t distribution looks
similar to the Gaussiandistribution, but the t distribution is wider. As the sample size
increases,the t distribution becomesmore and more similar to the Gaussiandistribution
in accordancewith the central limit theorem.
SinceFigure 5.2 plots probability density,the areaunderthe entire curve represents
all values in the distribution. The tails of the distribution are shaded for all values of
t greater than 2.776 or less than -2.776. Calculations prove that each of these tails
represents2.5Voof the distribution. This meansthat the t ratio will be between -2.176
and 2.776 in 95Voof samples(N : 5) randomly chosenfrom a Gaussianpopulation.
If the sampleswere of a different size, the cutoff would not be 2.776 but rather some
other number as shown in Table 5.1.
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Figure 5.2. The t distribution for four degreesof freedom. Here are the steps you'd need to do
to create this graph experimentally. Start with a population whose mean you know. Collected
many samplesof five subjects(df : 4) from this population. Calculatethe t ratio for each using
Equation 5.4. Of course,mathematicianscan derive the distribution from first principles without
the need for endlesssampling. The largest and smallest2.5Voof the distribution are shaded.In
95Voof the samples,t will be between -2.776 and,2.776.
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So far, the logic has been in the wrong direction-we've started with a known
population and are looking at the variability between samples.Data analysis goes the
other way. When calculating CI, you don't know the population mean. All you know
is the mean and SD of one particular sample. But we can use the known distribution
of t to make inferences about the population mean. Let's compute the CI for example
5.2. The sample has five subjects,so you can be 95Vo sure that the t ratio will be
between -2.176 and 2.776. RearrangeEquation 5.4 to solve for the population mean
as a function of the sample mean (m), the sample standard deviation (s), the sample
size (N), and t.
S

p,:m-t'--;:m-t'SEM
(s.5)
JN
You know the sample mean (m : 99.0 mmHg), the sample SD (s : 15.97 mmHg),
and the sample size (N : 5). You also know that you can be 95Vosure that t will be
between -2.776 and 2.776. To calculatethe confidencelimits, first set t : 2.776 and
calculatethat p :79.2 mmHg. Then set t : -2.78 and calculatethat lr : 118.8
mmHg. You've calculatedthe lower and upper limits of the 957o confidenceinterval.
The 95VoCI rangesfrom 79.2 to 118.8mmHg.
In deriving the t distribution, statisticiansstartedwith a hypothetical population
with known population mean and SD, and calculated the distribution of t in many
samples.We then use the distribution backwards.Insteadof making inferencesabout
the distribution of samples from a population, you can make inferences about the
population from a single sample.The ability to use probability distributionsbackwards
is mathematically simple but logically profound, and of immense practical importance
as it makes statisticsuseful to experimenters.
IN FE R E N C E
TH E G A US S I A NA SS U MP T IO NA N D S T AT IS T I C A T
As noted earlier, the interpretationof the 95VoCI dependson the assumptionthat the
data were sampledfrom a Gaussiandistribution. And, as you'll seein future chapters,
this assumptionis common to many statisticaltests.Is this assumptionreasonablefor
the blood pressureexample?A few notes:
. The Gaussiandistribution,by definition, extendsinfinitely in eachdirection. It allows
for a very small proportion of BPs less than 0 (physically impossible) and a very
small proportion of BPs greater than 300 (biologically impossible).Therefore,BPs
cannot follow a Gaussiandistribution exactly.
. The assumptiondoesn'tneedto be completelytrue to be useful.Justlike the mathematics of geometry is based on mathematicalabstractionssuch as a perfect rectangle,
the mathematicsof statisticsis basedupon the abstractGaussiandistribution.Geometry tells us that the area of a perfect rectangle equals its length times its width. No
room is a perfect rectangle,but you can usethat rule to figure out how much wallpaper
you need. The calculation, basedon an ideal model, is useful even if the walls are
a bit warped. Similarly, statistical theory has devised methods for analyzing data
obtainedfrom Gaussianpopulations.Thosemethodsareusefulevenwhen the distributions are not exactly Gaussian.
. You can look beyond our one sample.BP has been measuredin lots of studies,and
we can use information from these studies.While the distribution of BPs is often a
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bit skewed(more high valuesthan low) they tend to distribute accordingto a roughly
Gaussiandistribution. Since this has been observed in many studies with tens of
thousandsof subjects,it seemsreasonableto assumethat BP in our population is
approximately Gaussian.
. You can think about the sourcesof scatter.The variability in BP is due to numerous
When scatter
geneticand environmentalvariables,aswell asimprecisemeasurements.
is due to the sum of numerousfactors,you expectto observea Gaussiandistribution,
at least approximately.*
. You can perform formal calculations to test whether a distribution of data is consistent
with the Gaussiandistribution. For more information, read about the KolmogorovSmirnov test in a more advancedbook.
What shouldyou do if the distribution of your datadeviatesubstantiallyfrom a Gaussian
distribution? There are three answers.
. You can mathematically transform the values to convert a nongaussianpopulation
into a Gaussian one. This is done by converting each value into its logarithm,
reciprocal, or squareroot (or some other function). While this soundsa bit dubious,
it can be a good thing to do. Often, there is a good biological or chemicaljustification
for making the transformation.For example, it often makes senseboth biologically
and statisticallyto expressacidity as pH rather than concentrationof hydrogen ions,
to express potency of a drug as log(EC5s)rather than EC5st, and to express kidney
function as the reciprocal of plasma creatinine concentration rather than the plasma
creatinine concentration itself.
. You can rely on the central limit theorem and analyzelarge samplesusing statistical
methodsbasedon the Gaussiandistribution, even if the populationsare not Gaussian.
You can rely on the central limit theorem when both of the following are true: (1)
You are making inferences about the population means, and not about the details of
the distribution itself. (2) Either the samples are very large or the population is
approximately Gaussian.
. You can use statisticalmethodsthat are not basedon the Gaussiandistribution. For
exampie, it is possible to calculate the 95VoCI of a median without making any
assumptionabout the distribution of the population. We'lI discuss some of these
methods, termed nonparameteric methods, later in the book.
CONFIDENCE INTERVALOF A PROPORTION REVISITED*
You previously saw the CI of the proportion defined in Equation 2.1. This can be
rewritten as shown in Equation 5.6.
Approximate 95VoCI of proportion:
/t-

( r - , * . t / P ( r : P r .) ( r * z * .

p(l - p)\
N/

*You also need to assume that the various factors all have nearly equal weight.
trhe EC:o is the concentration of drug required to get half the maximal effect.

(s.6)
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The value of z* comes from the Gaussiandistribution. It equals 1.96 for 95Vo Cl,
because957oof observationsin a Gaussianpopulation lie within 1.96 SD of the mean.
You may substituteother numbersfrom the Gaussiandistribution if you want to change
the degreeof confidence.For example, set z* : 2.58 to generatea 99VoCI. This is
the correct value, because99Voof a Gaussiandistribution lie within 2.58 SD of the
mean. The value of z* does not dependon the size of your sample.
This approximation works becausethe binomial distribution approximatesthe
Gaussiandistribution with large samples.It is a reasonableapproximation when the
numerator of the proportion is at least five, and the denominatoris at least five larger
than the numerator. If you have small samples or want to calculate the CI of a
proportion more exactly, you must usetablesor programsthat are basedon the binomial
distribution. You should not replacez* in Equation 5.6 with t*.

ERRORBARS
Graphsof data often include error bars, and the text of articles often gives values plus
or minus an error, i.e. 10.34 -r 2.3. The error bar or the plus/minus value usually
denotesthe SD or the SEM. Occasionally the error bars denote the range of the data,
or the 95VoCI of the mean. You must look at the methods section or figure legend to
figure out what the authors are trying to say. If there is no explanation as to how the
effor bars were calculated,the error bar is nearly meaningless.
Figure 5.3 shows the appearanceof severalerror bars. Note that some are capped
while others are not. The difference is a matter of aesthetics,not statistics.Also note
that some error bars extend above and below the data point, while others extend only
above or only below. Usually this is done to prevent enor bars from different data
sets from overlapping. This is an artistic decision by the investigator.The true uncertainty always extends in both directions, even if the author only shows the error bar
in one direction.
In theory, the choice of showing the SD or SEM should be based on statistical
principles. Show the SD when you are interestedin showing the scatterof the data.
Show the SEM when you want to show how well you know the population mean.
Sometimes people display the SEM for another reason: The SEM is the smallest
measureof "error" and thus looks nicest.
Becausethe SD and SEM are used so frequently, anyone reading the biomedical
literature must be able to convert back and forth without looking up the equations in
a book. There are only a few equationsin statisticsthat must be committed to memory,
and these are two of them:

(s.7)

SEM:SD/JN
SD: SEM .tA

The only role of the standarderror . . . is to distort and conceal the data. The reader wants
to know the actual span of the data; but the investigator displays an estimated zone for
the mean.
Feinstein, Clinical Biostatistics
*This section is more advanced than the rest. You may skip it without loss of continuity.
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Mean t SD

Figure 5.3. Error bars. Graphs show error bars in various ways. Note that the first bar is
uncapped,and the others are capped.This is merely an artistic distinction that tells you nothing
about the distribution of data. The first two error bars extend above and below the point, while
the next two go only above or only below. This too is an artistic distinction that tells you nothing
about the data. Note the legend telling us that these error bars represent the standard deviation.
You can't interpret these error bars unless you know whether the size of the error bar shows
you the standard deviation, the standard error of the mean, the extent of the 95%oCI. or something else.

Remember that the scatter (however expressed)meansdifferent things in different
contexts.Is the author showing the variability amongreplicatesin a single experiment?
Variability among experimentsperformed with genetically identical animals? Variability among cloned cells? Variability betweenpatients?Your interpretationof error bars
should dependheavily on such considerations.

SUMMARY
The sample mean you calculate from a list of values is unlikely to be exactly equal
to the overall population mean (that you don't know). The likely discrepancydepends
on the size of your sample and the variability of the values (expressedas the standard
deviation). You can combine the sample mean, SD and sample size to calculate a
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957oconfidenceinterval of the mean.If your sampleis representativeof the population,
you can be 95Vosure that the true population mean lies somewherewithin the 95VoCl.
The central limit theorem statesthat the distribution of samplemeanswill approximate a Gaussiandistribution even if the population is not Gaussian.It explains why
you can interpret a confidence interval from large samples even if the population is
not Gaussian.
The standard error of the mean (SEM) is a measureof how close a samplemean
is to the population mean. Although it is often presentedin papers, it is easier to
interpret confidenceintervals, which are calculatedfrom the SEM.
Papers often present the data as mean + error, or show a graph with an ercor
bar. These effor values or error bars may reprsent the SD, the SEM or something else.
You can not interpret them unlessyou know how they were defined.

oBfEcilvEs
1. You must be familiar with the following terms:
. Gaussiandistribution
. Central limit theorem
. Standard error of the mean
. Confidenceinterval of a mean
. Confidence interval
. Error bar
. t distribution
2. Given a list of numbers,you should be able to calculate the 957o CI of the mean.
3. Given the mean, sample size, and SD or SEM, you should be able to calculatethe
95VoCI of the mean.
4. You should know the assumptionsthat must be true to interpret the CI.
5. You must be able to convert between SD and SEM without referring to a book.
6. You should be able to interpret error bars shown in graphsor tablesof publications.

PROBLEMS
l . Figure 5.4 shows the probability distribution for the time that an ion channel stays

open. Most channelsstay open for a very short time, and some stay open longer.
Imagine that you measurethe open time of 10 channels in each experiment, and
calculate the averagetime. You then repeat the experiment many times. What is
the expectedshapeof the distribution of the mean open times?
2 . An enzyme level was measuredin cultured cells. The experimentwas repeatedon
3 days; on each day the nneasurementwas made in triplicate. The experimental
conditions were identical on each day; the only purpose of the repeatedexperiments
was to determinethe value more precisely.The resultsare shown as enzymeactivity
in units per minute per milligram of membraneprotein.
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Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday

Replicate I

Replicate 2

Replicate 3

234
269
254

220
967
249

229
275
246

Summarizethese data as you would for publication. The readershave no interest
in the individual results for each day; just one overall mean with an indication of
the scatter.Give the results as mean, error value, and N. Justify your decisions.
3. Is the width of a 99VoCI wider or naffower than the width of a gOVoCI?
4. The serum levels of a hormone (the "Y factor") was measuredto be 93 -F 1.5
(mean r- SEM) in 100 nonpregnantwomen and I l0 -r 2.3 (mean t SEM) in 100
women in the first trimester of pregnancy.
A. Calculate the 95VoCl for the mean value in each group.
B. Assuming that the measurementof Y is easy,cheap,and accurate,is it a useful
assayto diagnosepregnancy?
5. A paper reports that cell membranes have rz03 x. 64 (mean -f sEM) fmol of
receptorper milligram of membraneprotein. Thesedata come from nine experiments.
A. calculate the 95va cr. Explain what it means in prain language.
B. Calculatethe 95Vopredictioninterval. Explain what it meansin plain language.
C. Is it possible to sketch the distribution of the original data?If so, do it.
D. Calculate the 9OVoCl.
E. Calculate the coefficient of variation.
6. You measureBP in 10 randomly selectedsubjectsand calculate that the mean is
I25 and the SD is 7.5 mmHg. Calculate the SEM andg5%oCI. Now you measure
BP in 100 subjectsrandomly selectedfrom the same population. What values do
you expect to find for the SD and SEM?
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7 . Why doesn't it ever make senseto calculatea CI from a population SD (as opposed
to a sample SD)?

8 . Data were measuredin 16 subjects,and the 95VoCI was 97 to 132.
A. Predict the distribution of the raw data.
B. Calculate the 99VoCI.
9. Which is larger, the SD or the SEM? Are there any exceptions?

6
SurvivalCurves
In the long run, we are all dead.
fohn Keynes

Note to basic scientists. This chapter describes a method commonly used in clinical
research but rarelv used in basic research. You may skip the entire chapter without
loss in conttnuitv.
We have discussedhow to quantify uncertaintyfor outcomesexpressedas proportions
(Chapter2) or as measurements(Chapters3 to 5). However, in many clinical studies,
the outcome is survival time. Analysis of survival data is trickier than you might
first imagine.
What's wrong with calculating the mean survival time and its confidenceinterval
(CI)? This approachis rarely useful. One problem is that you can't calculatethe mean
survival time until you know the survival time for eachpatient, which meansyou can't
analyzethe data until the last patient has died. Another problem is that survival times
are unlikely to follow a Gaussiandistribution. For these and other reasons,special
methods must be used for analysisof survival data.

A SIMPLESURVIVAL CURVE
Survival curves plot percentsurvival as a function of time. Figure 6.1 shows a simple
survival curve. Fifteen patients were followed for 36 months. Nine patients died at
known times, and six were still alive at the end of the study.
Time zero is not some specified calendar date; rather, it is the time that each
patient enteredthe study. In many clinical studies,"time zero'' spansseveralcalendar
years as patients are enrolled. At time zero, by definition, all patientsare alive, so Y :
lOOVo.Whenever a patient dies, the percentsurviving decreases.If the study (and thus
the X axis) were extendedfar enough,Y would eventually reach 0. This study ended
at 36 months with 40Vo(6/15) of the patients srill alive.
Each patient's death is clearly visible as a downward jump in the curve. When
the first patient died, the percent survival dropped from l00.0%oto 93.3Vo(14/15).
When the next patient died, the percentsurvival droppedagain to 86.7Vo.At l9 months,
two patients died, so the downward step is larger.
53
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Figure 6.1. A simplesurvivalcurve.Fifteensubjectswere followedfor 36 months.Nine of
the subjectsdied.You can seeeachdeathas a downwardstepin the curve.Two subjectsdied
at 19 months,so the dropis twice aslarge.Notethattime 0 doesnot haveto be anyparticular
day or year.Time 0 is the time that eachsubjectwasenrolledin the trial.

The term survival curve is a bit misleading, as "suryival" curves can plot time
to any well-defined end point, such as occlusion of a vascular graft, date of first
metastasis,or rejection of a transplantedkidney. The event does not have to be dire.
The eventcould be restorationof renalfunction, dischargefrom a hospital,or graduation.
The event must be a one-time event. Recurrins events should not be analvzed with
survival curves.

CENSOREDSURVIVAT DATA
In the previous example, we knew that all subjectseither died before 36 months or
survived longer than 36 months (the right end of our curve). Real data are rarely so
simple. In most survival studies,some surviving subjectsare not followed for the entire
span of the curve. This can happenin two ways:
. Some subjects are still alive at the end of the study but were not followed for the
entire span of the curve. Many studiesenroll patientsover a period of severalyears.
The patients who enroll later are not followed for as many years as patients who
enroll early. Imagine a study that enrolls patientsbetween 1985 and 1989, and that
ends in 1991. Patient A enrolled in 1989 and is still alive at the end of the study.
Even though the study lasted 6 years, we only know that patient A survived at least
3 years.
. Some drop out of the study early. Perhapsthey moved to a different city or got fed
up with university hospitals.Patient B enrolled in 1986 but moved to another city
(and stoppedfollowing the protocol) in 1988.We know that this subject survived at
least 2 years on the protocol but can't evaluatesurvival after that.
In either case, you know that the subject survived up to a certain time but have no
useful information about what happenedafter that. Information about these patients is
said to be censored.Before the censoredtime, you know they were alive and following
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the experimentalprotocol, so these subjectscontribute useful information. After they
are censored,you can't use any information on the subjects. Either we don't have
information beyond the censoringday (becausethe data weren't or can't be collected)
or we have information but can't use it (becausethe patient no longer was following the experimentalprotocol). The word censor has a negative ring to it. It sounds
like the subjecthas done somethingbad. Not so. It's the data that have been censored,
not the subject!

CREATING A SURVIVATCURVE
There are two slightly different methods to create a survival curve. With the actuarial
method, the X axis is divided up into regular intervals, perhapsmonths or years, and
survival is calculated for each interval. With the Kaplan-Meier method, survival is
recalculatedevery time a patient dies. This method is preferred,unless the number of
patientsis huge.The term life-table analysisis usedinconsistently,but usually includes
both methods.You should recognize all three names.
The Kaplan-Meier method is logically simple but tedious. Since computer programs can do the calculationsfor you, the details will not be presentedhere. The idea
is pretty simple. To calculatethe fraction of patientswho survived on a particular day,
simply divide the number alive at the end of the day by the number alive at the
beginning of the day (excluding any who were censoredon that day from both the
numerator and denominator).* This gives you the fraction of patients who were alive
at the beginning of a particular day who were still alive at the beginning of the next
day. To calculate the fraction of patients who survive from day 0 until a particular
day, multiply the fraction of patients who survive day l, times the fraction of those
patientswho survive day 2, times the fraction of those patientswho survive day 3 . . .
times the fraction who survive day k. This method automaticallyaccountsfor censored
patients, as both the numerator and denominator are reduced on the day a patient is
censored.Becausewe calculatethe product of many survival fractions, this method is
also called the product-limit method.
Figure 6.2 shows a survival curve with censoreddata. The study startedwith 15
patients. Nine died during the study (same as the previous example) and six were
censoredat various times during the study. On the left panel, each censoredpatient is
denotedby upward blips in the survival curve. On the right panel,eachcensoredpatient
is denotedby a symbol in the middle of a horizontal part of the survival curve. At the
time a patient is censored,the survival curve does not dip down as no one has died.
When the next patient dies, the step downward is larger becausethe denominator (the
number of patients still being followed) has shrunk.

CONFIDENCE INTERVATOF A SURVIVATCURVE
In order to extrapolate from our knowledge of a sample to the overall population, a
survival curve is far more informative when it includes a 95VoCI. Catculating CIs is
*Note that day rcfers to day of the
study, not a particular day on the calendar. Day I is the first day of the
study for each subject.
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at a certaintime for
A subjectis censored
subjects.
Figure 6,2. A survivalcurvewith censored
(1) He stoppedfollowingthe studyprotocolat thattime.(2) The trial ended
oneof two reasons.
with the subjectstill alive.In the left panel,censoredsubjectsare shownas upwardblips.In
subjectsareshownassolidcirclesin a horizontalportionof thecurve.
the right panel,censored
You'll seeboth kindsof graphsfrequently.

not straightforward and is best left to computer programs. The interpretation of the
957o C|for a survival curve shouldbe clear to you by now. We have measuredsurvival
exactly in a sample but don't know what the survival curve for the entire population
looks like. We can be 957o surethat the true population survival curye lies within the
957o Cl shown on our graph at all times.
Unfortunately, many publishedsurvival curves do not include CIs. Assuming that
you can figure out how many patients are still alive at any given time, you can use
Equation 6.1 to calculate an approximate95VoCl for the fraction surviving up to at
any time t (p is fraction surviving up to time t, and N is the number of patients still
alive and following the protocol at time t):*
'
957oCI of fractional survival (p) at time t : p t 1.96 p

(6.1)

Let's usethis equationto figure out approximateCIs for the exampleat24 months.
We startedwith 15 patients.Between 0 and 24 months,eight patientshave died fiust
count the downward steps,rememberingthat the big step at 19 months representstwo
patients).Four patientshave been censoredbefore 24 months (count the ticks on the
- 8 - 4)
ieft panel of Figure 6.1 between0 and 24 months). Thus three patients (15
: 3. Reading off the curve,
are still alive and being followed at 24 months, so N
approximately0.03 to 0.67.
CIis
the
95Vo
p 0.35. Plugging p and N into the equation,
calculatesvalues that are
and
sometimes
Equation 6.1 is only an approximation
0. In this case, set the
less
than
limit
nonsense.It can calculate a lower confidence
greaterthan 1007o.In
limit
confidence
lower limit to 0. It can also calculatean upper
by computer.
calculated
CIs
exact
more
shows
6.3
Figure
this casesetthe limit to l\OVo.
patients
fewer
represents
curve
a
survival
of
side
If there are censoredpatients, the right
(until
converges
survival
progresses
time
wider
as
than the left side,and the CIs become
on 0).

*Equation 6.1 is not well known. I got it from page 378 of D. G. Altman, Practical statisticsfor Medical
Research,Chapman & Hall, London, 1991.
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Figure 6.3. A survival curve with 957o CIs. The solid line shows the survival
curve for the
sample of 15 subjects. You can be 957a sure that the overall survival curve for
the entire
population lies within the dotted lines. The CIs are wide becausethe sample
is so small.

MEDIANSURVIVAT
It is easy to derive the median survival time from the survival curve.
Simply draw a
horizontal line at 507o survival and see where it crossesthe curve. Then
look down
at the X axis to read off the median survival time. Figure 6.4 shows that
the median
survival in the exampleis about 22 months.Sometimesthe survival curve
is horizontal
at 5o7osurvival. In this case,the median encompassesa range of survival
times. Most
people define the median survival in this caseas the averageof the
first and last time
point at which the survival curve equals 50Vo.
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Figure 6'4' Median survival. The median is the 50th percentile.
The median survival time is
the time at which half the subjectshave died and half are still
alive. Read acrossat 50 percent
to determine median survival. If fewer than half the subjects
have died by the end of the study,
you cannot determine median survival.
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of the
If the survival curve includes 95Vo Cls, you can determine the 957o CI
where
line
median by seeing where the upper and lower CI crosses the horizontal
median
CI of
survival equals 50Vo.From Figure 6.3 you can estimate that the 957o
median
determine
you
can't
Obviously,
months.
19
to
33
about
from
survival ,ung6
survival if more than half the subjects are still alive when the study ends'

ASSUMPTIONS
The interpretationof survival curves (and their CIs) dependson these assumptions:
. Random sample.If your sample is not randomly selectedfrom a population, then
you
must assumethat your sample is representativeof that population.
-Independent
.
observations.Choosing any one subject in the population should not
affect the chance of choosing any other particular subject.
. consistent entry criteria. Patientsare enrolled into studiesover a period of months
during
or years.In thesestudiesit is important that the starting criteria don't change
the
that
date
the
from
starting
curve
survival
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Imagine
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technology
diagnostic
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if
happen
would
What
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die
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. Consistentcriteria for defining "survival." If the curve is plotting time to death,
to some other
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the
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starting criteria, such as the time that a patient remembers first observing symptoms.
Don't do it. Such data are invalid becausea patient's recollection of early symptoms
may be altered by later events.
If the curve is plotting deaths due to a particular form of cancer, you need to
decide what to do with patientswho die of anothercause,say, an automobile accident.
Some investigatorscount these as deaths,and others count them as censoredsubjects.
Both approaches are sensible, but the approach should be decided before the studv
is started.

SUMMARY
You will frequently encountersurvival curvesin the medical literature.Survival curves
can be used to plot time to any nonrecuffent event. The event does not have to be
death, so the term survival can be misleading.
Creatinga survival curvesis a bit fficky, becauseyou needto accountfor censored
subjects'Subjectscan be censoredbecausethey stop following the experimentalprotocol' or becausethey are still alive when the protocol ends. These subjectscontribute
data up until the time of censoringbut contribute no data after that.
It is easiestto interpret a survival curve when you plot 95Vo confrdencelimits for
survival at various times. You can be 957osure that the survival curve for the overall
population lies somewherewithin those limits.

oBfEcTtvEs
1. You should be familiar with the following terms:
. Survival curve
. Censoredsubject
. Kaplan-Meier curye
. Product-limit method
. Actuarial method
2. You should be able to recognize datathat can appropriately be plotted
on a survival curye.
3. You should be able to interpret a survival curve.
4' You should understandwhy it is difficult to construct a survival curve.
5. You should be able to read median survival from a survival curye.
6' You should know all assumptionsthat must be true for survival
studies to be
interpretable.
7' Referring to the book, you should be able to calculate an estimated
95Vo Clfor a
survival curve.

PROBLEMS
1. Why are the CIs in Figure 6.3 asymmetrical?
2' Why is it possible to calculatethe median survival time when
some of the subjects
are still alive?
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3. Why are survival curves drawn as staircasecurves?
4. A survival curve includes many subjectswho were censoredbecausethey dropped
out of the study becausethey felt too ill to come to the clinic appointments.Is the
survival curve likely to overestimate or underestimatesurvival of the population?
5. A study began on January 1, 1991 and ended on December 3l , 1994. How wili
each of these subjects appear on the graph?
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
G.

Entered March I, lggl Died March 31, 1992.
Entered April l, 1991. Left study March l, 1992.
Entered January l, lggL Still alive when study ended.
Entered January l, 1992. Still alive when study ended.
Entered January I, 1993. Still alive when study ended.
Entered January I, 1994. Died December 30, 1994.
EnteredJuly l,1992. Died of car crashMarch l, 1993.

6. A survival study started with 100 subjects.Before the end of the fifth year, no
patients had been censored and 25 had died. Five patients were censoredin the
sixth year, and five died in the seventh year. What is the percent survival at the
end of the seventh year? What is the 95VoCl for that fraction?

ll
COMPARINGGROUPS
WITH CONFIDENCE
INTERVALS

Thus far we have only analyzed,data from one group. When you analy
ze data,
you usually want to compare two (or more) groups. This section
shows you
how to do so by calculating confidence intervals. Later you'll learn
how to
comparegroupsby calculatingP valuesand determiningstatisticalsignificance.

Confidencelnterval of a Difference
BetweenMeans

INTERPRETING
THE95% CI FORTHEDIFFERENCE
BETWEEN
TWO MEANS
Example7.1
Diarrheais a majorhealthproblemfor babies,especiallyin underdeveloped
countries.
Oral rehydrationwith a mixtureof salt and sugareffectivelyreplaceslost fluids and
probablysavesI million lives a year.But this treatmentdoesnot reducethe amount
of diarrhea.Bismuthsalicylate(soldas PeptoBismol)reducesdianheain adults.and

Figueroa-Quintanillaet al. wanted to know whether it would be beneficial to babies
with dianhea.* They studied several hundred infant boys with diarrhea in a clinic in
Peru' All were given standardoral rehydration. One third were given a low dose of
bismuth salicylate, one third were given a higher dose, and one third were given
placebo. They analyzedthe data in many ways and recorded the clinical outcome of
the infants in several ways. We will look at only one end point, the total output of
stool, and only comparecontrol subjectswith those given low dosebismuth salicylate.
To adjust for body size, the authorsdivided stool output in milliliters by body weight
in kilograms and compared stool output per kilogram between the two groups.
The authors report that the mean stool output was 260 mlkg for the 84 placebotreatedbabieswith a standarddeviation (SD) of 254 mlkg. The mean stool output for
the 85 treatedbabies was lB2 mwg with a sD of r97 mlkg.
The authorsdo not show us individual values or even the range of the data. Is it
reasonableto assumethat stool output follows a Gaussiandistribution? From the data
we do have (mean and SD), the answer is clearly NO. If stool output was distributed
according to a Gaussiandistribution, we'd expect that 95Voof the values would
be
within about 2 SDs of the mean,or -248 to 768 mllkg. If the data followed a Gaussian
distribution' a reasonablefraction of the values would be negative. Since a negative
stool output is impossible, the data cannot be sampledfrom a Gaussiandistribution.

*D' Figueroa-Quintanilla
et al. A controlled trial of bismuth subsalicylate in infants
with acute watery
diarrhealdisease.N Engl J Med 32g:1653_165g.
1993.
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Becausethe data must be non-Gaussian,we cannol use the SD to calculate a
prediction interval or "normal range." Since the samplesare so large, we cbn invoke
ih, ..ntrul limit theorem and make inferences about the average stool output in the
population. You already know how to calculate the standarderror of the mean (SEM)
una tn" 957o confidenceinterval (CI) for each group. For the control infants, the SEM
+ 2.00 x 27.7, which
is 25N,M : 27.7 ml/kg. The 957o CI for the mean is 260
equals 205 to 315 mUkg. Assuming that the infants studied are representativeof a
larger population of infants with dianhea, we can be 957o sure that the mean stool
: 2l'4 mll
output lies within that range. For the treated infants, the SEM is lgTl .-B
kg and the 95VoCI is 139 to 225 mlkg. The two CIs barely overlap.
- 182 or 78 mykg
On average the stool production of treated infants was 260
less than the sample control infants. We'd like to calculate a 95VoCI for the mean
decreasein the population. The next section will explain the calculations.The answer
is that the 95VoCI for the difference between the two means is 19 to 137 mVkg.
We defined the difference to be the mean value in control minus the mean value
in the treated infants. A positive value indicates that the treatment worked to reduce
stool ouput. A negativevalue would indicate that the treatmentincreasedstool output.
The interpretationof the 957oCl should be familiar to you. You can be 95Vosute
that the true difference between population means lies somewherewithin the CI. If
you were to perform this kind of experiment many times, each one would calculate a
different CI for the difference between means. In 95Voof the experiments,the true
the
difference between population meanswould lie within the CI. In the other 57o of
analyzing
When
CI.
the
lie
outside
would
samples,the true difference betweenmeans
CI of the
data you have only one pair of samples,and you can be 95Vosure that the
means'
population
difference contains the true difference between
The interpretation of the CI of the difference between population means rests on
the same assumptionsas the CI of the mean:
. your samplesare randomly selectedfrom the populations, or at least are representative
from the
of the populations. In our example, the infants are not randomly selected
not
poputaiion of infants with dianhea, but there is no reason to think that they are
with
i"ir"r.ntutive. The authors selected subjects from one population----children
the
diilrrhea. They then randomly assigned two different treatments. In interpreting
children
of
population
populations-the
different
two
of
think
results, you should
with
with dianhea given oral rehydration only and another population of children
salicylate.
bismuth
low-dose
and
rehydration
dianhea givenloth oral
. The populations are distributed in a Gaussianmanner. The larger the samples,the
cannot
less this assumptionmatters.In our example, we know that the distribution
such
with
But
mean'
the
with
compared
large
is
so
SD
the
be Gaussianbecause
not
was
large samples,we can ignore that assumptionas long as the distribution
really bizarre.
. The two populationshave identical SDs'
. All subjectsin each group come from the samepopulation, and eachhas been selected
and you want to get
independently of the others. There are many causesof dianhea,
wouldn't want to
a random sampling of the various causesin both groups' You
include siblings or a group of children from only one orphanage'
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Later in this chapter we will discussthe common situation when subjectsin the
two groups are not independent, but rather are paired or matched.
Since these assumptionsseem reasonable,we can interpret the CL We are 95Vo
sure the true difference between means lies within the interval. The interval does not
span 0 (does not include both negative and positive numbers) so we can be at least
95Vo sure that on average the drug reduces mean stool output in the population.
In assessingthe clinical significanceof this study, we (like the authors) need to
look at more than just that one variable. The authors showed the effectivenessof the
drug in severalways. Not only did the drug reduce stool volume, it also reducedthe
averageduration of diarrhea and the averagelength of hospitalization. Moreover, there
were no adverse effects of the drug. You can conclude that the drug worked.

CATCUTA T I NGT HE 95% C I F O R T H E D IF F E R E N C E
BE TW E E N
M EANS OF UNP A I RE DG R O U PS *
To calculatethe 95VoCI of the difference between means,you need to first calculate
the SE of the difference, calculated from the standarderrors (SEs) of the two groups,
SEM. and SEM6. If the two groups have equal numbers of data points, Equation 7.1
calculatesthe SEM of the difference between the meansof the two groups:

: JSEMtrTEM3.
SEof thedifference

(7.1)

If the two groups have unequal numbers of data points, a more complicated
equation is needed (7.2), as the SEM of the larger group has to be weighted more
heavily than the SEM of the smaller group. The equation is expressedin terms of the
two sample SDs (sD" and sD6) and the two sample sizes (nuand no):

l ( n ^ - t ) . S D l * ( n u- l ) . S D a
PooledSD: /'
nu*n6-2
V
SE of difference : Pooled SD

(7.2)

tr=

/-+n6
Vnu

The 957o CI of the difference between means (A) is calculatedusing Equation 7.3:
957o C l o f m eandif f er enc e :(A - t* ' SE o f d i ffe re n c e )to (A+ tx.S E of di fference).
df:nu*n6-2.

(7.3)

Applying the first equation to the sample data, the SE of the difference between the
two meansis 30.0 mllkg. This is a bit higher than the SEM of either group. This makes
sense,as the uncertainty with which we know the difference betweenthe two means
is greater than the uncertainty with which we know each individual mean. In other
words, the errors propagateso that the difference has a larger SE than its components.

*This section contains the
equationsyou need to calculate statisticsyourself. you may skip it without
loss
of continuity.
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The total number of degreesof freedom (d0 is 84 + 85 - 2, which equals 167.
The critical value of t* for so many df is 1.96. The 95VoCIof the difference is 78 +
30.0 * 1.96, or 19 to 137 ml/kg. We can be 957o certain that the mean reduction in
stool output in the population of treated infants (comparedwith the mean of control
infants) lies within this range.

wHY A RE P A I RE DSU BfE C T SA N A T YZ E D D | F FE R E N TIY ?
Often experimentsare designedso that the samemeasurementis made in each subject
before and after an intervention. In such studies, it would be a mistake to calculate
the 957oCI of the difference betweentwo meansusing the equationspresentedin the
previous section.Those equationslump togethersystematicvariability betweengroups
with variability betweensubjects.With unpaireddata,there is no choicebut to combine
these two sources of variability. With paired data, however, you can (and should)
separatethe two sourcesof variability.
Paired analysesare appropriatein severalkinds of experiments:
. When measuringa variable in each subject before and after an intervention.
. When recruiting subjectsas pairs, matchedfor variablessuch as age, neighborhood,
or diagnosis.One of the pair receivesan intervention;the other receivesan alternative
treatment(or placebo).
. When measuringa variable in sibling or child/parent pairs.
. When running a laboratory experiment severaltimes, each time with a control and
treatedpreparationhandled in parallel.
More generally, you should use methods for paired data whenever the value of one
subject in the first group is expectedto be closer to a particular subject in the second
group than with a random subject in the second group. Ideally, you should decide
whether to treat the data as pairs when you design the experiment, before collecting
any data.Certainly, you must define the pairs using only information you knew before
the experiment was performed. Generally, if the pairing was effective the CIs will be
naffowef if the correct methods are used (taking into account pairing).
Example 7.2
Ye and Grantham* were interestedin the mechanismby which renal cysts accumulate
fluid. They investigated fluid absorption of cysts surgically excised from patients
with polycystic kidney disease.Before experimentingwith various drugs, they simply
incubatedthe cysts in cell culture medium and measuredweight change(as an indirect
measureof volume change).Before incubating, the averageweight of nine cysts was
6.51 grams with a SEM of 2.26 grams. After incubating for 24 hours, the average
weight was 7.02 grams with a SEM of 2.40 grams. Using Equation 7.3, the 957o Cl

*M Ye, JJ Grantham. The secretion of fluid by renal cysts from patients with autosomal dominant polycystic
kidney disease. N Engl J Med 329:310-313, 1993.
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of the differencebetweenmeansis -6.48 to 7.50. The lower limit is negative,indicating
a loss in weight. The upper limit is positive, indicating a gain in weight. Looked at
this way, the data appearto provide no evidencethat renal cysts can take up fluid in
culture. But this method is not appropriate for these data. You are not comparing nine
cysts in one group with nine in another.Each cyst was weighed before and after the
incubation. The data are paired.
It is easy to take into account the pairing. Calculate the weight gain (or loss) of
each of the nine cysts. Then calculate the mean and the SEM of the mean change.
You need the raw data to do this. The authors tell us that the mean change was 0.50
grams with a SE of .23 grams. Now you can use Equation 5.3 (repeatedas Equation
7.4)to calculatethat the 95VoCI for the mean change.It is between -0.03 to 1.04
grams. You can see that accountingfor the pairing narrowed the CI.
The interpretation of the CI of the mean difference of paired measurementsdepends
on these assumptions:
' Your pairs of subjectsare randomly selectedfrom the population of pairs, or at least
are representativeof the populations. In the example the cysts . ere not randomly
chosenfrom a large population of renal cysts, but it is reasonableto think that they
are representative.
' In the overall populationof pairs,the differencesare distributedin r Gaussianmanner.
The larger the samples,the less this assumption matters. This assumption seems
reasonable,although we don't have enough data to be very sure.
' The two measurementsare beforelaftermeasurementson one subjector are measurements on two subjects matched before the data were collected. The example data
are before/after measurements.
' All subjects come from the same population, and each subject (if before/after) or
each pair of matched subjectshas been selectedindependentlyof the others. This
assumption was violated in the example. The nine cysts were excised from only
three patients. Our data are not a sample of nine independentcysts from a larger
population. It is quite likely that cysts removed from a particular patient will vary
less than cysts removed from different patients.

H O W TO C A I CUI A T E T H E 9 5 % C I O F T H E M EA N D I FFE R E N C E
oF PATREDSUBfECTS*
Equation 7.4 calculates the 95VoCI of the mean difference of paired measurements.
First calculate the difference for each pair, keeping track of the sign. For before and
after studies, subtract the before measurementfrom the after measurementfor each
subject.An increaseis positive; a decreaseis negative.For matchedstudies,calculate
the difference for each matched pair, keeping track of the sign. Calculate the mean
and SEM of that singlelist of differences.Define A asthe meanof the paireddifferences.

*This section contains the equationsyou need to
calculate statisticsyourself. You may skip it without loss
of continuity.
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95VoCl of mean difference :
(A - t* . SE of paired differences)to (A + t* . SE of paired differences).
df : Npui,,- 1

(7.4)

With some experimental measurements,it may make more biological senseto calculate
the ratio, rather than the difference, of the paired measurements.Chapter 25 explains
how to analyze these kind of data.

SUMMARY
When comparing a measuredvariable in two groups,you can calculate the 95VoCI of
the difference between the population means. You can be 957o certain that the true
mean difference lies somewhere within the 95Vo Cl. The best way to perform such a
study is to pair subjectsor to measurethe samesubject before and after an intervention.
The 95VoCI of the mean difference is calculated differently in a paired study. In most
cases,such pairing reducesthe influence of intrasubject variability and makes the 957o
CI narrower.

oBfEcTrvEs
l . Using a text and a calculator, you should be able to calculate the 95VoCl for the

difference between two means for either paired or unpaired data.
2. You should be able to interpret the 95Vo CI of a difference and be able to state
all assumptions.
3. You should be able to identify experimentalprotocolsthat should be analyzedusing
paired differences.

PROBTEMS
1. (Same data as in Problem 4 in Chapter 5). The serum levels of a hormone (the Y
-'- 1.5 (mean -f SEM) in 100 nonpregnantwomen
factor) was measuredto be 93
+
and 110 2.3 (mean t SEM) in 100 women in the first trimester of pregnancy.
What is the 957o CI for the difference between mean levels of the Y factor?
What assumptionsdo you have to make to answer that question?
2. Pullan et al. investigated the use of transdermal nicotine for treating ulcerative
-r- 1.1 nglml (mean t SD;
colitis.* The plasma nicotine level at baselinewas 0.5
-r
N : 35). After 6 weeksof treatment,the plasmalevel was 8.2 7.I nglml (N : 30).
Calculate a 95VoCI for the increasein plasma nicotine level.

*RD Pullan, J Rhodes, S Ganesh,et al. Transdermal nicotine for active ulcerative colitis. N Engl J Med
330:8ll-815, 1994.
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What assumptionsare you making? Are these valid?
If you had accessto all the data, how might you analyze the data?
3. You measurereceptor number in cultured cells in the presenceand absenceof a
hormone. Each experiment has its own control. Experiments were performed several
months apart, so that the cells were of different passagenumbers and were grown
in different lots of serum. The results are given in the following table.

Control
Experiment
Experiment
Experiment
Experiment

I
2
3
4

123
g
189
265

Hormone

209
103
343
485

How would you summarizeand graph theseresults?What CI would you calculate?
4. Why is the SE of a difference between two meanslarger than the SE of either mean?

Confidencelntervalof the Difference
or Ratioof Two Proportions:

Prospective
Studies

cRoss-sEcTtoNAL,
PRosPEcTtvE,
AND
RETROSPECTIVE
STUDIES
In the last chapter,you learnedhow to comparetwo groups when the outcomevariable
was a measurementby calculating the 95Vo CI for the difference between the two
means.In many studiesthat comparetwo groups,however, the outcome variable is a
proportion. In this chapter and the next, you'll learn how to interpret and calculate
95VoCl for the difference or ratio of two proportions.
The methods used to analyzethe data depend on how the study was conducted.
There are four kinds of studieswhose results are expressedas two proportions:
. In a retrospectivestudy (also called a case-controlstudy),the investigatorsstart with
the outcome and look back to seethe cause.They selecttwo groups of subjects.One
group has the diseaseor condition being studied. These are the cases.The other
group is selectedto be similar in many ways, but not to have the condition. These
are the controls. The investigatorsthen look back in time to compare the exposure
of the two groups to a possible risk factor. The next chapter (Chapter 9) explains
how to interpret data from case-controlstudies.
. In a prospectivestudy, the investigatorsstart with the exposureand look to see if it
causesdisease.They selecttwo groups of subjects.One group has been exposedto
a possiblerisk factor. The other group hasn't. The investigatorthen waits while the
natural history of the diseaseprogressesand compares the incidence rates in the
two groups.
. In a cross-sectionalstudy,the investigatorselectsa single sampleof subjects,without
regard to either the diseaseor the risk factor. The subjectsare then divided into two
groupsbasedon previous exposureto the risk factor. The investigatorsthen compare
the prevalence* of the diseasein the two groups.

*Prevalence is the proportion of the group that now has the disease. Incidence is the proportion of the
group that develops the diseasewithin a defined period of time.
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. In an experimental study, the investigator selects a sample of subjects, which are
randomly divided into two groups. Each of the groups gets a different treatment (or
no treatment) and the investigators compare the incidence of the disease.
The data from prospective,cross-sectional,and experimentalstudiesare analyzed
similarly, as discussedin the rest of this chapter. The next chapter explains how to
interpret and analyze data from retrospective studies.

AN EXAMPLEOF A CTINICAT TRIAL
Example 8.1
Cooper et al. studied the effectivenessof zidovudine (also known as AZT) in treating
asymptomaticpeopleinfectedwith the humanimmunodeficiencyvirus (HIV)*. It is well
establishedthat AZT benefitspatients with the acquired immunodeficiencysyndrome
(AIDS) or asymptomaticpatientsinfected with the HIV who have low numbers of Thelper (CD4+) cells. Patients can be infected with the HIV for many years before
they develop any symptoms of AIDS and before their CD4* cells counts drop. Does
AZT help thesepatients?The investigatorsselectedadults who were infected with the
HIV but had no symptoms and randomly assignedthem to receive AZT or placebo.
The subjects were followed for 3 years. The authors analyzedthe data in several ways
and looked at severaloutcomes.We'll just look at one outcome-whether the disease
progressedin 3 years. The authors defined diseaseprogressionto be when a patient
developedsymptomsof AIDS or when the numberof CD4* cells droppedsubstantially.
They asked whether treatmentwith AZT reducesprogressionof the disease.
This study is called a randomized,double-blind prospectivestudy. Let's look at
all these terms one by one. See Chapter 2O for more information on clinical trials.
' It is a randomizedstudybecausethe assignmentof subjectsto receiveAZT or placebo
was determinedrandomly. Patientsor physicianscould not requestone treatmentor
the other.
' It is double blind becauseneither patient nor investigator knew who was getting
AZT and who was getting placebo. Until the study was complete, the information
about which patient got which drug was coded, and the code was not available to
any of the participating subjectsor investigators(except in a medical emergency).
' It is prospectivebecausethe subjectswere followed forward over time. In the next
chapter you'll lean about retrospectivecase-controlstudies where this is not true.
The resultsare shown in Table 8.1.
The treatmentseemedto work. The diseaseprogressedin 28Voof the patientsreceiving
placebo (129/461) and in only 16vo of the patients receiving AZT (761475).
*DA Cooper et al. Zidovudine in persons with
asymptomaticHIV infection and CD4* cell counts sreater
than 400 per cubic millimeter. N Engl J Med 329:297-303, 1993.
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Table8.1. Resultsof Example8.1
Treatment

Disease
Progressed

No Progression

AZT
Placebo
Total

76
t29
205

399
332
73r

475
461
936

As always, we want to use data from this sample to make generalizationsabout
the general population of patients infected with HIV. You already know one way to
make inferencesfrom the data by calculatingthe 957o confidenceinterval (CI) for each
of the two proportionsusing the methodsof Chapter2. Diseaseprogressedin167o of the
patientsreceivingAZ:1, and the 957oClranges from l3%oto2\Vo. Diseaseprogressedin
287oof the subjectsreceiving placebo,and we can be 95Vosure that the true value in
the population lies between 24Vo and 32Vo.However, rather than analyze eachgroup
separately,it is better to analyze the difference or ratio of the proportions.

DIFFERENCEBETWEENTWO PROPORTIONS
One way to summarizethedatafrom Example 8.1 is to calculatethe differencebetween
the two proportions.Diseaseprogressedin 28Voof placebo-treatedsubjectsandin 16%o
of AZT-treatedsubjects.In our sample,the difference is 287o - 167oor 127o.
More generally, the difference between two proportions can be calculated with
Equation 8.1 using the variables A to D defined in Table 8.2. This kind of table is
called a contingencytable.
Difference between proportions : A : Pr - Pz :

A

C

A+B

C+D

(8.1)

The equation to calculate the 957o CI for the difference is given at the end of the
chapter.For this example,the 95VoCI of the differenceis 6.7Voto I7 .3Vo.If we assume
our subjectsare representativeof the larger population of adults infected with the HIV
but not yet symptomatic, we are 95Vo swe that treatment with AZT will reduce the
incidence of diseaseprogressionby somewherebetween 6.7Voand 17.37o.Note that
these calculations deal with the actual difference in incidence rates, not the relative

Table 8.2. SampleContingency
Table
Disease
Exposed or treated
Not exposed or placebo
Total

A
C
A+C

No Disease

B
D
B+D

Total

A+B
C+D
A+B+C+D
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change.When investigating a risk factor that might increasethe risk of disease,the
difference between two incidence rates is called attributable risk*.

RETATIVERISK
It is often more intuitive to think of the ratio of two proportions rather than the
difference. This ratio is termed the relative risk. The relative risk is the ratio of incidence
rates (Equation 8.2).
A

Relativerisk:P':A18.
PzC
C+D

(8.2)

Diseaseprogressedin28Vo of placebo-treatedsubjectsand in l6Vo of AZi[-treated
subjects.The ratio is l6%ol28voor 0.57. In other words, subjects treated with AZT
were 577oas likely as placebo-treatedsubjectsto have diseaseprogression.A relative
risk between 0.0 and 1.0 means that the risk decreaseswith treatment (or exposure
to risk factor). A relative risk greaterthan 1.0 meansthat the risk increases.A relative
risk : 1.0 means that the risk is identical whether or not the subject was given the
treatment(or was exposedto the risk factor).
We could also have calculated the ratio the other way, as 287o/l6Vo,which is
1.75. This means that subjectsreceiving the placebo were 1.75 times more likely to
have diseaseprogressionthan subjectsreceiving AZT. When interpretingrelative risks,
make sure you know which group has the higher risk.
In this example, it is pretty clear that the risk refers to diseaseprogression (rather
than lack of diseaseprogression).In other contexts,one alternativeoutcome may not
be worse than the other, and the relative risft is more appropriately termed the relative
probability or relative rate. Becauseof this potential ambiguity, it is important to state
clearly what the relative risk refers to. Don't just blindly plug numbers into Equation
8.2.First make surethat the tableis arrangedin such away that the equationmakessense.
As always, a CI helps you interpret the data. The equation needed to calculate
the CI of relative risk is given later in the chapter, but the calculations are usually
done by computer. In the AZT example, the 95VoCI of the relative risk is 0.44 to
O.74.Assuming that our sample is representativeof the entire population, we can be
95Vo surethat the population relative risk lies within this range.

ASSUMPTIONS
To interpret the results of a prospectiveor experimental study you need to make the
following assumptions:
*The term attributable risft has been defined in four different ways. When you see the term in publications,
make sure you know what the authors are refening to. For more information on attributable risk, see Chapter
4 of HA Kahn, CT Sempos. Statistical Methods in Epidemiology. New York, Oxford University Press, 1989.
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' The subjectsare randomly selectedfrom a population, or at least are representative
of that population.The patientsin the examplewere certainly not randomly selected,
but it is reasonableto think that they are representativeof adult asymptomaticpeople
infected with the human immunodeficiencyvirus (HIV).*
' Each subject was selectedindependentlyof the rest. Picking one subject should not
influencethe chanceof picking anyoneelse.You want to pick each subjectindividually. You don't want to include severalpeoplefrom one family or clustersof individuals who are likely to have the same strain of HIV.
' The only differencebetweenthe two groupsis exposureto the risk factor (prospective
study) or exposureto the treatment(experimentalstudy). In this study subjectswere
randomly assignedto receive drug or placebo,so there is no reasonto think that the
two groups differ. But it is possible that, just by chance, the two groups differ
in important ways. In the paper the authors presenteddata showing that the two
groups were indistinguishablein terms of age, T-cell counts, sex, and HIV risk factors.
Of course, you also have to assumethat the data were collected accuratelyand
that the outcome was defined reasonably.You also need to be aware of extrapolating
the conclusionstoo far. This study can tell you about diseaseprogressionas defined
by symptoms and CD4+ cell counts. It can not tell you about the variable you really
care about-survival. It's easy to forget this point and to generalizeresults too far. In
fact, some longer studieshave shown that AZT therapy of asymptomaticpatientsmay
not increaselife span.
Statistical calculations usually analyzeone outcome at a time. In this example,
the outcome was diseaseprogressiondefined in a particular way. The investigators
measuredother outcomes and analyzed these results too. They also looked at druginduced side effects.Before you reach an overall conclusion from this study, you need
to look at all the data. Even though statisticaltests focus on one result at a time, you
need to integratevarious results before reaching an overall conclusion.

HOW T HE RE LA T I VER IS KC AN BE M IST E AD ING
The relative risk is useful becauseit summarizes results in one number. But this
simplification can also be misleading.One number is not really sufficient to summarize
the data.
Here is an example in which the relative risk is insufficient. What is the public
health importance of a vaccine that halves the risk of a particular infection? In other
words, the vaccinated subjects have a relative risk of 0.5 of getting that infection
compared with unvaccinatedsubjects.The answer dependson the prevalenceof the
diseasethat the vaccine prevents. If the risk in unexposedpeople is 2 in l0 million, then halving the risk to 1 in 10 million isn't so important. If the risk in unexposed people is 20Vo, then halving the risk to l07o would have immense public

xDon't confuse the two uses of the term random. Each subject was randomly assignedto receive drug or
placebo.They were not randomly selectedfrom the populationof all peoplewith asymptomaticHIV infection.
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health consequences.The relative risk alone does not differentiate between the two
cases.
Expressingthe data as the differencein risks (ratherthan the ratio) is more helpful
in this example. In the first example, the difference is 0.0000001;in the secondcase
it is 0.1. Since many people have trouble thinking intuitively about small fractions,
Laupacis and colleagues* have suggestedtaking the reciprocal of the difference and
term the reciprocal the number needed to treat or NNT. In our example, NNT :
10,000,000for the first example and l0 in the second.In other words, to prevent one
caseof diseaseyou have to vaccinate 10 million people in the first case,and only 10
people in the second.

P ROBAB I T I T I EV
SE RS U SOD D S
So far we have summarizedthe data in two ways (differencein risks and relative risk).
There is still anotherway to summarizethe data, the odds ratio. Before you can learn
about odds ratios, you first need to learn about odds.
Likelihood can be expressedeither as a probability or as odds.
' The probability that an event will occur is the fraction of times you expect to see
that event in many trials.
' The odds are defined as the probability that the event will occur divided by the
probability that the event will not occur.
Probabilities always range between 0 and 1. Odds may be any positive number
(or zero). A probability of 0 is the sameas odds of 0. A probability of 0.5 is the same
as odds of 1.0. The probability of flipping a coin to heads is 5O7o.The odds are
"fifty:fifty," which equals 1.0. As the probability goes from 0.5 to 1.0, the odds
increasefrom 1.0 to approachinfinity. For example,if the probability is 0.75, then the
odds are 75:25, three to one, or 3.0.
Probabilitiesand odds are two ways of expressingthe sameconcept.Probabilities
can be convertedto odds, and odds can be convertedto probabilities.Convert between
probability and odds using Equations 8.3:
Odds _

probability
I - probability

(8.3)

odds
Probability
' : | *
odds'
In most contexts, there is no particular advantageto thinking about odds rather
than probabilities.Most people are more comfortablethinking about probabilities.But,
as you will see,there are a few situationswhere there is an advantageto using odds.

xA Laupacis, DL Saenett,RS Roberts.An assessmentof clinically
useful measuresof the consequencesof
treatment.N Engl J Med 318:1728-33, 1988.
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THE ODDS RATIO
For the AZT example, the odds of diseaseprogression in the AZT-treated subjects is
0.19, and the odds of diseaseprogressionin the control patientsis 0.39. The data can
be summarizedby taking the ratio of these values, called the odds ratio. Compared
to control patients, the odds of diseaseprogressionin AZT-treated subjectsis 0.19/
0.39, which equals 0.49. In other words, the odds of diseaseprogressionin AZTtreated subjectsis about half that of control patients.
More generally, the odds of the exposed(or treated) patientshaving the disease
is (Equation 8.4)

:ffi{:
Odds
ofdisease
inexposed

A/8.
(s.4)

:
Odds
ofdisease
inunexposed
ffi$:
odds ratio :

odds in exposed
: AlB
Odds in unexposed ClD.

C/D.
(8.s)

If any of the values A through D are 0, Equation 8.5 cannot be calculated.In such
cases some investigators add 0.5 to each of the four values A through D before
calculating the odds ratio and its CI.
The equation neededto calculate the CI of the odds ratio is given later in this
chapter,but the calculationsare usually performed by computer. The CI of the odds
ratio of our exampleis approximately0.36 to 0.67. The interpretationshouldbe familiar
to you. If our sample is representativeof the entire population, we can be 95Vo sure
that the population odds ratio lies within that interval.
While most people find the idea of a relative risk pretty easy to grasp, they find
odds ratios to be a bit strange.When analyzing prospective studies, cross-sectional
studies, or experimental studies, there is no particular advantageto calculating an
odds ratio. As you'll see in the next chapter,odds ratios are essentialwhen analyzing
retrospectivecase-controlstudies.

RELATIVERISKSFROM SURVIVATSTUDIES
In Chapter 6, you learned how to plot survival curves for one group. How can you
compare survival in two groups? One way is to calculate the overall relative risk. If
the relative risk is 2.1, this means that subjectsin one group died (on average)at a
rate 2.1 times that the other group.
Calculating a relative risk from survival curves is difficult. You can't use the
equationspresentedin this chapter becausethe subjectswere not all followed for the
same length of time. Special methods are used, and the details are not presentedin
this book. Even though the calculations are tricky, it is easy to interpret the relative
risk (and its 95Vo CI).
When calculated from survival data, the relative risk is often referred to as the
hazard ratio. See Chapter 33 for a more formal definition of hazard andhazard ratios.
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By summanzing two entire survival curyes with a single number, you are losing a lot
of information. The relative risk only gives the overall difference between the groups.
Look at the survival curves to see how the curves differ over time.
Rather than do complicatedsurvival curve calculations,some investigatorscalculate risk per person-yearrather than per person. For example, if 5 people are followed
for 1 year, and 3 people are followed for 2 yearc, together you have 11 person-years
(5 X 1) + (3 X z).ltis only fair to calculatedata this way when the risk is consistent
over time, so a subject followed for 2 years has twice the risk of a subject followed
for I year. See an epidemiology text for more details.

WHAT IS A CONTINGENCY TABTE?
The data from several kinds of studies can be presented on a contingency table. The
tables shown earlier in this chapter (Tables 8.1 and 8.2) are contingency tables. The
next chapter continueswith analysesof contingencytables.
The rows and columns of contingencytables can have many different meanings,
dependingon the experimentaldesign. The rows usually representexposure (or lack
of exposure) to treatmentsor putative risk factors. Columns usually denote alternative
outcomes.No matter what experimentaldesign was used, the two rows must reprseent
mutually exclusive categoriesand the two columns must also be mutually exclusive.
Each "cell" in the table contains the number of subjectsthat are classifiedas part of
one particular column and row.
Not all tableswith two rows and two columns are contingencytables.Contingency
tables show the number of subjectsin various categories.Thus each number must be
an integer.Tablesof fractions,proportions,percentages,averages,changes,or durations
are not contingency tables, and it would not make senseto calculate the relative risk
or odds ratio. This is an important point. Applying methods appropriatefor contingency
tables to other kinds of data will generatemeaninglessresults.

CATCULATING CONFIDENCE INTERVALS*
The equationsfor calculating CIs are a bit tedious and are best left to a computer. It
is very difficult to calculate the exact CI, even with a computer, so it is common to
approximatethe intervals. If you want to calculatethe approximateCI yourself, here
are the equations.
Ct of the Difference of Two Proportions
The equation for calculating the 95VoCI for a difference between two proportions is
a straightforwardextensionof the one usedfor calculatingthe 95VoClof one proportion.
*This section contains the equationsyou need to calculate statisticsyourself. You may skip it without loss
of continuitv.
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To calculate the difference in incidence rates from a prospective or cross-sectional
study,use Equation8.6:
P'

A

A+B

-Pz-

C+D

D:Pr-Pz
SE of difference :

P r ( l - P r ) _ r P 2 ( 1- P 2 )

95VoCl of difference :
(D - 1.96 x SE of difference)to (D + 1.96 x SE of difference).

(8.6)

The equation is not valid when any of the values A through D is less than 5.

Cl of Relative Risk
Calculating the CI of a relative risk is not straightforward,and severalmethodshave
been developedto calculate an approximateCI. The CI is not symmetrical around the
relative risk. This makes sense,as the relative risk can never be less than 0 but can
get very high. However, the CI of the logarithm of the relative risk is approximately
symmetrical. Katz's method takes advantageof this symmetry (Equation 8.7):
95V oC l o f l n (R R ): l n (R R ) 1 - 1 .9 6

B/A

-+_

A+B

DIC

C+D.

(8.7)

This equationcalculatesthe two 95Voconfidencelimits of the natural logarithm of the
RR. Take the antilogarithm (e-) of each limit to determine the 95VaCI of the RR.

Odds Ratio
Like the relative risk, the CI of the odds ratio is not symmetrical.This makes sense,
as the odds ratio cannot be negativebut can be any positive number. The asymmetry
is especiallynoticeablewhen the odds ratio is low.
Severalmethodscan be used to calculatean approximatethe CI of the odds ratio.
Woolf s method is shown in Equation 8.8:
95VoCI of ln(OR) : ln(OR) -f 1.96

-l +l l-l + - + ABCD

(8.8)

This method calculatesthe symmetrical 957o CI of the natural logarithm of the OR.
Take the antilogarithm of both values to obtain the 95VoCI of the OR.

SUMMARY
The results of cross-sectional,prospective, and some experimental studies can be
displayed on contingency tables with two rows and two columns. The data can be
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summarizedasthe differenceof two incidencerates(prevalenceratesfor cross-sectional
studies),or as the ratio of the incidence (or prevalence)rates.This ratio is called the
relative risk. you can calculate 957o confidenceintervals for either the difference or
the ratio. The results can also be expressedas the odds ratio. However, there is little
advantageto presentingodds ratios from prospective,cross-sectional,or experimental studies.

oBfEcTlvEs
1. You should be familiar with the following terms:
. Prospectivestudy
. Randomizeddouble-blind studY
. Contingency table
. Relative risk
. Odds ratio
. Cross-sectionalstudy
. Odds
2. You should be able to create a 2 X 2 contingency table from clinical data.
3. You should be able to recognize when a 2 X 2 table is a contingency table and
when it is not.
4. Without using a book, you should be able to calculate the relative risk.
5. You must be able to recognizedata for which the relative risk cannot be meaningfully calculated.
6. Using a book and calculator,you should be able to calculate95VoCI for the relative
risk or the difference between two proportions.

PROBLEMS
1. The relative risk of deathfrom lung cancersin smokers(comparedwith nonsmokers)
is about 10. The relative risk of death from coronary artery diseasein smokersis
about 1.7. Does smoking cause more deaths from lung cancer or from coronary
artery diseasein a population where the mortality rate in nonsmokersis 5/100,000
for lung cancer and 170/100,000for coronary aftery disease?
2. Goran-Larsson et al. wondered whether hypermobile joints caused symptoms in
musicians.*They sentquestionnairesto many musiciansand askedabout hypermobility of the joints and about symptomsof pain and stiffness.They asked about all
joints, but this problem concernsonly the data they collected about the wrists. Of
96 musicians with hypermobile wrists, 5Vohad pain and stiffness of the wrists. In
contrast, ISVoof 564 musicians without hypermobility had such symptoms.
A. Is this a prospective,retrospective,or cross-sectionalstudy?
B. Analyze these data as fully as possible.
*L Goran-Larsson,J Baum, GS Mudholkar, GD Lokkia. Benefits and disadvantagesgf joint hypermobility
among musicians. N Engl J Med 329:1079-1082,1993.
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3 . The same number of cells (100,000per ml) were placed into four flasks. Two cell

lines were used. Some flasks were treatedwith d*g, while the others were treated
only with vehicle (control). The data in the following table are mean cell counts
(thousandsper milliliter) after 24 hours. Analyze these data as fully as possible.If
you had accessto all the original data, how else might you wish to summarize
the findings?

Cell line I
Cell line 2

No drug

Drug

145
2s6

198
356

4 . Cohen et al. investigatedthe use of active cardiopulmonaryresuscitation(CpR).*
In standardCPR the resuscitatorcompressesthe victim's chest to force the heart
to pump blood to the brain (and elsewhere)and then lets go to let the chestexpand.
Active CPR is done with a suction device. This enablesthe resuscitatorto pull up
on the chestto expandit as well aspressingdown to compressit. Theseinvestigators
randomly assignedcardiac arrestpatientsto receive either standardor active CpR.
Eighteen of 29 patients treated with active CPR were resuscitated.In contrast, l0
of 33 patientstreatedwith standardcpR were resuscitated.
A. Is this a cross-sectional,prospective,retrospective,or experimentalstudy?
B. Analyze these data as you see fit.
5 . In a letter in Nature (356:992, 1992) it was suggestedthat artists had more sons
than daughters.Searching Who's Who in Art, the author found that arists had lB34
sons and 1640 daughters,a ratio of 1.118. As a comparisongroup, the investigator
looked at the first4002 children of nonartistslisted inWho's Who and found that
the ratio of sons/daughterswas 1.0460.Do you think the excessof sons among the
offspring of artists is a coincidence?

*TJ Cohen, BG Goldner, PC Maccaro, AP Ardito,
S Trazzera,MB Cohen, SR Dibs. A comparisonof active
compression-decompressioncardiopulmonary resuscitation with standard cardiopulmonary resuscitation for
cardiac :urests occurring in the hospital. N Engl J Med 329:l9l}-l9zl,
lgg3.
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ConfidenceIntervalof the Ratio
of Two Proportions:
Case-ControlStudles

WHAT IS A CASE-CONTROI STUDY?
Example9.1
Cat scratch diseasecausesswollen lymph nodes. As the name suggests,it usually
follows a scratch from a cat. Although it is usually a mild condition, thousandsof
people are hospitalized for it each year. Zangwill et al. studied risk factors for the
disease.*One of their goals was to find out whether cat scratchdiseaseis more likely
in owners of cats with fleas. If so, it would make senseto do further studies to find
out if the organism causing the diseaseis spreadby fleas rather than cats. To perform
a prospective study, they would need to follow a large group of cat owners and see
who gets cat scratch disease.Since only a small proportion of cat owners get the
disease, they would need to follow a large group of people for a long time. Rather
than do that, the authors used an alternative approach. They performed a case-control
study. They sent a letter to all primary care physicians in the state asking them to
report all casesof cat scratchdiseasethey had seenin the last year. They then called
random phone numbers to find cat owners who did not have cat scratch disease.They
asked both groups whether their cats had fleas.
This kind of study is called a case-controlstudy, becausethe investigatorspick
casesand controls to study.It is also called a retrospectivestudy,becausethe investigators start with the diseaseand look back in time to try to learn about the cause.
The results are summarizedin Table 9.1.
This looks very similar to the contingencytable from the previousexample(AZT).
But there is a big difference. In the AZT example,the investigatorsset the row totals
by choosing how many subjectsgot each treatment.In this example,the investigators
set the column totals by choosing how many casesand controls to study.

*KM Zangwill, DH Hamilton, BA Perkins, et al. Cat scratch disease in Connecticut. N Engl J Med
329:8-13,1993.
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Table 9.1. Resultsof Example9.1
Cases
(Cat ScratchDisease)
Cat with fleas?
Yes
No
Total

32
24
56

Controls
(Healthy)

4
52
56

WHY CAN'T YOU CATCUI.ATETHE REIATIVE RISK FROM
CASE-CONTROI DATA?
You shouldn't try to calculatethe relative risk from a case-controlstudy. Here's why.
In a case-controlstudy, the investigator selectssubjectsknown to have the diseaseor
known to be diseasefree. Therefore the study gives no information at all about the
risk or incidence of getting the disease.If you want to know about risk, you have to
select subjectsbased on exposureto a treatment or toxin, and then find out whether
they get the disease.In a case-controlstudy, you select patients becauseyou know
they have the disease,so you can't use the data to determine the risk or relative risk.
If you were to try to plug thesenumbersinto Equation 8.2 to calculate a relative
risk, your first step would be to calculate the risk that someonewhose cat had fleas
would get the diseaseas 32/(32 + 4). But this is not a helpful calculation.The authors
happenedto chooseto study an equal number of casesand controls. They could just
as easily have chosento study twice as many controls. If they had done so, they would
probably have found that about 8 of the 112 subjectsrecalled fleas.Now the risk would
be calculatedas 32(32 + 8), and the relative risk would havebeendifferent. Calculating
the relative risk from case-controlstudiesdoes not lead to a meaningful result.

HOW TO INTERPRETTHE ODDS RATIO
How then can you summarizedatafrom a case-controlstudy?The answeris surprising.
Although the relative risk equation does not work with case-controldata, you can
meaningfully calculate the odds ratio from retrospective studies. Moreover, if the
diseaseis fairly rare (affects less than a few percent of the population studied), then
the odds ratio calculatedfrom a case-controlstudy will be approximatelyequal to the
true relative risk. This is a surprising conclusion, and I'll prove it in the next section
with algebra.It's such an important idea that it is worth repeating and emphasizing:
If the disease is fairly rare, then the odds ratio calculated from a case-control study
will approximately equal the true relative risk.
For this example,the odds ratio is 17.3.It we assumethat cat scratchdiseaseis
rare among cat owners,* we can conclude that owners of cats with fleas are approxi*Other data tells us that this is a reasonableassumption. The case-control
study tells us nothing about
whether cat scratch diseaseis common or rare among cat owners. Since we are only studying the population
of cat owners, the incidence of the diseasein other populations (or the general population) is inelevant.
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mately 17.3 times more likely to get cat scratch diseasethan owners of cats without
fleas.An equationfor calculatingthe 95Voconfidenceinterval (CI) is shown at the end
of the chapter.For this example, the 95VoCI of the odds ratio rangesfrom 5.5 to 54.6.
In the overall population,we can be957o surethe true odds ratio is somewherebetween
5.5 and 54.6. Becausethis range is so wide, some might say that the study is quite
inconclusive.Others would point out that even if the true odds ratio is near the lower
end of the CI, it is still substantial(fivefold increasein risk). Even though the study
is too small to determine the true odds ratio very exactly, it shows clearly that the true
odds ratio is almost certainly far from 1.0.

WHY THE ODDS RATIO FROM A CASE.CONTROTSTUDY
APPROXIMATESTHE REALRELATIVERISK*
In the last section, I stated (but did not prove) an important point: If the diseaseis
fairly rare, then the odds ratio calculatedfrom a case-controlstudy will approximately
equal the true relative risk. Here I'11prove the point. Imagine what would happen if
we collected data from all cat owners in the state to find out whether they get cat
scratch disease.The data would look like Table 9.2.
This is called a cross-sectionalstudy. We don't pick subjectsbasedon either row
variable (fleas vs. no fleas) or column variable (diseaseor not). We just pick subjects
from the population of interest (cat owners) and determine all the numbers.
If we had all this data, we could easily calculate the relative risk of cat scratch
diseasein the kitten owners aScomparedto the cat owners as follows:
A

A+B
Relative risk :
C
C+D

(e.l)

If we assumethat cat scratchdiseaseis rare among the population of cat owners,
then A must be much smaller than B, and C must be much smaller than D. In this
case,Equation 9.1 can be simplified as shown in Equation9.2. This equationshows
that the relative risk and the odds ratio are approximately equal when calculated from
cross-sectionalstudiesof rare diseases:
A
A
^ +B-B:oddsratio.
Relativerisk : aa
C

C+D

(e.2)

D

When performing the case-control study, the investigators choose the relative
number of cases and controls. In other words, the investigatorschoose the column
totals. Of all the cases,they chose some fraction (we'11call it M) of them to study. In
this study, M is probably a pretty big fraction becausethe investigators attempted to
study all casesin the state.Of all the healthy cat owners in the state,the investigators
*This section is more advancedthan the rest. You may skip it without loss of continuity.
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Table 9.2. Hypothetical Cross-SectionalData

Cross-sectional
Fleas
No fleas
Total

Cat Scratch
Disease

Healthy

A
C
A+C

B
D
B+D

A+B
C+D
N:A+B+C+D

studied some fraction (we'll call it K) of them. For this studv. K
a tiny fraction.
The data are given in Table 9.3.
This table has six variables (A, B, C, D, M, K) but we don't know any of them.
The only way we could know A through D would be to a full cross-sectionalstudy.
We know the total number of casesand controls we studied (the column totals), but
we don't know what fraction of all casesand controls in the statethese represent.So
wedon'tknowKandM. wedoknowthatA * M: 3z,thatB* K:4.thatc
*
M - 24, and that D * K : 52.
Equation 9.3 calculatesthe odds ratio from our cross-sectionaldata:
Odds ratio :

2 . " ''l 4
JL

-

24t52

17.3.

(e.3)

AM/BK - A/B
Odds ratio :
CM/DK

C/D'

The values of K and M (which you don't know but were set by your experimental
design) drop out of the calculations.The odds ratio calculated from the case-control
study is identical to the odds ratio you would have calculatedfrom a cross-sectional
study. We have already seen that the odds ratio from a cross-sectionalstudy has a
value very close to the relative risk when the diseaseis rare. So now we have shown
that the odds ratio calculatedfrom a case-controlstudy has a value very close to the
relative risk you would have calculatedfrom a cross-sectionalstudy.*
Using the samenomenclature,let's review why direct calculationsof relative risk
are not useful with data from a case-controlstudy. Equation 9.4 shows that the values
of K and M do not drop out of the relative risk calculations.Therefore the value you
come up with dependsin part on the ratio of casesto controls you chose to use. The
relative risk value is not meaningful:
AM
KetanveflsK:

AM+BK
CM

CM+DK

A

-A+B

+-

C

(e.4)

C+D

*This analysis neglects the contribution of
sampling variation. Any particular odds ratio from a case-control
study may be higher or lower than the true relative risk. On average, the odds ratio from a case-control
study will equal the relative risk.
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Table 9.3. Hypothetical RetrospectiveData
Retrospective
Exposed
Not exposed
Total

Controls

A*M
CXM

(A+g;x14

B*K
DXK
(B+D)*K

ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGESOF
CASE.CONTROTSTUDIES
The advantagesof case-controlstudiesare clear:
' They require fewer subjectsthan prospectivestudies.To perform a prospectivestudy
of the cat scratch example, you'd need to start with many more subjects because
only a small fraction of cat owners get cat scratchdisease.
' They can be performed more quickly. You don't have to wait for the natural history
of the diseaseto unfold. You start with the diseaseand look back at risk factors.
The time required to complete the study dependson the number of subjectsand on
the energy and resourcesof the investigators.
' You can perform some case-controlstudiesby examining existing records.You can
identify appropriatecasesand controls through hospital records and often find the
information about exposureor risk by reading their medical charts.
The problem with case-controlstudiesis that it is hard to pick the right controls. You
want to control for extraneousfactors that might confuse the results but not control
away the effects you are looking for.
In the cat scratchexample,the authorspicked controls by dialing random phone
numbers.If the person answeringowned a cat (and was of the correct age), he or she
was invited to becomepart of the study by answeringsome questions.There are some
problems with this approach:
' The controls were picked becausethey owned a cat or kitten. Therefore, the study
could not determine anything about the associationof cats with the disease.
' The controls were picked to have the same age as the subjects.Therefore,the study
could not determine anything about whether age is a risk factor.
' The subjects obviously know whether or not they had suffered from cat scratch
disease.The cases(those who had the disease)may recall their cats more vividlv
than do the controls.
' The interviewers knew whether they were talking to a control subject or to a case
(someone who had cat scratch disease).Although they tried to ask the questions
consistently,they may have inadvertently used different emphasiswith the cases.
' The subjectshad sufferedfrom cat scratchdiseaseand may be motivated to help
the
researcherslearn more about the disease.The controls just happenedto answer the
phone at the wrong time. They probably never heard of cat scratchdisease,and their
main motive may be to end the interview as quickly as possible. Thus casesand
controls may not give equally detailed or accurate information.
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. The only way patientsbecamepart of the study was through physician referral. The
study did not include people who had mild casesof the diseaseand did not seek
medical attention.Not everyonewho is sick seeksmedical attention,and this study
selectsfor people who go to doctors when mildly ill. This selectioncriteria was not
applied to the controls.
. The only way that controls became part of the study was to be home when the
investigatorsrandomly dialed their phone number. This method selectsfor people
who stay home a lot and for people who have more than one phone line. It selects
against people who don't have phones, who travel a lot, or who screentheir calls
with answeringmachines.None of theseselectioncriteria were applied to the cases.
It would be easy to design a study to circumvent some of the problems listed
above,but you'd probably introducenew problemsin the process.And you don't want
to match casesand controls too carefully, or you may match away the variable you
care about (if they had matched for whether cats had fleas, they couldn't have asked
about the associationof fleas and the disease).As a result, it is usually possibleto find
an alternativeexplanationfor case-controldata,and often thesealternativeexplanations
are plausible.Here are five alternativeexplanationsfor the data in the cat scratchstudy:
. Cat scratchdiseaseis causedby an organism spreadby fleas. This is the hypothesis
the investigatorsbelieve.
. The patientsknew that they had gotten sick from their cat and thus have more vivid
memories of their cats. Becausethey have a personalinterest in cat scratchdisease,
they are likely to think more carefully about their answers to the investigators'
questions.The two groups of cats may have had equal numbers of fleas, but the
patients may be more likely to remember them than the controls.
. Fleas are more common in rural areas of the state, and cats in rural areas ate mote
apt to be bitten by ticks. Perhapsticks are the real vector of the disease.
. The controlsare more apt to stayhome (and to havebeenhome when the investigators
called, see above) and thus interact with their cats more. The patients travel more
and were more apt to get scratchedwhen they came home.
. The patients are more apt to go to doctors for mild illnesses.Perhapsthey are also
more likely to take medicationswhen they have a cold or flu. Perhapstheir cats hate
the smell of one of these medicationsand thus are apt to scratchtheir owner.
The first two explanationsseemplausible.The next three are a bit far fetched,but not
impossible.The point is that case-controldata are rarely definitive. Case-controlstudies
are a terrific way to test new hypotheses,but prospectivestudies are usually needed
for definitive results.

ASSUMPTIONSIN CASE.CONTROLSTUDIES
To interpret the results of a case-control study you need to make the following
assumptions:
. The cases and controls are randomly selected from the populations, or at least are
representativeof those populations. In our example, the controls were picked by
dialing random phone numbers and so are a fairly random sample.The caseswere
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not randomly selected.But it is reasonableto think that cat owners in Connecticut
are representativeof cat owners elsewhere.
Each subject was selectedindependentlyof the rest. Picking one subject should not
influence the chanceof picking anyone else. You wouldn't want to include several
subjectsfrom one family, becausethey are all exposedto the same cat.
When selecting controls, you have not selectedsubjects that differ systematically
from the casesin any way except for the absenceof disease.As we have discussed,
it is very difficult to be sure a case-controlstudy has complied with this assumption.

MATCHED PAIRS
In a standardcase-controlstudy, the investigatorcomparesa group of controls with a
group of cases.As a group, the controls are supposedto be similar to the cases(except
for the absenceof disease).Another way to perform a case-controlstudy is to match
individual caseswith individual controls based on age, gender, occupation,location,
and other relevant variables.
Displaying and analyzing data from matched case-controlstudies obscuresthe
fact that the casesand controls were matched.Matching makesthe experimentstronger,
so the analysisought to take it into account.
An alternativeway of tabulating the data to emphasizethe matching is shown in
Table 9.4.
In this graphic example, the investigators studied 134 cases and 134 matched
controls. Each entry in the table representsone pair (a caseand a control). This is not
a contingency table, so the usual equationsare not valid. It turns out that the odds
ratio can be calculated very simply. The 13 pairs in which both casesand controls
were exposed to the risk factor provide no information about the association between
risk factor and disease.Similarly, the 92 pairs in which both casesand controls were
not exposedto the risk factor provide no information. The odds ratio is calculatedas
the ratio of only the other two values: pairs in which the control has the risk factor
but the case doesn't and pairs in which the case has the risk factor but the control
doesn't. In this examplethe odds ratio for the risk factor being associatedwith disease
is 25/4 : 6.25. The 957o CI of the odds ratio is 2.18 to 17.81 (rhe equationsare
given below).
You can interpret the odds ratio from a matched case-controlstudy just as you
would interpret the odds ratio from an ordinary case-controlstudy. If we assumethat
the diseaseis fairly rare, then we can concludethat exposureto the risk factor increases

Table 9.4. A Matched Pairs Case-ControlStudv
Cases
Risk Factor *
Controls
Risk factor *
Risk factor -

134
25

Risk Factor -

92

INTERVALS
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one'srisk 6.25-fold.We can be 95Vosurethat the true oddsratio lies between2.18
a n d1 7 . 8 1 .

THE95% CI OF AN ODDS RATIO
CATCULATING
UnpairedStudies
Severalmethodscanbe usedto calculatean approximateCI intervalof the oddsratio.
Woolf s methodis shownin Equation9.5:
95VoCI of ln(OR):
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This method calculatesthe symmetrical95Vo CI of the natural logarithm of the OR.
Take the antilogarithm of both values to obtain the asymmetrical95VoCl of the OR.
Asymmetrical means that the interval is not centered on the OR.
Paired Studies
The odds ratio is calculatedfrom the number of discordantpairs (one subjectexposed
to the risk factor, the other not). Call these two numbers R and S. The odds ratio is
R/S. To calculate the 95VoCI, calculate the symmetrical approximate CI of the log
odds ratio using Equation 9.6 and then convert back:

+ 1.96
i. *)(e.6)
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/
95voCI of ln(oR): (ln(OR) - r.96

SUMMARY
In a case-controlstudy (also called retrospeclivestudies)the investigatorswork backwards and start with the outcome. They compare two groups of subjects.One group
has the diseaseor condition being studied. These are the cases.The other group is
selectedto be similar in many ways, but not to have the condition. These are the
controls. The investigators then look back in time to compare the exposure of the
two groups to a possiblerisk factor. The results are best summarizedas an odds ratio,
with its CI. While it is meaninglessto calculate a relative risk from a case-control
study, the odds ratio can be interpretedjust like a relative risk so long as the incidence of the disease is low. In some studies, individual cases and controls are
matched. When this is done, special equations should be used to compute the odds
ratio.
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oBlEcTrvEs
1. You should be familiar with the following terms:
. Contingency table
. Odds ratio
. Prospective
. Retrospective
2. Without using a book, you should be able to convert betweenodds and probability.
3. You should be able to create 2 X 2 tables from clinical data.
4. You should be able to recognize when a 2 X 2 table is a contingency table and
when it is not.
5. Without using a book, you should be able to calculate the odds ratio.
6. You must be able to recognize datafor which the relative risk cannot be meaningfully calculated.
7. Using a book and calculator,you shouldbe ableto calculateg\VoCI for the oddsratio.
8. You should be able to recognize data for which a paired analysis is appropriate.

PROBTEMS
l. Can an odds ratio be greater than one? Negative?Zero?
2. Can the logarithm of the odds ratio be greaterthan one? Negative?Zero?
3. Gessnerand colleaguesinvestigatedan outbreak of illness in an Alaskan community.* They suspectedthat one of the town's two water suppliesdelivered too much
fluoride, leading to fluoride poisoning. They compared 38 caseswith 50 controls.
Thirty-three of the casesrecalled drinking water from water system l, while only
four of the controls had drunk water from that system.
Analyze these data as you think is appropriate.State your assumptions.
How could these investigators have conducted a prospective study to test their
hypothesis?

*BD Gessner,M Beller, JP Middaugh, GM Whitford.
Acute fluoride poisoning from a public water system.
N Engl J Med 33O:95-99, 1994.
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I've put it off for nine chapters,but I can't delay any longer. It's time to
confront P values. If you've had any exposureto statisticsbefore, you've
probably alreadyheard about P values and statistical significance.It's time to
learnwhat thesephrasesreally mean.Thesechaptersexplain P valuesgenerally,
without explaining any particular statisticaltests in any detail. You'll learn
more about specific tests in Part VII.

10
WhatlsaPValue?

INTRODUCTION TO P VALUES
When using statisticsto compare two groups, there are two approachesyou can use:
. You've alreadylearnedabout one approach-calculating the confidenceinterval (CI)
for the difference between means or the difference (or ratio) of two proportions.
With this approach,you are focusing on the question: "How large is the difference
in the overall population?" You start with the difference (or ratio) you know in the
sample,and calculatea zone of uncertainty(the 95VoCI) for the overall population.
. This chapter introduces you to the second approach, calculating P values. This
approachfocuseson a different question: "How sure are we that there is, in fact, a
difference between the populations?" You observeda difference in your samples,
but it may be that the difference is due to a coincidenceof random sampling rather
than due to a real differencebetweenthe populations.Statisticalcalculationscannot
tell you whether that kind of coincidence has occurred but can tell you how rare
such a coincidencewould be.
Calculationsof P values and CIs are basedon the same statisticalprinciples and
the sameassumptions.The two approachesarecomplementary.In this book, I separated
the two approachesto aid learning. When analyzing data, the two approachesshould
be used together.The easiestway to understandP values is to follow an example.

A S IMPIEE X A M P T EB: LO OD P R E SS U Rl E
N ME D IC AI STU D E N TS *
You want to test whether systolic blood pressurediffers between first- and secondyear medical students (MSl and MS2, respectively). Perhapsthe stress of medical
schoolincreasesblood pressure.Measuring the blood pressurein the entire classseems
like a lot of work for a preliminary study, so insteadyou randomly selectedfive students
from each class and measuredhis or her systolic blood pressurerounded to the nearest
5 mmHg:
M S l : 1 2 0 ,8 0 , 9 0 , 1 1 0 , 9 5
MS2: 105, l30, 145, 125, lI5
*You've already encounteredthese fake data in Example 5.2,and you'll see them again late in the book.
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First you should look at the data. It helps to see a graph. Figure 10.1 shows blood
pressuresfor each individual. Clearly the blood pressuretends to be lower in the firstyear studentsthan in the second-yearstudents,although the two overlap. The mean
values are 99 for MSI and I24 for MS2. The difference between the mean values is
25 mmHg.
Figure 10.2 shows only the mean and standarderror of the mean (SEM). Note
how easy it is to be misled by the SEM error bars. It is easy to forget that the SEM
error bars do not directly show you the scatterof the data. Biomedical researchpapers
often show data in the format of Figure 10.2, even though the format of 10.1 is more
informative. To make any senseat all of Figure 10.2, you would need to read the
figure legend or the methods section to find out the sample size and whether the error
bars representedstandarddeviation (SD) or SEM (or somethingelse). The right half
of Figure 10.2 also shows mean and SEM, but the Y axis doesn't begin at 0. This
appearsto magnify the difference between the two classes.If you don't notice the
scale of the axis, you could be deceivedby the right half of Figure 10.2.
Next, you should think about the biological or clinical implications of the data.
A change of 25 mmHg in blood pressureis substantialand would have important
clinical ramifications if the difference were consistent.This interpretation does not
come from any statistical calculation; it comes from knowing about blood pressure.
In contrast, a change of 25 units in some other variable might be trivial. Statistical
calculations can't determine whether differences are clinically or scientifically
important.
Before continuing with data analysis,you need to think about the design of the
study. Were the data collected in a way that any further analysis is useful? In this

Figure 10.1. Sample data shown on a column scatter graph. Each square shows the systolic
blood pressureof one first-year student(MSl). Each triangle shows the systolic blood pressure
of one second-yearstudent (MS2).
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Figure 10.2. Sampledatashownon a bar graph.This graphshowsthe meanandstandarderror
of the bloodpressures
for thetwo samples.
In the left panel,the Y axisbeginsat 0. In theright
panel,the differencebetweenthe two meansappearsto be amplifiedbecausethe axis doesn't
beginat 0' You can be misledby this kind of graphunlessyou noticewherethe axis begins.
You can'tinterpretthesegraphsunlessyou knowthattheerrorbarrepresents
thestandard
error.

study, you would need to know how the studentswere selectedand how their blood
pressure was measured.We've already discussedthis problem in Chapter 3. Let's
assumethat the experimentaldesign was impeccable.
Two possible explanationsremain for the difference between the two samples.
The first possibility is that the overall populations of MSls and MS2s have identical
distributions of blood pressures,and that the difference observedin this experiment
was just a coincidence-we just happenedto selectMS2s with higher blood pressure.
The secondpossibility is that the mean systolic blood pressureof MS2s is realiy higher
than that of MSls. Before believing that these data representa real differrnr., *,
would like to ask "what is the probability that the difference is due to chance?,'
Unfortunately, statisticalcalculationscannot answer that question.
Instead,statisticalcalculationscan answer a related question:If one assumesthat
the distribution of blood pressure is identical in the two populations, what is the
probability that the difference between the means of randomly selectedsubjects
will
be as large or larger than actually observed?The answerto this questionis a probability,
the P value.
There are several methods to calculate the P value, and these will be discussed
later in the book. The general approachcan be summarizedas follows:
1. Assume that the individuals measured(the samples)are randomly selectedfrom a
larger group (the populations). If the subjectsweren't randomly selected,at least
assume that the subjects are representativeof a larger population. Furthennore,
assumethat the experimentaldesign is without biasesor flaws.
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2. Tentatively hypothesizethat the distribution of values in the two populations are
the same.This hypothesisis called the null hypothesis,sometimesabbreviatedH".
Most likely, the investigator did not believe (or did not want to believe) the null
hypothesis.Rather, the investigator's experimental hypothesis (the whole reason
for doing the experiment) was that the populations are different. This is sometimes
called the experimental or alternative hypothesis.
3 . Assuming the null hypothesisis true, calculatethe likelihood of observing various
possibleresults.You can useseveralmethods(discussedlaterin this book) depending
on the nature of the data and on which additional assumptionsyou are willing
to make.
4 . Determine the fraction of those possible results in which the difference between
means is as large or larger than you observed.The answer is given in the form of
a probability, called the P value.
Thinking about P values seemsquite counterintuitive at first, as you must use
backwards, awkward logic. Unless you are a lawyer or a Talmudic scholar used to
this sort of argumentby contradiction,you will probably find this sort of reasoninga
bit uncomfortable.Four aspectsare awkward:
. The hypothesisyou are testing (the null hypothesis)is oppositeto the hypothesisthe
experimenterexpectsor hopes to be true.
. Although mathematiciansare comfortable with the idea of probability distributions,
clinicians and scientistsfind it strangeto calculatethe theoreticalprobability distribution of the results of experimentsthat will never be performed.
. The derivation of the theoretical probability distributions dependson mathematics
beyond the ready reach of most scientists.
. The logic goes in a direction that seems intuitively backwards. You observed a
sampleand want to make inferencesabout the population.Calculationsof the P value
start with an assumptionabout the population (the null hypothesis)and determine
the probability of randomly selecting sampleswith as large a difference as you observed.
This book will present three methods for calculating a P value to compare a
measuredvariable in two groups (t test, randomizationtest, and Mann-Whitney test).
The t test is used most commonly. By plugging the data from our example into a
computer program, we would learn that the P value is 0.034 (two tailed, see below).
Interpreting the P value is straightforward.If this null hypothesiswere true, then
3.4Voof all possibleexperimentsof this size would result in a differencebetweenmean
blood pressuresas large as (or larger) than we observed.In other words, if the null
hypothesiswere true, there is only a3.4%ochanceof randomly selectingsampleswhose
means are as far apart (or further) than we observed.
What conclusion should you reach? That's up to you. Statistical calculations
provides the P value. You have to interpret it. Assuming that the study design was
perfect, there are two possibilities: One possibility is that the two populations have
different mean blood pressures.The other possibility is that the two populations are
identical, and the observeddifferenceis a coincidenceof sampling. Statisticalcalculations determine how rare that coincidence would be. In this example we can say
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that such a coincidence will occur 3.4Voof the time if there really is no difference
betweenpopulations.
Often, the P value is used to make a statementabout statisticalsignificance.This
is explained in the next chapter.

OTH ER N UI L HY P O T HE S ES
When we compare the means of two groups, the null hypothesis is that the two
populations have identical means. When you make other kinds of comparisons,the
null hypothesesare logical:
. When you comparetwo proportions,the null hypothesisis that the two proportions
are identical in the population.
. When you comparetwo survival curves, the null hypothesisis that the two survival
curves are identical in the population.

COMMON MISINTERPRETATIONS
OF P VATUES
P values are easy to misinterpret. The best way to avoid misinterpretingthe P value
is to keep firmly in mind what it does tell you: The P value is the probability of getting
a difference as big (or bigger) than you got if the null hypothesis is really correct.
Thus, a P value of 0.03 meansthat even if the two populationshave identical means,
3Voof experiments like the one you conducted would yield a difference at least as
large as you found.
It is very tempting to jump from this and say, "Oh, well, if there is only a 3Vo
probability that my difference would have been causedby random chance,then there
must be a97Vo probability that it was causedby a real difference." Wrong! What you
can say is that if the null hypothesiswere true, then 977o of experimentswould lead
to a difference smaller than the one you observed,and 3Voof experimentswould lead
to a difference as large or larger than the one you observed.
Calculation of a P value is predicatedon the assumptionthat the null hypothesis
is correct. P values cannot tell you whether this assumptionis correct. P value tells
you how rarely you would observe a difference as larger or larger than the one you
observedif the null hypothesiswere true. The question that the scientistmust answer
is whether the result is so unlikely that the null hypothesisshould be discarded.

ONE.TAITED VERSUSTWO-TAIIED P VATUES
A two-tailed P value is the probability (assuming the null hypothesis) that random
sampling would lead to a difference as large as or larger than the observed difference
with either group having the larger mean. A one-tailed P value, in contrast, is the
probability (assuming the null hypothesis) that random sampling would lead to a
difference as large as or larger than the observeddifference, and that the group specified
in advanceby the experimentalhypothesishas the larger mean.
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If the observed difference went in the direction predicted by the experimental
hypothesis,the one-tailedP value is half the two-tailed P value.* The terms one-sided
and two-sided P values are equivalent to one and two tails.
In the blood pressureexample, I chose to use a two-tailed P value. Thus the P
value answersthis question: If the null hypothesisis true, what is the chancethat the
difference between two randomly selectedsamplesof five subjectswould have been
25 mmHg or greater with either group having the higher mean BP. A one-tailed P
value is the probability (under the null hypothesis)of observing a difference of 25
mmHg or greater,with the second-yearclass having the larger mean value.
A one-tailedtest is appropriatewhen previous data, physical limitations, or common sensetells you that the difference, if any, can only go in one direction. Here is
an example in which you might appropriately choose a one-tailed P value: You are
testingwhethera new antibiotic impairsrenal function, asmeasuredby serumcreatinine.
Many antibiotics poison kidney cells, resulting in reduced glomerular filtration and
increasedserum creatinine.As far as I know, no antibiotic is known to decreaseserum
creatinine,and it is hard to imagine a mechanismby which an antibiotic would increase
the glomerular filtration rate. Before collecting any data, you can state that there are
two possibilities: Either the drug will not change the mean serum creatinine of the
population,or it will increasethe meanserumcreatininein the population.You consider
it impossiblethat the drug will truly decreasemean serum creatinineof the population
and plan to attributeany observeddecreaseto random sampling.Accordingly, it makes
senseto calculate a one-tailedP value. In this example, a two-tailed P value teststhe
null hypothesisthat the drug does not alter the creatinine level; a one-tailed P value
tests the null hypothesisthat the drug does not increasethe creatininelevel.
Statisticiansdisagreeabout when to use one- versus two-tailed P values. One extreme position is that it is almost never acceptableto report a one-tailedP value-that
a one-tailed P value should be reported only when it is physically impossible for a
difference to go in a certain direction. Thus a two-tailed P value ought to be used in
the preceding example, becausea drug-induced decreasein serum creatinine is not
impossible (although it is unprecedentedand unexplainable).
The other extreme position is that one-tailed P values are almost always appropriate.The argumentis that formal studies(requiring formal statisticalanalysis)should
only be performedafter the investigatorhasproposedan experimentalhypothesisbased
on theory and previous data. Such a hypothesis should specify which group should
have the larger mean (or larger proportion, or longer survival, etc.). Indeed one could
questionwhether taxpayer's money should be spenton researchso vaguely conceived
that the direction of the expecteddifference can't be specifiedin advance.
The issue here in deciding between one- and two-tailed tests is not whether or
not you expect a difference to exist. If you already knew whether or not there was a
difference, there is no reason to collect the data. Rather, the issue is whether the
direction of a difference (if there is one) can only go one way. You should only use
a one-tailedP value when you can statewith certainty (and before collecting any data)
that in the overall populations there either is no difference or there is a difference in
a specifieddirection.If your dataend up showing a differencein the "wrong" direction,
you should be willing to attribute that difference to random sampling without even
*There are exceptions, such as Fisher's exact test.
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consideringthe notion that the measureddifference might reflect a true difference in
the overall populations.If a difference in the "wrong" direction would intrigue you
(even a little), you should calculate a two-tailed P value.
Two-tailed P values are used more frequently than one-tailed P values. I have
chosento use only two-tailed P values for this book for the following reasons:
. The relationshipbetweenP values and confidenceintervals is more clear with twotailed P values.
. Two-tailed P values are larger (more conservative).Since many experimentsdo not
completely comply with all the assumptionson which the statisticalcalculationsare
based,many P values are smaller than they ought to be. Using the larger two-tailed
P value partially correctsfor this.
. Sometestscomparethreeor more groups,which makesthe conceptof tails inappropriate (more precisely, the P value has more than two tails). A two-tailed P value is
more consistentwith P values reported by these tests.
. Choosing one-tailed P values can put you in awkward situations.If you decided to
calculatea one-tailedP value, what would you do if you observeda large difference
in the opposite direction to the experimentalhypothesis?To be honest, you should
statethat the P value is large and you found "no significant difference." But most
people would find this hard. Instead,they'd be tempted to switch to a two-tailed P
value, or stick with a one-tailedP value, but changethe direction of the hypothesis.
You avoid this temptation by choosing two-tailed P values in the first place.
When interpretingpublishedP values,note whether they are calculatedfor one or two
tails. If the author didn't say, the result is somewhatambiguous.The terms one-sided
and two-sided P values mean exactly the same thing as one-tailed and two-tailed
P values.

EXAMPT E10. 1. CO M P A R IN C T WO P R OP O R T IO N SFR OM A N
EXPERIMENTAT
STUDY
Later in the book (Part VII), you'll learn how to calculate many common statistical
tests.But you can interpret P values without knowing too much about the individual
tests.This example and the next four show you real examplesof P values and how to
interpret them.
This exampleusesthe same data as example 8.1. This study compareddisease
progressionin asymptomaticpeople infected with HIV. The relative risk was 0.57.
This means that disease progressedin 57Vo as many treated patients as placebotreatedpatients.
The null hypothesisis that AZT does not alter the probability of diseaseprogression. We want to calculatethe P value that answersthis question:If the null hypothesis
were true, what is the chancethat randomsamplingof subjectswould result in incidence
rates different (or more so) from what we observed?The P value dependson sample
size and on how far the relative risk is away from 1.0.
You can calculatethe P value using two different tests:Fisher's exact test or the
chi-squaretest. Both testswill be describedin Chapter27,but you don't need to know
much about the tests to interpret the results. The chi-squaretest is used more often,
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but only becauseit is easierto calculateby hand.Fisher's testcalculatesa more accurate
P value and is preferred when computers do the calculating. The results from InStat
are given in Table 10.1.
The P value is tiny, less than 0.0001. If you had chosenthe chi-squaretest rather
than Fisher's test, the P value would still have been less than 0.0001.
Interpreting the P value is straightforward:If the null hypothesisis true, there is
less than a O.OLVo
chance of randomly picking subjectswith such a large (or targer)
difference in incidence rates. Note that InStat (like most statistical programs) also
makes a statementabout statistical significance.You'll learn what that means in the
next chapter.
To interpret the P value you need to make the following assumptions:
. The subjects represent the population of all people who are infected with the HIV
but have no symptoms who are or will be treatedwith AZT or placebo.
. Each subject was selectedindependentlyof the rest. Picking one subject should not
influence the chanceof picking anyone else.
. The only difference between the two groups is the treatment.
Are you ready to recommendAZT to thesepatients?Before deciding, remember
that AZI is a toxic drug. You shouldn't base an overall conclusion from the study on
one P value. Rather you should look at the benefit (which may be measuredin several
ways) and the risks or side effects of the treatment.You should also take into account
other things you know about the AZT treatment from other studies.

EXAMPTE10.2. COMPARING TWO PROPORTIONSFROM A
CASE.CONTROTSTUDY
This is a case-controlstudy investigatingthe associationbetweenfleas and cat scratch
fever. The results were shown in Table 9.1.
The odds ratio is 17.3. We want to calculate a P value. The null hypothesis is
that there is no associationbetweenfleas and cat scratchdisease,that the cats of cases
are just as likely to have fleas as the cats of controls. The two-sided P value answers
this question:If the null hypothesiswere true, what is the chanceof randomly picking
subjects such that the odds ratio is 17.3 or greater or 0.058 (the reciprocal of 17.3)
or lower?
To calculatea P value, you may use Fisher's exact test or the chi-squaretest. The
samemethodsare used to analyzeprospectiveand case-controlstudies.If a computer
is doirrg the work, Fisher's test is your best choice. The results from InStat are shown
Table 10.1. Resultsfrom InStatAnalysisof Example10.1
Fisher's Exact Test
The two-sided P value is <0.0001, consideredextremely significant.
There is a significant association between rows and columns.
Relativerisk = 0.5718.
95Vo confrdenceinterval: O.444Oto 0.7363 (using the approximation of Katz).
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Table 10.2. Resultsfrom InStatAnalysisof Example10.2
Fisher's Exact Test
The two-sided P value is <0.0001, consideredextremely significant.
There is a significant associationbetween rows and columns.
Odds ratio : 17.333
95Vo confidenceinterval: 5.506 to 54.563 (using the approximation of Woolf.)

in Table 10.2. Again the P value is less than 0.0001. If there were no association
betweenfleas and cat scratchfever in the overall population,there is less than a 0.Ol7o
chanceof randomly picking subjectswith so much association.
To interpret the P value from a case-control study, you must accept these assumptions:
. The casesand controls are randomly selectedfrom their respectivepopulations,or
at least are representativeof those populations.
. Each subject was selectedindependentlyof the rest. Picking one subject should not
influence the chance of picking anyone else.
. The controls do not differ systematically from the casesin any way, except for the
absenceof disease.It is very difficult to be sure you have satisfiedthis assumption.

E XAMPT E10. 3. CO M P A R IN G T W O M EA N S W IT H TH E t TE S T
In this study (same data as Example 7.1), the investigatorscompared stool output in
babiestreatedconventionallywith that in babiestreatedconventionallywith the addition
of bismuth salicylate. Control babies produced 260 -F 254 mlkg of stool (N : 84,
mean t SD), while treatedbabiesproduced 182 t 197 mllkg of stool (N : 85). The
difference between meansis 78 ml/kg.
The null hypothesis is that the mean stool output in the overall population of
babies with dianhea treatedwith bismuth salicylate is equal to the mean stool output
of babies treated conventionally. We need to calculate a P value that answers this
question: If the null hypothesisis true, what is the probability of randomly choosing
sampleswhose means are as different (or more different) as observed.
The unpaired t test calculatesthe P value. The test takes into account the size of
the difference, the size of the samples,and the SD of the samples.The results from
InStat are given in Table 10.3.
For this example,the two-tailed P value is 0.0269.If the drug is really ineffective,
there is a 2.697achancethat two randomly selectedsamplesof N : 84 and N : 85
would have meansthat arc 78 mVkg or further apart. This is a two-tailed P value, so
it includesa 1.347ochanceof randomlypicking subjectssuchthat the treatmentreduces
stool output by 78 ml/kg or more and a 1.34%o
of randomly picking subjectssuch that
the treatmentincreasesstool output by 78 ml/kg or more.
The t test is basedon thesefamiliar assumptions:
' The subjectsare representativeof all babies with diarrheawho have been or will be
treated with oral rehydration or oral rehydration and bismuth salicylate.
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Table 10.3. Resultsfrom InStatAnalysisof Example10.3
Unpaired t Test
Are the means of control and treated equal?
Mean difference : -78.000 (mean of column B minus mean of column A)
The 95Voconfidence interval of the difference: - 146.99to -9.013
t : 2.232 with 167 degreesof freedom.
The two-tailed P value is 0.0269, consideredsisnificant.

' The two groups are not matched or paired. (You should try to pair data
whenever
possible,but you need to use appropriateanalyses.see chapter 25.)
' Each subject was selectedindependentlyof the rest. Choosing one subject
from the
populationshould not influencethe chanceof choosinganyoneelse.
' The distribution of values in the overall population follows a roughly Gaussian
distribution, and the two populationshave identical SDs.
The last assumptionpresentsa problem with thesedata. As discussedin Chapter
7, the data are very unlikely to come from a Gaussiandistribution. The SD is about
equal to the mean,yet stool output cannot be negative.There is no way this can happen
with a Gaussiandistribution. Since the sample size is so large, we can rely on the
central limit theorem and ignore the assumption.

EXA M P T E1O . 4.CO MP AR IN C ME AN S O F PA IRE DS A MP LE S
This study (same as Example 7.2) measuredthe volume change of renal cysts when
incubated in culture medium. The investigatorsstudied nine cysts and measuredthe
weight change(as a proxy for volume) of each. The averageweight changewas 0.50
grams with a standardeffor of 0.23.
The null hypothesisis that renal cysts are as likely to shrink as to grow in culture.
More precisely, the null hypothesisis that the mean volume of renal cysts does not
change in culture. We want to calculate a P value that answersthis question: If the
null hypothesisis true, what is the chanceof randomly picking cysts with an average
weight change of 0.50 grams or more? Use the paired t test to calculate the answer.
The results from InStat are given in Table 10.4. The P value is 0.0614. If renal cysts
on averagedo not changeweight in culture, there is a 6.l47o chancethat nine randomly
selectedcysts would change weight as much or more than these did.
Table 10.4. Resultsfrom InStatAnalysisof Example10.4
Paired t Test for Renal Cysts Example
Does the mean change from BEFORE to AFTER equal 0.000?
Mean difference : 0.5000 (mean of paired differences)
The 95Voconfidence interval of the difference: *0.03038 to 1.030
t : 2.174 with 8 degreesof freedom.
The two-tailed P value is 0.0614, considerednot quite significant.

WHATISAPVALUE?
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WITH
CURVES
TWO SURVIVAL
10.5.COMPARTNC
EXAMPLE
THE LOC.RANKTEST
After a bone marrow transplant,the white cells from the donor can mount an tmmune
response against the recipient. This condition, known as graft-versus-hostdisease
(GVHD) can be quite serious. Immunosuppressivedrugs are given in an attempt to
prevent GVHD. Cyclosporineplus prednisoneare commonly used. Chao et al.* comparedthosetwo drugs alone (two drugs) with thosetwo drugs plus methotrexate(three
drugs).Figure 10.3 showstheir data.
They recorded time until GVHD and plotted the data as Kaplan-Meier survival
curves. Note that the term survival curye is a bit misleading as the end point is onset
of GVHD ratherthan death.The authorschoseto plot the data going "uphill," showing
the percent of patients who had GVHD by a certain time. Most investigatorswould
have plotted these Kaplan-Meier curves going "downhill,'o showing the percentage
of paiients who had NOT had GVHD by a certain time. This is an artistic decision
that does not affect the analYses.
The authorscomparedthe two groups with the log-rank test (other investigators
might use the Mantel-Haenszeltest, which is nearly identical). You will learn a little
bit about these tests in Chapter 33. Even though you have not yet learned about the
test, you can understandthe results.
As you would expect,the null hypothesisis that the two populationshave identical
survival curves and that the observeddifference in our samplesis due to chance.In
other words, the null hypothesisis that treatmentwith three drugs is no better (and no
worse) than treatmentwith two drugs in preventing GVHD. The P value from the logrank test answersthis question: If the null hypothesisis true, what is the probability
of obtaining such different survival curves with randomly selectedsubjects?
The calculationsare quite involved and should be left to computer programs.The
authorsreport that the P value is 0.02. If addition of the third drug did not alter onset
of GVHD, you'd seesucha large differencein survival curvesin only 27oof experiments
of this size.
You've already learned about the assumptionsthat must be true to interpret a
survival curve in Chapter 6. The log-rank test dependson those same assumptions
(reviewedbelow):
. The subjectsare representativeof all bone-marrowtransplantrecipients.
. The subjectswere chosenindependently.
. Consistentcriteria. The entry criteria and the definition of survival must be consistent
during the course of the study.
. The survival of the censoredsubjectswould be the same,on average,as the survival
of the remaining subjects.
The data in Figure 10.3 show only one end point-the time to onset of GVHD.
The investigatorsalso comparedother variables,such as renal function, liver function,
*NJ Chao, GM Schmidt, JC Niland et al. Cyclosporine, methotrexate and prednisone compared with
cyclosporine and prednisonefor prophylaxis of acute graft-versus-hostdisease.N Engl J Med 329:12251230,1993.
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Figure 10.3. Datafor Example10.5.The investigators
comparedtreatingbonemarrowtransplantswith two drugsor threedrugs.The X axis showstime afterthe transplant,
while the Y
axis showsthe percentof patientswho havegraft-versus-host
disease(GVHD).

survival time, and recurrence of leukemia. Analysis of all these data suggest that
addition of the third drug helps prevent GVHD without causing other problems. The
authors recommendation to treat with three-drug therapy is based on analysis of all
these variables,not just the survival curves.

SUMMARY
Most statisticaltests calculatea P value. Even if you don't learn the details of all the
tests it is essentialthat anyone reading the biomedical literature understandwhat a P
value is (and what it isn't). A P value is simply a probability that answersthe following
question:If the null hypothesiswere true (i.e., there is no difference betweenpopulations), what is the probability that random sampling (given the sample size actually
used) would result in a difference as big or bigger than the one observed?

oBlEcTrvEs
l . You must be familiar with the following terms:
. P value
. Null hypothesis
. One tailed test
. Two tailed test
2. Whenever you see a P value reported in the biomedical literature, 1lou should be
able to identify the null hypothesis(even if you are not familiar with the statistical
test being used) and pose the question that the P value answers.
3. You should know the difference between one- and two-tailed P values and know
the argumentsfor and againstusing each.
4. Whenever you see a P value, you should be able to state the question it answers.

WHATISAPVATUE?
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PROBTEMS
coin six times
1. You wish to test the hypothesisthat a coin toss is fair. You toss the
is
the P value?
What
hypothesis?
null
is
the
What
and it lands on headseach time.
you
conclude?
do
What
Is a one- or two-tailed test more appropriate?
is 0.08. What
2. you conduct an experimentand calculatethat the two-tailed P value
you
making?
are
is the one-tailedP value? What assumptions
7 ') The serum
3. (Same data as Problem 4 in Chapter 5 and Problem 1 in Chapter
-f 1.5 (mean -r SEM)
93
be
to
levels of a hormone (the Y factor) was measured
in 100 nonpregnantwomen and 110 t 2.3 (mean t SEM) in 100 women in the
first trimester of pregnancy. When the two groups are compared with a t test, the
P value is less than 0.0001'
A. Explain what the P value meansin plain language'
B. Review your answersto Problem 4 in Chapter 5 and Problem 1 in Chaptet 7.
Explain how the results complementone another'
4. (Same data as problem 4 in Chapter 8.) Cohen et al. investigatedthe use of active
cardiopulmonaryresuscitation(CPR).* In standardCPR the resuscitatorcompresses
the victim's chest to force the heart to pump blood to the brain (and elsewhere)
and then lets go to let the chest expand.Active CPR is done with a suction device.
This enablesthe resuscitatorto pull up on the chestto expandit as well as pressing
down to compressit. These investigatorsrandomly assignedcardiac arrestpatients
to receive either standardor active CPR. Eighteen of 29 patients treated with active
CpR were resuscitated.In contrast, 10 of 33 patients treated with standardCPR
were resuscitated.Using Fisher's test, the two-sided P value is 0.0207. Explain
what this meansin Plain language.

xTJ Cohen. BG Goldner, PC Maccaro, AP Ardito , STrazzera,MB Cohen, SR Dibs' A comparisonof active
compression-decompressioncardiopulmonary resuscitation with standard cardiopulmonary resuscitation for
cardiac arrestsoccurring in the hospital. N Engl J Med 3291918-1921, 1993.

,'{.1
StatisticalSignificance
and HypothesisTesting

In the previous chapter we treated the P value as a number and left the interpretation
to the readers.Looked at this way, calculating a P value is analogousto calculating
an average,ratio, or percentage.It is a useful way to summarizedatato aid understanding
and communication. This chapter shows how to make statementsabout statistical
significance.

STATISTICATHYPOTHESISTESTING
When interpretingmany kinds of data,you needto reacha decision.In a pilot experiment
of a new drug, you need to decide whether the results are promising enough to merit
a secondexperiment.In a phaseIII drug study, you need to decide whether the drug
is effective and should be recommendedfor all patients. In a study comparing two
surgical procedures,you need to decide which procedureto recommend.
Hypothesistesting is an approachthat helps you make decisionsafter analyzing
data. Follow these steps:
l. Assume that your samplesare randomly selectedfrom the population.
2. State the null hypothesisthat the distribution of values in the two populations is
the same.
3. Define a threshold value for declaring a P value significant. This threshold called
the significancelevel of the test is denotedby cr and is commonly set to 0.05.
4. Select an appropriatestatisticaltest and calculate the P value.
5 . If the P value is less than cr, then conclude that the difference is statistically
signfficant and decide to reject the null hypothesis.Otherwise conclude that the
difference is not statistically significant and decide to not reject the null hypothesis.
Note that statisticiansuse the term hypothesistesting quite differently than scientists.
Testing scientific hypothesesrequireshard work involving many kinds of experiments.
To test a new hypothesis,it is often necessaryto designnew experimentalmethodology
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and to design clever control experiments.Statisticalhypothesistesting, in contrast,is
easy. Just check whether one P value is above or below a threshold.
Converting a P value to the conclusion "significant" or "not significant" reminds
me of the movie reviewers Siskel and Ebert. In their written reviews, they rate each
movie on a scale(i.e., three and a half starsor B-). This is analogousto a P value.
It is a concise way to summarize their opinions about the movie. When reviewing
movies on television, they make a decision for you: seeit (thumbs up) or don't see it
(thumbs down).
The terminology of hypothesistesting is easiestto understandin the context of
quality control. For example, let's assumethat you run a brewery and that you have
a warehousefull of the latestbatch of beer. Before selling this batch, you need to test
whetherthe batch meetsvariousquality standards.Ratherthan testthe entire warehouse
full of beer (the population),you randomly choosesomebottles(the sample)to compare
to a "gold standard." The results can be expressedas a P value that answers the
following question:If the new batch of beer is identical to the standardbatch, what is
the probability that a randomly selectedsample of bottles would be as different from
the standardas actually observed?If the P value is less than a (usually 0.05), then
you reject the null hypothesisand reject the batch of beer (or at least do further tests
to find out what is wrong). If the P value is greaterthan ct, you do not reject the null
hypothesisand do not reject the batch.

TH E ADV A NT A G E SA N D D IS AD VA N T A C E SOF U SIN G TH E
PHRASE STATISTICALLYSIGNIFICANT
There are three advantagesto using the phrase statistically significant:
. In some situations, it is necessaryto reach a crisp decision from one experiment.
Make one decision if the results are significant and the other decision if the results
are not significant.
. With some statisticaltests, it is difficult or impossible to obtain the exact P value,
but it is possible to determine whether or not the P value exceedscr.
. Peopledon't like ambiguity. The conclusionthat "the resultsare statistically significant" is much more satisfying than the conclusion that "random sampling would
create a difference this big or bigger in 3Voof experimentsif the null hypothesis
were true."
The disadvantageto using the phrase statistically signfficant is that many people
misinterpret it. Once some people have heard the word signfficanf,they stop thinking
about the data.
In biology and clinical medicine,it is not alwaysnecessaryto reacha crisp decision
from each P value. Instead,you can often base important decisions on several kinds
of data, perhapsfrom severalstudies.Often, the best conclusion is wait and see.If it
is not necessaryto make a crisp decision from one experiment, there is no need to
summarizethe findings as being significant or not significant. Instead,just report the
P value.
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AN ANA LO G Y : I NN O C EN T U N T T LPR O V ENGU ITTY
Table I 1.1 showsthe analogybetweenthe stepsthat a jury mustfollow to determine
guilt (at leasr in the United States)and the stepsthat a scientistfollows to determine
statisticalsignificance.
A jury reachesthe verdict of guilty when the evidence is inconsistentwith the
assumptionof innocence.Otherwisethe jury reachesa verdict of not guilty. Note that
a jury can never reach the verdict of innocent.The only choicesare guilty or not guilty
("not proven" in Britain). A jury reachesa verdict of not guilty when the evidence
is not inconsistent with the presumption of innocence.A jury does not have to be
convinced that the defendantis innocent to reach a verdict of not guilty.
When performing a statistical test, you never conclude that you accept the null
hypothesis.You reach the conclusion not significant whenever it is plausible that the
data are consistent with the null hypothesis.A not significant result does not mean
that the null hypothesisis true.
Journalistsalso evaluateevidenceat a trial, and have different goals than jurors.
As a journalist, you don't have to reach a verdict of guilty or not guilty. Instead your
job is to summarize the proceedings.You want to present enough evidence so the
readerscan reach their own conclusions.You may include evidenceunavailableto the
jurors (evidencethat wasn't presentedat trial, or evidencethat was ruled inadmissible).
As a journalist, you don't have to reachany conclusionabout the guilt of the defendant.
If you do reach a conclusion,it is appropriatefor it to be somewhathazy if you think
the evidencewas inconclusive.

Table 11.1. Significantvs. Not SignificantDecision Comparedwith Guilty vs.
Not Guilty Decisions
Step
l.
2.

3.

4.

5.

Trial by Jury

StatisticalSisnificance

Start with the presumption that the
defendantis innocent.
Listen to factual evidence presented
in the trial. Don't consider other
data, such as newspaperstories
you have read.
Evaluate whether you believe the
witnesses.Ignore testimony from
witnesseswho you think have lied.
Think about whether the evidence is
consistentwith the assumptionof
innocence.
If the evidence is inconsistentwith
the assumption,then reject the
assumptionof innocence and
declarethe defendantto be guilty.
Otherwise, reach a verdict of not
guilty. As a juror, you can't
conclude "maybe," can't ask for
additional evidence,and can't say
"wait and see."

Start with the presumption that the null
hypothesisis true.
Base your conclusion only on data from this
one experiment.Don't considerwhetherthe
hypothesismakes scientific or clinical
sense.Don't consider any other data.
Evaluatewhether the experimentwas
performed correctly. Ignore flawed data.
Calculate a P value.

If the P value is less than a preset threshold
(typically 0.05), conclude that the data are
inconsistentwith the null hypothesis.Reject
the null hypothesis,and declare the
difference to be statistically significant.
Otherwise, conclude that the difference is
not significant. You can't conclude
"maybe" or "wait and see."

TESTING
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I think that many scientistsfind themselvesin the role of a journalist more often
than they find themselvesin the role of a juror. A scientist does not always need to
evaluatedatausing the approachof statisticalhypothesistesting.When presentingdata,
the most important thing is to presentthe methods and results clearly so the readers
can reach their own conclusions.In many scientific situations,it is not necessaryto
reach a crisp conclusion of significant or not significant. Instead, it is sometimes
appropriate to reach a more general conclusion that might be somewhat uncertain.
And when reaching that conclusion,it is appropriateto consolidatedata from several
experimentsand to take into account whether the hypothesisbeing tested fits theory
and previous data.

TYPEI A ND T Y P EI I ER R OR S
When you conclude that results are significant or not significant, there are two ways
you can be wrong:
. You can find that a result is statistically significant and reject the null hypothesis
when in fact the null hypothesisis true. This is a Type I error. Convicting an innocent
person is a Type I error. The probability of making a Type I error is ct.
. You find that a result is not statisticallysignificantand fail to reject the null hypothesis
when the null hypothesisis in fact false. This is a Type II error. Failing to convict
a guilty person is a Type II error.
We'll return to Type I and Type II errors in the next chapter.

VA L U E F O R a
CHOOS I NC A N A P P R O P R IA T E
By tradition, cr is usually set to equal 0.05. This cutoff is purely arbitrary, but is
entrenchedin the literature.It is amazing that scientists(who disagreeabout so much)
all agree on such an arbitrary value! Ideally, the value of cr' should not be set by
tradition but rather by the context of the experiment.
If you set ct to a very low value, you will make few Type I errors. That means
that if the null hypothesisis true, there is only a small chancethat you will mistakenly
call a result significant.However, there is also a larger chancethat you will not find
a significant difference even if the null hypothesisis false. In other words, reducing
the value of cr will decreaseyour chance of making a Type I error but increasethe
chanceof a Type II error.
If you set a to a very large value, you will make many Type I errors. If the null
hypothesisis true, there is a large chance that you will mistakenly find a significant
difference. But there is a small chance of missing a real difference. In other words,
increasing the value of ct will increase your chance of making a Type I error but
decreasethe chanceof a Type II error. The only way to reduce the chancesof both a
Type I error and a Type II error is to collect bigger samples.See Chapter 22.
You must balance the costs or consequencesof Type I and Type II errors, and
alter the value of ct accordingly. Let's look at three examples:
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' You are screeninga new drug in an invitro assay.If the experimentyields
significant
results, you will investigatethe drug further. Otherwise you will stop investigating
the drug. In this circumstance,the costof a Type I error is a few additionalexperiments,
and the cost of a Type II error is abandoningan effective drug. It makes senseto
set CI.high to minimize Type II errors, even at the expenseof additional Type I
errors.I'd set a to 0.10 or 0.20 in this situation.
' You are conducting a phase III clinical trial of that drug to treat a disease(like
hypertension)for which there are good existing therapies.If the resultsare significant,
you will market the drug. If the results are not significant, work on the drug will
cease.In this case, a Type I error results in treating future patients with a useless
drug and depriving them of a good standarddrug. A Type II error resultsin aborting
development of a good drug for a condition that can be treated adequatelywith
existing drugs. Thinking scientifically (not commercially), you want to set a low to
minimize the risk of a Type I error, even at the expenseof a higher chance of a
Type II error. I'd set ct to 0.01 in this situation.
' You are conducting a phaseIII clinical trial of that drug to treat a diseasefor which
there is no good existing therapy. If the results are significant, you will market the
drug. If the results are not significant, work on the drug will cease.In this case, a
Type I error results in treating future patientswith a uselessdrug insteadof nothing.
A Type II error results in cancelling developmentof a good drug for a condition
that is currently not treatable.Here you want to set cr high value becausea Type I
elror isn't so bad but a Type II error would be awful. I'd set a to 0.10.
In this chapter,I've been deliberatelyvague when talking about the chancesof a Type
II error, and have not told you how to calculate that probability. You'Il learn how to
do that in Chapters23 and 27.
Let's continue the analogy between statisticalsignificanceand the legal system.
The balance between Type I and Type II errors dependson the type of trial. In the
United States(and many other countries)a defendantin a criminal trial is considered
innocent until proven guilty "beyond a reasonabledoubt." This system is based on
the belief that it is better to let many guilty people go free than to falsely convict one
innocentperson.The systemis designedto avoid Type I errors in criminal trials, even
at the expenseof many Type II errors. You could say that a is set to a very low value.
In civil trials, the court or jury finds for the plaintiff if the evidence shows that the
plaintiff is "more likely than not" to be right. The thinking is that it is no worse to
falsely find for the plaintiff than to falsely find for the defendant.The systemattempts
to equalize the chancesof Type I and Type II errors in civil trials.

TH E RE LA T I O NS HIPBE T WE ENc AN D P V AL U ES
The P value and ct are closely related. You calculate a P value from particular data.
You set a in advance,basedon the consequencesof Type I and Type II errors. ct.is
the threshold P value below which a difference is termed statistically signfficant.

STI G NI F I C A N CAN
E D H Y POT H ESTISES T I N C
STATIST I CA
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B E T WE ENA AN D C ON F ID E N C EIN TE R V A LS
TH E R ETA T I O NS HI P
Although I have presentedconfidenceintervals (CIs) and P values in separatesections
of this book, the two are closely related.They both are basedon the sameassumptions
and the samestatisticalprinciples. Ask yourself whether the 957oCI includes the value
statedin the null hypothesis.If you are comparing two means,ask whether the 957o
CI for the difference betweenthe meansincludes 0. If you are analyzinga prospective
study, ask whether the 957oCl for the relative risk includes 1.0. If the 957oCl includes
the value statedin the null hypothesis,then the P value must be greaterthan 0.05 and
the differencemust be not significant.If the 95VaCl doesnot include the null hypothesis,
then the P value must be less than 0.05 and the result must be significant.
The rule in the previous paragraphworks because95Vo(Cl) and 5Vo(threshold
P value) add to 1007o.Other pairs can be used as well. If the 997o Cl includes the
null hypothesis,then you can be sure that the P value must be greaterthan 0.01. If
the 907a CI includes the null hypothesis,then you can be sure that the P value must
be greaterthan 0.10.

STATIS T I CA S
T I G NI F I C AN C EVE R S U SSC IEN T IF ICIMP OR TA N C E
A result is said to be statistically significant when the P value is less than a preset
value of ct. This meansthat the results are surprising and would not commonly occur
if the null hypothesiswere true. There are three possibilities:
. The null hypothesisis really true, and you observedthe difference by coincidence.
The P value tells you how rare the coincidence would be. If the null hypothesis
really is true, a is the probability that you will happen to pick samplesthat result
in a statistically significant result.
The null hypothesis is really false (the populations are really different), and the
difference is scientifically or clinically important.
The null hypothesis is really false (the populations are really different), but the
difference is so small as to be scientifically or clinically trivial.
The decision about scientific or clinical importancerequires looking at the size
of the difference (or the size of the relative risk or odds ratio). With large samples,
even very small differenceswill be statistically significant. Even if these differences
reflect true differencesbetweenthe populations,they may not be interesting.You must
interpret scientific or clinical importance by thinking about biology or medicine. For
example,few would find a meandifferenceof I mmHg in blood pressureto be clinically
interesting,no matter how low the P value. It is never enough to think about P values
and significance.You must also think scientifically about the size of the difference.

SUMMARY
After calculating a P value, you "test a hypothesis" by comparing the P value with
an arbitrary value a, usually set to 0.05. If the P value is less than ct, the result is said
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to be "statistically significant" and the null hypothesisis said to be "rejected." If the
P value is greater than cr, the result is said to be "not statistically significant" and
the null hypothesisis "not rejected." As used in the context of statisticalhypothesis
testing, the word significanr has almost no relationship to the conventional meaning
of the word to denoteimportance.Statistically significant resultscan be trivial. Differencesthat might turn out to be enormously important may result in "nonsignificant"
P values. The schemeof hypothesistesting is useful in situationsin which you must
make a crisp decision from one experiment.In many biological or clinical studies,it
is not always necessaryto reach a crisp decision and it makes more sense to report
the exact P value and avoid the term significant.

oBfEcTrvEs
t . You must be familiar with the followins terms:
. Hypothesis testing
. Null hypothesis
.c[
. Statistically significant
. Type I error
. Type II error

2 . You must know the distinction betweenthe statisticalmeaning of the terms significant and hypothesis testing, and the scientific meaning of the same terms.

3 . You must know what not signfficant really means.

PROBLEMS
1 . For Problems 3 and 4 of the last chapter,explain what a Type I and Type II error
would mean.

2 . Which of the following are inconsistent?
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

Mean difference : 10. The 957o CI: -20 to 40. P : 0.45
Mean difference: 10. The 95VoCI: -5 to 15. P : 0.02
Relativerisk : 1.56.The95VoCI: 1.23to 1.89.P : 0.013
Relativerisk : 1.56.The 957oCI: 0.81 to 2.12. P : 4.04
Relat iv er is k : 2 .0 3 .T h e 9 5 7 o C I: 1 .0 1to 3 .13.P < 0.001.

12
InterpretingSignificant
P Values
and Not Significant

THE TERM SIGNIFICANT
You've already learned that the term statistically signfficanr has a simple meaning:
The P value is less than a preset threshold value, cr. That's it! In plain language,a
result is statistically "significant" when the result would be surprising if there really
were no differencesbetween the overall populations.
It's easy to read far too much into the word significanl becausethe statisticaluse
of the word has a meaning entirely distinct from its usual meaning. Just becausea
difference is statistically significant does not mean that it is important or interesting.
A statisticallysignificantresult may not be scientifically significantor clinically significant. And a difference that is not significant (in the first experiment) may turn out to
be very important. This is important, so I'll repeat it: Statistically significant results
are not necessarilyimportant or even interesting.

EXTREMELYSIGN I FICANT RESUtTS
Intuitively, you'd think that P : 0.004 is more significant than P : 0.04. Using the
strict definitions of the terms, this is not correct. Once you have set a value for cr.,a
result is either significant or not significanr. It doesn't matter whether the P value is
very close to a or far away. Many statisticiansfeel strongly about this, and think that
the word signfficanrshould never be prefacedby an adjective.Most scientistsare less
rigid, and refer to very significant or extremely significant results when the P value
is tiny.
When showing P values on graphs, investigators commonly use a "Michelin
Guide" scale.*P < 0.05 (significant),**P < 0.01 (highly significant);xx'r'p < 0.001
(extremely significant). When you read this kind of graph, make sure that you look
at the key that defines the symbols, as different investigatorsuse different threshold
values.
113
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BORDE RI I NEP V A T U E S
If you follow the strict paradigm of statistical hypothesis testing and set cr to its
conventional value of 0.05, then a P value of 0.049 denotesa significant difference
and a P value of 0.051 denotesa not significant difference. This arbitrary distinction
is unavoidable since the whole point of using the term statisticalty significant is to
reach a crisp conclusion from every experiment without exception.
Rather than just looking at whether the result is significant or not, it is better to
look at the actual P value. That way you'll know whether the P value is near a or far
from it. When a P value is just slightly greater than a, some scientistsrefer to the
result as marginally significant or almost signfficant.
When the two-tailed P value is between0.05 and 0.10, it is tempting to switch
to a one-tailed P value. The one-tailed P value is half the two-tailed P value and is
less than 0.05, and the results become "significant" as if by magic. Obviously, this
is not an appropriatereasonto choosea one-tailedP value! The choice should be made
before the data are collected.
One way to deal with borderline P values would be to choose between three
decisionsrather than two. Rather than decide whether a difference is significant or not
significant,add a middle categoryof inconclusive.This approachis not commonly used.

THE TERM NOT SIGNIFICANT
If the P value is greater than a preset value of cr, the difference is said to be not
significant. This means that the data are not strong enough to persuadeyou to reject
the null hypothesis. People often mistakenly interpret a high P value as proof that
the null hypothesisis true. That is incorrect. A high P value does not prove the null
hypothesis. This is an important point worth repeating: A high P value does not
prove the null hypothesis.As you've already learnedin Chapter 11, concluding that a
difference is not statistically significant when the null hypothesisis, in fact, false is
called a Type II error.
When you read that a result is not significant,don't stop thinking. There are two
approachesyou can use to evaluate the study. First, look at the confidenceinterval
(CI). Second, ask about the power of the study to find a significant difference if it
were there.

INTERPRETINGNOT SIGNIFICANTRESULTSWITH
C ONF I DE NCEI NT ER VA T S
Exa mple12. 1
Ewigman et al. investigatedwhether routine use of prenatalultrasoundwould improve
perinataloutcome.* They randomly divided a large group of pregnantwomen into two
*BG Ewigman, JP Crane, FD Frigoletto et al. Effect of prenatal ultrasound screening on perinatal outcome.
N Engl J Med 329:821-827, 1993.

P V A LU E S
S I G NI F IC A NAN
T D N O T SIGN IF IC A NT
INTER P RE T I NG
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groups. One group received routine ultrasound sonogram exams twice during the
pregnancy.The other group received sonogramsonly if there was a clinical reasonto
do so. The physicians caring for the women knew the results of the sonogramsand
caredfor the patientsaccordingly.The investigatorslooked at severaloutcomes.Table
12.1 shows the total number of adverseevents,defined as fetal or neonataldeathsof
moderate to severe morbidity.
The null hypothesisis that the rate of adverseoutcomes is identical in the two
groups. In other words, the null hypothesis is that routine use of ultrasound neither
prevents nor causesperinatal mortality or morbidity. The two-tailed P value is 0.86.
The data provide no reasonto reject the null hypothesis.
Before you can interpret the results,you need to know more. You need to know
the 95VoCI for the relative risk. For this study, the relative risk is 1.02, with the 95Vo
CI rangingfrom 0.88 to 1.17.The null hypothesiscanbe restatedasfollows: In the entire
population,the relativerisk is 1.00.The dataare consistentwith the null hypothesis.This
does not mean that the null hypothesisis true. Our CI tells us that the data are also
consistent(within 95Voconfidence)with relative risks ranging from 0.88 to 1.17.
Different people might interpret these data in two ways:
closeto 1.0.Thesedataconvince
andis centered
intervalis very nurrrow,
The confidence
is neitherhelpfulnor harmful.To reducecosts,['ll use
me thatroutineuseof ultrasound
only whenthereis an identifiedproblem.
ultrasound
The confidenceintervalis narrow,but not all that narrow.Therehavebeenplenty of
studiesshowingthat ultrasounddoesn'thurt the fetus, so I'll ignore the part of the
extrainformation
confidenceintervalabove1.00.But ultrasoundgivesthe obstetrician
andit makessensethatusingthisextrainformationwill decrease
to manage
thepregnancy,
intervalgoesdown to 0.88,a reduction
the chanceof a majorproblem.The confidence
of risk of l27o.If I were pregnant,I'd certainlywant to usea risk-freetechniquethat
reducesthe risk of a sick or deadbaby by as much as lZ%otThe datacertainlydon't
provethat routineultrasoundis beneficial,but the studyleavesopenthe possibilitythat
routineuseof ultrasound
mightreducethe rateof truly awfuleventsby asmuchas 12Vo.
I think the study is inconclusive.Sinceultrasoundis not prohibitivelyexpensiveand
appearsto haveno risk, I will keepusingit routinely.
To interpret a not significant P value, you must look at the CI. If the entire span
of the CI contains differences (or relative risks) that you consider to be trivial, then
you can make a strong negativeconclusion.If the CI is wide enough to include values
you considerto be clinically or scientifically important, then the study is inconclusive.
Different people will appropriately have different opinions about how large a difference

Table 12.1.Resultsof Example12.1
Adverse Outcome
Routine sonograms
Sonogramsonly when indicated
Total

383
373
756

Healthv Babv

7302
7 1t?

14,525

7,685
7,596
15,281
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(or relative risk) is scientifically or clinically important and may interpret the same
not significant study differently.
In interpreting the results of this example, you also need to think about benefits
and risks that don't show up as a reductionof adverseoutcomes.The ultrasoundpicture
helps reassureparentsthat their baby is developing normally and gives them a picture
to bond with and to show relatives. This can be valuable regardlessof whether it
reducesthe chance of adverseoutcomes.Although statistical analysesfocus on one
outcome at a time, you must consider all the outcomeswhen evaluating the results.

INTER P RE T I NGNO T SIGN IF IC A N TP VA L U E SU S IN G
POWER ANAIYSES*
A not significant P value does not mean that the null hypothesis is true. It simply
means that your data are not strong enough to convince you that the null hypothesis
is not true. As you have already learned,obtaining a not significant result when the
null hypothesisis really false is called a Type II error. When you obtain (or read about)
a not significant P value, you should ask yourself this question: "What is the chance
that this is a Type II error?" That question can only be answeredif you specify an
alternativehypothesis-a difference A (or relative risk R) that you hypothesizeexists
in the overall population. Then you can ask, "If the true difference is A (or the true
relative risk is R), what is the chanceof obtaining a significant result in an experiment
of this size?The answer is termed the power of the study.
Table 12.2 shows the power of example 12.1 for various hypothetical relative
risks. This table uses the sample size of the example and sets cr : 0.05 and the risk
in the control subjects to 5.07o.Calculating the power exactly is quite difficult, but
thereare severalways to calculatepower approximately.You'll learn aboutthe approximation usedto createthis table in Chapter2T.InChapter 23 you'll learnhow to calculate
a similar table for studies that compare two means (rather than two proportions).
If the experimental treatment (routine ultrasound) reduced the risk by 25Vo(so
the relative risk : 0.75), the study had a 977o power to detect a significant difference.
If the treatment was really that good, then 97Vaof studies this size would wind up
with a significant result, while 4Vo would come up with a not significant result. In
contrast,the power of this study to detect a risk reduction of 5Vo(relative risk : 0.95)
is only ll%o.If the treatmenttryly reducedrisk by 57o, only ll%o of studiesthis size
would come up with a significant result.
The numbers are particular to this study. The principle is universal. All studies
have very little power to detect tiny differencesand enoffnous power to detect large
differences.If you increasethe number of subjects,you will increasethe power.
As you can see, calculations of power can aid interpretation of nonsignificant
results. When reading biomedical research,however, you'll rarely encounter power
calculations in papers that present not significant results. This is partly a matter of
tradition, and it is partly becauseit is difficult to define the smallest difference or
relative risk that you think it is important.

*This section is more advancedthan the rest. You may skip it without loss of continuity.

I G NI F I C ANATN D N O T SIGN IF IC A NPT V A LU E S
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Table 12.2. A Power
Analysisof Examplel2.l
Relative Risk

0.95
0.90
0.85
0.80
0.75

Power
ll%o
307o
607o
84Vo
977o

SUMMARY
A result is statistically significant when the P value is less than the preset value of cr.
This meansthat the results would be surprisingif the null hypothesiswere really true.
The statistical use of the term slgrzificantis quite different than the usual use of the
word. Statistically significant results may or may not be scientifically or clinically
interestingor important.
When results are statistically not significant it means that the results are not
inconsistentwith the null hypothesis.This does not mean that the null hypothesisis
true. When interpreting results that are not significant,it helps to look at the extent of
the CI and to calculatethe power that the study would have found a significant result
if the populationsreally were different (with a difference of a defined size).

13
MultipleComparisons

Each example you've encounteredso far was designedto answerone question.If you
look through any medical journal, you'll discover that few paperspresent a single P
value. It is far more common to seepapersthat presentseveral-or severaldozen-P
values. It's not easy to interpret multiple P values.

COINCI DE NCE S
If your results are really due to a coincidence(the null hypothesisis true), the P value
tells you how rare that coincidencewould be. Interpretingmultiple P values,therefore,
is similar to interpreting multiple coincidences.
Exa m ple13. 1
In 1991, PresidentBush and his wife Barbara both developedhyperthyroidism due to
Graves' disease.Could it be a coincidence,or did somethingcauseGraves' diseasein
both? What is the chancethat the presidentand his wife would both develop Graves'
diseasejust by chance?It's hard to calculatethat probability exactly, but it is less than
1 in a million. Becausethis would have been such a rare coincidence, they looked
hard for a cause in the food, water, or air. No causewas ever found.
Was it really a one in a million coincidence?The problem with this "probability"
is that the eventhad alreadyhappenedbefore anyonethoughtto calculatethe probability.
To use a gambling analogy, the bets were placed after the ball stoppedspinning.
A more appropriatequestion might be "what is the probability that a prominent
person and his or her spouse would both develop the same diseasethis year?" By
including all prominentpeople and all possiblediseases,the probability is much higher.
The coincidenceno longer seemsso strange.You could expandthe questionto include
the next few years, and the answer would be higher still.
Exa m ple13. 2
Five children in a particular school got leukemia last year. Is that a coincidence?
Or does the clustering of casessuggestthe presenceof an environmental toxin that
causedthe disease?That's a very difficult question to answer. It is tempting to estimate the answer to the question "what is the probability that five children in this
118
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particular school would all get leukemia this particular year?" You could calculate
(or at least estimate) the answer to that question if you knew the overall incidence
rates of leukemia among children and the number of children enrolled in the school.
The answer will be tiny. Everyone intuitively knows that and so is alarmed by the
cluster of cases.
But you've asked the wrong question once you've already observedthe cluster
of cases.The school only came to your attention becauseof the cluster of cases,so
you need to consider all the other schools and other diseases.The right question is
"what is the probability that five children in any schoolwould developthe samesevere
diseasein the same year?" This is a harder question to answer,becauseyou have to
define the population of schools(this city or this state?),the time span you care about
(one year or one decade?),and the severityof diseasesto include (doesasthmacount?).
Clearly the answer to this question is much higher than the answer to the previous
one. When clusters occur, it is always worth investigatingfor known toxins and to be
alert to other findings that might suggesta real problem. But most diseaseclustersare
due to coincidence.It is surprising to flnd a cluster of one particular diseasein one
particular place at any one particular time. But chancealone will causemany clusters
of various diseasesin various places at various times.
Exa mp l e13. 3
You go to a casino, and watch the roulette wheel. You notice that in the first 38 spins
of a roulette wheel, the ball landed on red 25 times. By chanceyou'd only expect the
ball to land on red 18 times (and 20 times on black, 0, or 00;.* Using the binomial
distribution, you can calculate that the chance of having the ball land on 25 or more
red slots in the first 38 spins is about 2Vo. Are you going to place your bets on red?
A rare coincidence?Not really. You would have beenjust as surprisedif the ball
had landed 25 times on black, on an odd number, on a small number (1 to 18), on a
large number (19 to 36), etc. The chanceof seeingany one (or more) of these "rare"
coincidencesis far greaterthan2Vo.It is only fair to calculatethe probability of a rare
coincidenceif you define the coincidencebefore it happens.You have to place your
bets before you know the outcome.

T N D E P E N D E NQ
TUESTTONS
MULTTPLE
Exa mp l e13. 4
Hunter and colleaguesinvestigatedwhether vitamin supplementationcould reducethe
risk of breast cancer.t The investigatorssent dietary questionnairesto over 100.000
nursesin 1980. From the questionnaires,they determinedthe intake of vitamins A, C,
and E and divided the women into quintiles for each vitamin (i.e., the first quintile

*An American roulette wheel has l8 red slots, l8 black slots, and 2 green slots labeled "0"

and "00."
tDJ Hunter, JE Manson, GA Colditz, et al. A prospective study of the intake of vitamins C, E and A and
the risk of breast cancer. N Engl J Med 329:234-240, lgg3.
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contains207oof the women who consumedthe smallestamount). They then followed
thesewomen for 8 years to determinethe incidencerate of breastcancer.Using a test
called the chi-squaretest for trend (which will be briefly discussedin Chapter 29) the
investigatorscalculateda P value to test this null hypothesis:There is no linear trend
betweenvitamin intake quintile and the incidence of breastcancer.There would be a
linear trend if increasingvitamin intake was associatedwith increasing(or decreasing)
incidenceof breastcancer.There would not be a linear trend if the lowest and highest
quintiles had a low incidence of breastcancercomparedto the three middle quintiles.
The authorsdetermineda different P value for each vitamin. For vitamin C, P : 0.60;
for vitamin E, P : 0.07; for vitamin A, P : 0.001.
Interpreting each P value is easy: If the null hypothesisis true, the P value is the
chance that random selection of subjectswould result in as large (or larger) a linear
trend as was observedin this study. If the null hypothesisis true, there is a 57ochance
of randomly selecting subjects such that the trend is significant. Here we are testing
three independent null hypotheses(one for each vitamin tested). If all three null
hypothesesare true, the chancethat one or more of the P values will be significant is
greater than 5Vo.
Table 13.1showswhat happenswhen you test severalindependentnull hypotheses.
In this example, we are testing three null hypotheses.If we used the traditional cutoff
of ct : 0.05 for declaring each P value to be significant, the table shows that there
would be a l4%ochanceof observingone or more significant P values,even if all three
null hypotheseswere true. To keep the overall chance at 5Vo,we need to lower our
threshold for significance from 0.050 to 0.0170. With this criteria, the relationship
betweenvitamin A intake and the incidenceof breastcanceris statisticallysignificant.
The intakes of vitamins C and E are not significantly related to the incidence of
breast cancer.
If you don't have accessto the table, here is a quick way to approximate the
value in the bottom row: Simply divide 0.05 by the number of comparisons.For this
example, the threshold is 0.05/3 or 0.017-the same as the value in the table to
three decimal points. If you tested sevenhypotheses,the shortcut method calculatesa
thresholdof 0.05/7 or .0071 (which is close to the exact value of 0.0073 on the table).
If you make more than 10 comparisons,this shortcut method is not useful.

MU T T I P LEG RO UPS
Exa m ple13. 5
Hetland and coworkers were interested in hormonal changes in women runners.*
Among their investigations,they measuredthe level of luteinizing hormone (LH) in
nonrunners,recreationalrunners, and elite runners.Becausehormone levels were not
Gaussian,the investigatorstransformed their data to the logarithm of concentration

*ML Hetland, J Haarbo, C Christiansen, T Larsen. Running induces menstrual disturbances but bone mass
is unaffected, except in amenorrheic women. Am J Med 95:53-60, 1993.
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Table 13.2. LH Levels in ThreeGroupsof
Women
Group
Nonrunners
Recreational runners
Elite runners

log(LH) -'- SEM

0.52'r 0.027
0.38 -f 0.034
0.40 -r 0.049

88
89
28

and performedall analyseson the transformeddata.Although this soundsa bit dubious,
it is a good thing to do, as it makes the population closer to a Gaussiandistribution.
The data are shown in Table 13.2.
The null hypothesisis that the mean concentrationof LH is the same in all three
populations.How do you calculate a P value testing this null hypothesis?Your first
thought might be to calculatethreet tests:one to comparenonrunnerswith recreational
runners,anotherto comparenonrunnerswith elite runners,and yet anotherto compare
recreationalrunners with elite runners. The problem with this approach is that it is
difficult to interpretthe P values.As you include more groupsin the study, you increase
the chanceof observingone or more significantP valuesby chance.If the null hypothesis
were true (all three populationshave the same mean), there is a 5Vochancethat each
particular t test would yield a significant P value. But with three comparisons,the
chancethat any one (or more) of them will be significant is far higher than 5Vo.
The authorsuseda test called one-wayanalysisof variance (ANOVA) to calculate
a single P value answeringthis question: If the null hypothesiswere true, what is the
chanceof randomly selectingsubjectswith meansas far apart,or further, than observed
in this study? The P value is determinedfrom the scatteramong means,the standard
deviation (SD) within each group, and the size of the samples.
The answeris P : 0.0039. If the null hypothesiswere true, there is only a 0.39Vo
chance of randomly picking subjects and ending up with mean values so different.
The authorsconcludedthat the null hypothesiswas probably not true.
Analysis of variancemakesexactly the sameassumptionsasthe t test.The subjects
must be representativeof a larger population. The data within each population must
be distributed accordingto a Gaussiandistribution with equal SDs. Each subjectmust
be selectedindependently.
Next you want to know which group differs from which other group. But you
shouldn't perform three ordinary t tests to find out. Instead, analysis of variance is
followed by specialtestsdesignedfor multiple comparisons.Thesetestsare all named
after the statistician(s)who developedthem (Tukey, Newman-Keuls, Dunnett, Dunn,
Duncan, and Bonfenoni). The idea of all the testsis that if the global null hypothesis
is true, there is only a 5Vo chance that any one or more of the comparisonswill be
statisticallysignificant.The differencesbetweenthe methodsrelate to the assumptions
you are willing to make and to the number of comparisonsyou are interestedin. You
will learn a little bit about the differencesbetweenthese tests in Chapter 30.
Using Tukey's test to compareeach group with each other group with an overall
:
cr 0.05, we find that there is a statisticallysignificantdifferencebetweenthe nonrunners and the recreationalrunners,but not betweenthe nonrunnersand the elite runners
or between the recreationaland elite runners.

COMPARISONS
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SO A N S WE RON E Q U ES TION
MU L TTPLEM E A S URE M E N T T
Example 13.4 Continued
Recall that this study examined the possible relationship between vitamin intake and
the incidence of breast cancer. You've already seen that they found a significant
relationship between vitamin A intake and incidence of breast cancer. In addition to
the three main analysesalready mentioned, the authors analyzed their data in many
other ways. If we focus only on vitamin A, the authorsseparatelyanalyzedtotalvitamin
A intake and performed vitamin A. They separatelyanalyzedtwo different time periods
(1980 to 1988 and 1984 to 1988).For each analysis,they analyzedthe data using'a
simple test and again using a fancier test to adjust for known factors that influence the
incidence of breast cancer (for example, number of children, age at first birth, age at
menarche,family history of breastcancer).With two measuresof vitamin A, two time
periods, and two analytical methodsthey generatedeight P values.
Theseeight P valuesdon't testeight independentnull hypotheses,so you shouldn't
use the methods presentedearlier in Table 13.1. The null hypothesesare interrelated-they are sort of measuring the same thing, but not quite. There are no good
methods for dealing with this situation. Basically you need to look at the collection
of P values and get an overall feel for what is going on. In this example, all four P
values from the 1980 to 1988 analyseswere tiny. The associationbetween vitamin A
intake and protection from breast cancer was substantialregardlessof whether they
looked at total or preformed vitamin A and whether or not they adjusted for other risk
factors.In the 1984 to 1988study, the associationsall went in the samedirection (more
vitamin A : less breast cancer) but the P values were a bit larger. Putting all this
together,the evidence is fairly persuasive.
A similar kind of problem comes up frequently in analyzing clinical trials. In
many clinical trials, investigatorsmeasureclinical outcome using a variety of criteria.
For example, in a study of a drug to treat sepsis,the main outcome is whether the
patient died. Additionally, investigators may collect additional information on the
patients who survived: how long they were in the intensive care unit, how long they
required mechanical ventilation, and how many days they required treatment with
vasopressors.All these outcomesare really measuringthe same thing: how long the
patient was severely ill. These data can lead to multiple P values but should not be
corrected,as shown in previous sections,becausethe null hypothesesare not independent. To a large degreethe various outcomesmeasurethe same thing.
Although clinical studiesoften measureseveraloutcomes,statisticalmethodsdon't
deal with this situation very well. You should not make any formal corrections for
multiple comparisons.Instead, you should informally integrate all the data before
reaching any conclusions.

M UL TIPLES UB CRO UPS
After analyzingthe data in many studies,it is tempting to look at subgroups.Separately
analyzethe subjectsby age group. Separatelyanalyzethe patientswith severedisease
and mild disease.The problem with doing separateanalysesof subgroupsis that the
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chanceof making a Type I error (finding a statisticallysignificantdifferenceby chance)
goes up.
Exam ple13. 6
This problem was illustrated in a simulated study by Lee and coworkers.* They
pretendedto comparesurvival following two "treatments" for coronary arterydisease.
They studied a group of patients with coronary artery diseasewho they randomly
divided into two groups. In a real study, they would give the two groups different
treatments,and compare survival. In this simulated study, they treated the subjects
identicallyf but analyzedthe data as if the two random groups actually representedtwo
distinct treatments.As expected,the survival of the two groups was indistinguishable.
They then divided the patients into six groups depending on whether they had
diseasein one, two, or three coronary arteries, and depending on whether the heart
ventricle contracted normally or not. Since these are variables that are expected to
affect survival of the patients,it made senseto evaluatethe responseto "treatment"
separatelyin each of the six subgroups.Whereasthey found no substantialdifference
in five of the subgroups,they found a striking result among the sickest patients.The
patients with three-vesseldiseasewho also had impaired ventricular contraction had
much better survival under treatmentB than treatmentA. The difference betweenthe
two survival curves were statistically significant with a P value less than 0.025.
If this were a real study, it would be tempting to conclude that treatment B is
superior for the sickest patients, and to recommend treatment B to those patients in
the future. But this was not a real study, and the two "treatments" reflected only
random assignmentof patients. The two treatmentswere identical, so the observed
difference was definitely due to chance.It is not surprising that the authorsfound one
low P value out of six comparisons.Referringto Table 13.1, there is a26Vo chance
that one of six independentcomparisonswill have a P value less than 0.05, even if
all null hypothesesare true. To reduce the overall chance of a Type I error to 0.05,
you'd needto reducecr to 0.0085 when comparingsix groups.
This is a difficult problem that comesup frequently.Bewareof analysesof multiple
subgroupsas you are very likely to encountersmall P values,even if all null hypotheses
are true.

MULT I P T ECO M P AR ISON SA N D D A T A D R ED C IN C
In all the examplesyou've encounteredin this chapter,you've been able to account
for multiple comparisonsbecauseyou know about all the comparisonsthe investigators
made. You will be completely misled (and will reach the wrong conclusion) if the
*KL Lee, JF McNeer, CF Starmer, PJ Harris, RA Rosati. Clinical judgment and statistics.Lessonsfrom a
simulatedrandomizedtrial in coronaryartery disease.Circulation 6l:508-515, 1980.
tln fact, the study was done retrospectively.They looked back at hospital records to identify all patients
who presentedwith coronary artery diseaseduring a certain period. They divided these patients into two
random groups, and then read the charts to see how long each patient lived.
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investigatormade many comparisonsbut only publishedthe few that were significant.
If the null hypothesisis true, a low P value meansthat a rare coincidencehas occurred.
But you can't evaluatethe rarity of a coincidenceunlessyou know how many different
comparisonswere made.As you've seen,if you test lots of null hypothesesthe chance
of observingone or more "significant" P valuesis far higher than 57o.If you test 100
independentnull hypothesesthat are all true, for example, you have a 997o chanceof
obtainingat leastone significantP value.You will be completelymisled if the investigators show you the significant P values but don't tell you about the others.
To avoid this situation, investigatorsshould follow these rules:
. Analyses should be planned before the data are collected.
. All planned analysesshould be completed and reported.
These rules are usually followed religiously for large formal clinical trials, especially
when the data will be reviewed by the Food and Drug Administration. However, those
rules are often ignored in more informal preliminary studiesand in laboratoryresearch.
In many cases,the investigatornever thought about how to perform the analysesuntil
after perusing the data. Often looking at the data suggestsnew hypothesesto test.
It is difficult to know how to deal with analysesthat don't follow those rules. If
the investigatorsdidn't decide what hypothesesto test until after they looked at the
data, then they have implicitly performed many tests.When you read the paper, you
need to figure out how many hypothesesthe investigatorsreally tested. Look at the
number of variables,the number of groups,the number of time points, and the number
of adjustments.Big studiescan easily generatedozensor hundredsof P values.If the
investigators implicitly tested many hypotheses,they are apt to find "significant"
differencesfairly often. To make senseof this kind of study, you need to look at the
overall pattern of results and not interpret any individual P values too strongly.
You should always distinguish studies that test a hypothesis from studies that
generatea hypothesis.Exploratory analysesof large databasescan generatehundreds
of P values, and scanningthesecan generateintriguing researchhypotheses.After the
hypothesis is generated,however, it is then necessaryto test the hypotheseson a
different set of data. Some investigatorsuse half the data for exploration to define one
or more hypotheses,and then test the hypotheseswith the other half of the data. This
is a terrific approachif plenty of data are available.

SUMMARY
Most scientific studiesgeneratemore than one P value. Somestudiesgeneratehundreds
of P values.Inte{pretingmultiple P valuesis difficult. If you make many comparisons,
you expect some to have small P valuesjust by chance.Therefore your interpretation
<lfa small P value shouldbe different when the P value is one of many. You'll encounter
multiple P valuesin severalsituations:asking many independentquestions,comparing
multiple groups, rneasuring multiple end points, and reanalyzing data for multiple
subgroups.You need to take into account the number of P values generatedwhen
interpretingthe results.You'll be misled if the investigatorscalculatedmany P values,
but only showed vou the small ones.
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PR O B LE M
1. Assume that you are reviewing a manuscriptprior to publication. The authorshave
tested many drugs to see if they increase enzyme activity. All P values were
calculatedusing a paired t test.Each day they also perforrn a negativecontrol, using
just vehicle with no drug. After discussingsignificant changescausedby some
drugs, they state that "in contrast, the vehicle control has consistently given a
nonsignificantresponse(P > 0.05) in eachof 250 experiments."Commenton these
negative results. Why are they surprising?

IV
BAYESIANLOGIC

When you interpret the results of an experiment, you need to consider more
than just the P value. You also need to consider the experimental context,
previous data,and theory. Bayesian logic allows you to integrate the current
experimentaldata with what you knew before the experiment.
Since Bayesian logic can be difficult to understandin the context of
interpreting P values, I first present the use of Bayesian logic in interpreting
the results of clinical laboratory tests in Chapter 14. Then in Chapter 16 I
explain how Bayesianlogic is used in interpretinggeneticdata.

,14
InterpretingLabTests:
lntroductionto Bayesian
Thinking

Note to basic scientists:Don't skip this chapter becauseit appears to be too clinical.
This chapter setsthe stagefor the discussion in the next two chapters.
What do laboratory tests have to do with P values? Understandinghow to interpret
"positive" and "negative" lab testswill help you understandhow to interpret ,,significant" and "not significant" statisticaltests.

THE ACCURACY OF A QUAHTATTVE rAB TEST
We will consider first a test that yields a simple answer: positive or negative.Results
can be tabulatedon a two by two contingencytable (Table 14.1).The rows represenr
the outcome of the test (positive or negative), and the columns indicate whether the
diseaseis presentor absent(basedupon someother method that is completely accurate,
perhapsthe test of time). If the test is "positive," it may be true poiitiu. (Tp),
or it
may be a false positive (FP) test in a person without the condition being tested
for. If
the test is "negative," it may be a true negative (TN) or it may be a false
negative
(FN) test in a person who does have the condition.
How accurateis the test?It is impossibleto expressthe accuracyin one number.
It takes at least two: sensitivity and specificity. An ideal test has very high sensitivity
and very high specificity:
' The sensitivityis the fraction of all those
with the diseasewho get a positive testresult.
' The specfficityis the fraction of thosewithout
the diseasewho get a negativetestresult.
Sensitivity:

TP
TP+FN

Specificity :

TN
TN+FP

(14.1)

It is easy to mix up sensitivity and specificity. Sensitivity measures
how well the
test identifies those with the disease,that is, how sensitive it is. If
a test has a high
sensitivity, it will pick up nearly everyonewith the disease.specificity
measureshow
well the test excludes those who don't have the disease,that is, how
specific it is. If
a test has a very high specificity, it won't mistakenly give a positive
result to many
people without the disease.
129
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Table 14.1. Accuracy of a Qualitative Lab Test

DiseasePresent
Test positive
Test negative

TP
FN

Disease
Absent
FP
TN

Sackett and colleagueshave published a clever way to remember the difference
between sensitivity and specificity.* Remember the meaning of sensitivity with this
acronym SnNOut: If a test has high sensitivity, a negativetest ruIes out the disorder
(relatively few negativetestsare false negative).Rememberthe meaningof specificity
with this acronym: SpPln. If a test has high q,pecificity,a positive test rules in the
disorder (relatively few positive tests are false positive).

THE ACCURACY OF A QUANTTTATTVEtAB TEST
Many lab tests report results on a continuous scale.For the purposesof this chapter,
we will simplify things so that it reports either o'normal" or "abnormal." Figures
14.1 and 14.2 show the distribution of test results in patientswith the condition being
tested(dashedcurve) and in thosewithout the condition (solid curve). In Figure 14.1,
the two distributions don't overlap, and it is easy to pick the cutoff value shown by
the vertical dotted line. Every individual whose value is below that value (the left of
the dotted line) does not have the condition, and every individual whose test value is
above that threshold has it.
Figure 14.2 shows a more complicated situation where the two distributions
overlap.Again, the solid curve representspatientswithout the condition and the dashed
curve representspatientswith the condition. Whereveryou set the cutoff, somepatients
will be misclassified.The dark shadedareashowsfalse positives,thosepatientsclassified as positive even though they don't have the disease.The lighter shadedareashows
false negatives,those patientsclassifiedas negativeseven though they really do have
the disease.
Choosing a threshold requires you to make a tradeoff between sensitivity and
specificity. If you increasethe threshold (move the dotted line to the right), you will
increasethe specificity but decreasethe sensitivity. You have fewer false positives but
more false negatives.If you decreasethe threshold (move the dotted line to the left),
you will increasethe sensitivity but decreasethe specificity. You will have more false
positives but fewer false negatives.
Choosing an appropriate threshold requires knowing the consequences(harm,
cost) of false-positive and false-negativetest results. Consider a screeningtest for a
diseasethat is fatal if untreatedbut completelytreatable.If the screeningtest is positive,
it is followed by a more expensivetest that is completely accurateand without risk.

*DL Sackett, RB Haynes, GH Guyatt, P Tugwell. Clinical Epidemiology. A Basic Sciencefor Clinical
Medicine,2nd ed. Boston, Little Brown, 1991.
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Figure 14.1. A perfect test. The solid line shows the distribution of values in people without
the diseasebeing tested for. The dashedcurve shorvsthe distribution of values in people with
the disease.The vertical line shows the demarcationbetween normal and abnormal results.The
two distributions do not overlap.

For this screeningtest you want to set the sensistivity very high, even at the expense
of a low specificity.This ensuresthat you will have few false negativesbut many false
positives.That's OK. False positivesaren't so bad, they just result in a need for a
more expensiveand more accurate(but safe) test. False-negativetestswould be awful,
as it means missing a case of a treatable fatal disease.Now let's consider another
example, a screeningtest for an incurable noncommunicabledisease.Here you want
to avoid false positives (falsely telling a healthy person that she will die soon), while
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Figure 14.2. A typical test. As in Figure 14.1, the solid line shows the distribution
of values
in people without the disease,and the dashedcurve shows the distribution of
values in people
with the disease.The two distributions overlap, so it is not obvious where
to draw the line
between negative and positive results. Our decision is shown as the dotted line.
False-positive
results are shown in the solid region: These are individuals without the disease
who have a
positive test result. False negativesare shown as the shadedarea: These
are individuals with
the diseasewho have a negativetest result.
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false negativesaren't so bad (since you can't treat the diseaseanyway). In such a case,
you would want the specificity to be high, even at the expenseof a low sensitivity. It
about the relative consequencesof false-positive
is impossibleto make generalrzations
and false-negativetests, and so it is impossible to make generalizationsabout where
of falseto set the trade-off betweensensitivity and specificity. Since the consequences
positive and false-negativetests are usually not directly comparable,value judgments
are neededand different peoplewill appropriatelyreachdifferent conclusionsregarding
the best threshold value.

V AT U E O F A T ES TR ES U T T
THE P RE DI CT I V E
Neither the specificity nor sensitivity answer the most important questions:If the test
is positive, what is the chance that the patient really has the disease?If the test is
negative,what is the chance that the patient really doesn't have the disease?The
answersto those questionsare quantified by the positive predictive value and negative
predictive value:

value:
Positivepredictive
value:
predictive
Negative

,r+F
(14.2)

#^

The sensitivity and specificity are propertiesof the test. In contrast,the positive
predictive value and negativepredictive value are determinedby the characteristicsof
lhe test and the prevalenceof the diseasein the population being studied' The lower
the prevalenceof the disease,the lower the ratio of true positives to false positives.
Look back at Figure l4.2.The two curves have equal areas,implying that there
are equal numbers of testedpatients with the condition and without the condition. In
other words, Figure 14.2 assumesthat the prevalenceis 50Va.In Figure 14.3, the
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prevalence is changed to 20Vo (left panel) or 807o (right panel). As before, the solid
curve representspeople without the condition, and the dashedcurve representspeople
with the condition. Any test result to the right of the dotted line is considered to be
positive. This includes a portion of the area under the dashed curve (true positives)
and a portion of the area under the solid curve (false positives).
The predictive values depend on the prevalence of the condition. A much larger
fraction of positive tests are false positives in the left panel than in the right panel, so
the predictive value of a positive test is lower in the left panel. Conversely, a much
lower fraction of negative tests are false negative, so the predictive value of a negative
test is much higher in the left panel.

CATCULATING THE PREDICTIVEVATUE OF A POSITIVE
OR NECATIVE TEST
Acute intermittent porphyria is an autosomal dominant disease that is difficult to
diagnoseclinically. It canbe diagnosedby reducedlevelsof porphobilinogendeaminase.
But the levels of the enzyme vary in both the normal population and in patients with
porphyria, so the test does not lead to an exact diagnosis.
The sensitivity and specificity have been tabulatedfor various enzyme activities.
Published data show that 82Vo of patients with porphyria have levels < 99 units
(sensitivity = 827o)and that 3.7Voof normal people have levels < 99 units (specificity
= 10O- 3.7Vo- 96.3Vo).What is the likelihood that a patient with 98 units of enzyme
activity has porphyia? The answer dependson who the patient is. We'll work through
three examples.
Patient A
In this example, the test was done as a population screening test. Patient A has no
particular risk for the disease.Porphyria is a rare disease with a prevalence of about
I in 10,000.Since patient A does not have a family history of the disease,his risk of
porphyria is0.Ul%o.Equivalently, we can say that the prior probability (prior to knowing
the test result) is 0.01Vo. After knowing the test result, what is the probability that
patient A has the disease?To calculate this probability, we need to fill in the blanks
(A through I) in Table I4.2 for a large population similar ro patienr A.
Follow thesestepsto fill in the table. (Don't skip thesesteps.I show similar tables
many times in this book, and you need to understandthem.)

Table 14.2. Results of a Lab Test: Definitions of A through I

Test positive
Test negative
Total

Disease Present

Disease Absent

A
B
C

D
E
F

G
H
I
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1 . Assumea populationof 1,000,000(arbitrary).Enter the number 1,000,000in position
I. All we care about is ratios of values, so the total population size is arbitrary.
I : 1,000,000.
2 . Since the prevalenceof the diseaseis 1/10,000,the total number in the disease
presentcolumn is 0.0001 X 1,000,000or 100. C : 100.
3 . Subtractthe 100diseasedpeoplefrom the total of 1,000,000,leaving 999,900disease
absentpeople. F : 999,900.
4 . Next calculate the number of people with diseasepresent who also test positive.
This equalsthe total number of people with the diseasetimes the sensitivity. Recall
that sensitivity is defined as the fraction of those with the diseasewhose test result
is positive. So the number of people with diseaseand a positive test is 0.82 *
100:82.A:82.

5 . Next calculatethe number of people without diseasewho test negative.This equals
the total number of peoplewithout the disease(999,900)times the specificity (.963).
Recall that the specificity is the fraction of those without the diseasewhose test
result is negative.E : 962,904.
6 . Calculate the number of people with the diseasewho test negative by subtraction:
B:100-82:18.SoB:19.
7 . Calculatethe number of peoplewithout the diseasewho test positive by subtraction:
D:F-E-36,996.
8. Calculate the two row totals. G : A * D : 37078. H : B * E : 962,922.
Table 14.3 is the completedtable.
If you screen I million people, you expect to find a test result less than 99 units
in 37,078people.Only 82 of thesecaseswill have the disease.The predictivevalue
of a positive test is only 82/37,078,which equals 0.227o.Only about I in about 500
of the positive tests indicate disease!The other 499 out of 500 positive tests are false
positives. The test is not very helpful.

Patient B
This patient's brother has the disease.The diseaseis autosomaldominant, so there is
a SOVochancethat each sibling has the gene.The prior probability is 5OVo.Table 14.4
gives results you expect to see when you screen 1000 siblings of patients.
You expect to find 429 positive tests.Of theseindividuals, 410 will actually have
the diseaseand 19 will be false positives. The predictive value of a positive test is
4101429,which is about 96Vo. Only about 5Vo of the positive test are false positives.
Table 14.3. Porphyria Example A: ScreeningTest
Patient A

(99 units
>99 units
Total

DiseasePresent

DiseaseAbsent

82
l8
l0O

36,996
962,904
999.900

Total

37,018
962,922
I,000,000
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Table 14.4. Porphyria Example B: Siblings of People with the
Disease

(99 units
>99 units
Total

Disease Present

DiseaseAbsent

410
90
500

l9
481
500

Total

429
571
1000

Patient C
This patient does not have a family history of porphyria, but he has all the right
symptoms.You suspectthat he has it. What pretestprobability should you use?Base
it on (informed) clinical judgment. In this case,you feel30Vo sure that the patient has
the disease.So the prior probability is307o. Filling in the table is easy,as illustrated
in Table 14.5.
If the test is positive, you can conclude that there is about a 246/212 : 907o
chancethat the patienthasporphyria.Unlike the otherexamples,the "prior probability"
in this exampleis a fairly fuzzy number.In the other two examples,the prior probability
camefrom epidemiologicaldata (prevalence)or from genetictheory. Here it just comes
from clinical judgment. Since the prior probability is not an exact probability, the
answer (90Vo)is also not exact. It is an estimate,but you can be fairly certain that
patient C has porphyria. If the prior probability was really 20Voor 407o (instead of
30Vo),you can calculate that the predictive value would be 85Voor 94Vo.
The three patients had exactly the same test result, but the interpretationvaries
widely. To interpretthe testresult,it is not enoughto know the sensitivityand specificity.
You also need to know the prior probability (prior to seeing the test result) that the
patienthad the disease.For patientA, you obtainedthe prior probability from population
prevalence.In patient B, you obtained the prior probability from genetic theory. In
patient C, you estimatedthe prior probability using clinical intuition.
The predictive value of a positive test dependson who you are testing. Your
interpretationof a positive test should dependpartly on the characteristicsof the test
(as measuredby sensitivity and specificity) but also on the prevalenceof the disease
in the group being tested.A testthat is very useful for testingpatientsstrongly suspected
of having the disease(high prevalence)may turn out to be uselessas a screeningtest
in a more generalpopulation (low prevalence).Screeningtestsfor rare diseasesin the
general population are only useful when both sensitivity and specificity are extremely high.

Table 14.5. Porphyria Example C: Clinical Suspicion
PatientC

(99 units
)99 units
Total

DiseasePresent

DiseaseAbsent

246
54
300

26
674
700

Total

272
728
1000
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Table 14.6. PorphyriaExampleD

(79 units
)79 units
Total

Disease Present

DiseaseAbsent

2r9
28r
500

2
498
500

Total

?2r
779
1000

Patient D
Like patient B, this patient is the brother of an affectedpatient.But patient D's enzyme
level is lower, 79 units. Since a low level is abnormal,the lower activity is associated
with lower sensitivity and higher specificity. Fewer patientsand many fewer normals
have such a low enzymelevel. For this level, the sensitivity is 43.8Voand the specificity
is 99.5Vo.If you test 1000 siblings of porphyria patients,the results you expect to find
are given in Table 14.6.
You'd only expect to find 221 people whose enzyme level is so low, and,219of
those have the disease.The predictive value of a positive test is 2191222or 98.6Vo.
As you'd expect, a lower (more abnormal) test result has a higher predictive value.

BAY E S ' T HE O RE M
In theseexamples,calculatingthe predictive valuesusing the tablestook severalsteps.
These can be combined into a single equation named for Thomas Bayes, an English
clergymanwho worked out the mathematicsof conditionalprobability in the late 1700s.
The equation can be written in terms of either probabilities or odds, but the equation
is much simpler when expressedin terms of odds. Therefore,you need to review the
difference betweenprobability and odds before reading about Bayes theorem.

A R E V I E WO F P RO B AB IT IT YAN D O D D S
Likelihood can be expressedeither as a probability or as odds,
. The probability that an event will occur is the fraction of times you expect to see
that event in many trials.
. The odds are defined as the probability that the event will occur divided by the
probability that the event will not occur.
A probability is a fraction and always rangesfrom 0 to l. Odds range from 0 to
infinity. Any probability can be expressedas odds. Any odds can be expressedas a
probability. Convert between odds and probability with Equations 14.3 and 14.4:

odds : - -ProbaPility
I probability'

(r4.3)

iggl-.
probability
' : -| * odds'

(r4.4)
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If the probability is 0.50 or SOVo,then the odds are 50:50 or 1. If you repeat the
experiment often, you expect to observe the event (on average)in one out of two trials
(piobability : ll2). That means you'll observethe event once for every time it fails
to happen(odds : 1:1).
- Il3) : I:2 : 0.5. On average,
If the probability is 1/3, the odds equal ll3l(l
you'll observe the event once in every three trials (probability : l/3). That means
: l:2).
you'll observethe event once for every two times it fails to happen (odds

B AYES', E Q UA T I O N
The Bayes' equation for clinical diagnosisis Equation 14.5:
sensitivity
post-testodds : pretestodds . I - specificity

(14.5)

The post-testodds are the odds that a patient has the disease,taking into accountboth
the test results and your prior knowledge about the patient. The pretest odds are the
odds that the patient has the disease determined from information you know before
running the test. The ratio sensitivityl(l - specifity) is called the likelihood ratio. It
is the probability of obtaining the positive test result in a patient with the disease
(sensitivity) divided by the probability of obtaining a positive test result in a patient
without the disease(1 - specificity). So Bayes' equation can be written in a simpler
(and more general) form:
Post-testodds : pretestodds ' likelihood ratio.

(14.6)

Using this equation we can rework the exampleswith intermittent porphyria. The test
used in the example has a sensitivity of 82Vo and a specificity of 96.37o.Thus the
likelihood ratio (sensitivity/l - specificity)is .82/(1.0 - .963) : 22.2.* Analysis of
patientsA through C is shown in Table 14.7.
The first column showsthe pretestprobability, which came from epidemiological
data (A), genetic theory (B), or clinical experience(C). The secondcolumn expresses
the pretestprobability as odds, calculatedfrom the pretestprobability using Equation
14.3. The third column was calculatedfrom Equation 14.6. This is the odds that the
patient has the disease,considering both the results of the test and the pretest odds.
The last column converts this result back to a probability using Equation I4.4. The

Table 14.7. IntermittentPorphyriaExamplesUsingBayes'Equation
Patient

A
B
c

Pretest Probability

0.000r
0.50
0.30

Pretest Odds

0.0001
1.0000
0.4286

Post-TestOdds

o.oo22
22.2
9.5r4

Post-TestProbability

o.oo22
0.957
0.905

*If you expresssensitivity and specificity as percents,rather than fractions, the likelihood ratio is defined
as (sensitivity/100 - specificity).
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results, of course, match those calculated earlier from the individual tables. Usins
Bayes' equation is more efficient.

SOMEADDITIONALCOMPLEXITIES
Bayesian logic integratesthe result of one lab test into the entire clinical picture.
Many clinicians do a pretty good job of combining probabilities intuitively without
performing any calculationsand without knowing anything about Bayesianthinking.
The formal Bayesianapproachis more explicit and exact. Moreover, it clearly shows
the necessityof knowing the prevalenceof diseasesand the sensitivity and specificity
of tests.
When thinking about the predictive value of tests, distinguish screeningtests from
confirmatory tests. It is OK if the quick and cheap screeningtests turns up a lot of
false positives, as long as the confirmatory test (often slower and more expensive)
gives the correct result. When a positive screeningtest is followed by a confirmatory
test, you really only care about the predictive value of the pair of tests.
For somegeneticdiseasesyou needto distinguishthe sensitivity to detectthe genetic
defect from the sensitivityto detectclinical disease.Some geneticdiseaseshave poor
penetrance,meaningthat somepeople with the abnormalgenedo not get the disease.
A test that detects the gene with few false positives would produce a lot of false
positives when assessedfor its ability to detect the clinical disease.
For many tests,sensitivity and specificity are tabulatedfor various values of the test.
It is not necessaryto pick a single threshold betweenpositive and negative.Patient
D describedearlier demonstratesthis point.
The closer you can test for the real cause of the disease,the higher the sensitivity
and specificity. If you tested for the abnormal gene sequence(rather than enzyme
activity), the sensitivityand specificitywould be extremelyhigh (unlessthe penetrance
is low). In this case,the test would probably be definitive, and there would be little
need for Bayesiananalyses.

SUMMARY
There are many ways of summarizing the accuracy of a diagnostic test. Sensitivity
quantifieshow well the test correctly detectsthe presenceof the conditron; specificity
quantifieshow well it correctly detectsthe absenceof the condition.
The rates of false-negativeand false-positivetest results dependnot only on the
sensitivity and specificity of the test, but also on the prior probability that the subject
has the disease.In some situations,you know the prior probability from population
epidemiology. The prior probability is the prevalenceof the disease.In other cases,
you know the prior probability from genetic theory. In still other situations,you can
estimatethe prior probability from clinical experience.
Bayesian logic can be used to combine the result of the test with the prior
probability to determinethe probability that the patient has the condition. The Bayesian
approach lets you combine the objective results of a test with your prior clinical
suspicion to calculate the probability that a patient has a disease.Although formal
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Bayesiananalysisis seldomusedin clinical settings,good clinicians intuitively combine
theseprobabilities routinelY.

oBfEcTlvEs
1. You must be familiar with the following terms:
. Sensitivity
. Specificity
. False positives
. False negatives
. Predictive value
' Bayes' equation
. Bayesianlogic
. Likelihood ratio
2. You must understandwhy the rates of false positives and negativesdependson
the prevalenceof the condition being tested for.
3. Given the speciflcity, sensitivity, and prevalence,you should be able to calculate
the rate of false positives and false negatives.
4. Using a book for reference,you should be able to calculate the probability that
a patient has a diseaseif you are given the specificity and sensitivity of a test and
the prior odds (or prior probability).

PROBTE M S
l . A test has a specificity of 92Voand a sensitivity of 907o. Calculate the predictive

valuesof positive and negativetestsin a population in which 57oof the individuals
have the disease.
2. A test has a specificity of 927o and a sensitivity of 99Vo.Calculate the predictive
valuesof positive and negativetestsin a populationin which 0.l%oof the individuals
have the disease.
3 . A woman wants to know if her only son is color blind. Her father is color blind,
so she must be a carrier (becausecolor blindnessis a sex-linked trait). This means
that, on average,half her sons will be color blind (she has no other sons). Her son
is a smart toddler. But if you ask him the color of an object, his responseseems
random. He simply does not grasp the concept of color. Is he color blind? Or has
he not yet figured out what people mean when they ask him about color? From
your experiencewith other kids that age, you estimate that 757o of kids that age
can answer correctly when asked about colors. Combine the genetic history and
your estimateto determinethe chancethat this kid is color blind.
4 . For patient C in the porphyria example,calculatethe predictive value of the test if
your clinical intuition told you that the prior probability was 75Vo.

15
Bayesand StatisticalSignificance

Setting the value of cr, the threshold P value for determining significance,is similar
to selectingthe thresholdvalue for a lab test that distinguishes"normal" from "abnormal." Recall from the previous chapter that selectinga threshold value for a lab test
involves a trade-off betweenfalse positivesand false negatives.Similarly, you learned
in the previous chapter that selectinga value for a involves a tradeoff betweenType
I errors and Type II errors. The analogy is shown in Tables 15.1 and 15.2.You should
memorizethe differencesbetweenType I andType II errors.Thoseterms are sometimes
mentionedin paperswithout being defined,and the distinction is not always clear from
the context.
If a lab test measuresthe concentrationof a chemical in the blood, you don't
have to worry about false-positiveand false-negativelab tests if you think about the
actual concentration,rather than the conclusion positive or negative. Similarly, you
don't have to worry about Type I and II errors if you think about the actual value of
P (as a way to describe or summafize data) rather than the conclusion significant or
not significant.

TYPE I ERRORSAND FALSEPOSITIVES
You have made a Type I error when you reject the null hypothesis(P < cr) when the
null hypothesis is really true. Note the subtle distinction between P values and a.
Before collecting data, you choose the value of ct, the threshold value below which
you will deem a P value significant. Then you calculate the P value from your data.
The following statementssummanzetheanalogybetweenspecificityand P values:
lnb. If the patient really does not have the disease,what is the chance that the test
will yield a positive result? The answer is 1 minus the specificity.
Statistics.If we assumethat the two populationshave identical means(or proportions),
what is the chancethat your study will find a statistically significant difference?
The answer is cr.

TYPE II ERRORSAND FALSENECATIVES
To define a Type II error, you must defineyour experimentalhypothesis.To distinguish
it from the null hypothesis, the experimental hypothesis is sometimes called the
140
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Table 15.1. FalseNegativesandPositivesin DiagnosticTests
Diagnostic Test
Test positive
Test negative

DiseaseIs Really Present
No error (true positive)
False negative

DiseaseIs Reallv Absent
False positive
No error (true negative)

alternative hypothesis.It is not enough to say that the experimentalhypothesisis that
you expect to find a difference; you must define how large you expect the difference
to be.
You have made a Type II error when you conclude that there is no significant
difference between two means, when in fact the alternative hypothesis is true. The
probability of making a Type II error is denotedby B and is sometimescalled a beta
enor. The value of B dependson how large a differenceyou specify in the alternative
hypothesis.If you are looking for a huge difference,the probability of making a Type
II error is low. If you are looking for a tiny difference,then the probability of making
a Type II error is high. Thus, one cannot think about B without defining the alternative
hypothesis.This is doneby deciding on a value for the minimum difference(or relative
risk) that you think is clinically or scientifically important and worth detecting.This
minimum difference is termed A (delta). Your choice of A dependson the scientific
or clinical context.Statisticiansor mathematicianscan't help, the alternativehypothesis
must be based on your scientific or clinical understanding.B is the probability of
randomly selectingsamplesthat result in a nonsignificantP value when the difference
betweenpopulation meansequals A.
The power of a test is defined as I - B. The power is the probability of obtaining
a significant difference when the differencebetweenpopulation meansequals A. Like
B, the power can only be defined once you have chosena value for A. The larger the
samplesize,the greaterthe power. The lower you seta, the lower the power. Increasing
A will increasethe power, as it is easierto find a big differencethan a small difference.
The following statementssummarizethe analogy between sensitivity and power:
Lab. If the patient really has a certain disease,what is the chance that the test will
correctly give a positive result?The answeris the sensitivity.If the test can detect
several diseases,the sensitivity of the test depends on which diseaseyou are
looking for.
Statistics.If there really is a difference(A) betweenpopulation means(or proportions),
what is the chance that analysis of randomly select subjects will result in a
significantdifference?The answeris the power, equal to one minus B. The answer
dependson the size of the hypothesizeddifference, A.

Table 15.2. Type I andTypeII Errorsin StatisticalTests
Statistical Test
Significant difference
No significant difference

PopulationsHave Different
Means (or Proportions)

PopulationsHave Identical
Means (or Proportions)

No error
Type II error

Type I enor
No error
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PROBABITITY
OF OBTAININGA FATSE-POSITIVE
I.ABRESULT:
PROBABITITY
THATA SIGNIFICANT
RESUTT
WII-I
OCCURBY CHANCE
What is the probability of obtaining a false-positivelab result? This question is a bit
ambiguous.It can be interpretedas two different questions:
What fraction of all diseasefree individuals will have a positive test? This answer
equals FP/(FP + TN), which is the same as one minus the specificity.
What fraction of all positive test results are false positives? The answer is Fp(Fp *
TP). This is the conventionaldefinition of the rate of false positives.As you learned
in the previouschapter,this questioncan be answeredonly if you know the prevalence
of the disease(or prior probability) in the population you are studying.
What is the probability of obtaining a statisticallysignificantP value by chance?
this question is ambiguous.It can be interpretedas two different questions:
If the null hypothesisis true, what fraction of experimentswill yield a significant p
value?Equivalently, if the null hypothesisis true, what is the probability of obtaining
a statistically significant result (P < cr)?The answer is cr, conventionally setto 57o.
In what fraction of all experiments that result in significant P values is the null
hypothesistrue? Equivalently, if a result is statisticallysignificant,what is the probability that the null hypothesisis true?The answeris not necessarily5Vo.Conventional
statisticscannot answerthis questionat all. Bayesianlogic can answer the question,
but only if you can define the prior probability that the null hypothesisis true. The
next section discusseshow to apply Bayesian logic to P values.
In each case (lab tests and statistical tests) the logic of the first question goes from
population to sample, and the logic of the second goes from sample to population.
When analyzing data, we are more interested in the second question.

THEPREDICTIVE
VAIUE OF SIGNIFICANT
RESULTS:
BAYESAND P VAI.UES
You perfonn a statistical test and obtain a significant result. Repeatedfrom the last
section, here is the question you wish to answer:
In what fraction of all experimentsthat result in significant P values is the null hypothesis
true? Equivalently, if the result is statistically significant, what is the probability that the
null hypothesisis really true?

Here is an imaginary example. You are working at a drug company and are
screeningdrugs as possibletreatmentsfor hypertension.You test the drugs in a group
of animals. You have decided that you are interestedin a mean decreaseof blood
pressureof l0 mmHg and are using large enough samplesso that you have 807opower
to find a significant difference (cr.: 0.05) if the true difference between population
means is 10 mmHg. (You will learn how to calculate the sample size in Chapter 22.)
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you test a new drug and find a significant drop in mean blood pressure.You
know that there are two possibilities. Either the drug really works to lower blood
pressure,or the drug doesn't alter blood pressureat all and you just happenedto get
lower pressurereadingson the treated animals. How likely are the two possibilities?
Since you set cr to 0.05, you know that 57o of studies done with inactive drugs
will demonstratea significant drop in blood pressure.But that isn't the question you
are asking. You want to know the answer to a different question: In what fraction of
experiments in which you observe a significant drop in pressureis the drug really
effective? The answer is not necessarily57o.To calculatethe answeryou need to use
Bayesianlogic and need to think about the prior probability. The answer dependson
what you knew about the drug before you startedthe experiment, expressedas the prior
probability that the drug works. This point is illustratedin the following threeexamples.
Drug A
This drug is known to weakly block angiotensinreceptors,but the affinity is low and
the drug is unstable.From your experiencewith such drugs, you estimate that there
is about a lOVochance that it will depressblood pressure.In other words, the prior
probability that the drug works is 107o.What will happenif you test 1000 such drugs?
The answeris shown in Table 15.3.
These are the stepsyou need to follow to create the table:
1. We are predicting the results of 1000 experimentswith 1000 different drugs, so the
grand total is 1000. This number is arbitrary, since all we care about are ratios.
2. Of those 1000 drugs we screen, we expect that ll%o wrll really work. In other
words, the prior probability equals 107o.So we place lU%oof 1000 or 100 as the
total of the first column, leaving 900 for the sum of the secondcolumn.
3. Of the 100 drugsthat really work, we will obtain a significantresult rn807o(because
our experimentaldesign has 807opower). So we place 80Voof 100, or 80, into the
top left cell of the table. This leaves20 experimentswith a drug that really works,
but P > 0.05 so we conclude that the drug is not effective.
4. Of the 900 drugs that are really ineffective, we will by chanceobtain a significant
reduction in blood pressurein 57o (becausewe set ct equal to 0.05). Thus the top
cell in the second column is 57o x 900 or 45. That leaves 855 experiments in
which the drug is ineffective, and we coffectly observeno significant difference.
5. Determine the row totals by addition.
Out of 1000 tests of different drugs, we expect to obtain a significant difference
(P < 0.05) in 125 of them. Of those,80 drugs are really effective and 45 are not. When

Table 15.3. Statistical Significance When Testing Drug A

Drug A
Prior Probability: lgEo

Drug Really Works

Drug Is Really
Ineffective

Significant difference
No significant difference
Total

80
20
r00

45
855
900

Total

r25
875
1000
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you see a significant result for any particular drug, you can conclude that there is a
647o chance(80/125) that the drug is really effective and a 36Vo chance(45/lZ5) that
it is really ineffective.

Drug B
Here the pharmacologyis much better characterized.Drug B blocks the right kinds of
receptorswith reasonableaffinity and the drug is chemically stable.From your experience with such drugs, you estimatethat the prior probability that the drug is effective
equals 8OVo.What would happenif you tested 1000 such drugs?The answeris shown
in Table 15.4.
If you test 1000 drugs like this one, you expect to see 650 significant results. Of
those, 98.5Vo(640/650) will be truly effective. When you see a significant result for
any particular drug, you can conclude that there is a 98.5Vochancethat it will reallv
lower blood pressureand a 1.5vochancethat it is really ineffective.

Drug C
This drug was randomly selectedfrom the drug company's inventory of compounds.
Nothing you know about this drug suggeststhat it affects blood pressure.Your best
guessis that about lVo of such drugs will lower blood pressure.What would happen
if you screen1000 such drugs?The answeris shown in Table 15.5.
If you test 1000 drugs like this one, you expect to see 58 significant results. Of
those, you expect that t4%o(8/58) will be truly effective and that 86Vo(50/58) will be
ineffective. When you seea significantresult for any particular drug, you can conclude
that there rs a I4Vo chancethat it will really lower blood pressureand an 857ochance
that it is really ineffective.
Theseexamplesdemonstratethat your interpretationof a significant result appropriately dependson what you knew about the drug before you started.You need to
integrate the P value obtained from the experiment with the prior probability.
When you try to do the calculations with real data, you immediately encounter
two problems:
You don't know the prior probability. The best you can do is convert a subjective
feeling of certainty into a "probability." If you are quite certain the experimental
hypothesisis true, you might say that the prior probability is 0.99. If you are quite
certain the experimentalhypothesisis false, you might say that the prior probability
is 0.01. If you think it could go either way, you can set the prior probability to 0.5.

Table 15.4. Statistical SignificanceWhen Testing Drug B
Drug B
Prior Probability: ggEo
Significant difference
No significant difference
Total

Drug Really Works

&o
160
800

Drug Is Really
Ineffective
l0
190
200

Total

650
350
1000
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WhenTestingDrug C
Table 15.5. StatisticalSignificance
Drug C
Prior Probability: l%o

Drug ReallyWorks

Drug Is Really
Ineffective

Significant difference
No significant difference
Total

8
2
10

50
940
990

Total

58
942
1000

. You don't know what value to give A, the smallest difference that you think is
scientifically or clinicalty worth detecting.White it is usually difficult to choosean
exact value, it is usually not too hard to estimatethe value.
Despite theseproblems, it is often possible to make reasonableestimatesfor both the
prior probability and A. It's OK that these values are estimated,so long as you treat
the calculatedprobability as an estimateas well.

THE CONTROVERSYREGARDING BAYESIANSTATISTICS
It is possible to combine all the steps we took to create the tables into one simple
equationcalled the Bayes' equation,as you saw in the last chapter.The entire approach
discussedin the previous section is called Bayesian thinking. The Bayesian approach
to interpreting P values is rarely used. If you knew the prior probability, applying
Bayesianlogic would be straightforwardand not controversial.However, usually the
prior probability is not a real probability but is ratherjust a subjective feeling. Some
statisticians(Bayesians)think it is OK to convert these feelings to numbers ("99Vo
sure" or "'707a sure"), which they define as the prior probability. Other statisticians
(frequentists)think that you should never equatesubjectivefeelings with probabilities.
There are some situations where the prior probabilities are well defined. For
example,seethe discussionof geneticlinkage in the next chapter.The prior probability
that two genetic loci are linked is known, so Bayesian statisticsare routinely used in
analysisof genetic linkage. There is nothing controversialabout using Bayesianlogic
when the prior probabilities are known precisely.
The Bayesian approachexplains why you must interpret P values in the context
of what you alreadyknow or believe, why you must think about biological plausibility
when interpretingdata.When theory changes,it is appropriateto changeyour perception
of the prior probability and to changeyour interpretation of data. Accordingly, different
people can appropriately and honestly reach different conclusions from the same data.
All significant P values are not createdequal.

APPTY I NCB A Y E S I A NT H IN KIN G IN F OR M AL IY
When reading biomedical research,you'll rarely (if ever) see Bayesian calculations
usedto interpretP values.And few scientistsuse Bayesiancalculationsto help interpret
P values. However, many scientistsuse Bayesian thinking in a more informal way
without stating the prior probability explicitly and without performing any additional
calculations.When reviewing three different studies,the thinking might go like this:
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This study testeda hypothesisthat is biologically sound and that is supportedby previous
data. The P value is 0.04, which is marginal. I have a choice of believing that the results
are due to a coincidence that will happen I time in 25 under the null hypothesis,or of
believing that the experimental hypothesisis true. Since the hypothesismakes so much
sense,I'll believe it. The null hypothesisis probably false.
This study testeda hypothesisthat makes no biological senseand has not been supported
by any previous data. The P value is 0.04, which is lower than the usual threshold of
0.05, but not by very much. I have a choice of believing that the results are due to a
coincidencethat will happen I time in 25 under the null hypothesis,or of believing that
the experimental hypothesis is true. Since the experimental hypothesis is so crazy, I
find it easier to believe that the results are due to coincidence.The null hypothesis is
probably true.
This study testeda hypothesisthat makes no biological senseand has not been supported
by any previous data. I'd be amazedif it turned out to be true. The P value is incredibly
low (0.000001).I've looked through the detailsof the study and cannotidentify any biases
or flaws. These are reputable scientists,and I believe that they've reported their data
honestly. I have a choice of believing that the results are due to a coincidencethat will
happenone time in a million under the null hypothesisor of believing that the experimental
hypothesisis true. Even though the hypothesisseemscrvy to me, the data force me to
believe it. The null hypothesisis probably false.

You should interpret experimental data in the context of theory and previous data.
That's why different people can legitimately reach different conclusions from the same
data.

MU L TI P T ECO M P A R ISON S
Experiencedclinicians do not get excited by occasionallab values that are marginally
abnormal. If you perform many tests on a patient, it is not surprising that some are
labeled "abnormal," and thesemay tell you little about the health of the patient. You
needto considerthe patternof all the testsand not focus too much on any one particular
test. If the test is quantitative,you also need to considerwhether the test is just barely
over the arbitrary line that divides normal from abnormal, or whether the result is
really abnormal and far from the dividing line.
Similarly, experiencedscientistsdo not get excited by occasional "significant"
P values.If you calculatemany P values,you expect some to be small and significant
just by chance.When you interpret significant P values, you must take into account
the total number of P values that were calculated.If you make multiple comparisons
and calculate many P values, you expect to encounter some small P values just by
chance.Chapter 13 discussedthis problem in great detail.

SUMMARY
The analogy betweendiagnostictests and statisticalhypothesistestsis summarizedin
Table 15.6.
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BetweenDiagnosticTestsandStatisticalHypothesis
Table 15.6. Comparison
Lab Test

Statistical Hypothesis Test

The result is a measurement,but it can
be compared to a threshold and
reported as "normal" or
"abnormal."

The result is a P value,but it can be compared
to a threshold and reported as "statistically
significant" or "not statistically

Scope

A lab test is performed for one
individual and yields the diagnosisof
positive or negative.

A P value is calculated from one experiment
and yields the conclusion of significant or
not significant.

Errors

A lab test can result in two kinds of
erors: false positives and false
negatives.

A statisticalhypothesistest can result in two
kinds of errors: Type I and Type IL

Threshold

You should choose the threshold
between "normal" and "abnormal"
based on the relative consequences
of false-positiveand false-neg iive
diagnoses.

You should choose a value for cr (the
threshold between "not significant" and
"significant" P values) based on the
relative consequencesof making a Type
I or Type II error.

Accuracy

The accuracyofthe lab test is expressed
as two numbers: sensitivitv and
specificity.

The accuracy of the statistical test is
expressedas two numbers: ct and B (or
power).

Interpretation

When interpreting the result of a lab
test for a particular patient, you must
integrate what is known about the
accuracy of the laboratory test
(sensitivityand specificity)with what
is known about the patient
(prevalence, or prior probability that
the patient has disease).Bayesian
logic combines these values
precisely.

When interpreting the result of a statistical
test of a particular hypothesis,you must
integrate what is known about the
accuracy of the statistical test (ct and F)
with what is known about the hypothesis
(prior probability that the hypothesisis
true). Bayesian logic combines these
values precisely.

Multiple
comparisons

If you perform many tests on one
patient,you shouldn't be surprisedto
see occasional "abnormal" results.
If you perform many tests, you need
to look at overall patterns and not
just individual results.

If you perform many statistical tests, you
shouldn't be surprisedto see occasional
"significant" results. If you perform
many tests, you need to look at overall
patternsand notjust at individual P values.

Result

significant."

oBfEcTtvEs
1. You mustbe familiarwith the followins terms:
. Type I error
. Type II error
. c[ etTof

. B error
. Power
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2. You should be able to explain the analogybetweenfalse-positiveand false-negative
lab tests and Type II and Type I statisticalerrors.

3 . You should understandwhy it is hard to answer this question: In what fraction of
all experimentsthat result in a significant P value is the null hypothesisreally true?
4 . You should be able to explain why the answer to that question dependson the
nature of the hypothesisbeing tested.
5 . Given a prior probability and power, you should be able to calculatethe predictive
value of a statistically significant P value.

PROBLEMS
1 . A studentwants to determinewhether treatmentof cells with a particular hormone
increasesthe number of a particular kind of receptors.She and her advisor agree
that an increaseof less than 100 receptorsper cell is too small to care about. Based
on the standard deviation of results you have observed in similar studies, she
calculatesthe necessarysample size to have 9OVopower to detect an increaseof
100 receptorsper cell. She performs the experiment that number of times, pools
the data, and obtains a P value of 0.04.
The studentthinks that the experiment makes a lot of senseand thought that
the prior probability that her hypothesis was true was 60Vo.Her advisor is more
skeptical and thought that the prior probability was only 5Vo.
A. Combining the prior probability and the P value, what is the chancethat these
results are due to chance?Answer from both the student'sperspectiveand that
of the advisor.
B. Explain why two people can interpret the same data differently.
C. How would the advisor's perspectivebe different if the P value were 0.001 (and
the power were still 90Vo)?

2. You go to Las Vegas on your 25th birthday, so bet on the number 25 in roulette.
You win. You bet a secondtime, again on25, and win again! A roulette wheel has
38 slots (1 to 36, 0, and 00), so there is a 1 in 38 chancethat a particular spin will
land on 25.
what
that chance that two
A. Assuming that the roulette wheel is not
25?
will
land
on
consecutivespins
B. If you were to spend a great deal of time watching roulette wheels, you would
note two consecutivespins landing on 25 many times. What fraction of those
times would be causedby chance?What fraction would be causedby an unfair
roulette wheel?

16
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BAYES T
' HE O RE MI N GE N E T ICC O U N S ET IN G
In geneticcounselingyou want to determinethe probability that someonehasa particular
genetic trait.
E xa mp le16. 1
A woman wants to know her chancesof being a carrier for Duchenne's muscular
dystrophy, an X-linked recessivetrait. Since her brother and maternaluncle both have
the disease,it is clear that the gene runs in her family and is not a new mutation. From
her family history, her mother must be a carrier and the woman had a 507ochance of
inheriting the gene at birth.
Knowing that the woman has two sons without the diseasedecreasesthe chance
that the woman is a carrier. Bayesianlogic allows you to combine this evidence (two
healthy sons) with the family history $OVo chance of being a carrier). We'll first
perform the calculationsstep by step with a table and then use Bayes' equation.Table
16.1 shows what you would expect to see if you were to examine many women with
the same family history and two sons.The calculationsare explained later.
To generatethe table, follow these steps:
1. Set the grand total to 1000. This is arbitrary as we only care about ratios.
2. We know that half the women are carriers, so place l/2 x 1000 or 500 into each
column total.
3. If a woman is a carrier, there is a l/4 chance(l/2 x l/2) that both her sons would
not have the disease.So place I/4 x 500 : 125 in box A. That leaves 375 cases
in box C.
4. lf a woman is not a carrier, then none of her sons will have this disease(baning
new mutations, which are very rare). So D : 0 and B : 500.
5. Compute the row totals.
Of the 1000hypotheticalwomen with two sonsand this family history, 375 would
have at least one son with the disease.We know that the woman in our example is
not in this category. She is in the group of 625 women who have two sons without
the disease.Of these 125 are carriers. So 125/625 : 20Voof the women with two
healthy sons are carriers.Thus we can say that the woman in our example hasa 2OVo
chance,or I in 5, of being a carrier.
149
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Table 16.1. Calculations of Chance of Being a Carrier of Duchenne's Muscular Dystrophy in
the Example
Woman Is a
Carrier
Both sons without disease
At least one son has the disease
Total

A: 125
C:375
500

Woman Is Not a
Carrier

B :500
D:O
s00

Total

625
375
1000

From the laws of Mendelian genetics,we knew that her risk of being a carrier at
birth was 1/2. Taking into account her two unaffected sons, using Bayesian
logic lowers the risk to 1/5. Now let's use the Bayes' equation to streamline the calculations.Bayes' equationis as follows:
Post-testodds : pretestodds ' likelihood ratio.

(16.1)

The likelihood ratio is the probability a carrier will have two unaffectedsons divided
by the probability that a noncatrier will have two unaffectedsons.The probability that
a carrier will have an unaffected son is ll2. Therefore, the probability that both sons
ll4 or257o. The probability that a noncalrierwill
will be unaffectedis 112 x ll2:
is
have two sonswithout this disease lo07o (baning new mutations,which areextremely
rare). So the likelihood ratio is 257o/l00%oor 0.25.
From her family history, we know that this woman had a 5OVochanceof being
a carrier at birth. This is the pretest probability. Therefore the pretestodds are 50:50
or 1.0. Multiply the pretestodds by the likelihood ratio to calculatethe post-testodds,
which equal 0.25 or 1:4. If you saw many people with the samefamily history as this
woman, you'd see one carrier for every four noncarriers.Converting from odds to
probability, the post-testprobability is 207o.She has a 20Vochanceof being a carrier.

BAY E SA ND G E NE T ICT IN KA G E
When two loci (genes or DNA sequences)are located near each other on the same
chromosome,they are said to be linked. If the two loci are very close, crossing over
or recombinationbetweenthe two loci occurs rarely. Thus, alleles of linked loci tend
to be inherited together. If the loci are further apart,recombination (a normal process)
occurs more frequently. If the loci are very far apart, the two loci segregateindependently just as if they were Qn different chromosomes.
Linkage is useful in genetic diagnosis and mapping. Since it is not possible to
detect all abnormal genes directly, geneticists try to identify a marker gene (such
as those for variable antigensor isozymes)or a variable DNA sequencethat is linked
to the disease gene. Once you know that the disease gene is linked to a marker,
the presenceof the marker (which you can identify) can then be used to predict the
presenceof the diseasegene(which you cannotidentify directly). This allows detection
bf genetic diseasesprenatally or before they cause clinical problems. It also allows
diagnosis of unaffected heterozygotes (carriers) who can pass the abnormal gene on
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to their children. This method works best for diseasescausedby an abnormality of a
single gene.
Before linkage can be useful in diagnosis,you need to identify a marker linked
to the gene. This is usually done by screeninglots of potential markers. How can
you tell if a marker is linked to a diseasegene? Geneticistsstudy large families and
observe how often the diseaseand marker are inherited together and how often there
is recombination.If there are few recombination events between the marker and the
disease,there are two possibleexplanations.One possibility is that the two are linked.
The other possibility is that the two are not linked, but-just by coincidence-there
were few recombinationevents.
Bayesianlogic combinesthe experimentaldatawith the priorprobability of linkage
to determine the probability that the gene is truly linked to the disease.To calculate
Bayes' equation,we need to define the likelihood ratio in the context of linkage. When
calculating the predictive values of lab tests in Chapter 14, we defined the likelihood
ratio as sensitivity divided by one minus specificity-the probability that someonewith
the diseasewill have an abnormal test result divided by the probability that someone
without the diseasewill have an abnormal test result. For studiesof linkage, therefore,
the likelihood ratio is the probability of obtaining the data if the genesreally are linked*
divided by the probability of observing those data if the genes are really not linked.
The details of the calculations are beyond the scope of this book. When you read
paperswith linkage studies,you'll rarely seereferenceto the likelihood ratio. Instead
you'll seethe lod score (/og of odds),which is simply the logarithm (base l0) of the
likelihood ratio.
The higher the lod score,the strongerthe evidencefor linkage. A lod score of 3
means that the likelihood ratio equals 1000 (antilog of 3). This means that the data
are 1000 times more likely to be observedif the marker is linked to the diseasethan
if the marker is not linked.
To calculatethe probability that the markeris linked to the generequiresaccounting
for the prior probability of linkage using Bayesianlogic. Bayes' equation for linkage
can be written as follows:
Post-testodds of linkage : pretestodds of linkage . likelihood ratio.
Post-testodds of linkage : pretest odds of linkage . 1gtod.

(16.2)

To calculate Bayes' equation, you must know the prior (or pretest) odds of linkage.
Since there are 23 pairs of chromosomes,the chance that any particular randomly
selectedmarker will be located on the same chromosomeas the diseasegene is I/23
or 4.3Vo.But it is not enoughto be on the samechromosome.To be linked to a disease.
the marker must be close to the diseasegene. So the prior probability that a random
marker is linked to a particular gene must be less than 4.3Vo.In fact, genetic data tell
us that ZVoof randomly selectedmarkers are linked to any particular diseasegene.f
Converting to odds, the pretest odds of linkage are about O.02.The values presented
here assumethat the marker was randomly selected,as is often the case.If you pick
a marker known to be on the same chromosomeas the disease,then the pretest odds
of linkage are higher
*This can only be calculated once you specify a hypothetical genetic
distance 0.
tFor these calculations,we define linkage to mean that the probability of recombination is 30Zo or less.
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Let's assume that a lod score equals 3. What is the probability that the marker
and diseaseare truly linked? The post-test odds equal the pretest odds (0.02) times the
likelihood ratio (103 : 1000), which is 20. Converting to a probability, the post-tesr
probability equals 20121(Equation I4.4), which is about 95Vo.If you observe a lod
score of 3.0, you will conclude that the marker and gene are linked. When you make
that conclusion, there is a 95Vochance that you will be correct, leaving a SVochance
that you will be wrong.
If a lod score equals or exceeds -2, geneticists usually conclude that the marker
and diseaseare linked. If a lod score is less than or equal to -2, geneticists conclude
that the marker and diseaseare not linked. See Problem 2 to calculate the probability
that this conclusion is wrong. If the lod score is between -2 and 3, geneticistsconclude
that the evidence is not conclusive.

PROBLEMS
l. In Example 16.1, assumethat the woman had three unaffected sons. What is the
probability that she is a carrier?
If the lod score is -3, what is the probability that the marker is linked to the disease?
It would be possible to calculate a P value from linkage data. Explain in plain language what it would mean.
4. You perforrn a t test and obtain a P value of 0.032. You used enough subjects to
ensurethat the experiment had a80%opower to detect a specified difference between
population means with P < 0.05. Does it make senseto calculate a likelihood ratio?
If so, calculate the ratio and explain what it means.

CORRELATION
AND REGRESSION

17
Correlation

INTRODUCI NC T HE C OR R E T AT IONC OE F F IC IE NT
E xa mp le17. 1
Borkman et al-* wanted to understandwhy insulin sensitivity varies so much among
individuals. They hypothesized that the lipid composition of the cell membranes
of skeletal muscle affected the sensitivity of the muscle for insulin. They tested the
hypothesisin two studies.We'll look only at the second study of 13 healthy young
men. They determined insulin sensitivity in each with a glucose clamp study. To do
this they infusedinsulin at a standardrate (adjustingfor sizedifferences)and determined
how much glucose they needed to infuse to keep the blood glucose level constant.
Insulin causesthe musclesto take up glucose and thus causesthe level of glucose
in
the blood to fall. The amount of glucoseinfused to keep a constantblood level is
thus
a measureof insulin sensitivity. They only neededto infuse a lot of glucose when
the
muscle was very sensitive to insulin. They also took a small muscle biopsy
from
each subject and measuredits fatty acid composition. We'll focus on the fraction
of
polyunsaturatedfatty acids that have between 20 and 22 carbon atoms (VoC20-22).
The authors show the data as a graph, from which I read off the approximate values
in Table 17.1.Table 17.l is sortedin order of VoC2O-22,not in the order the
subjects
were studied. These data are graphed in Figure 17.1.
Note that both variables are scattered.The mean of the insulin-sensitivity
index
is 284 and the standarddeviation (SD) is lI4 mg/mz/min.The coefficient
of variation
is 114/284'which equals4o-lVo. This is quite high. The authorsknew that there
would
be a greatdeal of variability, and that is why they exploredthe causesof the
variability.
There is also reasonablevariability in the conteni of fatty acids. The
voC20-22 is
2oJvo and the SD is 2-47o.So the coefficientof variationis ll.6vo.If you
don,t look
at the graph carefully, you could be misled. The X axis does not start
at 0, so you get
the impression that the variability is greater than it actually is.
Looking at the graph, there is an obvious relationshipbetweenthe two
variables.
In general,individuals whose muscleshave more C20-22 polyunsaturated
fatty acids

*M Borkman' LH sorlien,
DA Pan' AB Jenkins, DJ chisholm, LV Campbell. The relation
berweeninsulin
sensitivity and the fatty-acidcompositionof skeletal-musclephospholipids.
N Engl J Med 32g:23g-244. lgg3.
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Table 17.1. Conelation Between 7oC20-22 and
lnsulin Sensitivity
7a C2V22
Polyunsaturated
Fatty Acids

Insulin Sensitivity
(mg/m2lmin)

r7.9
18.3
18.3
18.4
18.4
20.2
20.3
2l.8
21.9
22.1
23.r
24.2
24.4

250
220
145
l 15
230
200
330
400
370
260
210
530
375

also have greater sensitivity to insulin. The two variables vary together-statisticians
say that there is a lot of covariation or a lot of correlation.
The direction and magnitude of the linear correlation can be quantified with a
correlation coefficient, abbreviatedr. Its value can range from - I to 1. If the correlation coefficient is 0, then the two variables do not vary together at all. If the correlation coefficient is positive, the two variables tend to increaseor decreasetogether.
If the correlation coefficient is negative, the two variables are inversely related, that
is, as one variable tends to decrease,the other one tends to increase.If the correlation
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Figure 17.1. Data for Example I7 .L Each circle shows the resultsfor one subject.The subjects
whose muscleshave a higher percentageof C2V22 fatty acids tend to have a higher sensitivity
to insulin.
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coefficient is I or -1, the two variablesvary together completely, that is, a graph of
the data points forms a straight line.
In the example the two variablesincreasetogether, so the correlation coefficient
must be positive. But there is some scatter,so the correlation coefficient must be less
than 1.0. In fact, the correlationcoefficient equals0.77.* As always, we'd like to make
inferencesabout the correlation coefficient for the entire population. We know the
correlation coefficient for this particular sample of 13 men. Using an equation given
at the end of the chapter,we can calculate that the 95Vaconfidenceinterval (CI) for
the correlation coefficient ranges from 0.38 to 0.93. We can be 95%osure that the
overall correlation coefficient lies within this range.Even the low end of the CI has a
strongpositive correlation.So we can be quite confidentthat thereis a strongcorrelation
in the entire population.
You can calculate a P value from these data. The null hypothesisis that there is
no correlation in the overall population.The two-tailed P value answersthis question:
If the null hypothesiswere true, what is the chancethat 13 randomly picked subjects
would have a r greater than 037 or less than -0.77?
For this examplethe P value is 0.0021. If therereally were no relationshipbetween
insulin sensitivity and the VoC20-22 fatty acids, there is only a 0.2I7a chance of
randomly observing such a strong conelation in an experiment of this size.

I N TER P RE T I NG
r
Why do the two variables correlate so well? There are four possible explanations:
. The lipid content of the membranesdeterminesinsulin sensitivity.
' The insulin sensitivity of the membranessomehow affects lipid content.
' Both insulin sensitivity and lipid content are under the control of some other factor
(perhapsa hormone).
' The two variablesdon't correlatein the populationat all, and the observedcorrelation
in our sample was a coincidence.
You can never rule out the last possibility, but the P value tells you how rare the
coincidence would be. In this example, you would observe a correlation that strong
(or stronger)in 0.2l%oof experimentsif there is no correlationin the overall population.
You cannot decide between the first three possibilities by analyzing only these
data, you need to perform additional experiments where you manipulate one of
the variables.The authors,of course,want to believe the flrst possibility. While most
people immediately think of the first two possibilities, the third possibility is often
ignored. But correlation does not necessarilyimply causality. Two variables can be
correlatedbecauseboth are influencedby the same third variable. Height and weight
are correlatedquite well, but height doesnot causeweight or vice versa.Infant mortality
in various countriesis negatively correlatedwith the number of telephonesper capita,
but buying telephoneswill not make kids live longer. Instead increasedwealth (and
*I calculated all values from the data read
off the graph in the paper. Since this is not completely accurate,
the calculations shown in the paper are slightly different.
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thus increasedpurchasesof telephones)relatesto better plumbing, better nutrition, less
crowded living conditions, more vaccinations,etc.

INTE RP RE T I NG
r2
The square the correlation coefficient is an easier value to interpret than r. For the
example,f :0.59. While 12is sometimescalled the cofficient of determination,most
scientistssimply refer to it as "r squared." Becauser is always between - 1 and 1,
I is always between0 and 1 and is smaller than r. More precisely, I = lrl.
If you can acceptthe assumptionslisted in the next section,you can interpret 12
as the fraction of the variancethat is sharedbetweenthe two variables.In the example,
597oof the variability in insulin toleranceis associatedwith variability in lipid content.
Knowing the lipid content of the membraneslets you explain 59Voof the variance in
the insulin sensitivity. That leaves 4l%o of the variance that is explained by other
factors or by measurementerror. X and Y are symmetrical in correlation analysis,so
you can also say that 59Voof the variability in lipid contentis associatedwith variability
in insulin tolerance.By squaringboth ends of the 95VoCI for r, we find that the 95Vo
CI for 12is 0.14 to 0.86. We can be 957osure that in the overall population somewhere
between l47o and 867oof the variancein insulin sensitivity is associatedwith variance
in membranelipid content.

ASSUMPTIONS
You can calculate the correlation coefficient from any set of data, and it is a useful
descriptor of the data. However, you cannot make inferences from the correlation
coefficient (and P value) unlessthe following assumptionsare true:
. Subjectsare randomly selectedfrom,or at leastrepresentativeof, a larger population.
. Paired samples. Each subject (or each experimental unit) must have both X and
Y values.
. Independentobservations.Sampling one member of the population should not influenceyour chancesof samplinganyoneelse.The relationshipbetweenall the subjects
should be the same. In this example, the assumption of independencewould be
violated is some of the subjectsare related (i.e., siblings). It would also be violated
if the investigatorpurposely chose some people with diabetesand some without, or
if the investigatormeasuredeach subject on two occasionsand treatedthe values as
two separatedata points.
. X and Y values must be measured independently. The correlation calculations are
not meaningful if the values of X and Y are somehow intertwined. For example, it
would not be meaningful to calculate the correlation between a midterm exam score
and the overall course score, as the midterm exam is one of the componentsof the
course score.
. X values were measuredand not controlled.If you systematicallycontrolled the X
variable (i.e., concentration,dose, or time), you should calculate linear regression
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Figure 17.2. Effects of an outlier. In conelation, a single point far from the rest (an outlier)
can have an enorrnousimpact. If you analyzeall I I points (including the triangle), you'll find
that r : 0.020 and P : 0.38. This analysis suggeststhat there is no correlation between X and
Y. If you only analyze the l0 squares,r : 0.82 and P : 0.0046. This analysisprovides strong
evidence that X and Y are correlated.The presenceor absenceof a single point (the triangle)
completely changesthe conclusion.

rather than correlation (see Chapter 19). You will get the same value for 12and the
P value.The confidenceinterval of r cannotbe interpretedif the experimentercontrols
the value of X.
' Gaussiandistribution. The X and Y values must each be sampledfrom populations
that follow a Gaussiandistribution, at least approximately.
' All covariation must be linear. The correlation coefficient would not be meaningful,
for example, if Y increasesas X increasesup to a certain point but the Y decreases
as X increasesfurther.

OUTTIER S
Calculation of the correlation coefficient can depend heavily on one outlying point;
changeor deletethat point and the analysismay be quite different. An exampleshowing
the influence of a single outlying point is shown in Figure 17.2. If you analyze the l0
s q u a re so nly , r : 0. 81 an d P:0 .0 0 5 . If y o u a n a l y z ea l l l l datapoi nts(i ncl udi ngthe
triangle),r : 0.29 and P : 0.382.Including or excludingjust one point completely
changesthe results.
Outliers can influenceall statisticalcalculations,but especiallyin correlation.You
should look at graphs of the data before reaching any conclusion from correlation
coefficients. Don't dismiss outliers as "bad" points that mess up the analysis. It is
possible that the outliers are the most interestingobservationsin the study!
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You can't interpret the correlation coefficient unless you are willing to assumethat
the distribution of both X and Y in the overall population is Gaussian. What if you
can't support that assumPtion?
As we'll see in later chapters,this problem comes up often in many contexts.
Many statistical tests are based on the assumption that the data are sampled from
Gaussianpopulations. Alternative tests are needed when that assumptioncannot be
supported. One alternative approach would be to make some other assumption about
the distribution of values in the population,but this approachis not used often. If you
are not willing to assumea Gaussiandistribution, you're rarely willing to assumeother
distributions. And even if you were, statistical tests are not commonly available to
deal with other distributions.A better approachis to use a method that does not make
any assumption about how values in the population are distributed. Statistical methods
that do not make assumptionsabout the distribution of the population (or at least not
restrictive assumptions)are called nonparametric tests.
Most nonparametricideas are based on a simple idea. List the values in order
from low to high, and assigneach value a rank. Base all further analyseson the ranks.
By analyzingranks rather than values, you don't need to care about the distribution
the
oi trre plpulation. One nonparametricmethod for quantifying correlation is called
assumptions
same
Spearmoi rank correlation. Spearmanrank correlationis basedon the
as ordinary (pearson)correlationslisted earlier, with the exceptionthat rank correlation
: 0.74
does not assumeGaussiandistributions.For the insulin sensitivity example,rs
with a 95VoCl ranging from 0.31 to 0.92.
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To interpret the results of linear correlation or regression, you must assume that all
data points are sampled from one population. If they combine two populations, you
can easily be misled. Figure 17.3 shows an example. When all the data are examined,
the correlation coefficient is 0.72. The X and Y variablesappearto show an extremely
strong correlation and the P value is 0.0009. However, the data are really composed
of two different populations,shown as circles and triangles.In each population, the X
and Y variables correlate very poorly, with r : -0.16 and r : 0.05, respectively.
Each P value is greater than 0.50. The correct conclusion from these data is that the
two populations (circles and triangles) differ substantiallyin both variables (denoted
by X and Y axes). However, the data do not show any correlation between X and Y
among individuals. If you didn't know that the study combined two populations,you
would reach a very misleading conclusion.

CATC UT A T I NGT HE COR R E T AT IONC O E F F IC IE N T*
The equationfor calculatingr is programmedinto many 20 dollar calculators,so you'll
rarely need to calculate it yourself. The equation can be expressedin several ways.
Equation 17.1 is fairly intuitive:

$ [tx, xt. ff, Y)l
r-

7--,I

S*

(N-1)

Sy

I

( 1 7l.)

Here X is the mean X value, s* is the standarddeviation of all X values, and N is the
number of data points. The mean X and mean Y values define a point at "the center
of gravity" of the data. The position of each point is compared to that center. The
horizontal distance(X' - X) is positive for pbints to the right of the centerand negative
for points to the left. The vertical distance (Y, - Y; is positive for points above the
center and negative for points below.
The distancesare standardizedby dividing by the SD of X or Y. The quotient is
the number of SDs that each point is away from the mean. Dividing a distanceby the
SD cancelsout the units so it doesn't matter what units X and Y are expressedin. The
two standardizeddistancesare multiplied in the numerator of the equation. The product
is positive for points that are northeast(product of two positive numbers)or southwest
(product of two negative numbers) of the center, and negative for points that are to
the northwest or southeast(product of a negative and a positive number). If X and y
are not correlated,then the positive products will approximatelybalancethe negative
ones, and the correlation coefficient will be close to 0. If X and Y are correlated,the
positive and negative products won't balance, and the correlation coefficient will be
far from 0. The magnitude of the numerator dependson the number of data points.
Finally, account for sample size by dividing by N - 1. N is the number of Xy pairs.
*This section contains the equationsyou need
to calculate statisticsyourself. You may skip it without loss
of continuitv.
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Note that X and Y are totally symmetricalin the definition of the correlationcoefficient.
It doesn't matter which variable you label X and which you label y.

TH E 95% CI O F A C OR R E T AT IONC OE F F IC IE N T*
Correlation coefficients (like most summary statistics) are more informative when
expressedas a CI. You have calculated r from data in one sample and can be 957o
sure that the population value of the correlation coefficient lies within the 95Vo CI.
As r can neverbe largerthan 1.0or smallerthan - 1.0,the CI is usuallyasymmetrical and thus a bit tricky to calculate.If this is not done by your computer program,
use Equation 17.2. This equationgives an accurateconfidenceinterval only if N > 10.

D e f i n ze::0 . 5 * t ""( 'f\rr) - r l

z L : "z - +

Jtr=

confidence
intervalor r, {a

etzt*l

zv:z+

l'96

/N-3

(r7.2)
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C AL CUT A T I NGT H E S PE AR M ANC OR R E L AT IONC OE FFIC IE N T*
First, separatelyrank the X and Y values. The smallest value gets a rank of 1. Then
calculatethe correlationcoefficientbetweenthe X ranks and the Y ranks using Equation
17.1.The resulting coefficient is called r5. You must use a specialmethod to determine
the 957oCI of r5. Equation 17.2 is a reasonableapproximation if you have more than
10 subjects.

CALCULATING A P VALUE FROM
CORRELATIONCOEFFICIENTS*
The relationship between r and the P value dependson N, the number of XY pairs.
For example to reach significance(P < 0.05) r must be larger than 0.88 with 5 data
points, greater than 0.63 with 10 data points, greater than 0.44 with 20 data points,
but only greater than 0.20 with 100 data points.
If you have l0 or more XY data pairs (N = 10), you can use Equation 17.3,
which calculatesz from r.

osr"(ii)
fiw-3)

(r7.3)

*This section contains the equations you need to calculate statistics yourself. You may skip it without loss
of continuity.
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The value z is from a standardGaussiandistribution. The P value is determined by
answeringthis question:In a Gaussiandistribution with mean : 0 and SD : 1, what
-z? You can then
fraction of the population has a value greater than z or less than
find the answer (the two-tailed P value) from the last column of Table A5.2 in the
Appendix. (Note that ln is the abbreviationfor natural logarithm.)
You can determine the P value more accurately (even when N < 10) using
Equation I7.4, which converts r into t. Although you haven't learned about the t
distribution yet, you can use Table A5.4 in the Appendix to find the P value. The
number of degreesof freedom equals N - 2, and this determineswhich column in
the table to use.Find the row correspondingto the closestvalue of t and readthe P value.

N-2
Ltz

df:N-2.

(r7.4)

SUMMARY
The correlation betweentwo variablescan be quantifiedby the correlation coefficient,
r. It is easierto interpret the squareof the correlationcoefficient,12.It is the proportion
of the variance in one variable that is "explained" by variance in the other.
You can calculate a P value to test the significanceof a correlation. The P value
answersthis question:If thereis no correlationoverall, what is the chancethat randomly
chosen subjectswill correlate as well (or better) than observed?
If you are not willing to assume that both variables distribute according to a
Gaussiandistribution (at least approximately),then you can use a nonparametricform
of correlation.The most commonly usedmethod of nonparametriccorrelation is called
Spearmancorrelation.

oBfEcTrvEs
1 . You should be familiar with the followine terms:
.
.
.
.
.
.

Correlation coefficient
Coefficient of determination
Spearmanrank correlation
Nonparametric
Pearson correlation
Outliers

2 . Without looking at a book you must know the meaning of correlation coefficient,
r, and r2.
3 . Using books,calculators,and computers,you shouldbe able to calculatethe correlation coefficient between two variables. You should also be able to obtain the
appropriateP value.
4. You should be able to recognize data for which the Spearmanrank correlation
is appropriate.
5. You should be able to estimatethe correlation coefficient from an XY graph.
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PROBLEMS
l . In Example I7.1, how should the investigatorshave analyzedthe data if they had

measuredthe insulin sensitivity and 7oC20-22 twice in each subject?

2. The P value in Example 17.1 was two tailed. What is the one-tailedP value? What
does it mean?

3 . Do X and Y have to be measuredin the sameunits to calculate a correlation coefficient? Can they be measuredin the same units?
4 . W h a t i s t h eP v a l u ei f r : 0 . 5 w i t h N : 1 0 ? W h a t i st h e P v a l u e i fr : 0 . 5 w i t h
N : 100?
5 . Can you calculate the correlation coefficient if all X values are the same?If all Y
values are the same?
6 . Golino et al. investigatedthe effects of serotonin releasedduring coronary angioplasty.* After angioplasty(inflating a balloon positioned inside to coronary artery
to force open a blocked artery) they measuredthe degree of vasoconstrictionin
the next few minutes as the percent change in cross-sectionalarea (monitored by
angiograms).They also measuredthe amount of serotonin in blood sampledfrom
the coronary sinus. The data for eight patients are shown (I read these values off
the graph in the publication, so they may not be exactly correct). To make the
serotoninlevels follow a distribution closer to a Gaussiandistribution. the authors
calculatedthe logarithm of serotonin.Calculatethe correlationbetweenthe logarithm
of serotonin levels and the percent change in cross-sectionalarea. Interpret what
it means.

Serotonin
(ng/ml)

2.0
5.0
6.0
10.0
15.0
60.0
65.0
165.0

7a Change in
Cross-Sectional
Area

4.0
'7.0
28.0
26.0
30.0
34.0
35.0
42.0

*P Golino, F Piscione, CR Benedict, et al. Local effect of serotonin releasedduring coronary angioplasty.
N Engl J Med 330:523-528, 1994.

1B
An Introductionto Regression

All the statistical tests you have encounteredso far are designedto compare two or
more groups with each other. Are the meansthe same?Are the proportions the same?
Are the survival curves the same?Are two variablescorreiated?A whole other class
of statisticaltests have been developedto answer a different question: How well do
the data fit a theoreticalmodel?
WHAT IS A M O DE L?
A model is a mathematicalabstractionthat is an analogy of events in the real world.
Many models are written as an equation that defines a value you want to predict (Y)
from one or more variables (X) that you know.
Figure 18.1 shows three theoreticalmodels. The first model is that insulin levels
increaselinearly with body weight. The secondis that pulse rate increasessigmoidally
with increasingconcentrationsof norepinephrine.The third is that the number of open
ion channels decreasesexponentially with time. As you'll see, you can also write
models that predict the odds ratio or relative risk from one or more variables.
WH Y BO T HE RW I T H M OD EL S ?
Regressiontechniquescan be used for severalpurposes:
' Lookingfor a trend. This is the simplestform of regression.It is usedto ask questions
such as these:Do fasting insulin levels tend to increasewith age?Has the incidence
of breastcancer tended to increaseover the last 20 years?
' Adjusting for a confounding variable. Regressiontechniquescan answer questions
such as this: Did the new treatmentalter the incidence of ulcers after adjusting for
age and aspirin consumption?
' Curve fitting. Regressiontechniquescan answer questionssuch as these?
What is
the EC56of a new drug?* What is the rate constantfor closing of an ion channel?
' Prediction. Regressiontechniquescan answerquestionssuch as these:
How can you
predict the risk of a myocardial infarction from knowing someone's age, blood
pressure,and cholesterollevel? How can you predict successin medical school from
college grades,exam scores,and interview scores?
' Standard cltrve. Regressionis used to analyzemany assays.The
assayis run with
known concentrationsof the substancebeing measured.Regressionis used to fit a
line or curve to the graph of concentrationversus assayresponse(which might be
optical density, radioactivity, fluorescence,etc.). That line or curve can then be used
to determine the concentrationfrom the responseobtained with unknown samples.

*The EC5eis the concentrationneeded
to achieve a half-maximal effect.
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Figure 18.1. Three regressionmodels.The left graph showsa model that blood insulin increases
linearly with body weight. The middle graph shows a model that pulse rate varies sigmoidally
with norepinephrineconcentration.The right graph shows a model that the number of open
channelsdecreasesexponentially with time.

DIFFERENT
KINDSOF RECRESSION
Regressionincludes a large family of techniques.
Simple Linear Regression
This is the most common form of regression.The outcome variable is a measurement.
There is a single X variable. A graph of X versusY is a straight line. The next chapter
discusseslinear regression.
Multiple Linear Regression
Here Y is still a measuredvariable (not a proportion and not a survival time), but there
are two or more X variables.Multiple regressionis used to determinethe influence of
one X variablewhile adjustingfor the eff'ectsof the other.Multiple regression(discussed
in Chapter 3l) is also used to find an equation to predict future outcomes.
Logistic Regression
Here Y is a binary variable (or proportion) such as infect,rdlnotinfected, or cancer/no
cancer.There may be only one X variable, but logistir regressionis more commonly
used with severalX values. Logistic regressionis discussedin Chapter 32.
Proportional Hazards Regression
Here the outcome is survival time. There may be only one X variable,but proportional
hazardsregression(discussedin Chapter 33) is more commonly used with several.
Nonlinear Regression
Again Y is a measuredvariable, and there is a single X variable. But a graph of X
versus Y is curved. Nonlinear regressionis discussedin Chapter 34.

19
SimpleLinearRegression

The most commonly usedregressionmethodis simple linear regression.You've probably already seen this method used to find the "best line" through a graph of data
points. In this chapter,we'll first work through an example and then go back and explore the principles and assumptionsin more detail.

AN EXAMPTEOF LINEAR REGRESSION
We'll continue Example 17.1.Recall that the investigatorswere curious to understand
why insulin sensitivity varies so much between individuals. They measuredinsulin
sensitivity in 13 men, and also measuredthe lipid contentof muscle obtainedat biopsy.
You've already seenthat the two variables (insulin sensitivity, and the fraction of the
fatty acidsthatunsaturatedwith2}-22carbonatoms, VoC2O-22)correlatesubstantially.
The correlation coefficient r is 0.77. It is easierto interpret I which equals 0.59. This
meansthat 59Voof the variancein insulin sensitivity can be accountedfor by the linear
relationship between insulin sensitivity and 7oC20-22.
The investigators used linear regression to fit a line through the graph so they
could find out how much the insulin sensitivity increasesfor every percentagepoint
increasein VoC20-22.The program InStat producedFigure 19.1 and Table 19.1.
Figure 19.1 showsthe best-fit regressionline. Best-fit meansany other line would
be further away from the data points. More precisely, with any other line the sum of
the squaresof the vertical distancesof the points from the regressionline would have
been larger. Later in the chapter you'll learn why the method minimizes the square
of the distances.
Figure 19.1 also shows the 95Voconfidenceinterval for the regressionline as two
dotted curves. The interpretation is familiar to you. The best-fit line determined from
this particular sample of subjects is unlikely to really be the best-fit line for the entire
population. If the assumptionsof linear regressionare true (we'll discusstheselater),
you can be 95Vosure that the overall best-fit regressionline lies somewherewithin the
spaceenclosedby the two dotted curves. Figure 19.2 shows five possible regression
lines (solid) that lie within the 95Vo confidence interval (dotted). Even though the
borders of the 957o confidenceregion are curved, we are not allowing for the possibitity
of a curved (nonlinear) relationshipbetween X and Y.
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Figure 19.1. Theresultsof linearregression.
Thebest-fitline is shownasa solidline.The95%
CIs for that line are shownas dottedcurves.
Now let's turn to Table 19.1 which shows the numerical output of InStat.
. The slope is 37.2. This meansthat when VoC20-22 increasesby 1.0, the average
insulin sensitivity increasesby 37.2 mg/mz/min.The program also reports the 95Vo
CI for the slope, and its interpretation is familiar. The slope calculated from this
particular sample is unlikely to equal the true slope in the overall population. But
we can be 95Vosure that the true slope is within the range of the 95VoCl, between
16.7 and 57.7 mglmz/min.
. The Y-intercept is -486.5. This is the value of Y when X is zero. Taking this number
at face value, this says that when the membraneshave no C2O-22 fatty acids, the
insulinsensitivitywould be -486.5. This is not biologicallypossible,asthe sensitivity
is the amount of glucose neededto maintain a constant blood level and so cannot
be negative.We'll discussthis problem later in the chapter.

Table 19.1. Outputfor InStatfor Example17.l
Linear Regression
Number of points :
Parameter
Slope
Y intercept
X intercept

Expected
Value

37.208
-486.54

Standard
Error

9.296
193.72

13.076

r squared : 0.5929
Standarddevaition of residuals from line (Sy.x) : 75.895
Test: Is the slope significantly different from zero?
F : 16.021
The P value is 0.0021, consideredvery significant.

13
Lower
95VoCl

16.74',7
-912.9r

Upper
95VoCI
57.668
-60.r73
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Figure 19.2. Meaningof the confidenceintervalsof a regression
line from our exampleareshownasdottedcurves.If we canacceptthe assumptions
regression
we canbe 95Vosurethatthe true best-fitline lies within theseconfidence
of linearregression,
limits. For example,five potentialbest-fitlinesare shown(solidlines).All arewithin the CI.

. The X-intercept is the value of X when Y equals zero. Taken at face value it says
that when the 7oC20-22 equals13.076,the muscleswill have no sensitivityto insulin.
Since we have no data points where %oC20-22is near 13, there is no way to know
whether this is really true.
. Next, the output shows that r2 equals 0.5929. This is the same value determinedby
linear correlation in Chapter 17. It means that 59Voof all the variance in insulin
sensitivity can be accountedfor by the linear regressionmodel-that 597o of the
variance in insulin sensitivity can be explained by variance in VoC20-22. The remaining 4IVo of the variance may be due to other factors, to measurementetrors,
or to a nonlinear relationshipbetween insulin sensitivity and 7oC20-22.
. The standarddeviation of the residualsequals 75.9 mg/m2lmin.This is the standard
deviation of the vertical distancesof the data points from the regressionline.
. Finally, the program reports the P value testing the null hypothesisthat there really
is no linearrelationshipbetweeninsulin sensitivityand7oC20-22.1fthe null hypothesis were true, the best-fit line in the overall population would be horizontal with a
slope of zero. The P value answersthis question: If that null hypothesiswere true,
what is the chancethat linear regressionof data from a random sample of subjects
would have a slope as far from zero (or further) than we actually observed?In this
example,the P value is tiny, so we concludethat the null hypothesisis very unlikely
to be true and that the observedrelationship is unlikely to be due to a coincidence
of sampling.

COMPA RI S O NO F T I N E ARR E C R ES SION
AN D C O R R E TA TION
We have now analyzed the data of Example 17.1 both as an example of correlation
and of regression.The values of r2 and the P value were the samewith both analyses.
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It made senseto interpret the CI of the correlation coefficient (Chapter 17) only
becausethe experimentersmeasuredX, and becausewe rue willing to assumethat
both insulin sensitivity and VoC20-22approximateGaussiandistributions.you cannot
interpret (and shouldn't calculate) the CI of the correlation coefficient if the experimenters manipulatedX.
It made sense to interpret the linear regression line only becausewe were able
to decide which variable was X and which was Y. The investigatorshypothesized
that the lipid content of the membranes influenced insulin sensitivity, and so
defined VoC20-22 to be X and insulin sensitivity to be Y. The results of linear regression (but not correlation) would be different if the definitions of X and y were
swapped.
In many cases,it makessenseto calculateonly linear regressionor only correlation
but not both. In Example 17.l it made senseto perform both sets of calculations.

TH E LI NE A RRE CR ES SION
MOD ET
The whole point of linear regressionis to fit an ideal mathematicalmodel to your data.
To understandlinear regression,therefore,you must understandthe model. Don't be
scaredby the word model.It's not that complicated.
Recall that a line is defined by Equation 19.1:
Y:

i n t e r c e p t +s l o p e . X - a + B . X .

(19.1)

The Y-intercept, c, is the place where the line crossesthe Y axis. To see this, note
that when X equals 0 the equation calculatesthat Y equals a. The slope, B, is the
changein Y for every unit changein X.*
Equation 19.1 is not quite sufficient to model linear regression.The problem is
that it placesevery data point exactly on the line. We needto add a random component
to the linear regressionmodel to accountfor variability (Equation 19.2):
Y : intercept+ slope' X + scatter: ct * B' X + e.

(19.2)

Epsilon (e) representsrandom variability. The only way to make this model useful
is to make some assumptionsabout the random variable.We'll assumethat the random
factor follows a Gaussiandistribution with a mean of 0. This means any particular
value is just as likely to be above the line as below it, but is more likely to be close
to the line than far from it. The random variable is often referred to as error. As used
in this statistical context, the term error refers to any random variability, whether
causedby experimentalimprecision or biological variation.
cr and B representsingle values,wherease has a different value for each subject.
Figure 19.3 shows simulated data that follow Equations l9.l and 19.2.

*You've already seen that the Greek letters a and are also used to represent the probabilities of Type I
B
and Type II errors. There is no relationship between the intercept and slope of a line, and the probabilities
of Type I and Type II errors. Don't confuse the two uses of the variables cr and B.
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TH E AS S UM P T I O NSO F T IN EA RR E G R ES SION
The linear regressionmodel is built around these assumptions:
. X and Y are asymmetrical. The model predicts Y values from X. X is often a variable
you control, such as time or concentration.Or X can be a variable that logically or
chronologically precedesY.
. The relationship between X and Y can be graphed as a straight line. In many
experiments,the relationshipbetweenX and Y is curved, but linear regressiononly
deals with linear relationships.You can calculate linear regressioneven when the
relationship is curved, but the results afe unlikely to be helpful.
. The equationdefinesa line that extendsinfinitely in both directions.No matter how
high or how low a value of X you propose,the equationcan predict a Y value. This
assumptionis rarely reasonablewith biological data. But we can salvagethe model
by restricting ourselvesto using the predictions of the model only within a defined
range of X values. Thus we only need to assumethat the relationship between X
and Y is linear within that range. In the example, we know that the model cannot be accurateover a broad range of X values. At some values of X, the model
predicts that Y would be negative,a biological impossibility. In fact, the Y-intercept
is negative. But the linear regressionmodel is useful within the range of X values
actually observedin the experiment.
. The variability of valuesaroundthe line follows a Gaussiandistribution. Even though
no biological variable follows a Gaussiandistribution exactly, it is sufficient that the
variation be approximately Gaussian.
. The standarddeviation (SD) of the variability is the sameeverywhere.In other words,
e has the same SD everywhere,regardlessof the value of X. The assumptionthat
the SD is the same everywhereis termed homoscedasticity.
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' The model only provides for variability in the Y variable. The model assumesthat
you know X exactly. This is rarely the case,but it is sufficient to assumethat any
imprecision in measuringX is very small comparedto the variability in Y. Certainly,
uncertainty in measuringY should not alter your assessmentof X.
' Each subject (or each XY data pair) was randomly sampledfrom the population. At
a minimum, we assumethat our subjectsare representativeof the entire population.
' Each subject (or each XY data pair) was selectedindependently.Picking one subject
from the population should not influence the chance of picking anyone else.

AS A LEASTSQUARESMETHOD*
UNEAR REGRESSTON
How does the linear regressionprocedurefind the "best" values of a and B to make
the regressionmodel (Equation 19.2) fit the data?Linear regressiondefinesthe "best
line" as the line that minimizes the sum of the squaresof the vertical distancesof the
points from the line. This meansthat the sum would be higher for any other line.
Why minimize the squareof the distances?The simplest answeris that this avoids
the problem of negative distances.But why not minimize the absolute value of the
distances?A simple answer is that distancesare squaredbecauseit is better to have
two points sort of close to the line (say five units each) than to have one very close
(one unit) and one further (nine units). Another answeris that the criteria of minimizing
the squareof the distancesassuresthat a unique line is defined from any set of data
points. A method that minimized the absolute value of the distanceswould not always
generatea unique answer.
Here is anotherway to understandwhy linear regressionminimizes the squareof
the distances.The vertical distanceof each point from the regressionline is called the
residual. Linear regressionfinds the line that minimizes the SD of the residuals.When
calculating the SD, you sum the squared deviations. So to minimize the SD, you
minimize the sum of the squareddeviations.
Note that linear regressiondoes not really find the line that "comes closest" to
the points, since it looks only at vertical distances(parallel to the Y axis). This also
means that linear regressioncalculations are not symmetrical with respect to X and
Y. Switching the labels "X" and "Y" will produce a different regressionline (unless
the data are perfect, with all points lying directly on the line). This makes sense, as
the whole point is to find the line that best predicts Y from X. The line that best
predicts X from Y is usually different.
An extreme example makes this more clear. Consider data for which X and Y
are not correlatedat all. You know X and have to predict Y. Your best bet is to predict
that Y equals the mean of all Y values for all values of X. The linear regressionline
for predicting Y from X, therefore,is a horizontal line through the mean Y value. In
contrast,the best line to predict X from Y would be a vertical line through the mean
of all X values, 90' different.

xThis section is more advancedthan the rest. You may skip it without loss of continuity.
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TH E ME A NI NG O F 12

You've already learned about 12in the context of linear correlation. It is a fraction
between 0 and 1, and has no units. When r2 equals 0, there is no linear relationship
between X and Y. In this case,the best-fit line is horizontal (slope : 0), so knowing
X does not help you predict Y. When f : l, all points lie exactly on a straight line
with no scatter.
You can think of r2asthe fraction of the total variancein Y that can be ''explained"
by the linear regression model. It is the fraction of the total variance in Y that is
accountedfor by linear regressionwith X. The value of 12(unlike the regressionline
itself would be the same if X and Y were swapped.So 12is also the fraction of the
variance in X that is explained by variation in Y. AlternativeLy,f is the fraction of
the variation that is sharedbetween X and Y.
Statisticianssometimescall r2 the cofficient of determination,but scientistscall
it r squared.
You may find it easierto interpret 12after you understandhow it is calculated.It
is calculatedfrom two values,s, and s*. The first, s' is the SD of all Y values without
regard to X. The second, S., is the SD of the residuals. It is the SD of the vertical
distancesof the points from the regressionline. If the data are not correlated at all,
the best-fit line is horizontal and s. equals sr. In all other casess. is smaller than sr.
Since the variance is the squareof the SD, s| is the total variance of Y and s3is the
variance unexplainedby the regressionmodel. Equation 19.3 defines 12.
,, : $l

sf

- total variance unexplainedvariance _ explainedvariance
total variance
total variance

(1e.3)
Let's look at the two extremecases.With completely random data, the SD of the
data points around the regressionline is the same as the SD of the Y values, so s"
equals s' and 12 : 0. With perfectly linear data, the SD of the points around the
regressionline is 0. In this case,s. equals0 and 12equals 1.0.

MAXIMUM T I K E LI HOOD
A puzzling aspectof linear regressionis that we minimize the sum of the squaresof
the distancesof the points from the line, rather than minimize the sum of the absolute
distances.Why minimize the squareof the differences?A rigorous answer is that the
regressionline determinedby the least-squares
methodis identical to the line determined
by maximum likelihood calculations.The next paragraphgives you a feel for how
maximum likelihood calculationswork.
For any particular model, it is possibleto calculatethe probability (likelihood) of
obtaining any particularset of data.The regressionmodel must specifyparticular values
for the slope and intercept of a hypothetical line, as well as for the scatterof the data
around that line. The model defines the entire population. For any particular model,
many different samplesof data could be obtained,but some data sets are more likelv
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than others.Thus it is possibleto calculatethe conditional probability (likelihood) that
answers this question: If the model were true, what is the chance of obtaining the
particular set of data that we collected?Different models will give different answers.
If you try models with all possible combinationsof slope and intercept, it is possible
to find the regressionline that has the maximum likelihood of producing the observed
set of data.In other words, this method finds the values for the variablesthat are most
likely to be true.
Restricting ourselves to models in which the scatter of data around the line is
Gaussian,the maximum-likelihood method yields identical values for slope and intercept as does the least-squaresmethod. Least-squarecalculations are easier and thus
have become standard.Least-squarecalculations are inappropriate for logistic and
proportional-hazardregression,and maximum-likelihood calculationsare necessary.

G R A P H I N GR E S I D U A T S
Linear regressionassumesthat the scatterof Y valuesaroundthe regressionline follow
a Gaussiandistribution with a SD that is the same for all values of X. The best way
to informally test these assumptionsis to inspect a residual plot. Figure 19.4 shows a
residual plot from the example. In such a plot the X values are unchanged,but the Y
values are replacedby the distancebetween the points and the line (keeping track of
sign). A residual is positive when the point lies above the line, and is negative when
the point lies below the regressionline. Residualsequal the actual Y value minus the
predicted Y value.
When inspecting a graph of residuals,ask yourself these questions:
. Does the scatterappearto be Gaussian,with many points close to the horizontal line
at Y : 0, fewer points far away, and no outliers much further away? If your answer
is No, linear regressionmay not be appropriate.
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Figure 19.4. A residual plot. The X axis is the same as it is in Figure l9.ZThe Y axis shows
the distance of each point from the best-fit line. If the line went directly through a point, that
point would have Y : 0 on the residual plot. Positive residuals show that the point is above
the line; negative residualsshow that the point is below the line.
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Does the averagedistanceof the points from the Y : 0 tend to increase(or decrease)
as you move along the graph? If you see such a trend, linear regressionmay not
be appropriate.
Are there large clusters of adjacent points all above the line or all below the line?
Again, if you see such clusters,linear regressionwould not be appropriate.

IIN E AS A ST A N D AR D C U R V ETO
U SIN G T HE RE G RE SS IO N
FIND N E W V A T UE SO F Y F R OM X
Knowing the best-fit regressionline, it is easy to calculateY from X. Just plug X into
the regressionequation and calculate Y. The regressionline extendsinfinitely in both
directions,and nothing but common sensestopsyou from attempting to make predictions beyond the range of X values that encompassthe original data points. But the
relationship between X and Y may change beyond this range. Mark Twain pointed
out the absurdity of extrapolation:
In the spaceof one hundredand seventy-six
years,the lttwer Mississippihas shortened
itself two hundredandforty-two miles.This is an averageof a trifle over one mile and
a third per year. Therefore,any calmperson,who is not blind or idiotic, can seethat in
the Old Odlitic Silurian Period,just a million years ago next November,the l-ower
Mississippiwasupwardof onemillion threehundredthousandmileslong, and stuckout
over the Gulf of Mexico like a fishing rod. And by the sametoken,any personcan see
that sevenhundredandforty-two yearsfrom now, the lower Mississippiwilt be only a
mile and three-quarter
long.. .
Lifu on the Mississippi
Quantifying the accuracyof the predictedY value is harder.We want to calculate
the 95Voprediction interval, that is, the range of values that contains 95Voof new
points. This is different from the CI shown earlier. The prediction interval must include
uncertainty in the position of the regressionline (quantified by the 95Vo CI of the
regressionline) and the scatterof points around the line. Thus the prediction interval
is much wider than the CI.
The distinction betweenCI and the prediction interval is analogousto the difference
between standarderror and SD, and has already been discussedin Chapter 5. The
prediction intervals are always wider than the CIs. As the number of data points
increases,the CIs grow nalrower, while the prediction intervals stay about the same.
Like the CI, the prediction intervals are curved.

THE RECRESSIONFALTACY
When interpreting the results of linear regression, make sure that the X and y axes
representseparatemeasurements.Otherwise,you can be mislead by a problem called
the regressionfallacy. Here is an example.
Figure 19.5 showscomputergenerateddata simulating an experimentwhere blood
pressure was measured before and after an experimental intervention. The left panel
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leftpanelshows
simulated
darashowing
bloodpressure

beforeand afteran intervention.
All valuesweresampledfrom a Gaussian
distributionwith a
meanof 120anda SD of 10.Thereis no correlationbetweenthe two setsof values.The right
panelshowsthe samedataaftersomecalculations.
The Y axisnow showsthe changein blood
pressure
(after- before).Thereappearsto be a strongcorrelationandthe best-fitline (shown)
hasa slopefar from horizontal.Subjectswhosepressure
waslow originallytendedto increase
their pressure(left sideof the graph).Subjectswhosepressurewas high originallytendedto
decrease
theirpressure(right sideof graph).If thesewererealdata,you might be intriguedby
this finding.But thereis no finding,andthesearerandomdata.Becausethe valuesplottedon
the Y axis includethe valuesshownon the X axis, linear regression
is not appropriate
for
thesedata.

shows a graph of the data. Each point representsan individual whose blood pressure
was measuredbefore (X axis) and after (Y axis) an intervention.The data are entirely
random, and there is no trend whatsoever.Each value was sampledfrom a Gaussian
distribution with mean : 120 and SD : 10. As expected,the best-fit regressionline
is horizontal. While blood pressurelevels varied betweenmeasurements,there was no
systematiceffect of the treatment.The right panel shows the same data. But now the
Y axis shows the changein blood pressure(after - before). Notice the striking linear
relationship.Individuals who initially had low pressurestendedto increase;individuals
with high pressurestendedto decrease.This is entirely an artifact of data analysisand
tells you nothing about the effect of the treatment,only about the stability of the blood
pressurelevels between treatments.
These are not real data. But the figures clearly make the point that it is very
misleading to plot a change in a variable versus the initial value of the variable.
Attributing a significant corelation on such a graph to an experimental intervention
is termed the regressionfallacy.Such a plot shouldnot be analyzedby linear regression
becausethese data (so presented)violate one of the assumptionsof linear regression,
that the X and Y values were determinedindependently.Here, instead,the X value is
used in the calculation of the Y value.

CAIC ULA T I NC T I N EA RR E G R ES SION *
Linear regressioncalculationsare best left to computer programsand calculators.The
equations defining the slope and intercept can be expressedin many forms. The
*This section contains the equationsyou need to calculate statisticsyourself. You may skip it without loss
of continuity.
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equationsshown here were chosen for clarity. Other equationsare more efficient for
hand calculations.

Slope and lntercept
Equation 19.5 calculatesthe slope. Note that the equation is not symmetrical with
respect to X and Y. We call the best fit slope b, to distinguish it from B, the ideal
slope in the population.
Slope : b :

)(x, -XXy,-Yl

Xx, - X)'

(1e.5)

The standarderror (SE) of the slope is defined by Equation 19.6:
SE of slope : Sb:

se
sx'(N -

1)'

(1e.6)

This equation makes sense.If the scatterof the points around the line (s.) gets
larger, the uncertainty in the exact value of the slope also gets larger. If you have
collected data over a larger range of X values,the SD of X (s^)will increase,resulting
in a more precise slope. Finally, if you collect more data (increaseN) you will know
the slope more exactly. The units of the SE of the slope are the same as the units of
the slope: the Y units divided by the X units.
The best-fit line always goes through the point defined by the averageof all X
values and the averageof all Y values. Thus the Y intercept can be calculatedfrom
Equation19.7:
Y i n t e r c e p t : a : ( m e a n Y )- s l o p e ( m e a n X ) : Y - U . X .

(1g.7)

Goodness of Fit
One way to quantify goodnessof fit is to calculatethe SD of the residuals(or "errors"),
as shown in Equation 19.8.
- predictedY)t

(1e.8)

The numerator of the fraction sums the squareof the vertical distancesof the points
from the line. In other words, it sums the squareof the vertical distanceof the actual
value of Y from the value predictedfrom the regressionline. That is the quantity that
linear regressionminimizes. The denominator is N - 2. This makes sensebecause
you had to calculate the slope and intercept of the regressionline before you could
calculate the predicted Y values. If you knew the slope and intercept and N - 2 of
the XY pairs, you could calculate what the other two XY pairs must be. Therefore
there are N - 2 degreesof freedom, and the average of the squareddeviations is
determinedby dividing by N - 2. You already learned how to calculate r2 from s,
and s" (Equation 19.3).
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Confidence Intervals and Predictions lntervals of the line
The 95VoCI of the slope is calculatedfrom Equation 19.9.
95VoCI of slope : slope - 1* . s6to slope * t* . s6.

(re.e)

To find the critical value of t*, use Table A5.3 in the Appendix. The number of
degreesof freedom equals the number of XY pairs minus two. To determine the CI
of the Y position of the linear regressionline at any position X, use Equation 19.10.
You can be 95Vocertain that the true population regressionline will lie within these
limits for all values of X. In this equation (and the next) Y,., is the Y value of the
regressionline at the particular value of X you have chosen:
Y,.s : X'

slope * Y intercept.

95VoCI of regressionline
- se't*

:

(1e.10)

[""'

To determine the prediction interval at any position X, use Equation 1 9 . 1 1 .
95 7o prediction interval

*,Nr - (x-x)'l ( 1 e . 1 1 )
* I

- S''t*

:
[t-'

You can be957ocertainthat all new datapoints you collect will lie within this prediction
interval. The prediction intervals are much wider than the CIs. This is because
the prediction interval must include uncertainty in the position of the best-fit
line (as calculated by the CI) as well as the scatter of data around the regression
line.

P Value
It is possibleto calculate a P value answeringthis question:If the slope of the best fit
line in the overall population equals0, what is the chanceof picking subjectsin which
the slope is as far or further from 0 than we actually observed?To calculate the P
value, first determinethe slope and the SE of the slope.Then calculatet using Equation
19.12 and find the P value using Table A5.4 in the Appendix.
-

slope
SE of slope

b
56

df:N-2.

(re.r2)

The SE of the slope takes into account the scatter of the data around the line
and the number of data points. If you have many data points, the SE of the slope
will be small. Therefore, the value of t (and thus the P value) dependson how steep
the slope is (the value of b), the amount of data scatter, and the number of data
points.
The P value can be interpretedin terms of r2 rather than slope. The P value also
answersthis question. If the best-fit regressionline in the overall population is horizontal,what is the chancethat we would randomly select subjectsand end up with a
value of f as large or larger than we actually observed?
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Linear regression finds the "best" straight line that goes near the data points. More
precisely, linear regression finds the line that minimizes the sum of the square of the
vertical distances of the points from the line.

oBfEcTlvEs
l. You should be familiar
'
' Regression
.
. Model
.
. Intercept
. Slope

with the following terms:
t2
Least squares
Residual

2. You should know the assumptionsof linear regressionand know that linear regression calculations will be misleading with nonlinear data. You should know that
regressioncalculationsare not symmetrical with respectto X and Y.
3. Using book, calculator, and computer,you should be able to perform linear regression calculations.
4. You should be able to interpret the output of linear regressionprograms.
5. You should understandwhy CIs of regressionlines are depictedby curves and why
prediction bands are wider than confidenceintervals.

PROBLEMS
1. Will the regressionline be the same if you exchangeX and Y? How about the
correlation coefficient?
2. Why are the 95VoCls of a regressionline curved?
3. Do the X and Y axes have to have the same units to perform linear regression?
4. How many P values can be generatedfrom a simple linear regression?
5. The results of a protein assayare presentedin the following table. Chemicals are
added to tubes that contain various amountsof protein. The reaction forms a blue
color. Tubes with higher concentrationsof protein become a darker blue. The
darknessof the blue color is measuredas optical density.

Concentration
(micrograms)

0
4
8
l2
16
UnknownI
Unknown2

Optical
Density

0
0.017
0.087
0 . rl 6
o.172
0.097
0.123
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A. Calculate the best-fit linear regression line through the standard curve (five
known concentrations).
B. Read the unknown concentrationsfrom the standardcurve.

6. What is 12if all points have the same X value? What about if all points have the
same Y value?

7 . Sketch some examplesof residual plots for data that do not meet the assumptions
of linear regression.
A. Scatterincreasesas X increases.
B. Data form a curve, not a straight line.

8 . Can r2 ever be 0? Negative?
9. Do you need more than one Y value for eachX value to calculatelinear regression?
Does it help?

VI
DESIGNINGCLINICAL
STUDIES

Note to basic scientists:You may skip Chapters20 and 21 without loss in
continuity. Don't skip Chapter 22 about calculating sample size-it applies to
basic as well as clinical research.

20
The Designof ClinicalTrials

Note to basic scientists:You may skip this chapter without loss of continuityThere are lots of ways to do medical research.Someresearchcan be done by examining
existing records such as death certificates or medical charts. Other kinds of research
are done with animals. Many clinical studies are done as case-control studies (as
discussedin Chapter 9). This chapter focuses on clinical trials. These are medical
experiments where some patients are given one treatment, other patients are given
another treatment, and the results are compared.
While medicine as a healing profession has existed for millennia, the idea that
medical treatmentsshould be testedexperimentallyis fairly new. There were a handful
of medical experimentspublished in the lgth and early 20th century, but it is really
only since 1940 that clinical researchbecame well established.Now it is commonly
acceptedthat new treatments must be tested before they are widely used, and that the
test must be carefully conffolled to avoid biases. While anecdotal or observational
evidencecan be usedto generatea hypothesis,we do experimentsto test the hypothesis.
This is a very straightforwardidea but one that is historically new to medicine. The
idea has yet to penetratevery far in other fields (such as education).
Before a new drug treatmentcan be used clinically, it must be testedin a defined
seriesof steps.The initial work, of course,is preclinical. Many propertiesof the drug
can be defined using animals and cell cultures. After that, clinical researchon new
drugs is defined by four phases:
. Phase I is the initial testing of a drug on humans.The drug is given to a few dozen
people to learn enough about its actions, metabolism, and side effects to design a
valid phase2 study.
. Phase 2 studies are controlled experiments to determine if the drug is effective for
a specificpurposeand to determinethe common sideeffects.Phase2 studiestypically
enroll no more than severalhundred patients.
. Phase3 studies are larger studiesinvolving hundredsto thousandsof patients.The
goal is to learn more about the effectiveness and safety of the drug and to compare it to other treatments. If the phase 3 studies are successful, the drug will
be approved for general use. Information gatheredin the phase 3 studies are included
in the package insert so physicians will know how to prescribe the drug appropriatelv.
183
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' Phase 4 studies monitor the effectivenessand safety of a drug after it has been
releasedfor general use. Phase4 studiesalso are designedto learn about new uses
of the d-g.
The same steps ought to be taken to test new therapy, whether a drug, diet,
exercise, or procedure. Because medical or surgical procedures are not subject to
governmentregulationslike drugs, however, new proceduresare rarely testedso rigorously. The rest of this chapter deals mostly with phase 3 trials.

DESI CNI NG T HE S T U D Y
Who Are the Subjects?
Before starting a study, the investigatorsneed to decide which patientsthey will study.
If you userigid enoughentry criteria, you can be quite surethat an identified extraneous
variablecannotinfluenceyour results.For example,if you only acceptpatientsbetween
50 and 55 years old into the study, you can be quite sure that age difference cannot
confound the results. But you don't want to be too rigid, or you'll never be able to
recruit enough subjects.And even if you could get enough subjects,the results of
the study would apply only to that narrowly defined population and may not be of
general interest.

The Need for a Comparison Group
The initial usesof a new drug or therapy are uncontrolled.An investigatortries it and
observeswhat happens.Uncontrolled trials are useful in the early stagesof a new
therapy.The history of medical researchhas demonstratedover and over the need for
side-by-sidecomparisonsof the new drug with existing drug or placebo. People tend
to be enthusiasticabout new therapies,and uncontrolled trials often reach optimistic
conclusionsthat are not supportedby later research.It is too easy to be misled when
therapiesare evaluatedwithout a comparisongroup.To properly test a new therapy,you
needto compareit with an existing standardtherapyor with placebo(no active therapy).
It is tempting to want to compare the outcome of patients taking the new drug
with results previously recorded for patients taking another drug. The advantageof
this approachis obvious: All the new patients get the new drug. The problem with
historical comparison groups, however, is that you can never be sure that the two
groups of patients didn't differ in some other way. Interpreting the results of such a
comparisonis difficult.
Insteadof comparing two large groups of subjects,you can selectmatchedpairs
of subjects.The pair should be of similar age and also be matchedfor other variables
that might confound the results, such as diseaseseverity, location, ethnic group, or
weight. These data should be analyzedusing special methodsfor matched data.
Random Assignment of Treatment
The decision as to which patient gets which treatmentshould be made randomly. This
simple idea is in part responsiblefor the incredible achievementsof clinical research
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in the last few decades.If you decide in any other way, the two groups may differ in
important ways.
For example, one alternativeto randomizationwould be to give patients whose
last name begins with A to M one treatmentand patients whose name begins with N
to Z the other treatment. Another alternative might be to give patients in the morning
clinic one treatment and patients in the afternoon clinic the other treatment. These are
not good alternativesto randomization,as the two groups might differ in an important
way. Since the last name is determinedin part by one's ethnic origin, the first example
might end up with more people of Italian ancestry in the first group and more of
Oriental ancestryin the other. In the secondexample, patients who choose morning
or afternoon appointmentsmay differ in important ways. Or perhapsphysicians will
instruct patients to make an appointment for either morning or afternoon to get a
particular treatment.To avoid these kind of problems, treatmentsshould be assigned
randomly.
Don't confuse the two very different uses of the concept of randomization rn
statistics.(l) Statisticalanalysisis basedon the assumptionthat the data were collected
from a sample that is randomly selectedfrom (or at least representativeof a larger
population.(2) Good experimentaldesignrandomly assignsa treatmentto each subject.
The phrase randomized clinical trials refers to the latter definition.
Sometimesinvestigatorsfirst divide the subjectsinto subgroupsand then randomize within each subgroup.This is called stratified randomization. For example, you
might divide the subjects into four age groups. Within each age group, you use a
randomizationschemethat ensuresan equal number of subjectsare allocatedto each
treatment.This technique ensuresdifferences in age cannot affect the results. While
stratification is very useful, it is impractical to stratify patients for every conceivable
variable that might affect the result.
Rather than conduct a randomized experiment to compare two treatments,it is
much easier to just observe the outcome in patients who happenedto receive one
treatment versus the other. But the results of this kind of comparison can never be
definitive. Without knowing that the two groups of patients were similar before the
treatment, you can never be sure that differences in outcome are due to differences
in treatment.

The Blind Treating the Blind
When possible, clinical studies should be double blind. The first blind is that the
physicians treating the patients should not know which patient gets which treatment.
This avoids the possibility that they will treat the two groups of patients differently,
or that they will interpretclinical datain a biasedmannerdependingon which treatment
the patientreceived.In someprotocols(surgeryvs. drug) it is impossiblefor the treating
physiciansto be blind as to treatment.Instead,it is possible to blind the people who
collect or interpret data, for example, radiologists or pathologists.
The secondblind is that the patientsshouldnot know which treatmentthey receive.
Responseto a treatmentdepends,in part, on psychological factors, and blinding the
patient preventspsychological factors from confounding the results.
In some cases,studies arc triple blind, which means that the people doing the
data analysis don't know which treatment group is which until the very end of the
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analysis.This prevents the statisticiansfrom introducing their biases when deciding
exactly how to do the analysis.

Compulsive Controls
The two treatment groups must be treated identically, except for the treatmentbeing
compared. In clinical studies this is taken care of by randomly allocating treatment
and performing the study double blind. Sometimes,specialcare must be taken to treat
the two groups similarly. If laboratory tests must be done to monitor therapy in one
group, then the sametests (or at least the sameblood drawing) should be done in the
other. If the results of the test frequently require an adjustment of the dose in one
group, then the "dose" of the other group (often placebo) should be altered as well.
Crossover Design
In crossoverexperiments,each subject serves as his or her own control. This study
design is useful for drug therapy that can be evaluatedfairly quickly and for conditions
that don't progressrapidly. Crossoverdesignscannot usually be used to study surgical
procedures(you can't take away the operation)or for cancerchemotherapy(the disease
progressestoo rapidly) but are very useful for treatmentof chronic conditions such as
arthritis or asthma.So as not to introduce a new confounding variable (time or treatment
order), the order of the two treatmentsshould be determined randomly for each patient.
Some patients get treatment A first; others get treatment B first.
There are two problems with crossoverdesigns.One problem is that the effect
of the first treatment may persist into the time period of the second treatment. Studies
usually include a washout period between the two treatmentsto prevent carryover.
Another problem is that subjectsmay drop out of the study before the secondtreatment.
Intention to Treat
After a subjecthas been randomly assignedto receive a particular treatment,he or she
may not get it. How do you analyze data from these subjects?The obvious answer is
to consider the treatment the patient actually got rather than the treatment he or she
was supposedto get, but this leads to problems.
For example, assumethat we are comparing medical (drugs) with surgical (coronary bypass)treatmentof patients with heart disease.One of the patients assignedto
surgery gets pneumonia,and so the operation is cancelled.The patient did not get the
treatment (surgery) he was assigned to get, but rather got the other treatment. Now
say he dies of pneumonia.How do you analyzethat death?The obvious answeris that
the patient received medical treatment (drugs) not surgery, so the death should be
countedas a deathamongthe medically treatedpatients.But that would bias the results.
The reasonthe operation was cancelledis that the patient was sick. If you take those
patients out of the surgery group, then you are removing the sickest patients from one
group and adding them to the other. The two groups are no longer comparable.
Another patient agreed to join the study, knowing that she may get surgery and
may get drugs. She is assignedto receive drugs. After thinking it over, the pa.tient
decidesshe wants surgeryafter all. How do you analyzethe outcomefrom this patient?
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She didn't get the treatmentshe was assignedto get. Ethically, you have to allow the
patient to get the treatment she wants. Scientifically, you don't want to consider this
patient's outcome as part of the surgerygroup. If every subjectchooseshis or her own
treatment,then the two groups will differ in many ways, and the comparison of the
outcomeswill be meaningless.
Dealing with data from thesepatientsis difficult. There is no perfect way to deal
with the problems. Most investigatorsadopt the conservativepolicy named intention
to treat. This means that data are analyzed assuming that every patient received the
assignedtreatment.Even if the patient never receivedthe treatment,the data from that
patient are pooled with the patients who actually got the treatment.This is termed a
conservativepolicy, becauseit makes it harder to find significant effects.
Another approach would be to simply not analyze data from any patient who
didn't actually get the assignedtreatment.This can also introduce biases.In the first
example above, it would take the sickest patients out of the surgery group but leave
similar patients in the medical group. Now if the surgery group does better overall,
you won't know whether that was becausethe surgical treatment was superior or
whether it was becausethe surgical patients were healthier to start with.
In many papers,investigatorsreport the analysescalculatedtwo ways: First, they
use the intention-to-treatpolicy. Then they reanalyzetheir data again after eliminating
all those patients from the analysis. If the two methods yield different conclusions,
you should be suspicious of either conclusion. If the two analysesreach the same
conclusion,you can be confidentthat the data from patientswho didn't actually receive
the assignedtreatmentdid not affect the results much. In many studies,only a small
fraction of patients fail to get the assignedtreatment, so it doesn't matter too much
how those patients are handled.

THE NEED FOR A STUDY PROTOCOT
Before a clinical study can begin, all aspects of the study are written down in a
document that can be anywhere from several dozen to several hundred pages.This
document is called the study protocol. There are severalreasonsto be so formal:
. Before the study can begin, it must be approved by one or more committees, as
discussedlater. The committeesneed to see a complete protocol in order to decide
whether to approve.
. Many studiesare performed in severalmedical centersat one time. This allows the
study to include many patientsin a relatively short period of time. A detailed study
protocol is neededto ensurethat the study is run the sameway at all medical centers.
' Most clinical studiescollect reamsof data.Most studiesmeasurethe patient'sresponse
to treatmentby monitoring severalvariables(end points). Most studiescollect enough
information to subdivide the subjectsin many different ways. Most studieslast long
enough to allow you to analyzethe data for several time intervals. Armed with a
powerful computer program, several end points, several subgroups, several time
intervals,and severalconfoundingvariablesto adjustfor, you can churn out hundreds
of P values. Just by chance, you are quite likely to find that some of these are
"significant." These mean nothing, as you expect I in 20 P values to be significant
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just by chance.In order to interpreta P value properly, you needto decidein advance
how many you will calculate and how you will adjust for the many comparisons.
Good experimental protocols, therefore, specify how the data will be analyzed,what
specificend points will be examined,and what P value will be consideredsignificant.
see chapter 13 to learn more about interpreting multiple p values.
' It is not always obvious how you should analyzeall the data in a study. What do
you do when a patient gets killed in a car crash halfway through? Does that count
as a death or as a withdrawal? What do you do when some of the tests are done
severalweeks late-include the data even though it is late, or exclude that patient's
data from the analysis?What do you do when a lab result is too high to be believable+xclude it or include it? Study protocols specify the answers to these questions in advance.Otherwise,the people analyzing the data can introduce their own
biases.

WHAT IS IN THE STUDY PROTOCOL
The study protocol spells out every detail of the study. Some points that are covered
follow:

a
a
a

What is the rationale of the study?
Who will be studied? How will the patients be selected?What patients will be
rejected?Typically study protocols define a naffow group of patients and exclude
patients with other simultaneous illnesses. By restricting the study in this way,
variability is reduced and the power of the study to detect differencesis increased.
But if the patient group is too narrow, it can be hard to know how to apply the
results of the study to other patients.It is important to decide in advancewho will
be included and who won't. Otherwise it is too tempting afterwardsto selectively
exclude certain kinds of patients in order to make the results come out as desired.
How will treatmentsbe assigned?When possible, the assignmentof the patient to
a treatment should be random.
What is the comparisongroup?If thereis no establishedtreatment,thenthe experimental treatmentis comparedto placebo. If there is a good establishedtreatment,then
the experimentaltreatmentought to be comparedto the standardtherapy.
Is the study blind? Double blind?
How many subjects?Justify. Chapter22 discusseshow you can determinethe appropriate number of subjects.
Exactly what treatmentwill the various groups get? What dose?When will dosages
be adjusted?When will drugs be stopped?How are drugs stored?
What variables will be monitored? What data will be collected and when?
How will side effects be managed?What side effects have been observedbefore?
Under what circumstanceswill subjectsbe dropped from the trial? How will those
data be analyzed?
Will there be interim analyses?If the one treatment is clearly superior or clearly
harmful, when will the trial be terminated?
How is the consentform worded?
What data will be collected and how will the data be analvzed?
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AND INFORMEDCONSENT
COMMITTEES
HUMAN SUB|ECT
Clinical investigatorsin all countriesagreethat researchon humansmust be basedon
these simple principles:
. The care of individual patientstakes precedenceover the clinical trial. Each subject
must be treated appropriately. You cannot deprive a patient of a treatment known
to work for the sake of a trial, unless you have strong reason to believe that the
experimentaltreatmentmight be better. It is only ethical to choosea treatmentrandomly when the people planning the study and administeringthe drug can honestly
say that they are not sure which of the treatments(or placebo) is best.
. The anticipatedbenefitsof the trial must balancethe anticipatedrisks. The principle
is clear, but it is sometimeshard to apply. One problem is that many benefits and
risks are unknown. Another problem is that future patientsstandto gain most of the
benefits,while current patients must take all the risk.
. Each patient in the trial must voluntarily decideto take part. Before askingthe subject
to participate,the investigatorshouldexplain the study,answerquestions,and describe
the alternativetreatments.The subject'sdecisionto participateshouldbe an informed
decision. Patientsshould not be coercedinto participating, but defining coercion is
difficult. Studies are no longer conductedon prisonersbecauseprisoners may feel
subtly coercedinto participating. Some might argue that studies should not be conducted on medical studentsfor the same reason.
. No subject is enrolled in the experiment until she or he formally agreesby signing
a consentdocument. This document explains the purposeof the trial (including an
explanation of randomization and placebo when appropriate) and lists anticipated
(or potential) benefits and risks to the patient. Finally, the consent document must
note that participationis voluntary and that patient may withdraw at any time without
denying care to which they would otherwisebe entitled. Consentdocumentsshould
be written in plain language,without medical jargon. Typically consent forms are
two or three pages long. Human subject committees allow investigatorsto bypass
informed consent in unusual circumstances(infants, comatosepatients, emergency
treatments)or to obtain consentfrom guardiansor family members.
. The subject must be informed if additional information becomes available during
the course of the trial that might influence the decision to remain in the trial.
. Researchprotocols must be approved by a committee of clinicians, scientists,and
othersnot involved in the research.This review processguardsagainstoverenthusiastic researchersperforming unsafe studies.In most countries, this review processis
mandatedby law. The review committeeis often called the Human SubjectsCommittee or Institutional Review Board. If the researchinvolves a new drug, it must first
be approved (in the United States) by the Food and Drug Administration. If it
involves radioactive isotopes or recombinant DNA, it must also be approved by
specializedcommittees.

ETHICSOF PTACEBOS
Sometimesit seemslike the patientswho are randomizedto receiveplaceboare getting
a bad deal. They are sick, and instead of getting an experimental treatment they get
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an inactive drug. It is only ethical for investigatorsto include a placeboin a trial, when
there is doubt whether any standardtherapy would substantiallybenefit the patient.
When standardtherapies are available and clearly effective, the control patients should
get the standard therapy rather than placebo.
Just becausea treatment is standard,logical, and accepteddoesn't mean that it
helps patients.There are plenty of examplesin medical history of therapiesthat were
once consideredto be conventional that we now know harm patients.George Washington was probabily killed by blood letting, a standardtherapy of his day. Another
example is oxygen for premature babies. Some thought oxygen might be toxic and
cause a form of blindness (retrolental fibroplasia). To test this idea, they performed
several controlled experiments.At the time, some thought it unethical to reduce the
oxygen (the establishedtherapy) delivered to premature babies with lung disease.It
turns out that the overuseof oxygen was causing blindness.The conventionaltherapy
was harming the patient.

H OW I S T HE P O PU T A T IO N D EF IN ED ?
When reading the resultsof a clinical study, you first need to think about samplesand
populations.Ideally, the subjectsin the study were randomly selectedfrom a defined
population of patients.This almost never is the case. Instead, the sample of patients
in the study is supposedto be representativeof a larger population. What population?
The answer,unfortunately, is often poorly defined.
Papers often give detailed descriptions of the studies inclusion and exclusion
criteria. For example, the study might include only patientswhose white cell count is
below a certain threshold but exclude those who also have liver disease.Usually the
list of inclusion and exclusion criteria fills a long paragraph.But despitethe apparent
detail, these criteria only tell part of the story. They are used to decide whether a
particular patient can be included in the trial. They often don't tell you which group
of patientscould possibly have been consideredfor the study in the first place. If the
study was done in an inner-city hospital, the results are likely to be different than if
the study was done in a suburbanhospital. If the study was done in Sweden,the results
may not be helpful to a doctor practicing in Mexico. If the study was performed in a
tertiary referral hospital, the patients (by definition) are likely to be unusual (or they
wouldn't have been referred), and the results may be quite different than they would
be in a community hospital.
The whole point of statistical analysis is to extrapolateresults from a sample to
a larger population.If you can't define the population,you can't interpret the statistics.

REV I E W I NGDA T A F R O M C L IN IC A TT R IAT S
When reviewing the statisticalanalyses,you needto distinguish betweenseveralkinds
of analyses:
. Data checking analysis.Before doing any real analyses,investigatorsshould first
check that the data are reasonableand try to check for errors in data entry. Here are
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some questions that investigators should ask: Are there any impossible values (negative blood pressures)?Does the number of subjectsin the computer databasematch
the number of patients actually studied? Are lab values in the expected range? Are
dates consistent(dischargedates should follow admission dates,etc.)? These sorts
of analyses are rarely shown in scientific papers.
Demographic analysis.Most clinical studiesshow tablescomparingbaselinecharacteristics of the treatment groups. For example, these tables will show the average
age, the fraction of women, the averageblood pressure.When patients are randomly
divided into two groups, it is possible that the two groups differ substantiallyfrom
each other. The point of the demographic analyses is to convince you that this
didn't happen.Additionally, theseanalysesshow you the compositionof the different
"strata" in the trial (perhapsage groups).
Main analysis. Good studies are clearly designedto ask one main question and to
specify in advance how the data will be analyzed to answer that question. It is
important to define the main analysis when the study is designed and not to alter
the main analysis after looking at the data. If you look at the data enough ways, you
arelikely to stumbleon some "significant" findingsjust by chance.If the investigators
changedtheir main questionafter looking at the data,you can't know how to interpret
the P value.
Interim analyses. In many studies, the data are analyzed during the course of the
study. This is done to protect the safety of patients.If one treatmentis clearly much
better than the other, it is not ethical to continue the trial. The problem is multiple
comparisons.If you reanalyzethe data too often, you are too likely to find a "significant" differencejust be chance.The probability of a Type I error exceedsthe value
of c (usually 5Vo).In most trials, the thresholdo for significancein interim analyses
is much lower (often IVa) than it is for the main analysis.
Secondaryanalyses.In addition to the main analysis,most clinical studies contain
many secondaryanalyses,either to look at additional outcome variables or to look
at subsetsof patients. You need to be a bit skeptical when looking at secondary
analyses.The problem, again,is multiple comparisons.If you divide the data enough
ways and look at enough end points, some "significant" differences are sure to
emergeby chance.After all, you expect one in twenty P values to be less than 0.05
even if all null hypothesesare true. See Chapter 13 for further discussion.
The statisticalissueis pretty clear: The more comparisonsyou do, the more apt
you are to find spurious findings. But one also must use clinical and scientific
judgment. Multiple secondaryanalysescan often paint a clearerclinical picture than
just one main analysis.The point is to look at all the secondaryanalysesas a group
and not to focus on a particular analysisthat seemsintriguing without placing it in
the context of the others.
Meta-analyses.Investigators sometimespool together results from several different studies.

ClinicalTrialswhereN - 1

Most clinical trials involve many patients, and the number of patients is abbreviated
N. A study with N : 4Oenrolled 40 patients.Some clinical questionscan be answered
by doing a formal study using only a single patient, N : 1.
The goal of an N : I trial is modest. You are not trying to learn the secretsof
nature and are not trying to gather data that will help future patients. You just want
to know which of severalalternativesis best for this patient. Is the current medication
any better than placebo?Is dose A better than dose B? Does a generic pill work as
well as a brand name pill?
It only makes senseto conduct an N : 1 trial when there is considerabledoubt
as to which therapy is best. Perhapsneither patient nor clinician thinks that the current
therapy is working. Do a N : 1 trial comparing drug and placeboto find out. Perhaps
the patient insists on taking a treatment that the physician thinks is worthless. Do a
N : I trial to find out if the treatmentis better than the alternative.
A N : I trial is only feasible in the following circumstances:
. The diseaseis chronic, so the treatmentwill be continued for a long time.
. The patient's course is fairly stable, so the severity of the diseasewon't change
during the study.
. The treatmentswork quickly, and the effects are rapidly reversible.
. The patient understandsthe nature of the experiment and wants to participate.
. The effectivenessof the therapycan be quantifiedeither by a laboratorymeasurement
or by a clinical scale (i.e., quality of life). Ideally, you will record severalvariables
that measurethe effectivenessof the treatmentand also record any side effects.
. A pharmacist is available to prepare the unlabelled medicationsand keep track of
which is which.
Drugs shouldbe administeredin a double-blindmanneraccordingto a random schedule.
Analyze the data with any appropriate method; there is nothing special about the
analysis of a one-patienttrial. When analyzing the data, N refers to the number of
not the numberof subjects(which is 1). The study will be more powerful
measurements,
if the outcome is a measurementrather than a binary variable.
When interpreting the results, remember that the "population" in this study is
all possibleresponsesin this particularpatient.You are generalizingfrom the responses
observedin the sampleof data you collected to the responsesyou would expect to see
over the next few years in this particular patient. Until you repeatthe N : I trial on
severalpatients,you should not generalizethe findings to other patients.
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It is difficult to get enough data to have much power of achieving significance
with the traditional cutoff of 0.05. Since the consequencesof a Type I error are usually
not severewith an N : I trial. a is sometimesraised to 0.10.

EXAMPTE
You think that taking vitamins makesyou feel more alert. But you aren't sure whether
it is a placebo effect or a real effect of the vitamins. You arrangewith a pharmacist
to prepare 10 vials with a week's supply of a multivitamin pill and 10 vials with a
week's supply of placebo.The pharmacistrandomly scramblesthe vials and tells you
which vial to use which week. Each week you rate your "alertness" on a scale of 0
(tired and distracted)to 10 (wide awake and alert).
Before you collect the data, you decide how you want to analyze the data and
how you will interpret the results.Since the data are expressedas a rating scale,rather
than a true measurement,it does not make senseto think of the data as being sampled
from a Gaussian population. So you decide to use a test that does not make that
assumption.There is no pairing between placebo weeks and vitamin weeks, so you
can't use a test that assumespairing or matching. So you decide to analyze the data
with the Mann-Whitney test, a nonparametrictest that compares two groups. See
Chapter 24 for details.
In deciding how to set o, you need to consider the consequencesof a Type I or
Type II enor. Making a Type I error (concluding that the vitamins are effective when
they really aren't) isn't so bad becausethere is really no risk, the expenseis minimal,

Table 21.1. Results for Vitamins and Alertness
Example
Week
I
2
J

4
5
6
8
9
10
ll
t2
l3
t4
l5
t6
t7
18
l9
20

Preparation

Score

Placebo
Placebo
Vitamin
Placebo
Vitamin
Vitamin
Placebo
Vitamin
Placebo
Vitamin
Placebo
Placebo
Placebo
Placebo
Vitamin
Vitamin
Placebo
Vitamin
Vitamin
Vitamin

4
5
7
8
9
7
5
8
9
8
7
5
7
6
7
6
5
6
7
9
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and only one person (yourself) is affected. Making a Type II error is not all that bad,
but you are intrigued by the hypothesis and don't want to miss a real finding. You
decide to set a to 0.10 and to make your decision accordingly.
You take the pills every day for 20 weeks and tabulatethe results in Table 2I.1.
You plug the numbers into a computer program that can perform the Mann-Whitney
test. The answer is that the two-tailed P value equals 0.063. If overall alertnessis not
affected by taking vitamins versus placebo, there is a 6.3Vochance of obtaining a
difference as large as you did in an experiment of this size.
Since you previously decided to set ct equal to 0.10, you conclude that the data
provide convincing evidencethat taking vitamins increasesyour alertness.Since this
study only involved one subject (yourself), you should not generalizethe findings.
And since the P value is fairly high (above the usual cutoff of 0.05) and is based on
a small sample size, you can't be too sure the conclusion is correct.

22
Choosingan AppropriateSampleSize

Before starting a study, investigatorsmust decide how many subjectsto include. You
want enough subjects to get valid results but not so many as to make the study
unfeasible.Sample size can be determinedby "gut feel," and that works fine so long
as you have an experiencedgut. It is better to calculatesize using statisticalprinciples,
as explained in this chapter.
This book has repeatedly emphasizedtwo different (but complementary) approachesto statistics:calculating confidenceintervals and calculating P values. Each
of these approachescan be used to determine sample size.

C ONFIDE NCEI NT E RV AL S
Previouschaptershave shown you how to calculateconfidenceintervals (CIs) for many
kinds of data. In all cases,the width of the CI dependson sample size. Everything
else being equal, a larger sample size makes the CI narrower.
If you can statethe desiredwidth of the CI, you can calculatehow many subjects
you need.
One Mean
Let's start with the simplest case. You plan to measurea variable in N subjectsand
calculate the mean and 957o CI of the mean. The larger you set N, the narrower the
CI. How large must you make N to reduce the width of the 95Vo CI to a certain
precision?The answer is shown in Equations22.1. Note that we define precision* to
equal half the width of the 95Vo CI.In other words, the precision is the distancethe
CI extendson either side of the sample mean.

Precision:,*.!!.
JN
t*-2.

N-4( tl, I
\preclslon/
*The word precision is sometimesdefined
in other ways.
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The only trick is that N dependsupon the critical value of t (t*), which itself
dependson N. The way out of this loop is to realizethat t* (for 95Vo confidence)is
close to 2 unlessthe sample size is very small, so we set t* : 2. Some books present
fancier equations that attempt to correct for the fact that the true value of t* might be
higher. I don't think the discrepancyis worth worrying about, becausethe calculations
are basedon an estimatedvalue of standarddeviation (SD) and are only supposedto
calculate an estimatedsample size.
Example 22.1. We estimatethat the SD of blood pressureis 10 mmHg. We wish
to measurethe blood pressureof a large enough sampleso that we can define the mean
value with a precision of 5 mmHg. How large must our samplebe? The answer is 16.
If we collected many samplesof 16, on averagethe precision would equal 5 mmHg
(assumingthat the SD was estimatedcorrectly). In any particular sample,the precision
is equally likely to be less than or greaterthan 5.
If you want to use the equation,you may have difficulty estimating the value of
the SD. Usually this can be done by inspectingprevious data. Alternatively, you can
run a pilot experiment first. Because the actual SD may not equal the value you
estimated,the calculated sample size may not be exactly right. That's OK, as long
as you reahze that the equations are not precise b:ut estimate an approximate sample
size.

Difference Between Two Means
If you want to look at the difference between two means,you need more subjectsas
uncertaintyin each mean contributestoward uncertaintyin their difference.Use Equation 22.2 to determine the necessarysample size for each group from the estimated
SD (assumingthe two populations have equal SDs) and the desired precision (halfwidth of the 95VoCl of the difference):
N:Ef

/

\2

sD

(22.2)

-).
\preclslon/

Continuing the example, now we want to measureblood pressurein samplesof
populations
and selectlarge enough samplesso that the 957aCI for the difference
two
between the two meanshas a precision equal to 5 mmHg. Again we assumethat the
SD of blood pressuresis about l0 mmHg and further assumethat the two populations
have equal SDs. Plugging the numbers into the equation, we need approximately 32
subjectsin each group.

One Proportion
How many subjectsare neededto determine a proportion with a specifiedprecision?
Equation22.3 is a simple reaffangementof Equation2.1.
P re c i s i o n: 1 .9 6.

/P(t-:

vN

*:4'p(.1.-p)
preclslon'

P)

(22.3)
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If you can estimatethe proportion (p) and specify the desired precision, the sample
size is readily calculated.If you can't estimatethe value of p, set it equal to 0.5. The
quantity p(l - p) is maximum when p : 0.5, and so setting p : 0.5 is a worst-case
assumption that may overestimate the needed sample size.
When reading or watching to news, you've undoubtedly heard the phrase "this
poll has a margin of error of 37o." How many subjects were used in such a poll?
Pollstersuse the term margin of error the same way we use the word precision. Set
precisionto .03 and p : 0.5, and N is 1111.Indeed,many polls use a samplesize of
about that size. If p is set to any value other than 0.5, fewer subjectswould be needed.
Two Proportions
The number of subjects neededin each group to determine the difference between two
proportions with a specifiedprecision is as follows:

*:

8 : p'"(l .- pg')
(precrston)'

(22.4)

In Equation 22.4, the precision is the desired half-width of the 95Vo CI, pu" is the
anticipated averageof the two propofiions, and N is the number of subjectsneeded
in each group.
Example 22.2. You know that the incidenceof hypertensionin one population is
about 0.10 and suspectthat the incidence in a secondpopulation is 0.16. How large
a sample size do you need to use in order for the half-width of the 957o CI of the
difference between proportions to be 0.02? Set puuto the averageof .10 and .16, or
0.13. Set precisionto 0.02. You need 2262 subjectsin each group.
If you have difficulty estimating pau,you can calculate a worst-casesample size
by setting puuequal to 0.5. Any other value would require a smaller sample size.
General Comments on Calculating Sample Size for Estimation
The precedingsectionsgave equationsfor estimating necessarysamplesize in several
situations.If your assumptionsare correct, the calculatedsample size is large enough
so that, on average,the half-width of the CI will equal the precision you specify. The
entire CI spansa distanceequal to twice the precision. For any particular experiment,
you have a 507o chance that the CI will be wider and a 507o chancethat it will be
naffower. You will need to double or triple that sample size in order to have a 95Vo
chancethat the half-width of the CI will be narrower than the precision you specify.
The calculatedsample sizes are the number of subjectsyou will need at the end
the
experiment.It is usually wise to start with a larger number to allow for subjects
of
who drop out and for experimentalproblems.

HYPOTHESISTESTING
The previous sectionsshowed you how to calculate the sample size neededto ensure
that a CI has a specified width. It is far more common to calculate the sample size
neededto achieve statisticalsignificance,as explained now.
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As you might imagine, the required sample size dependson these variables:

ct, the threshold for significance.Typically a is set to 0.05. If you set a more rigid
criteria for significanceby setting a to a smaller value (say 0.01), you will need a
larger sample size.
B, the probability of missing an important difference or making a Type II enor. If
you lower B to get more power, you will need more subjects.Sample size is often
calculatedfor 90Vopower or 80Vopower (equivalentto setting B to 0.10 or 0.20).
A, the minimum difference between population means that you wish to detect as
significant. It takes more subjectsto find a small difference than a large one.
SD, the estimated standarddeviation of each group (obviously not relevant when
you are comparingtwo proportions).
Comparing Two Means
The sample size needed to compare two means is calculated using Equation 22.5,
where N is the number of subjectsin each group. As you'd expect, the necessary
sample size increasesif the data are more scattered(larger SD), if you set harsher
criteria for a and B, or if you want to detect smaller differences(lower A).
^N,:_ 2 . S D 2 . ( z " ] - z s ) )
a2

(22.s)

The calculationsare basedon the assumptionthat the two populationshave equal
SDs. The estimated SD can come from previous data or from a pilot study. By the
time you are ready to organize a formal study, you ought to know enough about the
variable you are measuringto estimateits SD. Note that you don't have to separately
estimateSD and A, it is sufficient to estimatetheir ratio. In some contexts,you'll find
it easierto estimatethe ratio than the individual values.
If you conduct a study using the calculated sample size, and the difference in
population means really does equal A, what will you find? If you were to perform
many such studies,you would detect a significant difference in some studiesbut not
in others.The proportion of studiesin which you will find a differencethat is statistically
significant with P < a equals 1 - P. In other words, there is a I - B chance of
obtaining a significantresult if you usethe calculatedsamplesize and your assumptions
are correct.
The term (zo I zB)2is sometimesreferred to as the power index. Values of this
term are listed in Table 22.1. This table shows the square of the sum of the two z
values. As the value is already squared,don't make the mistake of squaring again.
z" is the critical value for the z distribution for the desiredvalue of a. You may
chooseeither the one- or two-sided distribution dependingon how you plan to report
the P values. If you can justify a one-sidedP value, you will need fewer subjects.Zu
is the critical value of the z distribution for the desired value of 9.*

*A one-tailed distribution is always used for B, even if you plan to report a two-tailed P value. If there
really is a difference betweenpopulations,you make a Type II error when your samplesmeansare so close
together that the result is not significant. The other tail is when your sample means are much further apart
than the population means. This tail is not important when calculating sample size.
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SIZE
SAMPLE
CHOOSINGAN APPROPRIATE
Table 22.1. Yalues of the Power Index
Power Index : (2, + zp)z

B:.01

I : 0.05

l-sided

2-sided

Power : 99Va

0.05
0.025
0.005

0.10
0.05
0.01

15.8
18.3
23.9

Power:95Vo

F : 0.10

Power = 907o

8.6
r0 .5
14.9

10.9
13.0
17.8

F: .20

Power : 80Vo

6.7
7.9
tt.7

F:'50

Power :5O7o

2.7
3.8
6.6

Before trying to calculate the power index for different values of zo or zB,first
try to reproduceTable 22.1. Dependingon which table you use, you may need to look
UP Zt-p' Z1-o Of Zt-o/2.

Example 22.3. We know that the SD of blood pressurein our population is about
10 mmHg. How many subjectsdo we need to have 80Vopower to detect a difference
betweenmeansof 5 mmHg with P < 0.05 (two-sided)?The answeris about 63 subjects
in each group.
Computer programs sometimescalculate sample size for severalvalues of a and
B. Table 22.2 is the output of InStat for the previous example.
Comparing Two Proportions
Necessarysample size for comparing two proportions can be estimatedfrom Equation 22.6:
* -

2 ' P u " ( l - P u , )( 2 " * z B ) 2

(22.6)

a2

Here pu, is the anticipated averageproportion, A is the difference between the two
proportions that you are looking for, and N is the number of subjectsneededin each
group. You can use this equation both for cross-sectional,experimental prospective
and case-controlstudies.In cross-sectionalstudies,the proportionsare the prevalences
in the two groups. In prospective and experimental studies, the proportions are the

Table 22.2. Calculationof SampleSizefor Example22.3
Input
Minimum difference you wish to detect as significant: 5
Estimated standard deviation of each population:
l0
Results
ct (two-sided)

Power
SOVo
90Vo
95Vo

0.20
0.10
0.05

0.10

0.05

0.02

0.01

50
69
87

63
85
105

8l
105
t27

94
120
r43

The values are the number of subjects needed in each group.
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incidence rates in the two groups. In case-control studies, the proportions are the
fraction of casesand controls exposedto the risk factor.
Equation22.6 is simple to calculate.Other books give more complicatedequations
that attempt to calculate sample size more accurately. The difference between the
simpler and more complicatedequationsis usually not too important. No matter how
fancy the equation, the calculatedsample size is no more than an estimate,since the
value of Puuis an estimateand the values of ct, B, and A are fairly arbitrary.
Example 22.4. You know that the incidenceof hypertensionin one population is
about 0.10 and suspectthat the incidencein a secondpopulation is higher. How many
subjectsdo you needto have gOVopower to detectan increaseof 0.06 (to an incidence
of 0.16) with P < 0.05?Set a : 0.05 (two-sided),F : .10, puu: .13, and A : 0.6,
and use the equationprovided above.The answeris 660 in each group. The computer
program InStat uses a more sophisticatedequation and reports that 692 subjectsare
neededin each group (Table 22.3).
Comparing Two Survival Curves
Example22.5. You know that 20Voof patientstreatedfor a certain kind of tumor
will die within 3 years. An alternativetreatment may be better. How many subjects
do you need to have a 907o power of detectingan improvement to llVo with P < 0.05
(two sided)?Use the techniquesof the previous sectionfor comparingtwo proportions.
Set p1 : .10, pz: .2A,puu: 0.15, cr.: 0.05 (two sided),F : 0.90, and the equation
calculatesa samplesize of 268 in eachgroup. The more accurateequationprogrammed
into InStat calculatesa sample size of 286 per group.
The discussionin the previous paragraphassumedthat the only outcomeyou care
about is whether each individual survived 3 years. Thus you can analyzethe data by
comparing two proportions. There are two problems with this analysis. First, most
studiesaccruepatientsover time, so you won't follow all patientsfor the samelength
of time. This problem tends to increasethe number of subjectsyou will need. Second,
you will know more than just whether or not each subject survived to 3 years, you
will know exactly how long each subject survived. If you display the data as full
survival curves and compare curves with an appropriatemethod (log-rank test), you

Table 22.3. Calculationof SampleSizefor Example22.4
Input
Minimum difference vou wish to detect as sienificant: 0.06
Estimated value of the smaller proportion:
Results
q (two-sided)
Power
807o
907o
95Vo

0.20
0.10
0.05

0.10

0.05

0.02

0.01

42r
5'70

525
692
847

663
8s0
to22

766
967
I 150

711

The values are the number of subjects needed in each group.
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can get by with fewer subjects.It is not easy to determine how many fewer subjects
are needed,as it dependson study design (how long are patients accrued?)and on
assumptionsabout their survival rates.
Unequal Sample Sizes
Equations22.5and22.6 assumethat both groupswill havethe samenumber of subjects.
In some situations,it makes senseto have more subjectsin one group than another.
It is possible to compensatefor fewer subjects in one group by adding additional
subjectsin the other group. But it is not an even trade-off, and the total number of
subjectsmust increase.For example,you may decreasethe number of subjectsin one
group by 25Voif you double the number in the other group, and you may decreasethe
if you quadruple the number in the other group. There
number in one group by 4O%;o
is not much point in increasingthe sample size in one group to more than about four
times the calculated value. No matter how many subjects you include in the larger
group, you can't reducethe number of subjectsin the other group to less than half the
number that would be neededwith equal size samples.

A S T A T E M EN TR EGA R D IN GS AMP LES IZE
INTER P RE T I NG
AND POWER
Papersoften include a statementsomething like this one: "We chose to study 313
subjectsin each group in order to have 807o power of detecting a 337o reduction in
the recurrencerate from a baselinerate of 3O7owith a significancelevel of 0.05 (two
tailed)." This sentencedefinescr, B, and A. In this examplea : 0.05 (the significance
level), 9 : 0.20 (IO07ominus the power),p, : .30, and A : 0.10 (337oof p').Let's
review again the meaning of cr and B.
. cr : 0.05. If the null hypothesisis true, there is a 57ochanceof obtaining a significant
result and a 95Vo chanceof obtaining a not significant result in a study of this size.
. 9 : 0.20. The investigatorsassumethat the recurence rate is normally 30Vo and
hypothesizethat the new treatmentreducesthe recurrencerate by one third. If this
hypothesisis true, there is a 80Vochanceof obtaining a significant result and a 20Vo
chanceof obtaining a not significantresult in a study with 313 subjectsin eachgroup.
Don't be confusedby the analogybetweenB errors and false-negativelab results.
The SOVopower does not refer to individual subjects.Some people misinterpret 8O7o
power to mean this: "8OVoof the subjectswould be improved by the treatment and
20Vowould not be." This is incorrect. Power refersto the fraction of studiesthat would
report significant P values,not the fraction of patientswho benefit from the treatment.
Although a statementregardingsamplesizecalculationssoundsvery precise("we
' 'ballpark' '
'),
calculatedthat we need 3 13 subjectsin each group' in fact they are just
estimates.Consider theseproblems:
. The equationsare basedon a few simplifying assumptions.Accordingly, the resulting
values of N should be consideredto be an estimate.More sophisticatedequations
usually calculate slightly larger sample sizes than the equationsshown here.
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The calculationstell you how many subjectsyou need at the end of the study. You
will usually need to begin the study with additional subjectsto allow for dropouts
and experimentalproblems.
The valuesof q and B are arbitrary.Ideally the valuesshould be basedon the relative
consequencesof Type I and Type II errors, but more often a and I are simply set
to conventional values.
' The value of A is arbitrary. Ideally, A is the smallest difference that would be
clinically (or scientifically) important. In practice, this value is hard to define.
' Samplesizecalculationsassumethat you will only measureand analyzeone outcome.
Common sensetells you that you should appraiseall relevant clinical variables,and
most clinical investigatorsdo so. While it seemslike this should increasethe power
of a study, current statistical methods are not well designedto cope with multiple
outcome variables.
' Although it always sounds like the investigator calculated sample size from ct,
B,
and A, often the processwent the other way. The investigatorchosethe sample size
and then calculatedvalues of cr, B, and A that would justify the sample size. Often
the process is iterative. The investigator specified ideal values for o., B, and A,
and was horrified at the enormous number of subjects required. The investigator
then altered those values and recalculatedN. This process was repeated until N
sounded"reasonable."

SEQUE NT T AS
I T UD T ES
In all the examplespresentedin this chapter,we assumethat you choosea samplesize
before the study begins, study all the subjects,and then analyzethe data. An alternate
approach seems far more appealing-add new patients to the study over time and
periodically reanalyzethe data.If the result is significant,stop. Otherwise,recruit some
new subjects.This approachshould not be used (unlessspecialanalysesare employed;
see the next paragraph).The problem is that the probability of a Type I error with
such a design is far greater than 57o.By stopping the study if the resultshappento be
significant but continuing otherwise,you have biased the resultstowards significance.
The P value from such a study design cannot be interpreted.In fact, if you kept going
long enough, every experiment would eventually reach significancejust by chance,
although some might take a very long time to do so.
Statisticianshave devisedspecialstudy designsthat are designedto be reanalyzed
with every pair of patients.Such methodsare only useful when the outcome for each
patient is determinedin a short time. With a sequentialanalysis,the data are reanalyzed
(using specialtechniques)after each pair of patients(one patient gets treatmentA, the
other treatment B). The study continues until the analysis reachesa conclusion that
the one treatmentis significantly better than the other, or that the two are indistinguishable. The investigatorneedsto specify a and B before the study begins. Data can be
plotted on special graph paper that automatesthe analysis. Becausethe analysis is
repeatedwith each pair of subjects,you don't need to calculate sample size before
you begin.
Other specialmethodsare designedto allow periodic reanalysisafter every batch
of subjects.For example, you might test a new drug on 18 patients. If it works on

SAMPLESIZE
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none, stop. If it works on any, then continue testing on more patients.These methods
take into account the multiple analyses.

SUMMARY
Before beginning a study, investigatorsneed to know how many subjectsto include.
You need enough subjects to get valid results, but want to avoid wasting time and
money by using too many subjects.There are two approachesyou can use to calculate
the neededsample size. One approachasks how many subjectsare neededso that the
confidence interval (or the confidence interval of a difference) has a desired width.
The other approachasks how many subjectsare neededso that you have a specified
power to obtain a significant difference (with a specifiedvalue of cr) given a specified
experimentalhypothesis.In order to use either of thesemethods,you need to estimate
the standarddeviation of the values (if the outcomeis a measurement)or the estimated
value of the proportion (if the outcome is binomial).

oBfEcTlvEs
. Without using books or computers,you should know what information is neededto
calculatesamplesize in variouscircumstances.
. Using books, calculator, or computer, you should be able to determine the sample
size neededto determinea mean or proportion to within a specifiedtolerance.You
should alsobe ableto calculatethe necessarysamplesizeto find a specifieddifference
with specifiedpower.

PROBTEMS
1. You are preparing a grant for a study that will test whether a new drug treatment
lowers blood pressuresubstantially. For previous experience,you know that 15
rats in each group is enough. Preparea convincing power analysis to justify that
sample size.
2 . The overall incidence of a diseaseis I in 10,000. You think that a risk factor
increasesthe risk. How many subjectsdo you need if you want to have 95Vopower
to detect a relative risk as small as 1.1 in a prospectivestudy?
3 . How large a sample would you need in an election poll to determine the percent
voting for each candidateto within IVo? What assumptionsare you making?
4. Can a study ever have l00%opower?
5 . About l}Va of patientsdie during a certain operation.A new techniquemay reduce
the death rate. You are planning a study to comparethe two procedures.You will
randomly assignthe new and standardtechnique,and compare the operativedeath
rate.
A. How many subjectsdo you need to have 957opower to detect a lOVoreduction
in death rate (ct : 0.05)?
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B . How many subjectsdo you need to have 60Vopower to detect a 50Voreduction

in deathrate (cr : 0.10)?
C. Is it ethical to compare a new technique (that you think is better) with a stan_
dard technique?
6. Lymphocytescontainbeta-adrenergicreceptors.Epinephrinebinds to thesereceptors
and modulates immune responses.It is possible to count the averagenumber of
receptorson human lymphocytes using a small blood sample.You wish to test the
hypothesisthat peoplewith asthmahave fewer receptors.By readingvariouspapers,
you learn that there are about 1000 receptorsper cell and that the coefficient of
variation in a normal population is about 25Vo.
A. How many asthmaticsubjectsdo you need to determinethe receptornumber to
plus or minus 100 receptorsper cell with 90vo confidence?
B . You want to compare a group of normal subjectswith a group of asthmatics.
How many subjectsdo you need in each group to have 8O7opower to detect a
mean decreaseof l}Vo of the receptor using o : 0.05?
C. How many subjectsdo you need in each group to have 95Vo power to detect a
mean difference in receptor number of 5Vowith cr : 0.01?
7. You read the following in a journal:
Beforestartingthestudy,we calculated
thatwith a powerof 80Voanda significance
level
of 5Vo,130 patientswould be requiredin eachgroupto demonstrate
a l5-percentagepoint reductionin mortality(from the expectedrateof 33 percentto l8 percent).*
A. Explain in plain languagewhat this means.
B. Show the calculations,if possible.

*MA Hayes, AC Timmins, EHS Yau, M Palazzo, CJ Hinds, D Watson. Elevation of systemic oxygen
delivery in the treatment of critically ill patients. N Engl J Med 33:1717-1722, 1994.
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Even if you use computer programs to calculate statisticaltests, it is helpful
to know how the testswork. This part explains the most commonly used tests
in reasonabledetail. The next part explains more advancedtestsin less detail.

23
ComparingTwo Groups:Unpairedt Test

Example23.1
To keep the calculationssimple, we will use thesefake data comparingblood pressures
in a sample of five medical studentsfrom the first- (MS1) and second- (MS2) year
class.You've alreadyseenthesedata in Chapter l0 (Table 23.1).
M SI: 1 2 0 ,8 0 , 9 0 , 1 1 0 ,9 5
M S2 : 1 0 5 , 1 3 0 , 1 4 5 ,I2 5 , l l 5
Now we want to calculatea P value that answersthis question:If the two populations
have identical means,what is the probability that the differencebetweenthe meansof
two random samplesof five subjectswill be as large (or larger) than the difference
actually observed?
There are severalmethodsto calculatethis P value, and this example is continued
in the next chapter.For this chapter,we'll make the assumptionthat the two populations
follow a Gaussiandistribution and will calculatethe P value with a t test.
The P value obviously dependson the size of the difference. If the difference is
large, the P value must be small. But large compared to what? The t test compares
the size of the difference between meanswith the standardeffor (SE) of that difference,
which you have already learned to calculate in Chapter 7. The SE of the difference
combines the standarddeviations (SDs) of the groups and the number of data points.
Equation 23.1 definesthe t ratio, simply called:
difference between means
SE of difference

t:

df:N,o,4-2.

(23.r)

If the two groups are the same size, calculatethe SE of the difference using Equation
23.2. Otherwiseuse Equation23.3. (You've alreadyseentheseequationsin Chapter7.)

SEof difference(equalN) : fBMtr
Pooled SD :

(23.2)

( N . - l ) . s D 3+ ( N r- 1 ) . S D 3
N"+Nb-2

SE of difference : pooled SD
For this example,t :

SEIv(.

25/9.84: 2.538.
207

(23.3)
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Table 23.1. Example23.1Blood Pressure
Data
Mean

A: (MSl)
B: (MS2)
Difference(B-A)

99
r24
25

SD
15.97
15.17

957o Confidence Interval

7.14
6.78
9.84

7 9 . 1 7t o 1 1 8 . 8 2
105.17
to 142.83
2.29to 47.7|

SOMENOTESON t
The sign of t only tells you which mean is larger. In this example, t is positive
becausethe difference was defined as the mean of group B minus the mean of group
A. It would have been negativehad the differencebeen defined as the mean of group
A minus the mean of group B.
Becauset is a ratio, it doesn't have any units.
You don't need raw data to calculate t. You can do all the calculations from the
mean, standarderror of the mean (or SD), and sample size of each group.

OBTAININGTHEP VALUEFROMt, USINCA TABLE
If you don't use a computer program that calculatesan exact P value, you need to
determinethe P value using a table.
To convert t to a P value, you have to know three things:
. What is the value of t? If it is negative,remove the minus sign
convert
its absolutevalue). As t gets higher, P gets smaller.
. Do you want to calculatea one- or two-tailed P value?For reasonsalreadymentioned,
this book always usestwo-tailed P values.
. How many degreesof freedom (d0 are there?For a two-samplet test, df is two less
than the total number of subjects,in this casedf : 8. If you haven't studiedstatistics
intensively, the rules for calculating df are not always intuitive, and you needto just
learn them or look them up. For any particular value of t, P gets smaller as df gets
bigger.
A portion of a t table is shown in Table 23.2. Look acrossthe line for df : 8. Under
ct,: 0.05 is the value 2.306. Our t is higher than this, so our P value is less than 0.05.
Under a : 0.01 is the value 3.355. Since this is higher than our value of t, our P value
is not this low. Thus the P value for example23.l is lessthan 0.05 but greaterthan 0.01.
The table shown here, and the longer Table A5.5 in the Appendix are similar to
tables in many other books. Table A5.4 in the Appendix is less standard.In this table,
the columns represent df, the rows are various values of t, and you read the P value
directly. With this table, we can bracketthe P value between0.037 (t : 2.5) and 0.032
(t : 2.6). As we have already seen, a computer program can calculate the P value
with more precision; in this casethe two-tailed P value is 0.035.
Although consulting statisticaltablesshouldbe no more complicatedthan reading
an airline timetableor a newspaper'sfinancial page,the inconsistentuse of terminology
makes the use of statisticaltables more challenging.You should find severalstatistics
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Table 23.2. Determiningthe P Value from t
cr (two-tailed)

6
7
8
9
l0
t5
20
r00

0.250

0.200

0.150

0.100

0.050

0.010

0.001

r.273
1.254
r.240
r.230
r . 221
1.197
1. 1 8 5
1.157

t.440
t.4t5
t.397
1.383
r.372
t.341
t.325
t.290

1.650
1.617
r.592
r.574
1.559
1.517
t.497
1.451

t.943
1.895
1.860
r.833
1.812
|.753
r.725
r.660

2.447
2.365
2.306
2.262
2.228
2.13r
2.086
1.984

3.707
3.499
3.355
3.250
3.169
2.947
2.845
2.626

5.959
5.408
5.041
4.781
4.587
4.073
3.850
3.390

books and look up the P value for this example.Some potentially confusing points are
as follows: Some books label the columns as P values instead of cr values. In this
context, ct and P mean almost the samething. The P value is calculatedfor particular
data;the a value is a thresholdP value below which you term the difference significant.
Other books label the columns with one minus the P value. In this case you need to
look in the column labeled .95 to get the critical value for P : 0.05. In some books,
it is difficult to tell whether the P values are one or two tailed.

THE t DI S T RI B UT I O NAN D T H E ME AN IN G O F TH E P V A IU E *
If you repeatedthe experiment many times, you would get many different values for
t. Statisticianshave figured out what this distribution looks like when the null hypothesis
is true. This probability distribution dependson the number of df.
Our examplehad five subjectsin each group, and so had 8 df (5 + 5 - 2). Figure
23.1 shows the distribution of t with 8 df assumingthat the null hypothesisis true.
This graph shows the probability distribution of all possible values of t that could be
obtained if the null hypothesis were true. The area under the curve representsthe
results of all possible experiments.In our particular experiment,t : 2.54. All values
of t greater than 2.54 or less than -2.54 are shaded.The two-tailed P value is the
fraction of all possible experiments(under the null hypothesis)that would lead to t >
2.54 or t < -2.54. In other words, the P value is the fraction of the total area under
the curve that is shaded.By inspection you can see that each tail is a small fraction
of the total. Exact calculations reveal that each tail representsI .7Voof all possible
experiments (again, assuming that the null hypothesis were true). The two-tailed P
value is therefore the sum of those two tails, which is 3.4vo or 0.034.
The probability distribution of t shown in Figure 23.1 is for 8 df. If you have
more data points, and thus more df, the probability distribution is more compact.
Figure 23.2 shows the probability distribution for t under the null hypothesisfor 2,
6, and 1000 df. With many df, the distribution is almost identical to a Gaussian
distribution.
xThis section is more advancedthan the rest. You may skip it without
loss of continuity.
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Figure 23.1. The t distribution for eight degreesof freedom (DF). The figure showsthe probability distribution for t assuming8 degreesof freedom (total of ten subjectsin both groups)assuming
the null hypothesisis really true. In the example, t : 2.54. All values of t greaterthan 2.54 and
less than -2.54 are solid. The area of thesesolid areasas a fraction of the total area under the
curve rs 3.4Vo,which is the P value.

ASSUMPTIONSOFATTEST
The t test is basedon these assumptions:
' The samples are randomly selectedfiom, or at least representative
of, the larger
populations.
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Figure 23.2. The t distribution dependson the number of degreesof freedom. This figure shows
the distribution of t under the null hypothesisfor df : 2, df : 6, and df : 1000. When there
are many degreesof freedom, the t distribution is virtually identical to the Gaussian(z) distribution.
With fewer degrees of freedom, the t distribution is wider.
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Observe{ Difference
I
I
I
I
I

DifferenceBetween Mians

Not significant
-50

-25

0

25

50

DifferenceBetween Means
The width of the 95Vo
betweenCIs and statisticalsignificance.
Figure 23.3. The relationship
thatwouldbe not significant(ct : 0.05).In this
CI equalsthe width of therangeof differences
example,the957oCI doesnot include0 andtherangeof not significantvaluesdoesnot include
the observeddifference.
. The two sampleswere obtained independently.If the subjectswere matched,or if
then the paired t test should
the two samplesrepresentbefore and after measurements,
be used instead.
. The observationswithin each sample were obtained independently.Choosing any
one member of the population does not alter the chance of sampling any one else.
. The data are sampled from populations that approximate a Gaussiandistribution.
With large samples,this assumptionis not too important.
. The SD of the two populations must be identical. If you are unwilling to assume
that the SDs are equal, look in a more advancedbook for modifications of the t test
that do not require this assumption.

THE RE LA T I O NS HI PB ET W E ENC ON F ID E N C EIN TE R V A TSA N D
H YPO T HE S I ST E S T IN G*
Confidenceintervals and hypothesistesting are closely related.Figure 23.3 shows the
relationship between the CI and hypothesis testing for the blood pressureexample.
The top part of the figure shows the 95VoCI for the difference between means.The
calculationswere explainedin Chapter7. The CI is centeredon the observeddifference
between sample means and extendsin each direction by a half-width defined by Equation 23.4:
Half-width : t* . SE of difference.

*This section is more advanced than the rest. You may skip it without loss of continuity.

(23.4)
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For this example, the critical value of t is 2.306 and the SE of the difference is
9.84. So the 95VoCl extendsa distanceof 22.69 on either side of the observedmean
differenceof 25. Thus theg1vo CI box extendsfrom 2.31 to 47.69.We can be95Vo
sure that the true difference between population means lies within this range, which
is shown as a box in the top part of the figure.
The bottom half of the figure shows the results of hypothesistesting. Given the
sample size and scatter,any difference between means inside the box would be not
significant, and any difference outside the box would be statistically significant. Determining where to draw the box is easy. We can rearrangeEquation 23.1 to Equation 23.5:
Difference between means : t*

SE of difference.

(23.s)

From Table 23.2, we know that any value of t between -2.306 and 2.306 will
yield a P value (two-tailed) greaterthan 0.05 (assuming8 d0. From our data we know
the SE of the difference is 9.84. So a difference between sample means of 2.306 x
9.84 : 22.69 (in either direction) would be right on the border of significance.The
not significant box extends from a mean difference of -22.69 to 22.69. Given the
sample size and scatter,any difference betweenmeansof less than -22.69 or greater
than 22.69 would be statistically significant.
As you can see graphically (Figure 23.3) and algebraically (Equations23.3 and
23.4), the two boxes in Figure 23.3 arethe samesize. The width of the 95VoCI equals
the range of differencesthat are not significant.
In this example, the 95VoCI does not include 0, and the not significant zone does
not include the actual difference between means (25). This is a general rule. If the
95VoCl for the difference betweenmeanscontains 0, then the P value (two-tailed) is
greaterthan 0.05. If the 95VoCI does not contain 0, then the P value is less than 0.05.
If one end of the 95VoCI is exactly 0, then the P value (two-tailed) is exactly 0.05.
Similarly, rf a99Vo CI contains0, then the P value is greaterthan 0.01, and if one end
of a99Vo CI is exactly 0, then the two-tailedP value is exactly 0.01.
Figure 23.4 shows what would have happenedhad the differencebetweenmeans
been equal to 20 (with the same sample size and SDs). The 957o CI has the same
width as before, but is now shifted to the left and includes 0. The not significant zone
hasn't changedbut now includesthe observeddifference(20). For this alteredexample,
the P vplue would be greater than 0.05 and not significant. The 95VoCI starts at a
negative number and goes to a positive number, crossing 0.
If you read a paper that reports a t test without a CI, it is usually easyto calculate
it yourself, even without accessto the raw data. Recall that the equationfor the CI of
a difference (Equation 7.3) requires you to know the difference between means, the
critical value of t, and the SE of the difference. The difference is usually presentedin
the paper or tables, or it can be estimated from the graphs. The critical value of t
comes from a table: it is not the same as the t ratio calculatedfrom the data. The SE
of the differenceis rarely presentedin publishedpapers.However, the t ratio is usually
presented,and it equals the difference between means (which you know) divided by
the SE of the difference. Thus you can calculate the SE of the difference from the t
ratio and the difference.
As an example,let's assumethat the data for our example were presentedincompletely as mean values(124 and 99), samplesize (N : 5 in each group), t ratio (2.54),
and P value (P < 0.05). How can we calculate the 95VoCI of the difference? The t
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Figure23.4. Therelationship
between
CIsandstatistical
significance,
continued.
In thisexample,
the95VoCI includes0 andthe rangeof not significantvaluesincludesthe observeddifference.

ratio (2.54) is equal to the difference (25) divided by the SE of the difference. Thus
the SE of the difference must equal 25/2.54 or 9.84. The critical value of t for 8 df
for a 95VoCI is 2.306 (from Table A5.3 in the Appendix). Thus the 95VoCI for the
differencebetweenthe meansis 25 -r 2.306 x 9.94, which equals2.3 to 47.7.
Note the similarities and differences in calculating the P value and the CI. To
calculatethe P value, you start with the differencebetweenmeans,calculatethe t ratio,
and end up with a probability. To calculate the 95VoCI, you start with the probability
(95Vo),find the critical value of t that coffespondsto that probability, and end up with
a range of differences (the confidence interval). It is easy to get confused by the
different uses of t. When calculating a P value, you first calculate the t ratio for that
particular set of data and determine the probability (P). When calculating a CI, you
start with a probability (usually 95Voconfidence)and use a table to find the critical
value of t for the appropriatenumber of df. When calculating a CI, it is a mistake to
use the t ratio actually calculatedfor the data rather than the critical value of t needed
for 95Voconfidence.If you mistakenly do this, one end of the CI will equal exactly
0. In this book we use the variable t to refer to a calculatedratio and t* to refer to a
critical value you look up on a table. other books do it differentlv.

CATCUTATING THE POWER OF A t TEST*
You alreadyknow that statisticalpower is the answerto this question:If the difference
between the means of two populations equals a hypothetical value As, then what is
*This section contains the equationsyou
need to calculate statisticsyourself. you may skip it without loss
of continuitv.
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the probability that you will obtain a significant P value when comparing two random
samplesof the size actually used?
When you attemptto calculatethe power of a study, you encountertwo problems:
. You need to know the standarddeviation of the populations, but only know the
standarddeviations of your samples.
. You need to know the distribution of t if the null hypothesis is not true. This is
difficult to calculate,and even difficult to look up since the tables are enormous.
These problems make it difficult to calculate the power exactly. However, it is
pretty easy to calculate the power approximately, and Equation 23.6 shows one way
to do it.* This equation should only be used when df > 10.
AH
Z*** : (
SE of difference

,.)lffi]

(23.6)

Let's look at the variables in the equation.
. t* is the critical value of the t distribution. When calculating a t test, if t : t* then
P : cr. Its value dependson the value you pick for a and on the number of df. Use
Table A5.3 in the Appendix. Use the column for 95Voconfidenceif you set a (twotailed) equal to 0.05. Use the column for997o confidenceif you set c : 0.01.
. As is the hypotheticaldifferencebetweenpopulation means.Deciding on a value for
As is not alwayseasy.It is a scientificdecision,not a statisticalone.As is a hypothetical
differencethat you think would be worth detecting.Tiny differencesare never worth
detecting; huge differences always are. Given the context of the experiment, you
need to decide on reasonabledefinitions for tiny and huge and to find a value in the
middle that you think would be definitely important enough to detect.You can then
calculatethe power of the study to find a significant difference if the real difference
was that large. You don't have to choose a single value for An. Instead you can
calculate the power of a study for several values of As and make a graph or table
of power versusAs.
. If you are calculating the power of a published study, then you know the SE of the
difference. or can calculate it from the SD (or SEM) and size of the samplesusing
Equation 23.2or 23.3.If you are calculatingthe power of a study you plan to perform,
then you still use thoseequations,but estimatethe value of the SDs from pilot studies
or published articles.
to power, you need to find the probability that a random number
To convert Zpo*",
chosenfrom a standardnormal distribution (mean : 0, SD : 1) has a value less than
The answersare tabulatedin Table A5.6 in the Appendix. Half of the values in
zpower.
the standardnormal distribution are negative and half are positive. So the power is
:0, the power is greater than 50Vowhen z**", is positive, and the
50Vo when zpower
power is less than 5OVowhen z**", is negative.In equation 23.6, the term in brackets

*This equation is not well known. I adapted it from W. L. Hays, Srarisfics, 4th ed., Harcourt Brace,
Orlando, 1988.
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on the right side is always close to 1.0 and so affects the calculation of power by at
most a few percentagepoints. Leaving out that term, an easierapproximationis shown
in Equation233.
Zpwer

-

AH

SE of difference

-

1i<

(23.7)

To make senseof this equation, let's see how it is affected by the variables.
. If you increaseAs, lou will increasethe value of zpo*.,,and increasethe power. A
study has more power to detect a big difference than to detect a small one.
. If you lower ct, you will increaset*, which will decreasethe value of z**.,, and
decreasethe power. In other words, if you set a stricter threshold for statistical
significance,the power of the study will decrease.If you want fewer Type I errors,
you have to accept more Type II errors.
. If you increasethe sample size, the SE of the difference will be smaller, So Zpower
will be larger and the power will be larger. Larger studies are more powerful than
small studies.
. If the data have less scatter,the SE of the difference will be smaller, so zoo*.,.
will
be larger and the power will be higher. A study has more power to detectdifferences
when the data have little scatter.

EXAMPTE23.2
Motulsky et al. asked whether people with hypertension(high blood pressure)have
altered numbersof cr2adrenergicreceptorson their platelets.* There has been a lot of
speculationabout the role of the autonomic nervous system in hypertension,so these
investigatorsaskedabout possiblechangesin the number of receptorsfor epinephrine.
They studied platelets becausethey are accessiblein a blood sample and are thought
to representreceptorsin other organs.They studied 18 hypertensivemen and 17 controls
of the same age range. The platelets of hypertensiveshad an averageof 257 + 14
receptorsper platelet (mean -r SEM) and the controls had an averageof 263 +- 2l
receptorsper platelet.The authorsconcludedthat receptornumberwas not significantly
different. If the true differencebetweenmeanreceptornumberin controls and hypertensives was 50 receptors/cell,what was the power of this study to find a significant
difference with P < 0.05 (two-tailed)?
First calculatethe SE of the mean differenceusing equation23.3 (after calculating
the SDs from the SEMs). The SE of the mean difference is 25.0 receptors/cell.From
Table A5.3, t* : 2.04 for 33 df. From the question,A" : 50. Using Equation 23.7,
zpwer: -0.04. From Table 45.6, the power is about 48Vo.Using the longer equation
23.6 would not changethe answermuch. If the differencein mean number of receptors
in the overall populationsreally was 50 sites/cell,there was only about a 487o chance
that a study of this size would have found a significant difference with P < 0.05.

*HJ Motulsky, DT O'Connor, PA Insel. Plateleta2 receptorsin treatedand untreatedessentialhypertension.
Clinical Science 64:265-272. I 983.
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PROBTEMS
l. Calculate the t test for ExampleT.l. The authors compared stool output between
treatedand untreatedbabies.The resultswere 260 -+-254 (SD) for 84 control babies
and 182 +- 197 for 85 treatedbabies.
Calculate the t test for Problem 2 in Chapter 7 (transdermalnicotine example).
A. Explain why power goes up as A gets larger.
B. Explain why power goes down as SD gets larger.
C. Explain why power goes up as N gets larger.
D. Explain why power goes down as cr gets smaller.
4. For the study in example 23.2, calculate the following:
A. Calculate the t test and determinethe t ratio and the P value.
B. What was the power of that study to detect a mean difference of 25 sites/cell?
C. What was the power of that study to detect a mean difference of 100 sites/cell?
D. If the study were repeatedwith 50 subjectsin eachgroup, what would the power
be to detect a difference of 50 sites/cell?

24
ComparingTwo Means:
The Randomization
and

Tests
Mann-Whitney

INTRODUCTION TO NONPARAMETRICTESTS
As you learned in the last chapter,the unpaired t test is basedon the assumptionthat
the data are sampledfrom two populationsthat follow a Gaussiandistribution. Because
the t test is basedon an assumptionabout the distribution of values in the population,
it is termed a parametric test. Most parametric tests, like the t test, assumethat the
populationsare Gaussian.
Nonparametric tests make no rigid assumptionsabout the distribution of the
populations.This chapterpresentstwo nonparametricteststhat can be usedto compare
two groups. The most commonly used nonparametrictest is the Mann-Whitney rank
sum test. Like many nonparametrictests,this test works by performing all calculations
on the ranks of the values (rather than the actual data values). Becausecalculations
are basedon rank ratherthan values,this test is barely influencedif a value is especially
high or low. These values are called outliers. Tests that are resilient to outliers are
called robust tests.The Mann-Whitney test is a robust nonparametrictest.
Other nonparametrictests analyzethe actual data values. Before presentingthe
Mann-Whitney test, I present the exact randomization test, a nonparametrictest that
usesthe actual data rather than ranks.

WHAT IS THE EXACT RANDOMIZATION TEST?
The randomizationtest, also called the exactprobability test or the permutation test,
is easierto understandthan the t test. It is presentedhere as an aid to learning. If you
understandthe randomizationtest, then you really understandp values.
You don't have to think about populations and samples.Instead,you only have
to think about the data you actually collected.If the null hypothesisis true, then each
particular value could just as easily have come from one group as from the other.
Thus, any shuffling of the valuesbetweenthe two groups (maintaining the samplesize
of each) would be just as likely as any other arrangement.To calculate the P value,
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find out what fraction of all these rearrangementswould result in means that are as
far apart (or more so) than actually observed.
To perform the exact randomization test, do the following:
t. List all possibleways to shufflethe observedvaluesbetweenthe two groups,without
changing the number of observationsin each group.
2. Calculate the difference between means for each of these possible arrangements.
3. Compute the fraction of the arrangementsthat lead to a difference between means
that is as large or larger than the difference that was experimentally observed.
Conceptually this is quite easy. The hard part is keeping the details straight.

CATCULATING THE EXACTRANDOMIZATION TEST*
In the BP example, we have five measurementsin each group. To calculatethe exact
How
randomization test, the first step is to list all possible ways to shuffle the data.
The
five
each?
of
groups
many ways can the 10 data points be divided up into two
list
paragraph),
next
the
answer turns out to be 252. You can either trust me (and skip
all the possibilities yourself, or read the next paragraph.
(MSl)' which
We start with the 10 numbers,and want to selectfive for group A
that can be
values
possible
leaves the other five for group B (Ms2). There are 10
values
remaining
nine
selectedto place in the first position of group A. Then there are
remaining
are
eight
that can be selectedfor the secondposition of group A. Then there
there are six
values that can be selected as the third value of group A' . . . Finally
become
values
remaining
possiblevaluesleft to place in the fifth position group A. The
permutations
X
6
X
7
group B, and no choices are left. Thus there are 10 X 9 X 8
is sensitiveto
of values that can be selectedfor group A. However, this calculation
five values is
of
set
the order in which the values *eti chosen for group A' Every
substantially
calculation
counted many times. Becausewe don't care about order that
by the
divide
must
we
over counts the number of possibilities. To correct for this,
this
and
group
A,
within
number of ways each group tr fiu. numbers can be arranged
f aysrodividethel0numbersinto
is5! (5 x 4 X z Xz x 1).Sothenumberow
two grouPsis:

10x9x8x7X6

: 252

(24.r)

5x4x3X2xl
two populations, then each
If there were no difference in the distribution of BPs in the
probable' How many
equally
been
have
should
data
of these 252 waysof shuffling the
25.0 units smaller
least
at
value
mean
a
having
A
group
of these possibilities lead to
in one group
values
largest
the
putting
by
them,
list
can
than the mean of group B? W;
and the smallest in the other (Table 24'l)'
groups A and
of the 252 different ways the data points can be shuffled between
(including the one actually
B (maintaining five values in each group), two arrangements
a larger difference' and the
observeti) have a difference of 25,four arrangementshave

*This section is more advanced than the rest. You may skip it without loss of continuity'
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Table 24.1. ReanangementsWhere the Mean Values of Group A
Are > 25 Units Smaller than Group B

Group

Values

Difference
Between Means

A
B

80,90, 95, 110. 120
1 0 5 ,I 1 5 ,1 2 5 ,1 3 0 ,1 4 5

25 (Actual data)

A
B

8 0 , 9 0 , 9 51, 0 5 1
, 20
110,115, 125,130,145

27

A
B

80,90,95, 105,1l0
1 1 5 , 1 2 0 , 1 2 5 , 1 3104, 5

31

A
B

8 0 , 9 0 , 9 5l ,l 0 , l 1 5
1 0 5 ,1 2 0 ,1 2 5 , 1 3 0 , 1 4 5

27

A
B

80,90, 95. 105.I 15
r 10,120,125,130,145

29

A
B

8 0 , 9 0 , 9 51, 0 5 1
, 25
I 10,115, 120,t30. 145

25

remaining 247 ways have smaller differences.So if we start with the null hypothesis
that BP is unrelatedto medical school class, we can state there is only a 2.3BVo
(6/252) chancethat the five individuals in group A would have a mean BP 25 or more
units smaller than that of the five individuals in group B. The one-tailed p value is
0.0238. By symmetry, there is an equal chance(under the null hypothesis)that group
A would have a mean BP 25 or more units higher than group B. The two-tailed p
value is twice the one-tailedP value, or 0.0476.
This analysis is shown in Figure 24.1. It shows all 252 ways the data can be
reaffanged.The X axis shows possibledifferencesbetweenthe mean blood pressures.
The Y axis shows the number of rearrangementsthat give a particular difference
between means. The area under the curve representsall 252 ways to rearrangethe
data. The shadedarea on the right representthe six possibilities in which the mean
difference equals or exceedsthe observedvalue. The one-tailedP value, therefore,is
that shadedarea divided by the total area under the entire graph. The two-tailed p
value is that area plus the matching area on the other side (or tail) of the distribution.
Unlike the t distribution, which is smooth, this distribution is chunky. There are
a limited number of possibleways to rearrangethe data and thus only a limited number
of possible differences.

tARcE SAMPLES:THE APPROX|MATERANDoMtzATtoN

TEsr

The exact randomizationtest requiresthe computerprogram to systematicallyexamine
every possiblerearrangementof the data. With large data sets,the number of possible
rearrangementsbecomesastronomical,and the exact randomizationtest is beyond the
capability of even the fastest computers.Instead of examining all reaffangementsof
the data, you can just look at some rearangementsusing the approximaterandomization test:
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One-tailP value
equafs61252or

o.o24

Mean Difference in BP
Figure 24.1. Exact randomization test. The figure shows all252 ways that the ten data points
can be shuffled with five data points in each group. The X axis shows the difference between
means,and the Y axis shows the number of possible arrangementsthat would lead to that big
a difference between means. The dark area on the right shows the six atrangements that lead
to a difference between means as large or larger than observed in the example. The dark area
on the left shows the six arrangementsthat lead to a difference betweenmeansas large or larger
than observedin the examplebut in the other direction. The two-tailed P value is 121252or 0.048.

1. Randomly shuffle the values between the two groups.
2. Tabulate the answer to this question: Is the difference between the means of the
two groups in the shuffled data larger or smaller than the difference between the
means of the actual samples?
3. Repeatsteps 1 and 2 many (perhapsseveralthousand)times.*
4. The P value is the fraction of the rearrangementsin which the difference between
meanswas greaterthan or equal to the difference you observed.This P value is an
estimateof the true P value. The accuracyof the estimatedependson how many
times steps1 and 2 wererepeated.Since the P value is a proportion, you may calculate a confidenceinterval as explained in Chapter 2.
Whereas the exact randomization test systematically examines all possible rearrangements,the approximaterandomization test examines a random selection of the
possibilities.

THE RE LA T I O NS H IPB ET W E ENT H E R AN D OMIZA TION TE S T
AN D T HE t T E S T
At first glance,the P value from the randomizationtestseemsto answera very different
question than the P value from the t test.
To interpret the P value from the t test, you must imagine a Gaussianpopulation
from which you select many different samples.The P value is the fraction of those

*It is possiblethat you may randomly shuffle the values the sameway on two different iterations.That's OK.
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samples in which the means are as far apart (or more so) than you observed with the
actual data. You don't actually have to generateall those samples,as it can all be done
by mathematicalcalculations.
To interpret the P value from the randomization test, you don't have to think
about sampling different data from the population. Instead, you only deal with the
actual values you obtained in the experiment. Rather than hypothesizing about other
data that might have been obtained from the theoreticalpopulation, you hypothesize
about how these particular values could have been shuffled between the two groups.
You (or your computer) actually have to shuffle the data; there is no mathematical
shortcut.The P value is the fraction of the rearrangementsthat have meansas far apart
or more so than actually observed.
Even though it soundslike the P values from the two methods answer different
questions,the two are usually similar, especially with large samples.
The randomizationtest is rarely used, and you may never encountera paper that
analyzesdata using it. The randomizationtest (with more than a tiny sample)requires
a computer, and computersweren't cheap until recently. And even with a computer,
randomizationtestscan be slow. For thesereasons,the t test is far more popular than
the randomization test. If you find the logic of a randomization test to be easier to
follow than the logic of the t test, you can consider the P value from a t test to be an
approximation for the P value from the randomizationtest.

MAN N.W HI T NE Y T E S T
The Mann-Whitney test is similar to the randomizationtests,exceptthat all calculations
are done on the ranks rather than the actual values. In calculating the Mann-Whitney
test, the first step is to rank the data points without paying attention to which are in
group A and which are in group B. In the example, all the blood pressurevalues are
different (there are no ties), so ranking is straightforward.If there were ties, each of
the tied values would receive the averageof the two or more ranks for which they tie.
In the BP example, the ranks look like Table 24.2.
Next, add up the ranks of the values in each group. Becausethe values in group
B tend to be larger, thesevalues have higher ranks, resulting in a larger sum of ranks.
The sum of the ranks in group A is 18; the sum of the ranks of group B is 37.
We need to calculate the answer to the following question: If the distribution of
ranks betweengroups A and B were distributedrandomly, what is the probability that
the difference between the sum of ranks would be so large? This question can be
answeredin a manner similar to the exact randomizationtest discussedin the previous
section. We know that there are 252 ways to arrange l0 ranks between 2 groups
(keeping 5 in each group). In how many of thesearrangementsis the sum of ranks in
group A 18 or smaller and the sum of ranks in group B 37 or larger? Keeping track
Table 24.2, Ranks in Blood PressureExample
Group
Group
Group
Group

A
A
B
B

values
ranks
values
ranks

t20
105
4

80
I
130
9

90
2
t45
l0

110
5
125
8

95
a
J

lt5
6
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Table 24.3. Anangements Where the Sum of
Ranks Are as Far Apart as Actually Observed
Group

Ranks

Sum of Ranks

A
B

l , 2 ,3 ,5 , 7
4 , 6 ,8 , 9 , l 0

JI

A
B

r,2,35
, ,6
4 , 7 . 8 . 9l .0

17
38

A
B

1 , 2 , 3 , 4 5,
6 , 7 ,8 , 9 , l 0

15
40

A
B

1,2,34
, ,7
5 , 6 , 8 , 9 ,l 0

t7
38

A
B

1,2,45
, ,6
3 ,7 ,8 , 9 ,1 0

aJ I

A
B

1 , 2 , 3 , 4 6,
5 , 7 , 8 , 9 ,l 0

16
39

A
B

18 (actual)

l8

18
aJ I

of the details is tedious, but it takes only a few minutes work to figure out that the
answer is seven.The possibilitiesare shown in Table 24.3. Since the order of the
values within each group is not important, we have arrangedeach group from low
rank to high rank (Table 24.3).
There are three ways to get ranks sums of 18 and 37, and four ways to get the
differenceof rank sums to be even more different (17 and 38, 16 and 39, 15 and 40).
There arc 245 other ways to arrangethe values so that the difference in ranks is less
extreme or in the opposite direction. The one-tailed P value is, therefore, 7/252 :
0.028. The two-tailed P value, which includes the possibility that the rank difference
is equally large but with group A, is twice the one-tailed value or 0.056.
Becausethe t test usesadditional information (or rather an additional assumption)
it is more powerful than the Mann-Whitney test when the assumptionsof the t test are
true. With large samples,the difference in power is trivial. With smaller samples,the
difference is more pronounced.If you have seven or fewer data points (total in both
groups), the Mann-Whitney test can never report a two-tailed P value less than 0.05
no matter how different the groups are.

PER F O RM I NGT H E M AN N .W H IT N E Y T ES T *
Like most statisticaltests, the calculations are best left to computers.If you wish to
calculatethe test yourself, follow these steps.Although the logic is simple, there are
two different ways to calculatethe test. The method actually describedby Mann and
Whitney involves calculating a variable termed U. An alternative, but equivalent,
*This section contains the equationsyou need to calculate statisticsyourself. You may skip it without loss
of continuitv.
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method describedby Wilcoxon involves calculating a variable termed 7. Each method
uses distinct set of tables. Both are presentedhere to accommodatewhatever set of
tables you find. Becauseequivalenttestswere developedby Wilcoxon and Mann and
Whitney, you will see this test referred to by either name. Wilcoxon also developed
a nonparametrictest for paired data that we will discussin the next section;the tables
neededfor the two tests are quite different, and it is easy to mix them up.
l. Rank all values in both groups. When ranking, don't pay attention to which group
a value is in. Give the smallest value in either value a rank of one, and give the
largest value in either group a rank equal to the total number of data points in both
groups. If two or more values are identical, assign each the averageof the ranks
for which they tie. Thus if two valuestied for the fifth and sixth ranks, assigneach
a rank of 5.5. If three valuestied for ranks Il, 12, and 13, assigneach a rank of
12. Rank according to the actual values, not the absolute values. Thus negative
numbers always have lower ranks than positive numbers.
2. Sum the ranks in eachgroup. Call the sum of ranks Tuand T6.Look in an appropriate
table to find the P value. Although this table is usually labeled for the "MannWhitney" or "rank sum" tests, it is sometimeslabeled for the "Wilcoxon rank
sum test," which must be distinguished from the "Wilcoxon signed rank test"
(used for paired data and describedin the next chapter).You will need to find the
appropriatespot in the table to account for the number of values in each group.
This book does not include tables for the Mann-Whitney test.
3. Some tables give the P value for U instead of T. U is calculatedas the smaller of
these two terms (n" and o6 are the numbersof data points in the two groups).
rur -- rtF^ -

n u ( n u* ! o r U :
n r ( n u* 1 )
u I u - Tl so-_Z
z

(24.2)

Use an appropriatetable to find the P value. You will need to find the appropriate
spot in the table to account for the number of values in each group.
4. Tables are availablefor small numbersof subjectsonly. If the number of data points
is large (more than about 10 per group), you may use the following method to
approximatea P value. After calculating U, use Equation 24.3 to calculate z:
z-

lU - n.n/21

ffi

(24.3)

Use Table A5.2 in the Appendix to determinea P value fromz, where z is from a
standardGaussiandistribution. This equation yields an approximate P value; the
larger the sample size, the better this approximation.If there were many ties in the
data,the denominatorof this equationshould be adjustedslightly. In this case,refer
to a more advancedbook or use a computer program.

ASSUMPT I O NSO F T HE MA N N .WH IT N E Y T E ST
The Mann-Whitney test is basedon these assumptions:
' The samples are randomly selectedfrom, or at least representativeof, the larger
populations.
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The two sampleswere obtained independently.If the subjectswere matched, or if
the two samplesrepresentbefore and after measurements,then the Wilcoxon test
should be used instead (see next chapter).
The observationswithin each sample were obtained independently.Choosing any
one member of the population does not alter the chanceof sampling any one else.
The two populations don't have to follow any particular distribution, but the two
distributions must have the same shape.

WHEN TO USENONPARAMETRIC
TESTS
It is not alwayseasyto decidewhenit is appropriate
to usea nonparametric
test.This
topic is discussed
at lengthin Chapter37 (pages297-300).

PROBTEMS
1. The datacomparethe numberof beta-adrenergicreceptorson lymphocytesof control
subjectsand those taking a drug.

Control

Drug

I162
1095
r327
126l
I 103
r235

892
903
lt64
1002
961
875

A. Calculate the Mann-Whitney test.
B . Calculate the t test.

25
Two PairedGroups:
Comparing
Pairedt and Wilcoxon Tests

WHEN TO USE SPECIATTESTSFOR PAIRED DATA
Often experimentsare designedso that the samepatientsor experimentalpreparations
are measured before and after an intervention. If you used the unpaired t test or the
Mann-Whitney test with such data, you would ignore part of the experimentaldesign.
You would be throwing away information, which is never a good thing to do. The
problem is that the unpaired tests do not distinguish variation among subjects from
variation due to differencesbetween groups. When subjects are matched or paired,
you should use a special paired test instead.
Paired analysesare appropriatein thesetypes of protocols:
' You measurea variable in each subject before and after an intervention.
' You recruit subjects as pairs, matched for variables such as age, postal code, or
diagnosis.One of the pair receives an intervention; the other does not (or receives
an alternative treatment).
. You measurea variable in twins or child/parent pairs.
' You run a laboratory experimentseveraltimes, each time with a control and treated
preparation handled in parallel.
More generally, you should use a paired test wheneverthe value of one subject
in the first group is expectedto be more similar to a particular subject in the second
group than to a random subject in the secondgroup. When the experimental design
incorporatespairing, you should use a statistical test that takes pairing into account.
Of course the pairing has to be done as part of the protocol, before the results are
collected.The decision about pairing is a questionof experimentaldesign and should
be made long before the data are analyzed.

CALCUTATING THE PATREDt TEST
To calculate the paired t test, follow these steps:
1. For each subject, calculate the change in the variable (keeping track of sign). If
you have matchedpairs, rather than before and after measurements,then calculate
the difference between the two.
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2. Calculate the mean and SE of these differences.
3. Calculate t
t-

Mean differences
SE of differences'

(2s.r)

Note that the denominator is the standarderror (SE) of the differences. To calculate
this value, tist all the differences(calculatedfor eachpair) and calculatethe standard
effor of the mean (SEM). The SE of the difference for the paired t test is not the
same as the SE of the difference for the unpaired test. If the pairing is effective,
this SE of the difference will be smaller in the paired test.
4. Determine the P value. The degrees of freedom equal the number of pairs minus
one. A paired t test has half as many degreesof freedom as the corresponding
unpaired test.
5. Calculate a 957o confidenceinterval (CI) for the mean differencesbetweenpairs:
(2s.2)
Mean difference -+-t* ' SE of differences.
When calculating the CI, remember to use the critical value of t* from a table.
Don't use the value of t calculatedfor these data calculatedin Step 3 above. The
number of degreesof freedom equals the number of subjects(or number of pairs)
minus 1.
To continue the blood pressureexample, let's assumethat we followed five students
and measuredtheir blood pressurein both the first and secondyears and collected the
data shown in Table 25.1. The first column is the same as before; the secondcolumn
is different.
Each row representsa single studentwhose blood pressurewas measuredtwice,
year
apart. The last column shows the increasein blood pressurefor each student.
a
The mean increaseis 8, and the SEM of the increaseis 3.74. The t ratio, therefore,
equals 2.14. Becausethere are five subjects,the number of df is four. The two-tailed
-2.3 to
P value is 0.0993; the 957o CI for the changein blood pressurerangesfrom
18.4. With so few subjects,the CI is quite wide.
If thesedata had been analyzedby an unpaired two-sample t test, the two-tailed
P value would have been0.370. By making repeatedmeasurementson the samesubject
andusing this information in the analysis,the experimentis more powerful and generates
a smaller P value and a narrower CI.

Table 25.1. Blood PressureData for Five
Students
MSI
Student A
Student B
Student C
Student D
Student E

120
80
90
ll0
95

MS2

ll5
95
105

r20
100

Change

-5
l5
l5
l0
5
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ASSUMPTIONSOF PAIREDt TEST
The pairs must be randomly selectedfrom, or at least representativeof, a larger
population.
The samplesmust be paired or matched.The matching between values in column
A and those in column B must be basedon experimentaldesign and decided before
the dataarecollected.It is not OK to "pair" datapointsafter they havebeencollected.
Each pair must be selectedindependentlyof the others.
The distribution of differences in the population must approximate a Gaussian
distribution.

,,RATIO" t TESTS*
Paired t tests are usually calculated,as describedabove, by calculating the difference
between pairs (by subtraction).This method tests an alternative hypothesis that the
intervention always causesthe same average absolute difference, regardlessof the
starting value. With many experimentalprotocols,the intervention will causethe same
averagerelative difference. In thesekinds of experiments,you would expect that the
size of the absolute difference would vary with the starting value, but the relative
change (as a ratio comparedto the starting value) would be constant.
One thought would be to expressall the data as a ratio, and then ask whether the
mean ratio differs significantly from 1.0 (using a one-samplet test, as describedin the
next section).The problem with this methodis that the ratio is intrinsically an asymmetrical measure.All possibilitiesin which the variable decreasesare expressedin ratios
between 0 and 1, and all possibilities where the variable increasesare expressedin
ratios greater than 1. The logarithm of the ratio is a more symmetrical measure,and
the distribution of the logarithms is more likely to be Gaussian.The logarithm of the
ratio is equal to the difference of logarithms:
. / after \ :
tog\U.for"
log(after) - log(before).
/

(2s.3)

Here is an easy way to analyzepaired data in which you think that the relative
difference is a more consistentmeasurethan the absolutedifference. Don't calculate
a ratio. Simply convert all values (before values and after values) to logarithms (either
natural logarithms or logarithms base 10), and then perform a paired t test on the
logarithms. In addition to the P value, the paired test will also yield the 95VoCI for
the difference between mean logarithms. Take the antilogarithm of both confidence
limits to expressthe CI in terms of ratios.
The decision as to whether to calculatethe paired t test on actual values (test for
absolutedifferences)or on the logarithm of the values (test for relative differences)is
a scientific decisionthat should be basedon the kinds of data you are analyzing.Ideally
*This section is more advancedthan
the rest. You may skip it without loss of continuity.
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Table 25.2. Enzyme
Activity in Control
VersusTreatedCells
Control

24
6
t6
5
2

52
ll
28
8
4

this decision should be made before the data are collected. The decision can have a
big impact, as shown in Table 25.2.
These data (which are not real) were collected to test whether treating cultured
cells with a drug increasesthe activity of an enzyme.Five different clones of the cell
were tested.With each clone, control and treatedcells were tested side by side. In all
five clones,the treatmentincreasedthe activity of the enzyme.An unpairedt test would
be inappropriate,becausethe experimentwas paired or matched.A paired t test yields
a t of 2.07 and a P value (two tailed) of .107. Why is there such a high P value with
such striking results?Recall that t is the ratio of the mean changedivided by the SEM
of the differences.In this example the SE is large, as the differencesrange from 2 to
28. It makes scientific sensein this example to think that the treatment will increase
the enzyme activity by a certain percentage,rather than a certain amount. If the cells
happenedto have a high control enzyme activity one day, you'd expect the drug to
have a bigger absolute effect but the same relative effect. Therefore, we take the
logarithm of all values and then perform the paired t test on the logarithms.The t ratio
is 11.81 and the P value is 0.0003. The 95VoCI for the difference of logarithms (base
10) is 0.21 to 0.33. Expressedthis way, the CI is hard to interpret.Convertboth ends
of the CI to antilogarithms,and the 957o CI for the ratio (treated/control)is 1.62 to
2.I4. The doubling in activity with treatmentis very unlikely to be a coincidence.

THE W I LCO X O N SIGN ED R AN K SU M T E ST
The nonparametric method to compare two paired groups is termed the Wilcoxon
Signed Rank Sum test. It is used in exactly the same situation as the paired t test
discussedearlier.
As usual, the details are best left to a computer program but are presentedhere
for reference:
l. For each pair, calculate the difference. Keep track of the sign. A decreaseis a
negative number, an increaseis positive.
2. Temporarily ignoring the sign, rank the absolute value of the differences.If any
differences are equal to 0, ignore them entirely. Rank the remaining differences
(the smallestdifference is number l).
3. Add up the ranks of all positive differencesand of all negative differences.These
sums are labeled T.
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4. Using an appropriatetable, find the P value correspondingto the values of T. Most
tables use the smaller value of T. When using the table you will need to use N, the
number of pairs (excluding pairs whose difference equals 0). If the two values of
T are far apart, the P value will be small.
For the blood pressureexample, there are five data pairs, T : 1.5 and 13.5, and the
two-tailed P value is 0.1250.If you have five or fewer pairs of datapoints, the Wilcoxon
test can never report a two-tailed P value less than 0.05, no matter how different
the groups.
The Wilcoxon Signed Rank Sum test dependson these assumptions:
. The pairs must be randomly selectedfrom, or at least representativeof, a larger
population.
. The samplesmust be paired or matched.The matching between values in Column
A and those in Column B must be basedon experimentaldesign and decided before
the dataarecollected.It is not OK to "pair" datapoints after they havebeencollected.
. Each pair must be selectedindependentlyof the others.

P ROBL E M S
1. These data are the same as those presentedin Problem I from Chapter 24. The
experimenterscomparedthe number of beta-adrenergicreceptorson lymphocytes
of control subjects and those taking a drug. Assume that each subject was first
measuredas a control and then while taking the drug.

A. Calculate the paired t test.
B. Calculate the Wilcoxon test.

Control

Drug

1162
r095
r327
t261
I 103
r235

892
903
lt64
1002
961
875

ComparingObserved

and Expected
Counts

ANATYZING COUNTED DATA
Assume that an average of ll%o of patients die during or immediately following a
certain risky operation. But last month 16 of 75 patients died. You want to know
whether the increasereflects a real changeor whether it is just a coincidence.Statistical calculationscannot answerthat questiondefinitively, but they can answera related
one: If the probability of dying hasremainedatl}Vo, what is the probability of observing
16 or more deathsout of 75 patients?If the probability of dying remainedat l}Vo, we
would expect lOVo X 75 : 7.5 deathsin an averagesample of 15 patients.But in a
particular sampleof 75 patients,we might seemore or less than the expectednumbers.
The data can be summarizedas given in Table 26.1.
Note that this table is not a contingencytable. In a contingencytable, the columns
must be alternativecategories(i.e., male/femaleor alive/dead).Here the table compares
observedand expectedcounts, which are not alternativeoutcomes.
The null hypothesisis that the observeddata are sampledfrom populationswith
the expected frequencies.We need to combine together the discrepanciesbetween
observedand expected,and then calculate a P value answering this question: If the
null hypothesiswere true, what is the chanceof randomly selectingsubjectswith this
large a discrepancybetween observedand expectedcounts?
We can combine the observedand expectedcounts into a variable 12 (pronounced
ki square).Chi-squareis calulated as
_ r _ \ (observed expected)r
A
exoected
t -

(26.r)

In this example,

u
/\ r : W + 67.5

( 1 6- 7 ' 5 ) 2 :
lo.7o.
7.5

(26.2)

Statisticianshave derived the distribution of chi-squarewhen the null hypothesis
is true. As the discrepanciesbetweenobservedand expectedvaluesincrease,the value
of chi-squarebecomeslarger, and the resulting P value becomessmaller. The value
of chi-squarealso tendsto increasewith the number of categories,so you must account
for the numberof categorieswhen obtaininga P value from chi-square.This is expressed
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COUNTS
AND EXPECTED
COMPARINGOBSERVED
Table 26.1. Data for Counted Data
Example

Alive
Dead
Total

# Observed

# Expected

59
l6
75

67.5
7.5
75

as the number of degreesof freedom. In this example there is only one degree of
freedom.This makessense.Once you know the total numberof patientsand the number
who died, you automaticallyknow the number who lived. The generalrule is that the
number of degreesof freedom equals the number of categoriesminus one.
Using a computer program or Table A5.7 we can determine that the P value is
0.001l. SinceP is so low, we suspectthat the null hypothesisis not true and that some
factor (beyond chance)is responsiblefor the increasein death rate. Chi-squareis also
used to analyzecontingencytables, as discussedin the next chapter.

TH E YA T E S 'CO NT I NU T T YC OR R E C T ION
Although the observedcounts, by definition, must be integers,the expectedcounts in
this caseappropriatelyinclude a fractional component.Therefore,it is impossible for
chi-squareto exactly equal 0, which makes it impossible for the P value to exactly
equal 1.0. In fact, the P value calculatedfrom chi-squarewill alwaysbe a bit too small.
This is parr of a larger problem of trying to map the discrete probability distribution
of counts to the continuous chi-square distributions. One solution is to avoid the
continuous distributions and to calculate exact probabilities using more appropriate
(and somewhat more difficult) methods based on the binomial distribution. Another
solution is to try to correctthe chi-squarecalculationsto give a more appropriateP value.
The correction is termed the continuity or Yates' correctiorz.With the correction,
the formula becomes:
-e x p e c te d l - 0.5):
r - s- (l o b s e rv e d
a^pa.r*

(26.3)

In this example,the resulting chi-squaredvalue is 9.48, which leads to a P value
of 0.0021. Unfortunately, the revised equationovercoffects,so the value of chi-square
is too low and the P value is too high. Becauseit is usually safer to overestimatethe
P value than to underestimateit, the correction is termed conservative, and many
statisticiansadvise using the correction routinely. Others advise never using it. The
continuity coffection is only used when there are one or two categories.
The correction makes little difference when the numbers are reasonably large. In
the example,there is little difference betweenP : 0.0011 and P : 0.0021. When the
numbers are smaller, the correction makes more difference. When the numbers are
very small (expectedvalues less than five), the chi-squaremethod does not work well
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at all, either with or without the correction, and you should use other methods (based
on the binomial distribution, not detailed in this book) to calculate the p value.

WHEREDOESTHE EQUATTON
COMEFROM?*
To understandthe basis of the chi-squareequation,it helps to see it in this
.,2_ s/observed expected\2
l-t
\
/
./expected

(26.4)

The numerator is the discrepancy between the expected and observed counts. The
denominatoris the standarderror of the expectednumber. As you'll learn in Chapter
28, counted data distribute according to the Poisson distribution, and the standard
effor of the number of expectedcounts approximately equals the squareroot of the
expectednumber.

PROBTEMS
1. You hypothesizethat a diseaseis inherited as an autosomaldominant trait. That
means that you expect that, on average,half of the children of people with the
diseasewill havethe diseaseand half will not. As a preliminary testof this hypothesis,
we obtain data from 40 children of patientsand find that only 14 have the disease.
Is this discrepancyenough to make us reject the hypothesis?

*This section is more advanced than the rest. You may skip it without loss of continuity.
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At the beginning of Chapter 8 you learned about the four kinds of experimental designs
whose resultscan be expressedas two proportions.Chapters8 and 9 showed you how
to calculate the 957oconfidence interval for the difference or ratio of those proportions.
This chapter teachesyou how to calculate a P value testing the null hypothesisthat
the two proportions are equal in the overall population. There are two tests you can
use, Fisher's exact test or the Chi-squaretest.

FISHER'SEXACTTEST
Although the details are messy, the idea of Fisher's exact test is fairly simple and is
similar to the exact randomization test you learned about in Chapter 24. Without
changing the row or column totals in the contingency table, construct all possible
tables.Fisher's test calculatesthe probability that eachof thesetableswould have been
obtained by chance.The two-sided P value is the sum of the probability of obtaining
the observedtable plus the probabilities of obtaining all other hypothetical tables that
are even less likely.* The calculations are messy, and you shouldn't try to do them
yourself. Tables are available,but are fairly tricky to use. Calculate Fisher's test with
a computer program. You already learnedhow to interpret the P value in Chapter 10.

CHr-SQUA RET E S TF OR 2 x 2 C ON T IN GE N C Y T AB TE S
Although the chi-squaretestis not as accurateas Fisher's test,it is far easierto calculate
by hand and is easier to understand.Recall Example 8.1, which examined disease
progressionin subjectstaking AZT or placebo. The results are shown again in Tabl e 2 7 .1.
First we must predict the expecteddata had the null hypothesisbeen exactly true
(with no random variation). You can calculate these expectedresults solely from the
data in the contingencytable. One's expectationsfrom previous data,theory, or hunch
are not used when analyzing contingency tables.
*Because of the discrete and asymmetrical nature of the exact distribution, the one-sided P value calculated
by Fisher's test does not always equal exactly half the two-sided P value, but is usually is close. In rare
cases,the one- and two-sided P values can be identical.
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Table 27.1. Example 8.1 ObservedData

AZT
Placebo
Total

DiseaseProgressed

No Progression

Total

76
129
205

399
332
t3l

475
461
936

Calculatingthe expectedvaluesis quite easy.For example,how many of the AZT
treated subjectswould you expect to have diseaseprogressionif the null hypothesis
were true? Combining both groups (looking at column totals), the diseaseprogressed
in205/936 : 2l.9Voof the subjects.If the null hypothesiswere true, we'd also expect
to observediseaseprogressionin 2l.9Vo of the AZT treated subjects.That means we
expectto seediseaseprogressionin 0.219 x 475 : 103.9of the AZT treatedsubjects.
The rest of the table can be completedby similar logic or (easier)by subtraction
(sinceyou know the row and column totals).The expecteddata are given in Table 27.2.
Of coursewe did not observethe expectedvaluesexactly. One reasonis that the
expectedvalues include fractions. That's OK, as thesevalues are the averageof what
you'd expect to see if you repeatedthe experimentmany times. The other reasonwe
did not observe the expectedvalues exactly is random sampling. You expect to see
different results in different experiments,even if the null hypothesisis true.
To quantify how far our results were from the expectedresults,we need to pool
together all the discrepanciesbetweenobservedand expectedvalues.As discussedin
the previous chapter, the discrepanciesbetween observed and expected values are
pooled by calculating a single number, 12 chi-square. The larger the discrepancy
between observedand expectedvalues, the larger the value of 12. The details of the
calculationsare presentedin the next section. For this example, xt : 18.9.
Statisticianshave computed the probability distribution of chi-squareunder the
null hypothesis.This distribution has been programmedinto computersand tabulated,
allowing you to figure out the P value. A large 12 value coffespondsto a small P value.
For this example,the P value is very low, less than 0.0001. If the null hypothesiswere
true, there is less than a 0.0l%ochanceof observing such a large discrepancybetween
observedand expectedcounts.

HOW TO CAICUIATE THE CH|-SQUARETESTFOR A 2 x 2
C ONT I NG E NCY T A BL E *
l. Createa table of expectedvalues.The expectedprobability that an observationwill
be in a certain cell is equal to the probability that an observation will be in the
correct row times the probability that it will be in the correct column. Multiply the
expected probability times the grand total to calculate the expected count. Turn
those sentencesinto equationsand simplify to Equation 27.1:

xThis section contains the equationsyou need to calculate statisticsyourself. You may
skip it without loss
of continuity.
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Table 21.2. Example 8.1 Expected Data

AZI
Placebo
Total

DiseaseProgressed

No Progression

103.9
l0l.l
205

3 ' l| . l

3s9.9
731

Total

475
461
936

' tt"',11?l?t ' srandtotal
count: #@
Expected
grand total grand total

(27.r)

'
- row total column total
grand total
2. Calculate chi-squareusing Equation 27.2:
(lobserved- expectedl- [0.5])2
expected

(27.2)

Calculate the sum for all four cells in the contingency table.
The term in bracketst0.51is the Yates' continuity correction,alreadydiscussed
in the last chapter. The result of Equation 27.2 does not follow the chi-square
distribution exactly, and the Yates' correction is an attemptto make it come closer.
Some statisticiansrecommend including this correction (fot 2 X 2 tables), but
others suggestleaving it out. Either way, this test only calculatesan approximate
P value.
3. Look up the P value in Table A5.7 in the Appendix. The larger the value of chisquare,the smaller the P value. There is one degree of freedom. The resulting P
value is two-sided. For a one-sidedP value, halve the two-sided P value.

ASSUMPTIONS
Both chi-squareand Fisher's test are basedon these assumptions:
. Random sampling. The data must be randomly selectedfrom, or at least representative
of, a larger population.
. The data mustform a contingencytable. The valuesmust be the number of subjects
actually observed,not percentagesor rates.The categoriesthat define the rows must
be mutually exclusive.The categoriesthat define the columns must also be mutually
exclusive.Many 2 X 2 tables are not contingencytables, and analysesof such data
by chi-squareor Fisher's test would not be meaningful.
. For the chi-square test, the values must not be too small. Don't use the chi-square
test if the total number of subjectsis less than 20 or any expectedvalue is less than
5. Fisher's test can be used for any number of subjects,although most programs
won't calculate Fisher's test with huge numbers (thousands)of subjects.
. Independent observations. Each subject must be independently selected from the
population.
. Independent samples. No pairing or matching. If you have paired data, see the
discussionof McNemar's test in Chapter 29.
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CHOOSING BETWEENCHI-SQUAREAND FISHER'STEST
You may obtain a P value from a 2 x 2 contingencytable using
either the chi-square
test or Fisher's exact test. Which should you use?The answer Jepends
on the size of
your sample.
Small samples-Use Fisher's test. How small is small? Any cutoff is arbitrary
but a
reasonablerule is this: The sample size is too small for the chi-squaretest
if the
total sample size is less than about20 to 40, or the expectednumber of subjects
in any cell is less than 5. Note that the criteria applies to the expectednumbers,
not the observednumbers.
Moderate-sizedsamples.If you have fewer than several hundred subjects,then you
should selectFisher's test if you are using a computerprogram. If you don't have
accessto a program that performs Fisher's test, you can get by using the chisquaretest instead.If you calculatethe chi-squaretest, you must decide whether
to use Yates' correction. Different statisticiansgive different recommendations,
and there is no solid consensus.In either case(with or without the yates' correction), the chi-squaretestgives an approximateP value.Ratherthan deciding which
estimate is better for which purpose, you are better off using a program that
calculatesthe exact P value with Fisher's test.
lnrge samples.If your sample size is huge (thousandsof subjects),you should use
the chi-square test. With such large samples,Fisher's test is slow to calculate,
may lead to calculation problems (computer overflow), and is no more accurate
than the chi-squaretest. With large samples,it doesn't matter whether or not you
use Yates' correction, as the values of chi-squareand the P value will be almost
identical either way.
Chi-squareand Fisher's test are alternativemethodsof calculation.The data going
into the two tests are exactly the same (a 2 x 2 contingencytable), and the resulting
P value is intendedto have the samemeaning.Fisher's test always gives a theoretically
correct P value, but calculatinga Fisher's test without a computeris tedious,even with
tables. In contrast,the chi-sauaretest is easy to calculate,but the resulting p value is
only an approximation.When the numberof subjectsis sufficiently large,the approximation is useful. When the number of subjectsis small, the approximationis invalid and
leads to misleading results.
When you read the literature, you may run across a third way to calculate a p
value, using the z resr. Although the z test looks quite different than the chi-square
test, the two tests are mathematicallyequivalentand calculateidentical P values.Like
the chi-squaretest,you must decidewhetheror not you wish to include Yates' continuity
correction when calculating the z test.

CATCUTATINC POWER*
When interpreting the results of a study that reachesa conclusion of not significant,
it is useful to calculatethe power of that study. Recall the definition of power. If you
*This section contains the equationsyou need to calculate statisticsyourself.
You may skip it without loss
of continuitv.
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hypothesize that the true proportions in the two populations *. pt and p2, power is
the chancethat you will obtain a significant difference betweenthe proportions when
you comparerandom samplesof a certain size. In a prospectiveor experimentalstudy
pr and pz
the incidenceratesin the two populations;in a retrospectivestudy p1 and
p2 arethe"te
fraction of casesand controls exposedto the risk factor; in a cross-sectional
study p1 and pz are the prevalancerates in the two populations.
The power of a study dependson what proportionsp1 and pz you hypothesizefor
the populations.All studieshave tiny power if p1and p2areclosetogetherand enormous
power if p1 and p2 are far apart. You might imagine that power is a function of the
difference betweenthe two hypothesizedpopulation proportions (pr - pz), or perhaps
their ratio (ptlpz).It turns out, however, that power dependsnot only on the difference
or ratio of p 1 and p2, but also on their particularvalues.The power to detecta difference
between pr : 0.10 and p2 : 0.20 is not the same as the power to detect a difference
betweenp1 : 0.20 and p2 : 0.30 (consistentdifference),or p1 : 0.20 and p2 : 0.40
(consistentratio).
There are severalmethodsto calculatepower. One method would be to reiurange
Equation 22.6 (used to calculate sample size) so that it calculatespower. However,
this leads to some messy calculations.Instead, what follows is adaptedfrom a book
by Cohen* that contains extensive tables for determining power in many situations.
To calculate power approximately,first calculate H using Equation 27.3:

..6 - arcsine
H : 2' larcsine
Jprl

(27.3)

It seemssurprising to see arcsinesshow up in statistical equations,but it turns
out that power is a consistentfunction of the difference of the arcsinesof the square
roots of the proportions.t The power of a study will be the samefor any pair of values
for p1 and p2 that yields the same value of H.
To save you the trouble of calculating the arcsineof squareroots, I've prepared
Tables 27.3 and 27.4. The tables are symmetrical, so it doesn't matter which of the
two proportions you label p1 and which you label p2 (you'll get the same answer if
you switch the two). The first table covers all values of p1 and p2, the second table
gives more detail for rare events (smaller values of p1 and p2).
Now that you've calculatedH, you're ready to calculatepower from Equation2T.4:
-zx

(27.4)

Set z* to the critical value of z that coffespondsto the a you have chosen.If you
set o to its conventionalvalue of 0.05, then z* : l.96.If you set a : 0.10, then z*
: 1.65.If you set a : 0.01, then z* :2.58. All threeof thesevaluesassumethat
you will be calculatingtwo-tailed P values.N in the equationis the number of subjects
in each group, so the total number of subjectsis 2 * N.
If the two groups have different number of subjects, then calculate N as the
harmonic mean of N1 and N2 (the numbers of subjectsin each group). The harmonic

xJacobCohen. Statistical Power Analysis
for the Behavioral Sciences,2nded. Lawrence Erlbaum, Hillsdale.
New Jersey,1988.
tThe arcsine is the inverse of the sin. Arcsin(x) is the angle (in radians) whose sine equals x.
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mean is the reciprocal of the mean of the reciprocals.Calculate N to use in Equation
27.4 by using Equation27.5:
\T_
:

I

_2.Nr

N +N2

(t)(r*r)
\2/ \N,

.Nl

(27.s)

N,/

To convert Zpo*.,
to power, you need to find the probability that a random number
chosenfrom a standardnormal distribution (mean : 0, SD : l) would have a value
lessthan zpo*",.IfZpower
equals0, the power is 50Vo,because
half of the normal distribution
has negative values of z. Table ,{5.6 in the Appendix converts Zpo*",
to power.
Rather than calculats Zpo*.,,you can estimate power directly from Figure 27.1.
Find H on the X axis. Read up until you intersect the line correspondingto N, the
number of subjectsin each group. Then read over to the left to find the power. The
figure assumesthat you are using the conventional value of c : 0.05.

Example 12.1 (Again)
This study investigatedthe usefulnessof routine ultrasoundto prevent neonataldeaths
and complications.The authorsfound that useof routine ultrasounddid not significantly
reduce neonatal complications or deathscompared to the use of ultrasound only for
specific reasons.The rate of complications and deaths is about SVo.What would be
frl= 5ooo looo5oo 200

100 75

50

35
N=10

99%
98Yo
95%
90%
80o/o
6, 70%
} 600/0
-f, ioo/o
fiol"
30o/o
20to
10lo

H
Figure 27.1. Determine the power of a study to detect differences between rwo propor*
tions. First determine H from Table 27.3 or use this equation: H:2
larcsine(.6,)
arcsine(.fi)1. fne variablesp1 and pz arrethe two proportions that you hypothesizeexist in the
overall populations.Find the value H on the X axis. Now read up to see where it intersectsa
line correspondingto the sample size. The variable N on this graph is the number of subjects
in each group, assumingthat the sample sizes are equal (or nearly so). Then read to the left to
find the power. If the population proportions really are pr and p2, and you perform a study with
N subjectsin each group, power is the probability that your study will find a statistically significant difference with P < 0.05.

COMPARINGTWO PROPORTIONS
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the power of this study to detect a 20Voreduction in the rate of complications and
deaths(down to 4vo)?set p, : 0.04 and p2 : 0.05. From the table, H : 0.048. Figure
:
27.1 is not useful with such a large samplesize, so we'll use equation27.4.Set z*
:
1.96, H : 0.048, and N : 7600. You can calculateth&t Zpo*., I.02. From Table
A5.6 in the Appendix, you can read off that the power is about 84Vo.If your hypothesis
were true, there is an 847o chance that a study of this size will find a significant
difference with P < 0.05, and a l6Vo chancethat it will find no significant difference.
Similarly, you can calculate the other values shown rnTable I2.2.

Example27.1
Among patients taking certain drug, 407o develop a certain side effect. You want to
test a seconddrug that is supposedto prevent the side effects. If your experimenthas
30 subjectsin each group, what is its power to detect a relative reduction in the rate
of side effects of 50Va(down to 207o)?Your assumptionsare that p1 : 0.40 and p2
: 0.20. From the table, H : 0.44. The graph does not have a line for N : 30 but
has a line for N : 25 and N : 35. Read up Figure 27.I atH: 0.44 and interpolate
between the lines for N : 25 and N : 35. Read over to the Y axis. The power is
about 407o.If your hypothesisis true, there is only about a 40Vochancethat your study
will end up with a significant result, leaving a 607o chance that your study will
incorrectly conclude that there is no significant difference.

Example 27.2
After a difficult operation, llvo of patients die. You rcad a paper that tested a new
procedure in a randomized trial. The investigators compared mortality rates in 50
subjectsgiven the standardoperation and 50 given the new operation.The difference
in mortality rates was not significant with P > 0.05. Before interpreting thesenegative
results, you need to know the power of the study to detect a significant difference if
the new procedure is really better. To calculate the power, you first need to decide
how large a difference is worth detecting.Let's start by asking what power the study
had to detect a reduction in mortality of 50Vo.Set p1 : 0.10 (the mortality rate with
the standardprocedure)and p2 : 0.05 (half that rate). Look up H in the table: H :
0.192. From the graph, you can seethat the power is only about 17Vo.Even if the new
procedurereally does reduce mortality by 507o, a study with N : 50 only has only
about a lTVo chance of finding a statistically significant (a : 0.05) difference in
mortality rates. Since the study had poor power to detect an important reduction in
mortality, you really can't conclude anything from the negativestudy. To increasethe
power will require more subjects.

PROBTEMS
1. Perform the chi-squaretest for the cat-scratchdiseasedata for Example 9.1. State
the null hypothesis,show the calculations,and interpret the results.
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2. (Same as Problem 2 from Chapter 8.) Goran-Larssonet al. wondered whether
hypermobile joints caused symptoms in musicians.* They sent questionnairesto
many musicians and asked about hypermobility of the joints and about symptoms
of pain and stiffness.They asked about all joints, but this problem concernsonly
the data they collected about the wrists. In contrast, 78Voof musicians without
hypermobility had such symptoms.Analyze these data as fully as possible.
3. Will a study with N : 50 have greaterpower to detect a difference betweeop, :
0.10 and pz: 0.20, or betweeop, : 0.20 and p2 : 0.40?
4. CalculateaP value from the data in Problem 4 of Chapter 8. Interpret it.
5. In responseto many casereportsof connectivetissuediseasesafter breastimplants,
the FDA called for a moratorium on breastimplants in 1992.Gabriel and investigators did a prospectivestudy to determineif there really was an associationbetween
breastimplantsand connectivetissue(and other)diseases.tThey studied749 women
who had received a breast implant and twice that many control subjects.They
analyzedtheir data using survival analysis to account for different times between
implant and diseaseand to correct for differencesin age. You can analyzethe key
findings more simply. They found that 5 of the casesand 10 of the controlsdeveloped
connectivetissuedisease.
A. What is the relative risk and P value? What is the null hypothesis?
B. What is the 957o CI for the relative risk?
C. If breast implants really doubled the risk of connective tissue disease,what is
the power of a study this size to detect a statistically significant result with
P < 0. 05?

*L. Goran-Larsson,J Baum, GS Mudholkar, GD Lokkia. Benefits and disadvantagesof joint hypermobility
among musicians. N Engl J Med 329:1079-1082, 1993.
tSE Gabriel, WM O'Fallon, LT Kurland, CM Beard, JE Woods, LJ Melton. Risk of connective tissue
diseasesand other disorders after breast implantation. N Engl J Med 330:1697-1702, 1994.
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With the information you've learned so far, you'll only be able to follow the
statisticalportions of about half of the articles in the medical literature. The
rest of the articles use more advancedstatisticaltests.To learn these tests in
depth,you will needto take an advancedstatisticscourseor study an advanced
text. The chaptersin this sectiongive you a generalfeel for how someof these
tests are used, and this should be sufficient to interpret the results. You may
read the chaptersin any order without loss of continuity.

28
The Confidencelnterval

of CountedVariables

So far we have discussedthree kinds of variables: those expressedas measurements
on a continuousscale(such asblood pressureor weight), thoseexpressedas proportions
(such as the proportion of patients that survive an operation or the proportion of children
who are male), and survival times. This chapter deals with a fourth kind of outcome
variable, those that are expressedas counts, such as the number of deliveries in an
obstetrics ward each day, the number of eosinophils seen in one microscope field,
or the number of radioactive disintegrationsdetectedby a scintillation counter in a
minute.

TH E POI S S O NDI S T R IB U T ION
Variables that denotethe number of occuffencesof an event or object in a certain unit
of time or space are distributed according to the Poisson distribution, named after a
French mathematician.This distribution is based on the assumptionsthat the events
occur randomly, independentlyof one another, and with an averagerate that doesn't
changeover time. As usual,this equationworks in the wrong direction, from population
to sample.Given the average(population) number of occurrencesin one unit of time
(or space),the Poissondistribution predicts the frequency distribution for the number
of events that will occur in each unit of time (or space).
Figure 28.1 shows an example. Assume that the time at which babies are born is
entirely random, with no effect of season,phase of the moon, or time of day. In a
certain very busy hospital an average of six babies are born per hour. That's our
population.The X axis of Figure 28.1 shows various numbersof babiesborn per hour
sampled,and the Y axis shows how often you would expect to see each possibility.
It is most common to observe six babies born each hour, but there is a small chance
that no babies will be born in a certain hour or that 15 babies will be born in that
hour. Consult more advancedstatistical books for equations and tables of the Poisson distribution.
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Number of Babies Born
Figure 28.1. The Poissondistribution. If the averagenumber of events in a time interval (for
this example babies born per hour) equals 6, this figure shows the distribution you expect to
see for number of events per time interval. From the first two bars, you can see that there is
less than lvo chanceof observing 0 eventsin a particular time interval, and about a 2Vo chance
of observinga single event.

U NDE RS T A NDI NGT H E C O N F ID E N C EIN T E R V ATOF A C OU N T
When you analyze data, you have information about one sample, in this case the
number of eventsper time or the number of objectsper volume. By chancethe number
of events(or objects)that you countedmay be higher or lower than the averagenumber
that occur in that unit time (or volume). You want to make inferencesabout the overall
averagenumber of events per time or the number of objects per volume.
Understandingthe CI should be familiar to you by now. From the count in your
sample,C, it is possibleto calculate(Table 28.1) the 957oconfidenceinterval (CI) for
the averagenumber of events per unit time (or objects per volume). You canbe 95Vo
sure that the overall averagenumber of events per unit time (or objects per volume)
lies within this CI.
You can obtain the 95VoCI of a count from Table A5.9 in the Appendix (abridged
in Table 28.1), or calculate an approximate CI as shown in the next section. For
example,assumethat you carefully dissecta bagel and find 10 raisins. Assuming that
variability in raison count is entirely due to chance, you can be 957o sure that the
averagenumber of raisins per bagel is between 4.8 and 18.4. You can also say that
you expect that about 95Voof bagels will have between 5 and 18 raisins. Here is a
more realistic example. You have counted 120 radioactive counts in one minute. The
95VoCI for the averagenumber of counts per minute is 99.5 to 143.5.
Your interpretationof the CI dependson the following assumptions:
. Events occur randomly.
. Each event occurs independentof other events.
. The averagerate doesn't changeover time.

THE CONFIDENCEINTERVATOF COUNTEDVAR,IABTES
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Table 28.1. The Confidence
Intervalof a Count
C

0
I
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

95VoCl

0.00 to 3.69
0.03to 5.57
0.24to 7.22
O.62to 8.77
1.09to 10.24
1.62to 11.67
2.20to 13.O6
2.81to 14.42
3.45to 15.76
4.12to 17.08
4.79to 18.39

CATCUI.ATINC THE CONFIDENCE INTERVATOF A COUNT*
Look up the CI of a count in Table 28.1 or Table A5.9 in the Appendix. If C is the
observed number of counts, then the table shows the 95VoCI for the average number
of counts in the same unit of time or space. When C is large (greater than 25 or so),
you may calculatean approximate95VoCl using Equation 28.1. Note that you do not
need to deal with the t distribution or the concept of degrees of freedom.
Approximateg1%o
CI of C: (C - 1.96re) to (C + I.g6[q.

(28.1)

If you count 120 radioactive counts, the approximate 957o CI is 98.5 to 141.5. The
exact CI tabulated in the Appendix was calculated from a more elaborate equation
derived from the Poisson distribution.
What if you have repeatedthe count severaltimes?Assume that we have counted
radioactivity in triplicate tubes for I minute and observe 175, 162, and 193 counts.
How could you calculate the 95Vo CI for the average number of counts? You could
use two approaches.One approach would be to treat the counts as measurements,and
calculatethe95VoCI using Equation5.1, resultingin a95VoCI of 138.0to 215.3.The
problem with this approach is that it assumes that the counts follow a Gaussian
distribution, which we know is not true. It is better to use an approach based on the
Poissondistribution. To do this, first calculate the sum of all counts (530 counts in 3
minutes) and calculatethe 95VoCl of the sum from Equation 28.I . The result is a 957o
CI of 484.9 to 575.1. This is the CI for the averagenumber of counts in 3 minutes.
Divide each confidence limit by 3 to obtain the 95Vo CI for the average number of
countsin 1 minute: 161.6to 191.7.

CHANGING SCATES
When calculating the CI of a count, it is essential that you base the calculations on
the number of events (or objects) actually observed.Don't normalize to a more conve*This section is more advanced than the rest. You may skip it without loss of continuity.
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nient time scale or volume until after you have calculated the CI. If you attempt to
calculate a CI basedon the normalized count, the results will be meaningless.
Example28.1
You have placed a radioactive sample into a gamma counter and counted for l0
minutes. The counter tells you that there were 225 counts per minute. What is the
95VoCI? Since you counted for 10 minutes, the instrument must have detected2250
radioactivedisintegrations.Theg5VoCI of this value extends from2l57 to 2343counts
per l0 minutes, so the 95VoCI for the averagenumber of counts per minute extends
from 216 to 234.
Example28.2
You read that exposureto an environmentaltoxin caused 1.6 deathsper 1000 personyears exposure.What is the 95Vo CI? To calculate the CI, you must know the exact
number of deathsthat were observedin the study. This study observed 16 deaths in
observationsof 10,000personyears(they might have studied 10,000peoplefor I year,
or 500 people for 20 years). Using Table A5.9 in the Appendix to find that the 95Vo
CI for the number of deathsrangesfrom 9.15 to 25.98.Dividing by the denominator,
this meansthat the 957oCI for the death rate rangesfrom 0.92 to 2.6 deathsper 1000
person-yearsexposure.

oBfEcTrvEs
You should be able to identify variables that distribute according to the Poisson
distribution. Using calculator and book, you should be able to calculate the 95VoCI
of the mean of a Poisson variable.

PROBTEMS
l. You use a hemocytometerto count white blood cells. When you look in the microscope you see lots of squares,and 25 of these enclose 0.1 microliter. You count
the number of cells in nine squaresand find 50 white blood cells. Can you calculate
the 957o CI for the number of cells per microliter? If so, calculate the interval. If
not, what information do you need?what assumptionsmust you make?
2. ln 1988 a paper in Nature (333:816,1988)causeda major stir in the popular and
scientific press.The authorsclaimed that antibodiesdiluted with even 10-r20of the
starting concentrationstimulatedbasophilsto degranulate.With so much dilution,
the probability that even a single molecule of antibody remainsin the tube is almost
0. The investigatorshypothesizedthat the water somehow "remembered" that it
had seen antibody. These results purported to give credenceto homeopathy,the
theory that extremely low concentrationsof drugs are therapeutic.
The assayis simple. Add a test solution to basophilsand incubate.Then stain.
Count the number of stained cells in a certain volume. Compare the number of
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cells in control and treated tubes. A low number indicates that many cells had
degranulated,since cells that had degranulatedwon't take up the stain.
The authors presentthe "mean and standarderror of basophil number actually
counted in triplicate." In the first experiment, the three control tubes were reported
-f 1.4, and 80.0 -f 1.5. A secondexperimenton anotherday
as 81.3 + 1.2, 81.6
gave very similar results. The tubes treated with the dilute antibody gave much
lower numbers of stained cells, indicating that the dilute antibody had caused
degranulation.For this problem, think only about the control tubes.
A. Why are these control values surprising?
B . How could theseresults have been obtained?

29
Tables
FurtherAnalyses
of Contingency

McN E M A R' SCHI - S Q U AR ET ES TF OR PA IR E DOB S E R V A TION S
In Chapter 9, you learned how to calculate an odds ratio (with its 95Voconfidence
interval) from a matchedcase-controlstudy. This section explains how to calculate a
P value. We'll use the same example used at the end of Chapter 9. These data are
shown in Table 29.1 as a contingency table. Analyzing this table with the chi-square
test yields a P value of 0.015. This is not exactly invalid, but it is not the best way to
analyzethe data. Each control subject was matched to a particular case subject, but
this matching was not consideredin the analysis.Table 29.2 displaysthe same data
in a way that emphasizesthe matching.
Table 29.2is not a contingencytable, so the usual chi-squareand Fisher's tests
would be inappropriate.Each entry in the table representsa matched pair, which is
why the total number of entries in this table is half that of Table 29.1. While it is
possible to convert the paired table to the conventional table, it is not possible to
convert a conventionaltable into a paired table without accessto the original data.
lJse McNemar's test to calculate a P value. This test uses only the numbers of
discordantpairs, that is, the number of pairs for which the control has the risk factor
but the case does not (in this case4) and the number of pairs for which the case has
the risk factor but the control does not (in this case 25). Call these two numbers R
and S. The other pairs were either both exposedto the risk factor or both unexposed;
these pairs contribute no information about the associationbetween risk factor and
disease.
-1
To perform McNemar's test, calculate chi-squareusing Equation 29.1. (The
is the Yates' continuity correction, which may be omitted.)
,

/\

(lR*sl -1)2

R+s

(2e.r)

-For our example,chi-square 13.19which has one degreeof freedom.The two-tailed
P value is 0.0002.
McNemar's test, like the chi-squaretest, is approximateand should not be used
for small samples.If the sum of R + S is less than 10, you should use an exact test
basedon the binomial distribution (not discussedfurther in this book).
The results obtained with InStat are reported in Table 29.3. The program also
reports the odds ratio, and its 95VoCI as calculated using the method at the end of
Chapter 9.
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Table 29.1. Data for Paired Observations Expressed as a
Contingency Table
Risk Factor -

Risk Factor *

134
r34
268

98
il5
2t3

36
t9
55

Case
Control
Total

(MORETHAN TWO
TESTWITH LARGETABTES
CH|-SQUARE
ROWSOR COTUMNS)
Calculating chi-squarewith more than two rows or columns uses the same steps as
used for a 2 x 2 table. Follow these steps:
l. Createa table of expectedvalues.The expectedprobability that an observationwill
be in a certain cell is equal to the probability that an observation will be in the
correct row times the probability that it will be in the correct column. Multiply the
expected probability times the grand total to calculate the expected count. Turn
those sentencesinto equationsand simplify to Equation 29.2:
Expectedcount :

row total . column total ' _-^- ) r^t
grandtotal

grandtotal grunaffi

(2e.2)

row total ' column total
grand total
Note that the expectedvalues are calculatedfrom the data, you shouldn't calculate
the expectedvalues from theory or hunch.
2. Calculate chi-squareusing Equation 29.3:

(zs'3)

*':.,X*W'

Calculatethe sum for all cells in the contingencytable. For a table with four rows
and two columns, the sum will have eight components.Note that Yates' continuity
correction is only used for tables with two columns and two rows. You should not
apply Yates' correction to larger tables.

Table 29.2. Data for Matched-PairObservationsDisplayed to
Emphasizethe Matching

Risk Factor t
Controls
Risk Factor*
Risk FactorTotal

13
25
38

Risk Factor -

4
92
96

Total

t7
117
r34
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Table 29.3. InStat Output for McNemar's Test
McNemar's Paired Test
McNemar chi-square (with Yates correction) : 13.793.
The two-sided P value is 0.0002, consideredextremely significant.
There is a significant associationbetween rows and columns.
McNemar odds ratio : 0.1600.
95Vo confidenceinterval for the odds ratio : 0.04724 to 0.4832.

3. Look up the P value in Table A5.8 in the Appendix. The larger the value of chisquare,the smaller the P value. The number of degreesof freedom equals(R - l)
X (K - 1), where R is the number of rows and K is the number of columns.
The chi-squaretest is basedon these familiar assumptions:
. Randomsampling.The datamustbe randomly selectedfrom, or at leastrepresentative
of, a larger population.
. The data mustfor* a contingencytable. The valuesmust be the number of subjects.
The categories that define the rows must be mutually exclusive. The categories
that define the columns must also be mutually exclusive. Many data tables are not
contingencytables and should not be analyzedwith the chi-squaretest.
. The chi-squaretest is basedon several simplifying assumptionsthat are valid only
with large data sets.How large is large? Any rule is somewhat arbitrary, but here
is a commonly used rule for deciding when it is OK to use the chi-squaretest. More
than 807oof the expectedvalues must be greateror equal to 5, and all the expected
values must be greater or equal to 2 (greaterthan or equal to 1 if the table is large
enough to have more than 30 df). Note that the rule involves expectedvalues, not
observedvalues. If the rule is violated, you can usually combine two or more rows
or columns in a logical way. Otherwise you can use a program that calculatesan
exact test (analogousto Fisher's exact test).
. Independentobservations.Each subject must be independently selectedfrom the
population.
For example,Table 29.4 is a contingencytable for the blood pressuredata for all
four classes.
The resultsfrom InStat are shown in Table 29.5. The P value is 0.0908. The null
hypothesisis that the prevalenceof hypertensionis identical in all four classes.If that

Table 29.4. Contingency Table for Blood
PressureData

I
II
III
IV

Blood Pressure
High

Blood Pressure
Not High

5
l1
t2
t4

25
19
19
l6
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Table 29.5. InStatOutputfor Chi-Square
Test
Chi-square:6.472.
Degreesof freedom: 3.
Table size: 4 rows, 2 columns.
The P value is 0.0908.
The row and column variables are not sisnificantlv associated.

null hypothesiswere true, there is a 9.l%o chanceof randomly selectingsubjectswith
as much variation as observedhere (or more).

CHI-SQ UA RET E S TF O R T R EN D *
The standardcalculationsfor chi-squaredo not take into accountany order among the
rows or columns. If your experiment was designed so that the rows have a distinct
order (i.e., time points, ages, or doses),this information is not used in the standard
chi-squarecalculations.
In the blood pressureexample, the rows are ordered, and you may wish to ask
whether there is a linear trend, that is, whether the prevalenceof hypertensionchanges
linearly with class. The chi-square test for trend calculates a P value for the null
hypothesisthat there is no correlationbetweenrow (class)number and the proportion
of subjectswho are hypertensive(in left row). This test usesmore information and tests
a nalrower set of alternativehypothesesthan doesthe chi-squaretest for independence.
Accordingly the P value is lower. For this example,P : 0.0178.If the null hypothesis
were true, there is only a 1.87ochance that random sampling would lead to a linear
trend this strong or stronger.
The details of the chi-squaretest for trend are not presentedhere, but the results
of InStat are shown in Table 29.6.

MANTET-HAENSZELCH |-SQUARETEST
Chi-square(or Fisher's) is appropriatewhen subjectsare classifiedby two criteria: one
for the columns and another for the rows. Sometimessubjectsare classifiedby three
criteria (for example, by presenceor absenceof disease,by the presenceor absence
of a possiblerisk factor, and by city). One is temptedto ignore the third criterion (city)
when forming a contingencytable, but this approachcan be misleading.Pooling data
into one contingency table violates one of the assumptionsof chi-square (that the
subjects are selected independently).Such a violation can lead you to miss a real
associationor to find an apparentassociationthat doesn't really exist.
The proper analysisis the Mantel-Haenszeltest, which essentiallycombines together a stack of contingencytables.It is used in two situations.One use is when you
wish to combine results from several groups in one study. Many large studies are
performed in severalmedical centers,and the results are pooled. The other situation
*This section is more advanced than the rest.
You may skip it without loss of continuity.
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Table 29.6. Chi-SquareTest for Trend
Note:

This analysis is useful only if the categories defining the rows are arranged in a natural order (i.e.,
age groups, dose, or time), with equal spacing between rows.

Chi-squarefor trend : 5.614 (1 degree of freedom).
The P value is 0.0178.
There is a significant linear trend among the ordered categories defining the rows and the proportion of
subjectsin the left column.

is when you want to combine severaldifferent studies.Combining several studies is
called meta-analysis.
Of course it only makes senseto combine several 2 x 2 tables when they are
similar. The Mantel-Haenszelmethod is basedon the assumptionthat all tables show
data sampledfrom populationswith the same odds ratio, even though the prevalence
or incidence rates may vary between populations.The Mantel-Haenszelcalculations
generatethe overall, or pooled, odds ratio and its CI. Additionally, it calculatesa P
value testing the null hypothesisthat the pooled odds ratio equals 1. In other words,
the null hypothesisis that there is no associationbetween rows and columns, taking
into account the confounding effect of the various tables that are pooled together.
The details of the Mantel-Haenszelmethod are not presentedhere. The necessary
stepsare not difficult, however, and can be performed by hand (if necessary)without
a lot of trouble. This test is a derivative of the chi-squaretest for 2 X 2 tables and
accordingly should not be used when the number of subjectsis small.

30
ComparingThreeor More Means:
Analysisof Variance

In Chapters23 and 24you learnedhow to comparethe meanof two groups.Comparing
three or more means is more difficult.

WHAT'S WRONG WITH MUTTIPTEt TESTS?
Your first thought might be to perform several tests. For example, to compare four
groupsyou might perform six t tests(l vs. 2, 1 vs. 3, 1 vs. 4, 2 vs. 3, 2 vs. 4, 3 vs.
4). You've already learned about the problem of multiple comparisons(Chapter l3),
so you can see the problem with this approach.If all four populationshave the same
mean, there is a 5Vochancethat each particular t test would yield a "significant" P
value. But you'd be making six comparisons.Even if all null hypotheseswere true,
the chancethat at least one of these P values would be less than 0.05 by coincidence
is far higher than 5Vo.
When you have collected data in more than two groups, you should not perform
a separatet test for each pair of groups.Insteadyou should compareall the groups at
once with a method termed one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA).

ONE.WAY ANOVA
One-way ANOVA teststhe null hypothesisthat all populationshave identical means.
It generatesa P value that answersthis question: If the null hypothesisis true, what
is the probability that the meansof randomly selectedsampleswill vary as much (or
more) than actually occurred?
As the name implies, ANOVA analyzesthe variance among values. Recall that
the first stepin calculatingthe varianceis to sum the squaresof the differencesbetween
each value and the mean. This is called the sum of squares.The variance is the mean
sum of squares,and the standarddeviation (SD) is the squareroot of the variance.
When you combine data from severalgroups, the variance has two components.
If the groups have different means, some of the variation comes from differences
among the group means. The rest of the variation comes from differences among the
subjects within each group. The latter can be quantified by summing the squaresof
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the differences of each value from its group mean. This is called the within-groups
sum of squares. The total variation can be quantified by summing the squaresof the
difference of each value from the grand mean. This is the total sum of squares.If the
null hypothesis is true, the within-groups sum of squares will have a value close to
the total sum of squaresbecauseeach value will be nearly as close to the grand mean
as to its group mean. If the null hypothesis is false, each value will tend to be closer
to its group mean than to the grand mean, and you expect the within-group sum of
squares to be quite a bit smaller than the total sum of squares. One-way ANOVA
computesa P value answeringthis question: If the null hypothesiswere true, what is
the chance that an experiment of this size would have such a large a difference (or
larger) between the total sum of squaresand the within-groups sum of squares?
Entire books have been written on ANOVA, and the description here only gives
you a glimpse of how the method works. The easiest way to understandthe results of
ANOVA is to follow an example.

AN EXAMPTE
Continuing Example 13.5 from page 120, the results are in Table 30.1.
The calculations are best left to computer programs, and the equations are not
shown here. The output of InStat is shown in Table 30.2. Other programs would
produce similar output, except that some programs use the word model instead of
between columns, error instead of residuals, and one factor instead of one-way
ANOVA. The first column shows the degreesof freedom. The degreesof freedom for
treatments equals the number of groups minus 1. The degrees of freedom for the
residualsequals the total number of subjectsminus the number of groups.
The second column (sum of squares)shows how the total variability is divided
into variation due to systematic differences between groups and residual variation
within the groups. The key to ANOVA is that the within-group sum of squaresand
the treatment sum of squaressum to the total sum of squares.This is not an obvious
relationship,but it can be proven with simple algebra.In this example 0.93117.38: 5.3Vo
of the variability is due to systematic differences between groups, and the remainder of
the variability is due to differences within the groups. The third column shows mean
squqres.For each row, the mean squareequals the sum-of-squaresvalue divided by
its degreesof freedom.

Table 30.1. LH Levels in Three Groups of
Women
Group
Nonrunners
Recreational runners
Elite runners

log(LH)-f SEM

o52'r 0.027
0.38 + 0.034
0.40 -f 0.049

88
89
28
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Table 30.2. InStatResultsfor One-WavANOVA
Source of Variation

Treatments(betweengroups)
(within groups)
Residuals
Total
F : 5.690

Degrees of
Freedom

2
2Az
2O4

Sum of
Squares

Mean
Square

0.9268
16.450
17.377

0.4634
0.0814

The P valueis 0.0039,considered
very significant.
Variation among column means is significantly greater than expected by chance.

The ratio of the two meansquaresis called F, after Fisher (who inventedANOVA).
In this exllmple, F : 5.690. If the null hypothesisis true, F is likely to have a value
close to 1. If the null hypothesisis not true, F is likely to have a value greater than
1. This is not obvious, but can be proven without too much trouble. Statisticianshave
derived the probability distribution of F under the null hypothesisfor various degrees
of freedom and can calculate a P value that correspondsto any value of F. In other
words, the P value also answersthis question: If the null hypothesisis true, what is
the chance that the F ratio (with a certain numbers of df for the numerator and
denominator) would have a value as large or larger than calculated for this experiment?
The larger the value of F, the smaller the P value.
The program calculated the P value from F and both degrees of freedom. For
F : 5.690 with 2 and202 degreesof freedom, P : 0.0039.* Interpreting this P value
should be familiar to you by now. If the null hypothesis were ffue, there is a O.4Vo
chancethat the meansof three randomly selectedsamples(N : 5 each) would have
sample meansthat differ from one anotheras much or more than actually occurred in
this example.More simply, if the null hypothesiswere true, thereis only aO.4Vochance
of obtaining a F ratio greaterthan 5.690 in an experimentof this size.Use Table 45.10
in the Appendix to determine P from F. Note the following:
' The alternativehypothesisis that one or more of the population
meansdiffers from
the rest. Rejecting the null hypothesisdoes not indicate that every population mean
differs from every other population mean.
' In our example, the three groups have a natural order. The
ANOVA calculations do
not take into account this order. ANOVA treats the groups as categories,and the
calculationsdon't take into account how the groups are related to each other.
' Don't get misled by the term variance. The word variance refers
to the statistical
method being used, not the hypothesisbeing tested. ANOVA tests whether group
meansdiffer significantly from each other. ANOVA cloesnot test whether the variances of the groups are different.
' With ANOVA, the concept of one- and two-tailed P values
does not apply. The p
value has many tails.
*To determine a P value from F, you
have to know two different df values, one for the numerator and one
for the denominator.Don't mix up the two df values, or you will get the wrong p value.
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ASSUMPTIONSOF ANOVA

One-way ANOVA is based on the same assumptionsas the t test:
. The samples are randomly selectedfrom, or at least representativeof, the larger
populations.
. The samples were obtained independently.If the subjectswere matched, or if the
samplesrepresentbefore, during, and after measurements,then repeatedmeasures
ANOVA should be used instead(see later in this chapter).
. The observationswithin each samplewere obtainedindependently.The relationships
between all the observationsin a group should be the same. You don't have four
independentmeasurementsif you measuretwo animals twice, if the four animals
are from two litters, or if two animals were assessedin one experiment in January
and two others were assessedin an experimentin June.
. The data are sampled from populations that approximate a Gaussiandistribution.
The SD of all populationsmust be identical. This assumptionis less important with
large samples,and when the sample sizes are equal.

MATHEMATICAT MODET OF ONE.WAY ANOVA*
One-way ANOVA fits data to this model:
Yrj

grand mean * group effectl + tij.

(30.1)

Y1; is the value of the ith subject in the jth group. Each group effect is the difference
betweenthe mean of population i and the grand mean.Each ei; is a random value from
a Gaussianpopulation with a mean of 0. The null hypothesis is that all the group
effects equal 0. In the null hypothesisis true, all the difference among values can be
explained by Gaussian scatter around the grand mean, and none of the differences
among values are due to group effects.

MULTIPTECOMPARISON POST TESTS
The P value for the example was less than 0.05, so we conclude that there is a
statisticallysignificant difference among the meansof the three populations.Now you
want to calculate confidenceintervals (CIs) for the difference between group means
and determine which groups are statistically significantly different from which other
groups. There are three problems:
. Multiple comparisons.lf the null hypothesisis true, then 5Voof all comparisonswill
result in a significantresult (unlessyou make specialcorrections).If you make many
comparisons, the chance of making a Type I error is greater than 5Vo.
. Pooled standard deviation. When comparing two groups, you pool the SDs. With
multiple comparisons,you can pool the SDs of all the groups, not just the two you

*This section is more advancedthan the rest. You may skip it without loss of continuity.
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are comparing.This gives you a more accuratemeasureof the population SD. Using
this extra information gives you more statistical power. Pooling the SDs is only
useful if you assumethat the SD of all the populationsis equal, and this is one of
the assumptionsof ANOVA.
' There is also a third, more abstract,problem in that the comparisonsare not entirely
independent.Once you have compared group I with group 2 and group 1 with group
3, you already know somethingabout the comparisonof group 2 with group 3.
Statisticianshave developednumerousmethods for calculating comparing pairs
of groups after ANOVA. These methods,each named after the personwho derived it,
are called multiple comparisonpost /esls.Most computerprogramsoffer severaldifferent post tests and selectingone can be a bit confusing. My approachis to answer the
following questions:
' Are the columns alranged in a natural order, perhapstime points or
doses?If so,
consider the post test for trend. Instead of testing pairs of means, the post test for
trend asks whether there is a significant linear trend betweengroup order and group
mean. It is really a form of linear regression.
' Do you wish to make elaborate comparisons?For example, you might want
to
compare the mean of all treated groups with the mean of a control group. Or you
might want to comparethe mean of groups A and B with the mean of groups C, D,
and E. Statisticians call such comparisons contrasts. To calculate contrasts, use
Scheffe's method. To allow for the infinite variety of possible contrasts,Scheffe's
method generatesCIs that are quite wide, and it has less statisticalpower to detect
differencesthan do the other post tests.
' Do you wish to compare one control group to all other groups (without comparing
the other groups among themselves)?If so, select Dunnett's test.
' Basedon experimentaldesign,does it make senseto only compareselectedpairs of
means?If so, selectthe Bonferroni test for selectedpairs of means,and selectthose
pairs based on experimentaldesign. It is not fair to first look at the data and then
decide which pairs you want to compare. By looking at the data first, you have
implicitly comparedall columns, and you should do this explicitly.
' Do you want to compare all pairs of means?Three methods are commonly
used:
Bonferroni, Tukey, and Student-Newman-Keuls.The Bonferroni test is well known
and relatively easyto understand,but it generatesCIs that are too wide and its power
is too low. With only three or four groups, the discrepancy is small. Don't use
Bonferroni's method with five or more groups. The Tukey and Student-NewmanKeuls testsare related,and report identical resultswhen comparing the largest mean
with the smallest. With other comparisons,Tukey's method is more conservative
but may miss real differencestoo often. The Student-Newman-Keulsmethod is more
powerful but may mistakenly find significant differencestoo often. Statisticiansdo
not agree about which one to use.
The results from the example were analyzed using the Tukey method, and the
results from InStat are shown in Table 30.3. Setting a to 0.05 for the entire family of
comparisons,nonrunnersare statistically significantly different than recreationalrunners. No other differencesare statistically significant.
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Table 30.3, InStatResultsfor Tukey'sPostTest

Comparison

Mean
Difference

Nonrunners vs Recreational
Nonrunners vs Elite
Recreational vs Elite

0.1400
0.1200
-0.02000

2.741
2.741
0.4574

Difference

Mean
Difference

Lower
95VoCI

Nonrunners - Recreational
Nonrunners - Elite
Recreational - Elite

0.1400
0.I 200
-0.02000

P Value

0.03823
-0.02688
-0.1667

{<{< P < 0.01

ns P > 0.05
ns P > 0.05
Upper 95Vo
CI

0.2418
0.2669
0.1267

RESANOVA
REPEATED.MEASU
ANOVA is the same as the
The difference between ordinary and repeated-measures
ANOVA to
differencebetweenthe unpaired and paired t tests.Use repeated-measures
analyzedata collected in three kinds of experiments:
. Measurementsare made repeatedlyin each subject,perhapsbefore, during, and after
an intervention.
. Subjectsare recruited as matched sets,matchedfor variables such as age, zip code,
or diagnosis.Each subject in the set receivesa different intervention (or placebo).
. A laboratory experiment is run severaltimes, each time with severaltreatments(or
a control and severaltreatments)handledin parallel. More generally,you should use
test whenever the value of one subject in the first group is
a repeated-measures
expectedto be closer to a particular value in the other group than to a random subject
in the other group.
test,
When the experimentaldesign incorporatesmatching, use the repeated-measures
as it is usually more powerful than ordinary ANOVA. Of course the matching has to
be done as part of the protocol, before the results are collected. The decision about
pairing is a question of experimentaldesign and should be made long before the data
are analyzed.
ANOVA are different from those
While the calculationsfor the repeated-measures
for ordinary ANOVA, the interpretationof the P value is the same.The samekind of
post tests can be performed.

NONPARAMETRICANOVA
If you are not able to assumethat your data are sampledfrom Gaussianpopulations,
you can calculatethe P value using a nonparametrictest. The nonparametrictest analo-
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gous to one-way ANOVA is called fhe Kruslal-Wallis test. The nonparameffic test
one-way ANOVA is called Friedman's test. Like the
analogousto repeated-measures
Mann-Whitney test you learned about in Chapter 24, these tests first rank the data
from low to high and then analyzethe distribution of the ranks among groups.

TWO-WAY ANOVA
The term one-way meansthat the subjectsare categorizedin one way. In the example,
they were categorizedby amount of running. In two-way ANOVA the subjects are
simultaneouslycategorizedin two ways. For example,you might study a responseto
three different drugs in both men and women. Each subjectis categorizedin two ways:
by gender and by which drug he or she received.
Entire books have been written about ANOVA, and this sectiononly touchesthe
surface.Two-way ANOVA is complicated to understand,becauseit simultaneously
asks three questionsand computesthree P values:
l. Interaction. The null hypothesis is that there is no interaction between the two
factors. In our example,the null hypothesisis that the difference in effect between
men and women is the same for all drugs. The P value answersthis question: If
the null hypothesisis true, what is the chancethat randomly sampledsubjectswould
show as much (or more) interaction than you have observed?If the interaction is
statisticallysignificant,you will usually find it quite difficult to interpretthe individual P values for each factor.
2. Firstfactor. The null hypothesisis that the population meansare identical for each
category of the first factor. In our example, the null hypothesis is that the mean
responseis the same for each drug in the overall population and that all observed
differencesare due to chance.
3. Secondfactor. The null hypothesisis that the population means are identical for
each category of the secondfactor. In our example, the null hypothesisis that the
mean responseis the same for men and women in the overall population, and that
all observeddifferences are due to chance.The P value answersthis question: If
the null hypothesisis true and you randomly selectsubjects,what is the chanceof
obtaining means as different (or more so) than you observed?
As with one-way ANOVA, special methods have been developed to calculate
post testsfocusing on particulardifferences.Methods have also beendevelopedto deal
with repeatedmeasures.

PERSPECTIVE
ON ANOVA
Since this chapter is only eight pageslong and stuck towards the end, I may have set
a recordfor writing the statisticsbook that placesthe leastemphasison ANOVA! I've
written this book to help you interpret resultsin biology and medicine,and this doesn't
require knowing too much about ANOVA. What's important is that you understand
the issuesof multiple comparisons(see Chapter 13) and the basic idea of one-way
ANOVA (as explained in this chapter). In my experience,relatively few biomedical
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papersrely on fancier forms of ANOVA. In contrast, social scientistsuse ANOVA,
in all its forms, quite frequently.
If you're not satisfiedwith interpreting results, but want to delve into the math
and learn how statistical tests really work, then you'll need to learn far more about
ANOVA. In various forms, ANOVA is central to much of statistical analysis. For
example, the t test is really a simple form of ANOVA. Performing one-way ANOVA
with two groups is equivalent to performing an unpaired t test. Additionally, linear
regressioncan be explained in terms of ANOVA (partitioning varianceinto a portion
explained by the linear model and a portion that is not). See Appendix I for suggestedreadings.

31
MultipleRegression

As you learned in Chapter 19, simple linear regressiondeterminesthe best equation
to predict Y from a single variable, X. Multiple linear regressionfinds the equation
that best predicts Y from multiple independentvariables.

TH E U S E SO F M ULT I PT ER E G R ES SION
Multiple regressioncan be used for three different purposes:
. To adjust data. Here you are mostly interested in the effect of one particular X
variable but wish to adjust the data for differencesin other X variables.
. Devise an equationto predict Y from severalX variablesfor future subjects.Medical
school admission committees might want to use multiple regressionto obtain an
equation that predicts performancein medical school from variables known at the
time of application.Cardiologistsmight want to use multiple regressionto obtain an
equationthat predictscardiac output from the blood pressure,pulse rate, and weight
of a patient.
. Explore relationshipsamongmultiple variablesto find out which X variablesinfluence
Y. It can be fascinating to analyzehuge data sets that contain lots of variables and
see which ones matter.
Exa mp l e31. 1
Staessenand colleaguesinvestigatedthe relationshipbetweenlead exposureand kidney
function.* It is known that heavy exposure to lead can damage kidneys. It is also
known that kidney function decreaseswith age and that most people accumulate
small amountsof lead as they get older. These investigatorswanted to know whether
accumulationof lead could explain some of the decreasein kidney function in aging.
They studied over 1000 ment and measuredthe concentrationof lead in the blood
and assessedrenal function (as creatinineclearance).The two variablescorrelated.but

*JA Staessen,RR Lauwerys, J-P Buchet, CJ Bulpitt, D Rondia, Y Vanrenterghem,A Amery. Impairment
of renal function with increasing blood lead concentrations in the general population. N Engl J Med
327:151-156, 1992.
tThey independentlystudied about 1000 women as well. The data for men and women were very similar.
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this is not a useful finding becauseit is known that lead concentrationincreaseswith
age and that creatinineclearancedecreaseswith age.So the investigatorsused multiple
regressionto adjust for age and other factors.
The Y value was the creatinineclearance.The main X variable was the logarithm
of lead concentrations.They used the logarithm of concentration,rather than the lead
concentrationitself, to make the data conform more closely to a Gaussiandistribution.
Other X variableswere age,body mass,log gamma-glutamyltranspeptidase(a measure
of liver function), and previousexposureto diuretics(codedas 0 or 1). The investigators
askedthis question:After adjustingfor the other variables,is there a substantiallinear
relationship between the logarithm of lead concentration and creatinine clearance?
You'll seethe answeron the next page.

THEMULTIPTE
REGRESSION
MODEL
The multipleregression
modelis expressed
by Equation31.1:
Y : c + 9'' Xr * Br. Xz+ B,. X3... + e.

(31.1)

Each X can be a measuredvariable, a transformationof a measuredvariable (i.e., age
squared,or logarithm of gamma-glutamyl transpeptidaseactivity) or a discrete variable
(i.e., gender,previousdiuretic therapy).In the latter case,X is called a dummyvariable.
For example, X could be a dummy variable for sex where X : I is male and X : 0
is female. It is also possible to use dummy variables when there are more than two
categories(for example, four medical school classes).Consult more advancedbooks
if you need to do this, as it is far trickier than you would imagine. The final variable
e representsrandom variability (enor). Like ordinary linear regression,multiple regression assumesthat the random scatterfollows a Gaussiandistribution.
The multiple linear regressionmodel doesnot distinguishbetweenthe X variable(s)
you really care about and the other X variable(s)that you are adjusting for. You make
that distinction when interpreting the results.

ASSU M P T I O NSO F M U tT IP tE R EGR ES SION
The assumptionsof multiple regressionare similar to those of linear regression:
. Samplefrom population. Your sampleis randomly sampledfrom, or at leastrepresentative of, a larger population.
. Linearity. Increasinga X variable by one unit increases(or decreases)Y by the same
amount at all values of X. In the example, this means that the creatinine clearance
would decreaseby a certain amount for any increasein log(lead), regardlessof the
lead level.
. No interactio,n.Increasinga X variable by one unit increases(or decreases)Y by a
certain amount, regardlessof the values of the other X variables. In the example,
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this meansthat the creatinineclearancewould decreaseby a certain amount for any
increasein log(lead), regardlessof age.
. Independentobservations.Knowing Y for any particularsubjectprovidesno information about Y in other subjects.In the example,this would precludemultiple measurement in one family.
. Gaussiandistribution. For any set of X values, the random scatterof Y follows a
Gaussiandistribution, at least approximately.
. Homoscedasticity.This fancy word means that the SD of Y values is always the
same,regardlessof X variables.In the example,this meansthat the SD of creatinine
clearanceis the same for all ases and all lead levels.

INTER P RE T I NG
T HE R ES U T T S
OF M U L T IP L ER EC RE S S ION
When running a multiple regressionprogram, you must give the program values of Y
and each X variable for each subject.The multiple regressionprogram finds the bestfit values of each B coefficient, along with a 95VoCI for each. Here is how to think
about the value: If X1 changesby one unit while all other X values are constant,then
Y increasesby 9i (Y decreasesif B1is negative).In the example,the B coefficient for
the X variable "previous diuretic therapy" was -8.8 mVmin. This means that after
adjusting for all the other variables, subjectswho had taken diuretics previously had
a mean creatinineclearancethat was 8.8 ml/min lower than subjectswho had not taken
diuretics. The B coefficient for log(lead) was -9.5 mUmin. That means that after
adjusting for all other variables,an increasein log(lead) of I unit (which means that
the lead concentrationincreased l0-fold) is associatedwith a decreasein creatinine
clearanceof 9.5 ml/min. The 95VoCI rangedfrom -18.1 to -0.9 ml/min.
Multiple regressionprogramsalso calculateR2,which is the fraction of the overall
variancein Y "explained" by variation in all the X variables.* The programsgenerate
one value of R2 for the entire regression,not one for each X. In the example, ft2 :
0.27, meaning that 277o of the variability in creatinine clearancewas explained by
variability in lead, age, and all the other variables.That leaves 737oof the variability
that is not explained by variability in any of the measuredvariables.Many programs
also report an adjustedR2. The adjustmentlowers the value based on the number of
X variables. The adjusted R2 value is a better measureof goodnessof fit than the
unadjustedvalue.
Multiple regressionprograms calculate several P value. One P value tests the
overall null hypothesisthat all B coefficientsequal0 in the overall population. In other
words, the null hypothesisis that none of the X variablesinfluence Y. If that P value
is low, you can reject the overall null hypothesisthat none of the X variablesinfluence
the outcome.In the example,the investigatorsdid not report the overall P value. More
interestingly, the programs report individual P values for each B1coefficient, testing
the null hypothesis that that particular B' coefficient equals 0. In other words, each

*With multiple regression,the tradition is to use an upper case R. With linear regression,
the tradition is
to use a lower case r.
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null hypothesis is that that particular X variable is not linearly related to Y, after
adjusting for all other X variables.In the example, the authors state that the P value
for lead was <0.05. If there really was no associationbetweenlead concentrationsand
creatinine clearance,you'd find such a large correlation in a study this size (after
adjusting for age and the other variables)less than 5vo of the time.
Multiple regressionis a powerful technique,but it can be difficult to interpret the
results.One problem is that it is difficult to visualize the results graphically. Here are
some other problems that can complicate the interpretationof the results of multiple
regression:
' Outliers. As with simple linear regression,a single outlying point can greatly diston
the resultsof multiple regression.With simple linearregression,this is usually obvious
if you look at a graph of the data. It is harder to visualize multiple regressiondata
graphically and easierto be misled by a few outliers.
' Too few subjecfs. A general rule of thumb is that there should be 5 to l0 data
points for each X variable. With fewer data points, it is too easy to be misled by
spurious findings.
' Inappropriate model. Even though the multiple regressionmodel may seemcomplicated to you, it is too simple for many kinds of data. The regressionmodel assumes
that eachX variableindependentlycontributestowardsthe value of Y. In the example,
the model assumesthat increasing log(lead) by a certain amount (equivalent to
multiplying the lead concentrationa certain factor) will decreasecreatinineclearance
by the same amount, regardlessof whether the creatinineclearancestartedout high
or low, and regardlessof the age of the subject.Despite this simplification, multiple
linear regressionhas proved to be useful for many kinds of biological data. Some
investigatorsextend the multiple regressionmodel to situationswhere the influence
of one X variable dependson the value of another.
. Unfocusedstudies. If you give the computer enough variables, some relationships
are bound to turn up by chance,and thesemay mean nothing. You've alreadylearned
about this problem of multiple comparisonsin Chapter 13. Caution is needed to
avoid being impressedby chancecorrelation.

C HOO S I NG W HI CH X VA R IA BT E ST O IN C L U D E IN A MOD E T
If you have collected many X variables, multiple regressionprograms can select a
subset of those X variables that are most useful in predicting Y. There are several
approaches,and this topic is more complicated than it seems.
The best approachis to fit the data to every possiblemodel (each model includes
some X variablesand may exclude others).This approachis termed all subsetsregression. With many variablesand large data sets,the computertime requiredis prohibitive.
To conservecomputertime, other algorithmsperform multiple regressionin a stepwise
manner. One approach is to start with a very simple model and add new X variables
one at a time, always adding the X variable that most improves the model's ability to
predict Y. Another approachis to start with the full model (include all X variables)
and then sequentiallyeliminate the X variable that contributesthe least to the model.
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In either case, the program needs to make a decision as to when to stop adding or
subtractingX variablesfrom the model.
Automated methods for choosing variables to include in a multiple regression
equationcan be a useful way to explore data and generatehypotheses.It is important
to realize that the final selectionof X variableschosenby the program for the model
may dependon the order you presentthe X variablesto the program and on the quirks
of the method that you select.When deciding which variables to include and which
to reject, none of the methods use clinical or scientific judgment and none take into
accountbiological plausibility. When looking at the relationshipamong many X variables,the program can't use common sense.That's your job.
Often severalof the X variablesmay be correlatedwith each other (the statistical
term is multicolinearity). This happens when the two variables contain redundant
information. For example, you might want to predict blood pressure(Y) from age
(Xl), height (XZ), and weight (X3). Height and weight are correlatedwith each other
and are somewhatredundantways of measuringthe subject's size. When you feed all
the data to a multiple regressionprogram, it may decide to keep height in the final
model and reject the weight. Or it may keep weight and reject height. You need to
use common senseto realize that the two variables are interrelated.

THE TERM MULTIVARIATE STATISTICS
The word multivariare is used inconsistently.Its looser definition refers to any method
that examinesmultiple variablesat once. Under this definition, multiple regressionis
a multivariate method. A more strict definition of the word multivariale refers only to
methods that simultaneouslyexamine several outcomes.Since multiple regressionis
used to predict or model one outcome from multiple explanatoryvariables,it is not a
"multivariate" method under the strict definition. The method for examining multiple
outcome variablesat one time is called multiple analysisof variance (MANOVA, not
discussedin this book).

32
LogisticRegression

Note to basic scientists:The methodsdescribed in this chapter are rarely used outside
of clinical studies. You may skip this chapter without loss of continuity.

INTRODUCTION
TO LOCISTICREGRESSION
Logistic regressionquantifies the associationbetween a risk factor (or treatment)and
a disease(or any event), after adjusting for other variables.
Example32.1
Patientswith severeatherosclerosisof the aorta can be treatedwith surgery.Many of
these patients also have severeatherosclerosisof the coronary arteries,which places
them at high risk for a heartattackduring surgeryor soon thereafter.Sincethe operation
is elective, it would be useful to predict which patients are especially prone to heart
attacksbefore deciding whetherto operateon their aorta.Baron and colleaguesinvestigated whether patients with a low ejection fraction (which means that their heart is
not pumping properly) were more likely to have heart attacks(or other cardiaccomplications) during (or soon after) the aortic surgery.*
They studied 457 patientswho received aortic grafts, 86 of whom had a cardiac
complication. First they analyzed the data using the simple techniquesof Chapter 8.
Subjectswith a low ejection fraction were more likely to have a cardiac complication.
The odds ratio was 2.1, with a confidenceinterval(CD rangingfrom 1.2to3.7.The
P value was less than 0.01. From this simple analysis,you'd concludethat patients
with low ejection fractions are more likely to have a cardiac complication. Therefore
it seemsreasonableto think that measuringthe ejection fraction would be helpful in
identifying patients at high risk. But that is not a fair conclusion without considering
the age of the subject and whether he or she had previous heart problems.
*J-FBaron,OMundler,MBertrand,EVicaut,EBarre,GGodet,CMSamama,PCoriat,EKieffer.P
Viars. Dipyridamole-thallium scintigraphy and gated radionuclide angiographyto assesscardiac risk before
abdominal aortic surgery. N Engl J Med 330:663-669, 1994.
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Older patients are more likely to have a cardiac complication and are also more
likely to have a low ejection fraction. Additionally, patientswith previous heart problems are more likely to have cardiac complications and more likely to have a low
ejection fractions.In other words, the relationshipbetweenejection fraction and cardiac
complications is confounded by age and previous heart problems. To untangle these
interrelationships,the investigatorsused logistic regressionto determinethe odds ratio
for the associationbetween low ejection fraction and cardiac complications, after
adjusting for age and history of previous heart disease.You'll learn a bit about how
this method works later in the chapter but can understand the results now. After
adjusting for age and previous heart problems, the odds ratio was 1.7, and the 957o
CI rangedfrom 0.9 to 3.2. The P value was greaterthan 0.05 (the authorsdid not give
the actual P value). The authors concluded that their data did not demonstratea
statisticallysignificantassociationbetweenlow ejection fraction and cardiaccomplications after adjusting for age and a history of previous heart problems.
Although logistic regressionis a formidable technique,this example shows that
you can understandthe results easily. The results are displayed as odds ratios, which
you already have learnedto interpret. The only difference is that the odds ratios computed by logistic regressionadjust for differencesin other variables.

HOW LOGISTIC REGRESSION
WORKS
As its name suggests,logistic regressionis similar to linear regression(and multiple
regression).Linear regressionfinds an equation that predicts an outcome variable Y
(which must be a measured,a variable that can take on any value) from one (or more)
X variables.Logistic regressionfinds an equationthat bestpredictsan outcomevariable
(which must be binary, such as the presenceor absenceof disease)from one or more
X variables.Some of the X variablesmay be quantitativevariables(i.e., age or blood
pressure);othersmay be binary (i.e., gender,treatmentreceived,or history of previous
heart disease).
Instead of working with probabilities (which range only from 0 to l), logistic
regressionworks with the logarithm of the odds (which can take on any value, negative
or positive).The logisticregressionequationcan be expressedin two equivalentforms,
shown as Equations 32.1 and 32.2 (ln is the abbreviationfor natural logarithm):
l n ( o d d s :) c r * X , ' 9 , * X r . p , . . .

(32.r)

a is the log of the odds in the baselinegroup, defined as individuals for which every
X value equals 0. Each B; equals the natural logarithm of the odds ratio (OR) for the
ith X variable. Equation 32.2 expressesthe model more conveniently. It defines the
log of the overall odds ratio for any individual from the individual odds ratios for each
X variable:
ln (O R ) : Xr.l n (O R ,)* X2 .l n (O R r)...

(32.2)

To run a logistic regressionprogram, you must first enter the data for each subject.
Code the outcome as Y : 0 if the outcome did not occur and Y : I if it did occur.
Also enter all the X variablesfor each subject. The program finds the best-fit values
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for a and all the Bs (Equation 32.1) or each individual adjustedodds ratio (Equation
32.2). Most programs also report the 95VoCI for the odds ratios or the B coefficients.
The computationsof logistic regressionare more difficult than linear regression
and will not be explained here. The method of least squaresdoes not apply. Instead
logistic regressionprogramsuse an iterative maximum likelihood method. The details
are far beyondthe scopeof this book, but the idea of maximum likelihood was explained
in Chapter 19.
Extensionsof logistic regressionare used to analyzeretrospective(case-control)
studies,studies with matched-pairdata, and studies in which the outcome may have
more than two possibilities.As with multiple linear regression(seeprevious chapter),
logistic regressionprograms can be given a number of X variables and select those
that are most useful in predicting the outcome.

ASSU M P T I O NSO F TO GIS T ICR EC R E SS IO N
Logistic regressiondependson these assumptions:
The subjectsare randomly selectedfrom, or representativeof, a larger population.
Each subjectwas selectedindependentlyof the others.Knowing the outcome of any
one subject does not help you predict the outcome of any other subject.
No interaction.The influence of any particular X variable is the same for all values
of the other X variables. In the example, the model assumesthat the low ejection
fraction would increasethe risk of old and young subjectsequally.

RE SU T T S
F R O M L OGIS T ICR EGR E S S ION
IN TER P RE T I NG
The logistic regressionprogram either reports the best-fit values for each of the odds
ratios (Equation32.2) or reportseach B coefficient (Equation32.l). If you read a paper
(or computer output) that used Equation 32.1, convert the B coefficientsto odds ratios
as follows: the odds ratio for the ith variable equals epi.
When X1 is a binary variable (i.e., X : 0 male, X : I female), the interpretation
of the odds ratio is familiar. Holding all other X values constant,the odds ratio is the
odds that the outcome will occur in someonewho has X : I divided by the odds that
the outcome will occur in someonewho has X : 0. In the example,the authorscoded
one of the X variablesas X : 0 if the patient did not have a low ejection fraction and
as X : I if they did have a low ejection fraction. The odds ratio is the odds of having
cardiac complicationsamong patients with low ejection fractions divided by the odds
of having cardiac complications among patients with normal ejection fractions. This
is an adjustedodds ratio, as it correctsfor the influence of all other X variables,such
as age.
When X; is a measurement,the interpretationof the odds ratio is less familiar.
The odds ratio is the relative increasein odds when X1 increasesby 1.0. Holding all
other X values constant, the odds ratio is the odds that the outcome will occur in
someonewho has Xi : Z (where Z is any value) divided by the odds that the outcome
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- Z - 1. The method assumesthat the odds ratio
will occur in someonewho has Xi
is the same for all values of Z.
Note that the logistic regressionprogramsdo not distinguishbetweenthe variables
you really care about (in the example, decreasedejection fraction) and the variables
you are adjusting for (in the example, age and history of previous heart disease).
Logistic regressionfinds the odds ratio for eachX variable after adjustingfor all others.
In the example, the program would also give an adjustedodds ratio for the increased
risk of cardiac complication with increasedage and with previous history of heart
disease.It is only when you interpret the data that you distinguish variables you care
about from variables you are adjusting for.
Logistic regressionprograms report severalP values. One P value tests the null
hypothesisthat the overall odds ratio in the population equals 1.0. In other words, this
null hypothesisstatesthat none of the X variables are associatedwith the outcome.
If that P value is low, you can then look at individual P values for each odds ratio.
Each P value tests the null hypothesisthat the adjustedodds ratio for that X variable
equals 1.0 in the overall population. In other words, the null hypothesisis that there
is no associationbetweenthat X variable and the presenceor absenceof disease,after
adjusting for all other X variables.
Whenever you review the results of logistic regression, ask yourself these
questions:
. Are there enough subjects?A generalrule of thumb is that there should be 5 to 10
events for each X variable. Don't count the subjects,count the number of the least
likely outcomes.With fewer events,it is too easy to be misled by spuriousfindings.
In the example, there were 86 cardiac complications, so the authors could study 8
to 16 X variables.
. Is the model appropriate?Remember that the logistic regressionmodel is simple,
probably too simple to accountfor many kinds of data.The regressionmodel assumes
that each X variable contributes independentlyto the odds ratio. It is possible to
extend the model to account for interactions.
. Do the results make sense?This is an important question when the computer chose
the X variablesto include in the model. If you give the computer enough variables,
some relationshipsare bound to turn up by chance,and these may mean nothing.
. Is the study focused?If the investigatorsare exploring relationshipsamong many
variableswith no clear hypothesis,distinguishbetweenstudiesthat generatehypotheses from studiesthat test hypotheses.If you study enough variables,some relationships are bound to turn up by chance.These kinds of unfocusedstudies are useful
for generatinghypotheses,but the hypothesesshould be tested with different data.

33
ComparingSurvivalCurves

COMPARING TWO SURVIVATCURVES
You've already learned (Chapter6) how to interpret survival curves. It is common to
comparetwo survival curvesto comparetwo treatments.Comparetwo survival curves
using the log-rank test. This test calculatesa P value testing the null hypothesisthat
the survival curves are identical in the two populations.If that assumptionis true, the
P value is the probability of randomly selectingsubjectswhose survival curves are as
different (or more so) than was actually observed.*

Example33.1
Rosman and colleaguesinvestigatedwhether diazepamwould prevent febrile seizures
in children.t They recruitedabout400 children who had had at leastone febrile seizure.
Their parentswere instructedto give medication to the children wheneverthey had a
fever. Half were given diazepam and half were given placebo.f They analyzed the
data in several ways, including survival analysis. Here the term survival is a bit
misleading, as they comparedtirne until the first seizure,not time until death. When
they compared the times to first seizure with the log rank test, the placebo treated
subjectstended to have seizuresearlier and the P value was 0.06. The difference in
survival curves was small. If diazepam was really no more effective than placebo,
you'd expect that 6Voof experimentsthis size would find a difference this large or
larger.The authorsdid not reach a conclusionfrom this analysisbecausethey analyzed
the data in a fancier way, which we will discusslater in the chapter.

*You will sometimessee survival curves compared with the Mantel-Haenszeltest. This test is essentially
identical to the log-rank test. It is based on the same assumptionsand produces virtually identical results.
fNP Rosman, T Colton, J Labazzo, PL Gilbert, NB Gardella, EM Kaye, C Van Bennekom, MR Winter. A
controlled trial of diazepam administeredduring febrile illnessesto prevent recurrenceof febrile seizures.
N Engl J Med 329:79-84, 1993.
$The experimental therapy (diazepam) was compared with placebo becausethere is no standard therapy
known to be effective. Phenobarbitalwas previously used routinely to prevent febrile seizures,but recent
evidence has shown that it is not effective.
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ASSUMPTIONSOF THE LOG-RANK TEST
The log-rank test dependson these assumptions:
. The subjects are randomly sampled from, or at least are representativeof, larger
populations.
. The subjectswere chosenindependently.
. Consistentcriteria. If patients are enrolled in the study over a period of years, it is
important that the entry criteria don't change over time and that the definition of
survival is consistent.This is obvious if the end point is death,but survival methods
are often used for other end points.
. Baseline survival rate is not changing over time. If the subjectsare enrolled in the
study over a period of years,you must assumethat the survival of the control patients
enrolled early in the study would be the same (on average)as the survival of those
enrolledlater (otherwiseyou haveto do a fancier analysisto adjustfor the difference).
. The survival of the censoredsubjectswould be the same,on average,as the survival
of the remaining subjects.
The calculations of the log-rank test are tedious and best left to computer. The
idea is pretty simple. For each time interval, comparethe observednumber of deaths
in each group with the expected number of deaths if the null hypothesis were true.
Combineall the observedandexpectedvaluesinto one chi-squarestatisticand determine
the P value from that.

TRAP:COMPARINCSURVIVALOF RESPONDERS
A POTENTIAL
VERSUS
NONRESPONDERS
This approachsoundsreasonablebut is invalid.
The treatmentseemedto work
I treateda numberof cancerpatientswith chemotherapy.
with somepatientsbecause
the tumorbecamesmaller.The tumordid not changesizein
and nonresponders,
otherpatients.I plottedseparate
survivalcurvesfor the responders
so I concludethat
andcompared
themwith the log-ranktest.Thetwo differ significantly,
the treatmentprolongssurvival.
This analysis is not valid, becauseyou only have one group of patients, not two.
Dividing the patients into two groups basedon responseto treatmentis not valid for
two reasons:
. A patient cannot be defined to be a "responder" unless he or she survived long
enough for you to measurethe tumor. Any patient who died early in the study was
defined to be a nonresponder.In other words, survival influenced which group the
patient was assignedto. Therefore you can't learn anything by comparing survival
in the two groups.
. The cancersmay be heterogeneous.
The patientswho respondedmay have a different
form of the cancerthan thosewho didn't respond.The respondersmay have survived
longer even if they hadn't been treated.
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The general rule is clear: You must define the groups you are comparing (and
measure the variables you plan to adjust for) before starting the experimental phase
of the study. Be very wary of studiesthat use data collected during the experimental
phaseof the study to divide patients into groups or to adjust the data.

WIL L R O G E RS P
' HE N OME N ON
Assume that you are tabulating survival for patients with a certain type of tumor. You
separatelytrack survival of patients whose cancer has metastasizedand survival of
patients whose cancer remains localized. As you would expect, average survival is
longer for the patients without metastases.Now a fancier scannerbecomesavailable,
making it possibleto detectmetastasesearlier. What happensto the survival of patients
in the two groups?
The group of patients without metastasesis now smaller. The patients who are
removed from the group are those with small metastasesthat could not have been
detectedwithout the new technology.Thesepatientstend to die soonerthan the patients
without detectablemetastases.By taking away thesepatients,the averagesurvival of
the patients remaining in the "no metastases"group will improve.
What about the other group? The group of patientswith metastasesis now larger.
The additional patients,however, are those with small metastases.Thesepatientstend
to live longer than patients with larger metastases.Thus the averagesurvival of all
patients in the "with-metastases" group will improve.
Changing the diagnostic method paradoxically increasedthe averagesurvival of
both groups!Feinsteintermedthis paradoxthe Will Rogers' phenomenonfrom a quote
from the humorist Will Rogers ("When the Okies left California and went to Oklahoma,
they raised the averageintelligence in both states.")*

MUTTIPLEREGRESSIONWITH SURVIVAI DATA:
PROPORTIONATHAZARDS REGRESSION
Proportional hazardsregressionapplies regressionmethodology to survival data. This
method lets you compare survival in two or more groups after adjusting for other
variables.
Example33.1 Continued (Diazepam and Febrile Seizures)
The investigatorsperformed proportional hazardsregressionto adjust for differences
in age, number of previous febrile seizures,and several other variables. After those
adjustments,they found that the relative risk was 0.61 with a 95VoCI ranging from
0.39 to 0.94. Comparedwith subjectstreatedwith placebo,subjectstreatedwith diazepam had only 6IVo of the risk of having a febrile seizure.This reductionwas statistically
xAR Feinstein, DA Sosin, CK Wells. Will Rogers phenomenon. Stage migration and new diagnostic
techniquesas a sourceof misleadingstatisticsfor survival in cancer.New Engl J Med 312:l6M-1608, 1985.
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significant with a P value of 0.027. If diazepamwas ineffective, there is only a 2.7Vo
chanceof seeing such a low relative risk in a study of this size. This example shows
that the results of proportional hazards regression are easy to interpret, even though
the details of the analysis are complicated.

HOW PROPORTIONATHAZARDS REGRESSIONWORKS
A survival curve plots cumulative survival as a function of time. The slope or derivative
of the survival curve is the rate of dying in a short time interval. This is termed the
hazard. For example, if ZOVoof patients with a certain kind of cancer are expected to
die this year,thenthe hazardrs}}Vo per year.When comparingtwo groups,investigators
often assumethat the ratio of hazard functions is constant over time. For example, the
hazard among treated patients might be one half the hazard in control patients. The
death rates change over the course of the study, but at any particular time the treated
patients' risk of dying is one half the risk of the control patients.Another way to say
this is that the two hazardfunctions are proportional to one another.This is a reasonable
assumptionfor many clinical situations.
The ratio of hazards is essentially a relative risk. If the ratio is 0.5, then the
relativerisk of dying in one group is half the risk of dying in the othergroup.Proportional
hazards regression,also called Cox regression after the person who developed the
method, uses regressionmethods to predict the relative risk based on one or more
X variables.
The assumptionof proportional hazardsis not always reasonable.You would not
expect the hazardfunctions of medical and surgical therapy for cancerto be proportional.
You might expect that the surgical therapy to have the higher hazatd at early times
(because of deaths during the operation or soon thereafter) and medical therapy to
have the higher hazard at longer times. In such situations, proportional hazardsregression should be avoided or used only over restricted time intervals for which the
assumptionis reasonable.
Having acceptedthe proportional hazardsassumption,we want to know how the
hazard ratio is influenced by treatment or other variables. One thought might be to
place the hazard ratio on the left side of a regression equation. It turns out that the
results are cleaner when we take the natural logarithm first.* So the logarithm of the
hazardratio can be placed on the left side of the multiple regressionequation to generate
Equation 33.1:
ln(hazardratio) : ln(relativerisk) : Xr . ln(RR1) * Xz . ln(RRz).

(33.1)

The hazardratio must be defined relative to a baselinegroup. The baselinegroup
is subjectsin which every X variable equals0. You can see in Equation 33.1 that the

*The problem is that the relative risk is not symmetrical with respect to decreased or increased risk. All
possible decreasesin risk are expressedby relative risks between 0 and 1, while all possible increasesin
risk are expressed by a relative risk between I and infinity. By taking the logarithm of the relative risk,
any negative value indicates a decrdasedrisk, and any positive value indicates an increased risk. For example,
a doubling of risk gives a ln(RR) of 0.69; a halving of risk gives a ln(RR) of -0.69.
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logarithm of the hazard ratio in the baseline group equals 0, so the hazard ratio (by
definition) equals 1.0 (antilogarithm of 0).

IN TER P RE T I NG
T HE R E SU T T S
OF P R OP O R T IO N A L
HAZARDS REGRESSION
To run a proportional hazards regressionprogram, you must first enter the data for
each subject. Enter the survival time for each subject, along with a code indicating
whether the subject died at that time* or was censoredat that time (see Chapter 6 for
a definition of censoring).Also enter all the X variables for each subject.
Programsthat calculateproportional hazardscompute the best-fit values for each
of the relative risks (hazardratios),along with their 95%oCI.If you encounrera program
(or publication) that reports B coefficientsinsteadof odds ratios, it is easy ro convert.
The relative risk for variable X; equals eFi.
Programsthat calculate proportional hazardsregressionreport several P values.
One P value teststhe overall null hypothesisthat in the overall population all relative
risks equal 1.0.In other words, the overall null hypothesisis that none of the X variables
influence survival. If that P value is low, you can reject the overall null hypothesis
that none of the X variables influence survival. You can then look at individual p
values for each X variable, testing the null hypothesisthat that particular relative risk
equals1.0.
Wheneveryou review the resultsof proportional hazardsregression,ask yourself
thesequestions:
' Are there enough subjects?A general rule of thumb is that there should be 5 to 10
deaths for each X variable. Don't count the subjects,count the number of deaths.
With fewer events,it is too easy to be misled by spurious findings. For example, a
study with 1000patients,25 of whom die, providesenoughdatato study the influence
of at most 2 to 4 explanatory X variables.
' Is the model appropriate?The proportional hazards regression model is simple,
probably too simple to account for many kinds of data, as it assumesthat each X
variable contributesindependentlyto the relative risk. That meansthat a changein
one X value has the sameimpact on the relative risk, regardlessof the values of the
other X values. Moreover, proportional hazardsregressionassumesthat the hazard
ratio is constant at all times. If these assumptionsare not true, the analysis will
be misleading.
' Do results make sense?This is an important question when the computer chose the
X variablesto include in the model. If you give the computerenoughvariables,some
relationshipsare bound to turn up by chance,and these may mean nothing.
' Distinguishbetweenstudiesthat generatehypothesesand studiesthat test hypotheses.
If you study enough variables, some relationshipsare bound to turn up, and these
may bejust a coincidence.It is OK to generatehypotheseswith this kind of exploratory
research,but you need to test the hypothesiswith different data.
xThe term survival is used generhlly. The event does not have to be death. Proportional hazards regression
can be used with any outcome that happens at most once to each subject.

34
UsingNonlinearRegression
to Fit Curves

Linear regressioncalculationsare easy to calculate and easy to understand.However,
many relationshipsof biological interest are not linear, so it is often necessaryto fit
a curve that best predicts Y from X.

T H E GOAT S O F CURV E F IT T IN G
You might have three reasonsto fit a curve through data:
' Artistic. You just want the graph to look nice. In this case,you can draw the curve
by hand using a flexible ruler or French curve. Or you can use any computerized
curve-fitting method, without much thought about what the results mean, since all
you want is an attractive graph.
' Interpolation. You want to draw a curve through standardpoints, so you can read
off unknown values. You can use many different methods for obtaining the curve
and don't need to woffy about what the curve means.
' Model fitting. You want to fit a curve through your data, and you want the curve to
follow an equationthat has biological or chemical meaning.If this is your goal, read
the rest of the chapter.

AN EXAMPLE
Pharmacologistsperform radioligand binding experimentsto figure out the number of
receptors(B,nu*)
in a tissueand their affinity for the drug (Kp).* The results of a typical
experimentare shown in Figure 34.1.Various concentrationsof a radioactively labeled
drug (radioligand)were addedto a suspensionof membranefragments.The concentrations are shown on the X axis, measuredin nanomolar (nM). After waiting for the

xB'u" is the maximum amount of binding
at very high concentrationsof radioligand. It is the receptor
number, often expressedas receptors per cell, or femtomoles (fmol) of receptors per milligram of membrane
protein' The Ko is the equilibrium disscrciationconstant. It is the concentration of radioligand needed to
bind half the receptors at equilibrium.
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Figure 34.1. Typicalradioligandbindingexperiment.
The X axisshowsthe variousconcentralabeledligand.The Y axisshowsthe specificbindingof the ligandto
tionsof the radioactively
receptors.Thesedataare analyzedin later figures.

binding to equilibrate,the specific binding was measured.The measurementswere of
the number of radioactive counts per minute. However, the experimenterknew the
specific radioactivity of the radioligand and the amount of protein in the membrane
suspension,so transformed the results to show femtomoles of receptor binding per
milligram of membraneprotein. That is shown on the Y axis.
The results make sense.At low concentrationsof the radioligand, there is little
binding. As the concentrationincreases,the binding increases.As the concentration
increasesfurther, the binding begins to plateau as you approach l00Vo saturationof
receptors with ligand.
For many kinds of receptors, the radioligand binds reversibly to the receptors:
Receptor * Ligand

&

Receptor' Ligand.

(34.r)

From the chemical definition of equilibrium and the law of massaction,the relationship
between the concentration of radioligand and the amount of binding at equilibrium
follows Equation 34.2:
Specificbinding :

Y-

B,u*' ll-igand]
Ko + [Ligand]'

(34.2)

Bru,'X

K+X.

The relationshipbetweenX (concentration)and Y (binding) is not linear, so the methods
of linear regression cannot be used. We need to fit a curve through the data points to
find the best-fit values of Bnu*and IQ.

REGRESSION
USINGNONLINEAR
TO FITCURVES
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WHAT'SWRONGWITH TRANSFORMINC
CURVEDDATAINTO
LINES?
STRAICHT
Before the age of cheapmicrocomputers,nonlinearregressionwas not readily available
to most scientists.Instead,scientiststransformedtheir data to make the graph linear.
They then used linear regression to analyze the transformed data. For the particular
kind of data shown in the example, the Scatchard transformation linearizes the data,
as shown in Figure 34.2.
Other commonly used linear transformations are the double reciprocal or Lineweaver-Burkeplot used in enzymology and the log transform used in kinetic studies.
All thesemethodsare outdatedand should rarely be used to analyzedata.The problem
is that linear regression assumesthat the scatter of data around the line follows a
Gaussiandistribution with a standarddeviation (SD) that does not dependon the value
of X. This tissumptionis rarely true with transformeddata. Moreover, linear regression
assumesthat X and Y are measuredindependently.With some transforms (for example,
the Scatchardtransform), the X and Y values are intertwined by the transform, invalidating linear regression.
Figure 34.3 shows the problem of transforming data. The left panel shows data
from an experiment similar to the previous example but with more scatter.The solid
curve was fit by nonlinear regression.The right panel plots the same data after the
Scatchardtransformation-it is a Scatchardplot. The Scatchardtransformationamplifies and distorts the scatter.* The solid line was created by applying the Scatchard
transform to the curve generatedby nonlinear regression.The dotted line was created
by calculating the best-fit linear regressionline to the transformed values. The two
lines are quite different, and correspondto different values for IQ and B,,". The values
generatedfrom nonlinear regressionare likely to be closer to the true values.
Analyzing data by performing linear regressionwith transformeddata is like using
pH paper to measureacidity. Scientistsrarely use pH paper any more, becauseit is
easierand more accurateto measurepH with a pH meter. But pH paper is still useful
when you need a crude measureof pH and a meter is not available. Similarly, fitting
curves with computerizednonlinearregressionis easierthan first transformingthe data
and then calculating linear regression.Microcomputers cost less than pH meters, and
curve-fitting software is readily available.
Although it is usually inappropriateto analyzetransformeddata,it is often helpful
to graph transformed data. It is easier to visually interpret transformed data because
the human eye and brain evolved to detect edges (lines), not to detect rectangular
hyperbolasor exponentialdecay curves.

USINC A NO NLI NE A R R EGR ES SION
PR O GR AM
Nonlinear regressionfits an equation to data and finds values of the variables that
make the equation best fit the data. To use nonlinear regression,follow these steps:
xThere are some cases for which transforming the
data makes sense. You should transform the data when
the transformation makes the experimental scatter more uniform and more Gaussian.In most cases.however.
the transformation will make the scatter less uniform and less Gaussian.
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Figure 34.2. Scatchardtransformationof the data in Figure 34.1. The X axis in the Scatchard
plot is the same as the Y axis sin Figure 34.1. The Y axis of the Scatchardplot equalsthe Y
axis from Figure 34.1 divided by the X axis of that figure. This transformation converts the
curve into a straight line. The slope of the line equalsthe reciprocal of the K{r.The X intercept
of the line equals the B,u,.
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Figure 34.3. Why linearizing transforms should be avoided. The left panel shows data similar
to those in Figure 34.1 but with more scatter.The curve was generatedby nonlinear regression.
The right panel showsthe Scatchardplot of the samedata.If you did not use nonlinearregression
to fit a curve to the raw data, you would perform linear regressionof the transformeddata to
generate the dotted line. You could then derive values for B,u* and IQ from the slope and
intercept of that line. But these values would be far from the values determined by nonlinear
regression.To see this, look at the solid line that was generatedby applying the Scatchard
transform to the nonlinear regressioncurve. This representsthe correct lit of the data, displayed
on a Scatchardplot. The values of the 8n',* and K3 determined from the linear regressionline
(dotted) would be far from their correct values (solid line).
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Table 34.1. Example Results Calculatedby
Nonlinear Regression
Variables
Br"^

&

53.3
3.86

Standard enor
Btu*

K.
95Vo Confidence intervals
B*u"

K
Goodness of fit
Degrees of freedom
R2
Absolute sum of squares

r.33
0.378
50.3to 56.2
3.02to 4.70
l0
0.984
2t.4

l . You must choose an equation that defines Y as a function of X and one or more
variables.You should choose an equation that expressesa chemical or biological
(or physical or genetic,etc.) model. Nonlinear regressionprogramsrarely help you
choosean equation,as the choice dependson the theory behind the kind of experiment you have done. The goal of nonlinear regressionis to find the best values for
the variablesin the equation so that the curve comes closestto the points.
2 . Provide an initial value for each variable in the equation.* Providing initial values
is rarely a problem if you understandthe equationin terms of biology or chemistry,
and have looked at a graph of the data. For the example,we can estimatethat B,',u*
is a bit higher than the largestY value,perhapsabout50. SinceIQ is the concentration
(X value) at which Y equals half its maximal value, a glance at Figure 34.1 tells
you that the IQ is a bit lessthan 5. Many nonlinearregressionprogramsautomatically
provide initial values if you select a built-in equation.
3. The program fits the curve. First it generatesthe curve defined by the initial values
and calculatesthe sum of squaresof the vertical distancesof the points from the
curve. Then it adjuststhe variablesto make the curve come closer to the data points.
Several algorithms are available for doing this, but the one devised by Marquardt
is usedmost often. The program repeatedlyadjuststhe variablesuntil no adjustment
is able to reduce the sum of the squareof the vertical distanceof the curve from
the points.
Nonlinear regressionis basedon the sameassumptionsas linear regression(seeChapter 19).

T HE RESUT T S
O F NO NT I N EA R R EGR ES SION
For the exarnple,the results calculated by GraphPadPrism are shown in Table 34.1
(see also Figure 34.4).
xVariable refers to the parametersyou
wish to fit. In the example, IQ and B.u* are variables.The equation
also includes the variables X and Y, of course, but you don't have to estimate values of X and y.
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Figure 34.4. Resultsof nonlinear regression.The data from Figure 34.1 were fit with nonlinear
regressionto generatethe curve.

The whole point of nonlinear regressionis to find values for the variables, and
theseare reportedfirst. If the equationexpressesa biological or chemical model, these
values can be interpreted in terms of biology or chemistry. For example, B.*, the
number of receptors,equals 53.3 (it is measuredin the units of the Y variable, in this
case femtomoles of receptor per milligram of membrane protein). Next comes the
standardenor and the approximate95Voconfidenceinterval (CI) of each variable.The
957o CIs reported by nonlinear regressionprograms are consideredto be approximations, becausethey are always symmetrical,even though the real CI may be asymmetrical. They are optimistic approximations,as the true CIs may be wider.
Goodnessof fit is quantified by Rt, a fraction between 0 and 1. When R2 : 0.0,
the best-fit curve fits the data no better than a horizontal line at the mean of all Y
values. When R2 : 1.0, the best-fit curve fits the data perfectly, going through every
point. You can think of R2 as the fraction of the total varianceof Y that is explained
by the model (equation).
in and the answers
Linear regressionalways finds unique results. Put the data 1l
i more tricky, and
come out. There is no chanceof ambiguity. Nonlinear regressionis
the program can report the wrong answers.This happensbecausenonlinear regression
programs always adjust the variables in small steps to improve the goodnessof fit.
The program is done when making a small changeto any variable would make the fit
worse.Usually, this processfinds the right answer.In somecases,however,this process
does not find the best curve. To find the best-fit curve would require making a large
changein one or more variables,but nonlinearregressionprogramsalways make small
changes.This problem is termed finding a local minimum. You will rarely encounter
a local rninimum if your data have little scatter,you collected data over an appropriate
rangeofX values,you have chosenan appropriateequationand have provided reasonable initial values.

RE G R ES SION
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POLYNOMIAT RECRESSION
Nonlinear regressiontechniquescan fit data to any equationthat definesY as a function
of X and other variables.One particular equation,the polynomial equation (Equation
34.3), deservesspecialemphasis:

Y : c r + F ' ' X + B r ' X 2+ F : ' X 3 + F o ' X 4 . . .

(34.3)

The polynomial equationis specialbecauseit is not strictly a "nonlinear" equation,
even though curves generatedby this equation are curved.* Writing a program to fit
data to the polynomial equation is far easier than writing a program to fit data to a
nonlinear equation. For this reason,more programs offer polynomial regressionthan
nonlinear regression.Polynomial regressionprograms are easy to use, as you only
have to make one choice, how many terms to include in the equation.If the equation
ends with the B2term above,it is called a second-orderequation.If you stop after the
B3 term above, it is called a third-order equation. Unlike nonlinear regression,you
don't have to enter initial estimated values of the variables, and you don't have to
worry about the possibility that the results are a local minimum.
In addition to drawing the curve, such programs will yield an R2 value, as well
as values for all the parameters(cr, 9', Fr . . .) and a 957o CI for each. Polynomial
regressioncan produce attractive curves, and these curves are often used as standard
curvesfor interpolatingunknown values.However,few biological or chemicalprocesses
follow models describedby polynomial equations, so the parameterscan rarely be
interpretedin terms of chemistry or biology.

*Y is nar a linear function of X, so the XY graph
is curved. Y is a linear function of the parametersB,,
Fr, Br, etc. so the equation is not "nonlinear."

35
Combining
Probabilities

PROPAGATION OF ERRORS
Variables of biological or clinical interest often are not measureddirectly but instead
are calculated from two or more measuredvariables. This section explains how to
determinethe confidenceinterval (CI) of the calculatedvariable.

Confidence Interval of a Difference
It is common to analyzea difference (D) determinedby subtractinga baselineor nonspecificmeasurement(B) from a total measurement(A). In other words, D : A - B.
Both A and B are Gaussian variables, and you want to know the 957o CI for the
difference between the means(D). Assuming that the observationsare not paired and
the two samplessizesare equal, you can calculatethe SE of the differencebetween
means from this equation:

sE3: /sEN4l+s-ENG.

(3s.1)

Three notes:
. The SE of the difference is larger than both the SE of A and the SE of B.
. Equation 35.1 (identicalto Equation 7.1) assumesthat both groups have the same
number of observations.If the samplesizesare different, use Equatron7.2 instead.
. Both A andB mustbe measuredin the sameunits,andD is measuredin the sameunits.
The 957o CI for the difference D is calculated using this equation, where t* is
the critical value of the t distribution for 95Vo confidence.The number of degreesof
freedom (df ) equals the total number of observationsin groups A and B minus 2.
D - t*.SEotoD * t*.SEo
df:Nn*Nr.

(3s.2)

This equation assumesthat the two variablesA and B are not paired or matched,and
are distributed in a Gaussianmanner. If the two variablesare paired (and correlated),
then more complicatedequationsare neededthat also include the correlationcoefficient
between the two variables.
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Confidence lnterval of a Sum

Calculatingthe CI of a sum usesidentical equationsto the CI of a difference.If a sum
is defined by S : A + B, the 957o Cl of S is given by Equations35.1 and 35.2.
Simply changeD (for difference) to S (for sum).

Confidence Interval of a Ratio of Two Means
Another common situation is that the variable of interest is a quotient (Q) determined
by dividing one measurementby another(Q : A/B). A and B are Gaussianvariables,
and you wish to know the 95VoCI for the mean quotient Q. Since A and B can be
measuredin different units, there is no way to directly combine the SEs (which may
also be measuredin different units). Insteadit is possibleto combine the ratios of the
SE of A or B divided by the means.If the SE of the denominatorB is small compared
to B, then you can approximatethe CI of the quotient using Equation 35.3:
SEq:Q

sEMl , SEMi
*

N

nr

(3s.3)

9 5 V o C lQ
: - t*.SEqtoQ * t*.SEa.
Since SEMA is expressedin the same units as A, the ratio is unitless. The ratios of
SEMB/B and SE./Q are also unitless.
If the SEM of the denominator is not small comparedto the denominator,then
you needto usea more complicatedequation,asthe CI of the quotientis not symmetrical
aroundthe quotient.The derivation of the equations(derivedby Fieller) is not intuitive
and will not be presentedhere.
First calculatethe intermediatevariable g using Equation 35.4:

':('.ry)'

(3s.4)

If g has a value greaterthan or equal to l, you cannot calculatethe CI of the quotient.
The value will only be this large when the CI for the denominator(B) includes 0. If
the CI of the denominator includes 0, then it is impossible to calculate the CI of
the quotient. If g has a value less than 1.0, calculate the CI for the quotient from
Equation35.5:

a
SE
- ^ :( 1 - g )

. sEMl SEMrB
*
1 1- B )
An,,

9 5 7 o C l : , , Q . - 1 x ' S Ev6 t-o(.l,- gQ)
(l-g)

(3s.s)

+ t-x . S
- -Ev o' .

Calculate g using Equation 35.4 and look up t* for 957o confidencewith the degrees
of freedomequalto the total numberof valuesin numeratorand denominatorminus two.
If the SEM of B is small, then g is very small, the CI is nearly symmetricalaround
A./B and Equation 35.3 is a reasonableapproximation.If the SEM of B is moderately
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large, then the value of g will be a large fraction, the CI will not be centeredaround
Q and you need Equation 35.5. If the SEM of B is large, then g will be greater rhan
1.0 and the CI cannot be calculated.
These equationsare basedon the assumptionthat the two variablesA and B are
not paired or matched,and are distributed in a Gaussianmanner. If the two variables
are paired (and thus correlated)then more complicatedequationsare neededthat also
include the correlation coefficient between the two variables.

EXAMPTEOF ERRORPROPAGATION
Adenylyl cyclase activity was measuredunder basal conditions and after stimulation
by a hormone. Under basal conditions, the activity was 11 -f 3 pmoVmin/mg protein.
After stimulation, the activity was 105 -f 10 pmol/min/mg protein. Both values are
expressedas the mean and SE of four replicate determinations.We will analyzethese
data as the difference between stimulatedand basal levels and as the ratio of the two.
The differencebetweenmeansis 105 - ll or94. Using Equation 35.1, the SE
of the difference is 10.4, and the 95VoCI is 68 to 120 pmoVmin/mg. We can be957o
sure that the true difference lies within this range.
Now let's look at the ratio of stimulatedto basal activities. These data showed a
105/11 or 9.5-fold increasein enzyme activity. To calculatethe 95VoCl, first look up
t* : 2.45, then calculateg, which is 0.445. The 95VoCI of the quotientis from 5.3
to 29.1. In other words, we can be 95Vosure that, overall, the averagestimulation is
between 5-fold and 29-fold.

D E CI S I O NA NA L Y SIS
Making decisions can be difficult becauseone has to integrate various probabilities
and various outcomesto decidewhat to do. Decision analysisis a procedurefor explicitly mapping out the probabilities and outcomes,in an effort to focus one's thinking
about decisions and help reach the right one.
Decision analysis is useful becausepeople often find it difficult to think about
multiple possibilities and probabilities. As an example I will use a problem that has
been widely discussedin diverse forums including Parade magazine(a supplementto
many Sunday newspapers),the New York Times, and "Car Talk" (a talk show on
National Public Radio that usually discussescar mechanics),as well as mathematical
and statisticaljournals.
Here is the problem: You are on a game show and are presentedwith three doors.
Behind one is afancy new car worth US$10,000 (which gives a clue as to how many
yeilrs this problem has been circulating). Behind the others is a booby prize. As the
problem was initially presented,this booby prize was a goat. However, to avoid
entanglementwith animal activists, we'll just leave those two doors empty. You must
choose one door and get to keep whatever is behind it. All doors have identical
appearances,and the moderator (who knows which door has the car behind it) gives
no clues. You pick a door. At this point, the moderatoropens up one of the other two
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doors and shows you that there is no car behind it. He now offers you the chanceto
changeyour mind and choosethe other door. Should you switch?
Before reading on, you should think about the problem and decide whether you
should switch. There are no tricks or traps. Exactly one door has the pize; all doors
appearidentical; the moderator (who knows which door leads to the new car) has a
perfect poker face and gives you no clues. There is never a car behind the door the
moderatorchoosesto open.Most peoplefind it difficult to think throughthe possibilities,
and most people reach the wrong conclusion. Don't cheat. Think it through yourself
before continuing.
A decision tree helps focus one's thinking (Figure 35.1). The first branch of the
tree presentsthe choice you are confronted with: Switch or don't switch. The next
branch presentsthe two possibilities:Either you picked the correct door the first time
or you didn't. The outcomes,in this case,the dollar value of the pize behind the door,
are shown at the end of the tree. In this tree, there is only one set of probabilities:
What is the chance that your first choice was correct? Given the rules of the contest,
and barring extrasensoryperception,the probability that your initial guesswas correct
is one third, which leaves a two-thirds chancethat the initial choice was wrong.
The tree presentsthe outcomes and the probabilities. Now sum the product of
each outcome by the correspondingprobability. If you stick with your initial choice
(don't switch doors), the expectedoutcome is l/3 * $10,000 + 213* $0, which equals
$3333.If you switch doors,the expectedoutcomeis 2/3 * $10,000+ 113* $0, which
equals $6666. Thus your best choice is to switch! Of course,you can't be absolutely
sure that switching doors will help. In fact, one third of the time you will be switching

Switch Doors?

InitiallyCorrect?

Prize
$0

$10,000

$10,000

$o
Figure 35.1. A decision tree. To determine the best choice, multiply the probability by the
prize, and sum the possibilities for each decision. If you chooseto switch doors, your expected
prize (the averageif you repeatedthe game many times) is $0 * (l/3) + $10,000 * (z/3), which
equals $6,666. If you choosenot to switch doors, your expectedprize is $10,000 * (l/3) + $0
* (213),which is only $3,333. Over the long run, you'll certainly
do better by switching. If you
can only play the game once, you don't know which decision will be correct, but you have
a greater chance of winning by switching than by not switching. This conclusion surprises
many people.
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away from the prize. But the other two thirds of the time you will be switching to the
prize.If you repeatthe gamemany times,you will maximize your winnings by switching
doors every time. If you only get to play once, the outcome is a matter of chance.It
is clear, however, that you have twice the chance of winning by switching doors.
Many, indeed most, people intuitively reach the wrong decision. It is very hard to
simultaneouslythink through two (or more) parallel tracks, as is needed.
Creatingdecisiontreesfor medical decisionspresentstwo additionalcomplexities.
First, the various outcomes(monetarycost, disability, pain, and death) are not directly
comparable.Somehow these have to be normalized to one scale, called utility. This
meansexplicitly putting a dollar value on deathand disability. Peoplecringe at making
this decision explicit, although such decisions are made implicitly all the time. The
other problem is that the various probabilitiesare not always known exactly. However,
it is often possible to estimatethe probabilities reasonably.
Most decision trees for medical applicationshave many more branchesthan the
simple example.For example,a decisiontree for whether or not to operateon a certain
condition must include a branch for operativedeath and acquiring an infection during
the surgery.That branch must have sub-branchesto deal with the possibility of developing an allergic reaction or other severereaction to antibiotics.
Once the tree is complete,the probabilitiesand outcomescan be propagateddown
the tree to find which decision is best. Before using such a tree, however, you want
to know how robust it is. What if one of the utility values were changedjust a bit?
What if we doubled the probability of antibiotic reaction? When such questionsare
pursuedsystematically,the results are called sensitivity analyses.
Decision analysis should not be used as a way to avoid taking responsibility for
decisions,nor for relegating decisionsto computers.However, decision analysis is a
very useful way to force one to think clearly about decisions and to explicitly state
the assumptions(probabilities and relative utilities) upon which they are based.

META-ANAtYSIS
If you read the medical literature pertaining to a clinical problem, you will often find
several similar studies that reach somewhatdifferent conclusions.How can one best
pool the results of the studies?
There are two distinct problems. The first is the scientific problem of deciding
which studies are best. Various investigatorswill have used different study designs
and different patient populations, and have measureddifferent end points. It can be
difficult to decidewhich studiesto emphasizeand which to ignore.This is a fundamental
challengeof evaluatingclinical research,and thereare no shortcuts.The secondproblem
is more manageable.Once you have selected comparable studies (and eliminated
seriously flawed studies),how can their results be pooled?
An obvious, but seriously flawed, solution is majority rules. Simply tabulatehow
many studiesshow a significantdifferenceand how many don't, and go with the larger
number. This is not a good way to pool data. The problem is that significancedepends
on both the size of the effect and on sample size. A better approachis to tabulatethe
CIs from each study. Sometimesit requiresa bit of recalculatingto createcomparable
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CIs for eachstudy.Theseindividual CIs can then be graphedand pooled (using methods
not discussedhere) to yield an overall CI.
Combining together the results of many studiesis called meta-analysis.It takes
a lot of work to do a good meta-analysis,and the pooled resultscan be far more useful
than the individual studies.Medical journals often publish meta-analyses.In addition
to tabulatingthe results,a good meta-analysisalso discussesthe strengths,weaknesses,
and potential biases of each study. Even if each individual study is inconclusive, a
meta-analysiscan lead to clear conclusions.
When reading a meta-analysis,here are some questions to ask: How did the
authorsselectpapersto study? How many of the papersdid they include in the formal
analysis?Why did they exclude the others?Who were the patientsin each study? How
similar were the diagnosesand treatments?How were the results pooled? Did they
look at various patient subgroupsseparately?Who paid for the study? How similar
were the results in the studies?
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36
Variables
Adiustingfor Confounding

This chapter reviews topics that were introduced in many different chapters.

WHAT IS A CONFOUNDINGVARIABTE?
When comparing means, proportions, or survival times between two groups, you
ordinarily must assumethatthe only differencebetweenthe two groupsis the experimental treatment.What if the groups differ in other ways? What if one group was older
than the other? What if the placebo-treatedgroup were more sick to start with? In
thesesituations,there are severalpossibleexplanationsfor differencesbetweengroups.
It is difficult to know whether the difference is due to the treatmentor due to the other
differencesbetween the groups.
When results can be explained in more than one way, the results are said to be
confounded.The confounding variable is associatedboth with the outcome you care
about and the treatment group or risk factor. The presenceof confounding variables
complicatesthe analysisof many studies.
Here is a more formal way to define confounding variables.In any experiment,
there are three kinds of variables:independent,dependent,and extraneous.Variables
that the experimentermanipulates(or used to select subjects)are called independent
variables.The responsethat the experimentermeasuresis called the dependentvariable.
The whole point of the study is to see if the independent variable influences the
dependentvariable. Variables that affect the dependentvariable but are not part of the
experimentaldesign are called extraneousvariables. When an extraneousvariable is
systematically related to the independentvariable, the two variables are said to be
confounded,and it is difficult to tell whether differencesin the dependentvariable are
due to the independentvariable or to the extraneousvariable.

D E SIGN I NC S T UDI E STO A VOID C ON F O U N D IN G V A R IA B TE S
A good study is designedto reducethe influence of extraneousvariables.This is done
using thesetechniques(most of which were alreadydiscussedin Chapter20):
' Random allocation of treatments. Treatments should be assignedrandomly. Any
other schememay potentially introduce confounding variables.
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' Blinding. Physiciansshould not know which treatmentthe patient receives,and the
patient should not know what treatmentthey are getting.
' Matching. Some studiescompare pairs of subjects,matched for age, diseasestage,
ethnic group, etc.
' Stratffied randomization.Some studiesdivide the subjectsinto groups (strata)based
on age or disease stage. Subjects in each group are randomly divided between
the two treatments.This ensuresthat the grouping variable (age) cannot confound
the results.
' Compulsivecontrols. The two treatmentgroups must be treated identicatly, except
for the experimentaltreatment.
' Crossoverdesign. In some studies,each subject servesas his or her own control.

TH E NE E D T O CO R R EC TF O R C ON F O U N D IN C V A R IA B TE S
Example36.1
Tables 36.1 and 36.2 presenthypotheticalresults from two experimentsthat compare
two operations.In both studiesthe relative risk was 1.00, so you conclude the overall
successrate is identical for the two operations.There is no reasonto prefer one over
the other. These are fake data. With real data, even if there is no difference in the
operationsoverall, you'd expect to see some differencesin the sample you study.
What happensif you combine the two studiesand analyze the pooled data?The
results, shown in Table 36.3, are surprising.
Overall, operation I failed in l40l32o : 43.75Voof the subjects,and operation
II failed in only 801240:33.37o of the subjects.The relative risk is 1.31.If you test
the null hypothesisof no difference with Fisher's test, the P value is 0.014. Operation
2 is significantly better. If you take this analysis on face value (you shouldn't), you
would conclude the difference between the two operations is statistically significant
and that operation II is 3l%obetter.
How is this possible?In each study, the two operationswere indistinguishable.
Why are the combined data different? The pooled analysisviolates a key assumption
of chi-square(or Fisher's) test, that every observationis independentlysampledfrom
one population.Here the subjectsare sampledfrom two populationsthat differ substantially. Overall (pooling the two operations),507o of the operationsin the first study
failed, while only 25Voof the operationsin the second study failed. Pooling the data
into one contingency table is not valid and leads to an incorrect conclusion.

Table 36.1. Study l: Results
Analysis

Outcome

Failed
Operation I
Operation II
Total

120
40
160

Worked

120
40
160

Total
240
80
320

P : 1.00
RR : 1.00
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Table 36.2. Study2: Results
Analysis

Outcome

Operation I
Operation II
Total

Failed

Worked

Total

20
40
60

60
120
180

80
160
240

P : 1.00
RR : 1.00

To analyzethese data properly, you need to use a fancier test to test this null
hypothesis:After adjusting for differencesbetweenthe failure rate of the two populations, there is no difference between the failure rates of the two operations.Several
statisticaltestscan calculate a P value to test this null hypothesis.One is the MantelHaenszel test, which was briefly mentioned in Chapter 29, and the other is logistic
regression,which was describedin Chapter 32. Either way, the resulting P value is
1.00. You can conclude that there is no difference between the two operations after
adjusting for differencesbetween the populationsused in the two studies.
In this example, the presenceof a confounding variable createdthe illusion of a
major difference between treatments.Adjusting for the confounding variable raised
the P value. In other examples,a confounding variable could hide the presenceof a
real difference. In these cases,adjusting for the confounding variable would decrease
P values.

STATISTICALTESTSTHAT CORRECTFOR
CON FOUNDI NG V A RI AB L ES
Many testshave been developedto test for differencesbetweengroups after adjusting
for one or more confoundingvariables.Table 36.4lists someteststhat you will encounter in the medical literature.
While thesetestsare rarely used by basic scientists,many of the articles you read
in clinical journals use one or more of these tests.Three regressionmethods are used
most often, as regressiontechniquescan analyze the same kinds of data analyzedby
the Mantel-Haenszeltest and bv two-wav ANOVA.

Table 36.3. Combined Results of Studies I and 2
Analysis

Outcome

Failed
Operation I
Operation II
Total

140
80
220

Worked

180
160
340

Total
320
240
560

P: 0.014
RR: l.3l
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Table 36.4. StatisticalTextsCorrectingfor Confounding
Variables
What kinds of variables can it adjust for?

Two-way ANOVA
Mantel-Haenszel
Multiple regression
Logistic regression
Cox proportional
hazardsresression

Binomial
Variable
(discrete

Measurements
(Continuous

Outcome Variable

categories)

scale)

Continuous (measurement)
Survival time or binomial (fraction)
Continuous (measurement)
Binomial (fraction)

YES
YES
YES
YES

NO*
NO*
YES
YES

NO
NO
YES
YES

Survival time

YES

YES

YES

Several
Variables

*No, unless you divide the measurementsinto two or more categories.For example, you
could divide cholesterol levels
into low, medium and high.

IN TE RP RE T I NG
RES U T T S
If you need to analyzedata using thesetests,you'll need to consult with a statistician
or read more advancedbooks. You'll frequently encounterresults of thesetests in the
biomedical literature and shouldn't have much trouble understandinsthe results.Here
are some questionsto ask yourself:
' Has the study been designedwell? Fancy statisticaltests cannot make up for poor
experimentaldesign.
' Can you seethe main findings on graphs or tables?First try to understandthe data.
Then look at the P values.
' When you seea P value, are you sure you know what null hypothesisis being tested?
These tests commonly generatemore than one P value, and it is easy to get mixed
up as to what they mean. Unless you can clearly state the null hypothesis, you
shouldn't try to interpret the P value.
' How did the investigators decide which variables to adjust for? Sometimes the
investigatorscollect many variablesand let the computer decide which of these are
confounding the results and worth adjusting for. This is a powerful technique,but
one that can be abused.
' Are the investigatorstesting a focused hypothesis,or are they fishing for P values?
Beware of unfocusedstudies in which the authorsadjust for many combinationsof
variables. Even if all null hypothesesare true, you expect"5Vo of P values to be
"significant." If the investigatorsgave the computerenoughpotentially confounding
variables,it is easy to generatedozensor hundredsof P values.You may be misled
if they only show you the significant P values without telling you the number of
P values that are not significant. See the discussion of multiple comparisons in
Chapter 13.

37
Choosinga Test

REVIEWOF AVAILABTESTATISTICALTESTS
This book has discussedmany different statistical tests. To select the right test, ask
yourself two questions:What kind of data have you collected? What is your goal?
Then refer to Table 37.I.
All tests are described in this book and are performed by InStat, except for tests
marked with asterisks.Tests labeled with a single asterisk are briefly mentioned in
this book, and tests labeled with two asterisksare not mentioned at all.

REVIEWOF NONPARAMETRICTESTS
Choosing the right test to compare measurementsis a bit tricky, as you must choose
betweentwo families of tests:parametricand nonparametric.Many statisticaltestsare
based upon the assumptionthat the data are sampled from a Gaussiandistribution.
These tests are referred to as parametric tests.Commonly used parametric tests are
listed in the first column of the table and include the t test and analysisof variance.
Tests that do not make assumptionsabout the population distribution are referred
to as nonparametric tests.You've already learned a bit about nonparametrictests in
previous chapters.All commonly used nonparametrictests rank the outcome variable
from low to high and then analyze the ranks. These tests are listed in the second
column of the table and include the Wilcoxon, Mann-Whitney test, and Krusak-Wallis
tests.These tests are also called distribution-free tests.

CHOOSING BETWEENPARAMETRICAND NONPARAMETRIC
TESTS:THE EASYCASES
Choosing betweenparametricand nonparametrictestsis sometimeseasy. You should
definitely choose a parametric test if you are sure that your data are sampled from a
population that follows a Gaussiandistribution (at least approximately). You should
definitely select a nonparametrictest in three situations:
. The outcomeis a rank or a scoreand the populationis clearly not Gaussian.Examples
include class ranking of students,the Apgar score for the health of newborn babies
297
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(measuredon a scaleof 0 to l0 and where all scoresare integers),the visual analogue
scorefor pain (measuredon a continuousscalewhere0 is no pain and 10 is unbearable
pain), and the star scale commonly used by movie and restaurantcritics (* is OK,
***** is fantastic).
. Some values are "off the scale," that is, too high or too low to measure.Even if
the population is Gaussian,it is impossible to analyze such data with a parametric
test since you don't know all of the values. Using a nonparametrictest with these
data is simple. Assign values too low to measurean arbitrary very low value and
assign values too high to measurean arbitrary very high value. Then perform a
nonparametrictest. Since the nonparametrictest only knows about the relative ranks
of the values, it won't matter that you didn't know all the values exactly.
. The data are measurements,and you are sure that the population is not distributed
in a Gaussian manner. If the data are not sampled from a Gaussian distribution,
consider whether you can transform the values to make the distribution become
Gaussian.For example,you might take the logarithm or reciprocalof all values.There
are often biological or chemical reasons(as wetl as statisticalones)for performing a
particular transform.

CHOOSING BETWEENPARAMETRICAND NONPARAMETRIC
TESTS:THE HARD CASES
It is not always easy to decide whether a sample comes from a Gaussianpopulation.
Consider these points:
. If you collect many datapoints (over a hundredor so), you can look at the distribution
of data and it will be fairly obvious whether the distribution is approximately bell
shaped. A formal statistical test* can be used to test whether the distribution of
the data differs significantly from a Gaussiandistribution. With few data points,
it is difficult to tell whether the data are Gaussianby inspection, and the formal
test has little power to discriminate between Gaussianand non-Gaussiandistributions.
. You should look at previousdata as well. Remember,what mattersis the distribution
of the overall population, not the distribution of your sample. In deciding whether
a population is Gaussian,look at all available data, not just data in the current
experiment.
. Consider the source of scatter. When the scatter comes from numerous sources
(with no one sourcecontributing most of the scatter),you expect to find a roughly
Gaussiandistribution.
When in doubt, some people choose a parametric test (becausethey aren't sure
the Gaussianassumptionis violated), and others choosea nonparametrictest (because
they aren't sure the Gaussianassumptionis met).

*Komogorov-Smimoff test, not explained in this book.
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CHOOSING BETWEENPARAMETRICAND NONPARAMETRIC
TESTS:DOES IT MATTER?
Does it matter whether you choose a parametric or nonparametrictest? The answer
dependson sample size. There are four casesto think about:
' Large sample.What happenswhen you use a parametric
test with data from a nonGaussianpopulation?The central limit theorem(discussedin Chapter5) ensuresthat
parametrictestswork well with large sampleseven if the populationis non-Gaussian.
In other words, parametrictestsare robust to deviationsfrom Gaussiandistributions,
so long as the samplesare large. The snag is that it is impossible to say how large
is large enough,asit dependson the natureof the particularnon-Gaussiandistribution.
Unless the population distribution is really weird, you are probably safe choosing a
parametric test when there are at least two dozen data points in each group.
' Large sample. What happenswhen you use a nonparametric
test with data from a
Gaussian population? Nonparametric tests work well with large samples from
Gaussianpopulations.The P values tend to be a bit too large, but the discrepancy
is small. In other words, nonparametrictests are only slightly less powerful than
parametrictests with large samples.
' Small samples.What happenswhen you use a parametric test with data from
nonGaussianpopulations?You can't rely on the central limit theorem, so the P value
may be inaccurate.
' Small samples. When you use a nonparametric test with data from a Gaussian
population, the P values tend to be too high. The nonparametrictests lack statistical
power with small samples.
Thus, large data sets present no problems. It is usually easy to tell if the data
come from a Gaussianpopulation,but it doesn'treally matterbecausethe nonparametric
tests are so powerful and the parametric tests are so robust. Small data setspresenta
dilemma. It is difficult to tell if the data come from a Gaussianpopulation, but it
matters a lot. The nonparametrictests are not powedul and the parametric tests are
not robust.

ONE - O R T W O - S I D E D P VA T U E ?
With many tests,you must choosewhether you wish to calculate a one- or two-sided
P value (same as one- or two-tailed P value). The difference between one- and twosided P valueswas discussedin Chapter 10. Let's review the difference in the context
of a t test. The P value is calculated for the null hypothesisthat the two population
meansare equal, and any discrepancybetweenthe two samplemeansis due to chance.
If this null hypothesisis true, the one-sidedP value is the probability that two sample
meanswould differ as much as was observed(or further) in the direction specifiedby
the hypothesisjust by chance,even though the means of the overall populations are
actually equal. The two-sided P value also includes the probability that the sample
means would differ that much in the opposite direction (i.e., the other group has the
larger mean). The two-sided P value is twice the one-sidedP value.
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A one-sidedP value is appropriatewhen you can statewith certainty (and before
collecting any data) that there either will be no difference between the meansor that
the differencewill go in a direction you can specify in advance(i.e., you have specified
which group will have the larger mean). If you cannot specify the direction of any
difference before collecting data, then a two-sided P value is more appropriate. If in
doubt, select a two-sided P value.
If you select a one-sidedtest, you should do so before collecting any data and
you needto statethe direction of your experimentalhypothesis.If the data go the other
way, you must be willing to attribute that difference (or associationor correlation) to
chance,no matter how striking the data. If you would be intrigued, even a little, by
data that goes in the "wrong" direction, then you should use a two-sided P value. For
reasonsdiscussedin Chapter 10, I recommendthat you always calculate a two-sided
P value.

PAIREDO R UNP A I RE DT ES T ?
When comparing two groups, you need to decide whether to use a paired test. When
comparing three or more groups, the term paired is not apt and the term repeated
measuresis used instead.
Use an unpairedtest to comparegroups when the individual values are not paired
or matched with one another. Select a paired or repeated-measures
test when values
representrepeatedmeasurementson one subject (before and after an intervention) or
measurementson matched subjects.The paired or repeated-measures
tests are also
appropriatefor repeatedlaboratory experimentsrun at different times, each with its
own control.
You should select a paired test when values in one group are more closely
correlatedwith a specificvalue in the other group than with random valuesin the other
group. It is only appropriateto selecta paired test when the subjectswere matchedor
paired before the data were collected. You cannot base the pairing on the data you
are analyzing.

FtSHER ' ,TSE S TO R T HE C H !-SQU AR ET ES T ?
When analyzingcontingencytableswith two rows and two columns,you can useeither
Fisher'sexacttestor the chi-squaretest.The Fisher'stestis the bestchoiceas it always
gives the exact P value. The chi-squaretest is simpler to calculate but yields only an
approximateP value. If a computeris doing the calculations,you shouldchooseFisher's
test unlessyou prefer the familiarity of the chi-squaretest. You should definitely avoid
the chi-square test when the numbers in the contingency table are very small (any
number less than about six). When the numbers are larger, the P values reported by
the chi-squareand Fisher's test will be very similar.
The chi-square test calculates approximate P values, and the Yates' continuity
correctionis designedto make the approximationbetter.Without the Yates' correction,
the P values are too low. However, the correction goes too far, and the resulting P
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value is too high. Statisticiansgive different recommendationsregardingYates' correction. With large sample sizes, the Yates' correction makes little difference. If you
select Fisher's test, the P value is exact and Yates' correction is not neededand is not
available.

R EC RE S S I O N
O R CO R R E T AT ION ?
Linear regressionand correlation are similar and easily confused. In some situations
it makessenseto perform both calculations.Calculatelinear correlationif you measured
both X and Y in each subjectand wish to quantify how well they are associated.Select
the Pearson(parametric)correlation coefficient if you can assumethat both X and Y
are sampledfrom Gaussianpopulations.Otherwisechoosethe Spearmannonparametric
correlation coefficient. Don't calculate the correlation coefficient (or its confidence
interval) if you manipulatedthe X variable.
Calculate linear regressionsonly if one of the variables (X) is likely to precede
or causethe other variable (Y). Definitely chooselinear regressionif you manipulated
the X variable.It makesa big differencewhich variable is called X and which is called
Y, as linear regressioncalculations are not symmetrical with respectto X and Y. If
you swap the two variables, you will obtain a different regressionline. In contrast,
linear correlation calculations are symmetrical with respectto X and Y. If you swap
the labels X and Y, you will still get the same correlation coefficient.

3B
The Big Picture

When readingresearchpapersthat include statisticalanalyses,keepthesepoints in mind.

TOOK AT THE DATA!
Statisticaltestsare useful becausethey objectively quantify uncertaintyand help reduce
data to a few values. While such calculations are helpful, inspection of statistical
calculationsshould never replacelooking at the data. The data are important; statistics
merely summarize.

BEWAREOF VERY LARGEAND VERY SMAtt SAMPTES
The problem with very large sample sizes is that tiny differenceswill be statistically
significant, even if scientifically or clinically trivial. Make sure you look at the size
of the differences,not just their statisticalsignificance.
The problem with small studies is that they have very little power. With small
sample sizes, large and important differences can be insignificant. Before accepting
the conclusion from a study that yielded a P value greater than 0.05 (and thus not
signiflcant),you should look at the confidenceinterval and calculatethe power of the
study to detect the smallest difference that you think would be clinically or scientifically important.

B EWAREO F M UT T I P L EC OMP AR ISON S
When analyzing random data, on averageI out of 20 comparisonswill be statistically
significantby chance.Bewareof large studiesthat make dozensor hundredsof comparisons, as you are likely to encounter spurious "significant" results. When reading
papers,ask yourself how many hypothesesthe investigatorstested.
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DON'T FOCUS ON AVERAGES:OUTIIERS MAY BE IMPORTANT
Statisticaltests(t tests,ANOVA) compareaverages.Variability in biological or clinical
studiesis not alwaysprimarily due to measurementuncertainties.Instead,the variability
in the datareflectsreal biological diversity. Appreciatethis diversity! Don't get mesmerized by averages;the extreme values can be more interesting.Nobel prizes have been
won from studiesof individuals whose values were far from the mean.

NON.G A US S I A N DI ST R IBU T IO N SAR E N O R M AT
Many statistical tests depend on the assumption that the data points come from a
Gaussiandistribution, and scientistsoften seem to think that nature is kind enough to
seeto it that all interestingvariablesare so distributed.This isn't true. Many interesting
variables are not scatteredaccordins to a Gaussiandistribution.

GARB A G EI N, G A RB AGEO U T
Fancy statisticsare not useful if the data have not beencollectedproperly. Statisticsare
the easypart of interpretingdata.The hard part is evaluatingexperimentalmethodology.
Statisticaltestscannottell you whetherthe study was conductedproperly. Many studies
are designed badly, and statistical tests from such studies can give results that are
misleading.If the data were not collected properly (or as statisticianssay if the study
was biased),statisticaltests are hard to interpret. Thinking about experimentaldesign
is the challengingpart of science.Perfectstudiesarerate,so we needto draw conclusions
from imperfectstudies.This requiresjudgment and intuition, and the statisticalconsiderations are often minor.

CONF I DE NCELI M I T S A R E A S IN F OR M AT IV EAS P V A TU E S
(MAYBE MORE SO)
The P value is the likelihood that the difference you observedwould occur if the null
hypothesis were true. The confidence interval tells you how certain you know the
overall difference. The two are complementary,and the best policy is to report both.
Many published papers show P values without confidenceintervals. Usually it is not
too difficult to construct a confidenceinterval from the data presented.

STATT S T I CA LTSYI GN IF IC A N TD OE S N OT M EA N
SCIENTIFICAttY IMPORTANT
With large sample sizes,small differencescan be statistically significant but may not
be important. P values (and statisticalsignificance)are purely the result of arithmetic;
decisionsabout importancerequire judgment.

TH EBIG P I CT URE
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P < O.O5IS NOT SACRED
There really is not much differencebetweenp : 0.045 and p : 0.055! By convention,
the first is statisticallysignificant and the secondis not, but this is completely arbitrary.
A rigid cutoff for significanceis useful in some situationsbut is not always needed.
Don't be satisfiedwhen someonetells you whether the P value is greateror less than
some arbitrary cutoff; ask for its exact value. More important, ask for the size of the
difference or association.and for a confidenceinterval.

NOT SIGNIFICANT RESUTTS
DON'T OVERINTERPRET
If a difference is not statistically significant, that means that the observed results are
not inconsistentwith the null hypothesis.It does not mean that the null hypothesisis
true. You often read that "there is no evidence that A causesB." That does not
necessarilymean that A doesn't causeB. It may mean that there are no data, or that
all the studieshaveusedfew subjectsanddon't haveadequatepower to find a difference.

DON'T I G NO RE P A I R IN G
experiments are very powerful. The use of matched pairs
Paired (or repeated-measures)
of subjects(or before and after measurements)controls for many sourcesof variability.
Special methods are available for analyzing such data, and they should be used when
appropriate.

CORRETATIONOR ASSOCIATION DOES NOT
IMPTY CAUSATION
A significant correlation or associationbetween two variables may indicate that one
variable causesthe other. But it may just mean that both are relatedto a third variable
that influencesboth. Or it mav be a coincidence.

DISTIN G UI S H B E T W EE NS T U D IESD ES IG N EDT O GE N E R A TEA
HYPOT HE S I SA ND S T U D IESD ES IG N EDT O T E STON E
If you look at enoughvariables,or subdividesubjectsenoughways, some "significant"
relationshipsare bound to turn up by chancealone. Such an approachcan be a useful
way to generatehypotheses.But sucha hypothesisthen needsto be testedwith new data.
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DISTING UI S H B E T W E ENST U D IE ST H AT M EA SU R EA N
IMPORTANT OUTCOME AND STUDIESTHAT MEASUREA
PROXY OR SURROGATEOUTCOME
Measuring important outcomes(i.e., survival) can be time consuming and expensive.
It is often far more practical to measureproxy or surogate variables (i.e., white cell
count). But, although the relationshipbetweenthe proxy variable and the real variable
may be "obvious," it may not be true. Treatmentsthat improve results of lab tests
may not improve health or survival.

PUBTISHEDP VALUESARE OPTIMISTIC (TOO tOW)
By the time you read a papera great deal of selectionhas occurred.When experiments
are successful,scientistscontinue the project. Lots of other projects get abandoned.
And when the project is done, scientistsare more likely to write up projects that lead
to significant results. And journals are more likely to publish "positive" studies.If
the null hypothesiswere true, you would get a significant result 57o of the time. But
those 5Voof studies are more likely to get published than the other 95Vo.

coNFTDENCE tNTERVALSARE OpTtMtSTtC (TOO NARROW)
The "real" confidenceinterval (CD is nearly always wider than the CI calculatedfrom
a particular experiment. The strict interpretation of a CI assumesthat your samples
are randomly sampledfrom the population of interest.This is often not the case.Even
if the sample were randomly selected,the population of interest (all patients)is larger
and more heterogeneousthan the population of patientsstudied(limited to certain ages,
without other disease,living in a certain area,and receiving medical care from a certain
medical center).Thus the true 957oCl (which you can't calculate)is often wider than
the interval you calculate.

APPENDICES

AppendixI
References

Table A1.1 lists the statistics books that I have found to be most useful. For each topic
I indicate up to three excellent references. In many cases, it was difficult to limit the
recommendations to three books.
1. DG Altman. Practical Statisticsfor Medical Research.New York, Chapmanand Hall, 1991,
596 pages. Compared to most statistics books, this one is much more oriented towards
explaining what the tests mean. Lots of clinical examples.
2. JC Bailar III, F Mosteller, Medical (Jsesof Statistics,2nd ed. Boston, New England Journal
of Medicine Books, 1992,449 pages.Uneven collection of articles from the New England
Journal of Medicine. Yery strong in study design and interpretation of results. Includes
some surveys of how statisticsare really used in the medical literature.
3. WW Daniel. Applied Nonparametric Statistics,2nd ed. Boston,PWS-Kent,1990,635 pages.
Comprehensivecookbook for nonparametrictests.
4. AR Feinstein.Clinical Biostatistics.St. Louis, MO, CV Mosby, 1977,468 pages.Collection
of essaysabout statistics.Very opinionatedand thought provoking.
5. LD Fisher,G vanBelle. Statistics.A Methodologyfor the Health Sciences.New York, WileyInterscience, 1993,991 pages. This book has more depth than most others, with many
examples,explanations,and cautions.
6. JL Fleiss. Statistical Methodsfor Rates and Proportions,2nd ed. New York, John Wiley
and Sons, 198I, 321 pages. Thorough reference for analyses of rates and proportions.
Oriented towards epidemiology.
7. SA Glantz. Primer of Biostatisfrcs, 3rd ed. New York, McGraw Hlll, 1992,440 pages.
Wonderful primer that really explains how basic statisticaltests work. The explanationsof
ANOVA and power are wonderful. Nothing about analysis of survival curves, multiple
regression,or logistic regression.
8. SA Glantz,BK Slinker. Primer of Applied Regressionand Analysis of Variance.New York,
McGraw-Hill, 1990, 777 pages.Very clear explanation of multiple and logistic regression,
one- and two-way analysis of variance, and nonlinear regression.
9. GR Norman, DL Streiner. PDQ Statistics.New York, BC Decker, 1986, 172 pages.Short,
funny, clear introduction to the basicswith very brief explanationsof many advancedtests.
l0- WH Press, SA Teukolsky, WT Vetterling, BP Flannery. Numerical Recipes in C. The
Art of Scientific Computing, 2nd ed. Cambridge, Cambridge University Press, lgg2, gg4
pages.Only a small part of this book deals with statistics.Look here if you plan to write
computer programs that calculate P values, or if you want a mathematicalexplanation of
regression.
I l. WL Hays. Statistics,4thed. Orlando,HarcourtBraceJovanovich,1988, 1029pages.Wonderfully lucid explanationof fundamentalstatisticalprinciples. Containsa fair amount of math,
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Table A1.1. Reference
Bookson Statistics
Reference(see list below)
Topic

34

5678910111213

Mathematical explanation of statistical
principles
Critique of statistical practice
One-way ANOVA
Two-way ANOVA
Nonparametric tests
Multiple and logistic regression
Nonlinear regression
Survival curves
Rates and proportions
Sample size and power
Computer algorithms
Designingclinical studies
Comprehensive reference
Interpretingresults
Epidemiology

*

*

x
*

*

*

but with text that really explains what is going on. Little about nonparametrictests.It was
written for social scientists,so has nothing about survival curves and has no biological or
clinical examples.
12. JH Zar. Biostatistical Analysis, 2nd ed. Englewood Cliffs, NJ, Prentice-Hall, 1984, 696
pages.Good comprehensivereferencefor all aspectsof biostatisticsexcept for analysesof
survival curves. If you need to find an equation or table, it will be here. Does not cover
survival curves or logistic regression.
13. HA Kahn, CT Sempos.StatisticalMethods in Epidemiology.New York, Oxford University
Press, 1989,291pages. Good explanationof multivariate methods (logistic regressionand
proportional hazardsregression).

Appendix2
GraphPadInStatand GraphPadPrism

The author of this book is presidentof GraphPadSoftware, Inc., which has created
two innovative programsfor data analysis.

CRAPHPAD INSTAT@
GraphPadInStat, availablein Windows and Macintosh versions,helps scientistsand
studentsmasterroutine statisticalprocedureswith speedand ease.Unlike larger (and
much more expensive)packages,InStat is designedfor scientistsand studentsanalyzing small amountsof data. Four featuresmake InStat standout from the other statistics programs:

InStat Guides You Step by Step
InStat conquers the learning curve by escorting you through statistical analyses.
You'll masterthe program in just a few minutes.

Clear Analysis Choices with Explanations
You don't have to know the nameof the test you need.InStat helps you pick an appropriate test by asking questionsabout your data. If you are unsure,consult the extensive help screens,which explain the statisticalreasoningin plain language.

Easyto Understand Results
InStat doesnot assumethat you are a statisticswhiz. It presentsresultsin simple paragraphs,with a minimum of statisticaljargon. InStat's help screensreview the use of
eachtest and explain every portion of the results.

Unique Analysis Checklists
With other statisticssoftware,it is too easyto get the right answerto the wrong question. That's why InStat provides a unique analysischecklist.Double-checkthat your
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of the test, and that you have picked a test that
datahavenot violatedany assumptions
designandreallyanswersthe question you had in mind.
matchesyour experimental

GRAPHPADPRISM@
GraphPadPrism, available in Windows and Macintosh versions, combines scientific
graphics, curve fitting and statistics. In fact, all graphs in this book were made with
Prism.
Udique Approach
Store your entire project (all related data, results, graphs,page layouts, and notes) together in one organized file. Everything is linked-if you edit or replace data, Prism
updatesthe rest of your project automatically.
lnstant Graphs
Just enter your data and click once. Prism instantly creates a graph, including automatic error bars and legend. Then summarize your experiment by combining graphs,
data, and results on a single page.
EasyCurve Fitting
Fit curves to severalexperimentalconditions in a single step. Simply pick an equation
from Prism's extensivebuilt-in list, and Prism does the rest automatically.

StatisticalHelp
Prism'shelp screensandmanualassistyou in choosinganalysesandinterpretingthe
results.You don't haveto be a statisticsexpertto usePrism.

MOREINFORMATIONAND FREEDEMOS
Read more about InStat and Prism, and download free demonstrationversions, from
GraphPad'sweb site at www.graphpad.com.Or contact GraphPadSoftware, Inc.:
GraphPadSoftware
5755OberlinDrive #l l0
SanDiego CA92l2l USA
Phone:OqA) 858-457-3909 or 800-3881723 (US only)
Fax: (USA) 858-457-8141
Email: sales@graphPad.com
W.eb:www.I raphpad.com

Appendix3
AnalyzingDataWith a Spreadsheet
or StatisticsProgram

PROGRAM FUNCTIONS
SPREADSHEET
Although designed for business use, spreadsheetprograms are also very useful for
analyzing scientific data and performing statistical calculations. The most popular
spreadsheetis Microsoft Excel. Its statisticalfunctions are powerful, but poorly documented. The table below lists some of the functions available. I use version 5 for
Windows, and the Macintosh version is supposedto be identical. Other spreadsheet
programs may have similar functions. Note that all the tables in Appendix 5 were
createdusing Excel, and the formulae used to calculatethe values are documentedat
the beginning of that Appendix.
To calculate

Use this function

The mean of a range of values.
The median of a range of values.
The SD of a range.

AVERAGE (range)
MEDIAN (range)
STDEV (range)

The "population SD" of a range.

STDEVP (range)

The SEM of a range of values.

(COUNT
STDEV (range)/SQRT
(range)).

The value of tx for DF degreesof
freedom for PVoconfidence.

TINV (l - 0.01* P, DF).

A P value from z

2* (1.0 - NORMSDIST(z))
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Comments

This function correctly uses
N - I in the denominator, so
calculatesthe "sample SD,"
which is what you usually want.
This function uses N in the
denominator,so calculatesthe
"population SD," which is
only appropriate when you
have collected data for the
entire population.
There is no function for the
standard error, so you need to
calculate the SEM as the SD
divided by the squareroot of
sample size.
This finds the critical value of the
t distribution to use in
calculating P7o confidence
intervals.
Two-tailed P value.
(continued\
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Usethis function

Comments

A P value from t with DF degrees
of freedom
APvaluefromX2withDFdegrees
of freedom

TDIST (t, DF, 2)

Two-tailed P value.

CHIDIST (Xt, DF).

A P value from F with DFn
degrees of freedom in the
numerator and DFd degrees of
freedom in the denominator

FDIST (F, DFn, DFd)

lf there is only DF, then the P
value is two sided. If there is
more than one DF, there is no
distinction between one and
two tails.
Don't mix up DFn and DFd!

ANATYZING DATA WITH SPREADSHEETS
Using the functions listed in the previous section,you can instruct Excel to do many
statistical calculations.Beyond that, Excel can perforrn some statistical tests for you
without you having to write any equations.Pull down the Tools menu and choose
Analysis. (If Analysis doesnot appearon the menu, run the Excel Setupprogram again
and include the Analysis ToolPak.) Then choosethe analysisfrom the menu.
Here is a partial list of the analysesthat Excel can perform from the analysis
menu: One-way analysisof variance,two-way analysisof variance(no missing values
allowed), descriptivestatisticsby column (mean,median,SD, etc.), frequencydistributions, random number generation,linear regression,and t tests (paired and unpaired).

USING A STATISTICSPROCRAM
If you use a statisticsprogram other than InStat and Excel, you may be confusedby
data entry. Table A3.1 shows how you enter data from two groups that you wish to
comparewith an unpaired t test using InStat or Excel. The two columns representthe
two groups you are comparing.
Most other statisticsprograms expect you to enter the data differently, as shown
in Table A3.2. This is sometimescalled an indexedformat. All of the values for both

TableA3.1.
Arrangementof Data
for InStator Excel
Group I
2.4
4.3
3.4
2.9

Group2
3.7
5.4
4.5
3.9
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Table A3.2.
Arrangement of Data
for Most Other
Programs
Group

Value

2.4
+.J

2
2
2
2

3.4
2.9
3.7
5.4
4.5
3.9

groups go into one column. Another column (the first in this example)tells you which
group the value belongs to. In this format, each row representsone subject, and each
column representsone variable. Groups are indicated by a variable. Although this
format seemsfar more confusing when you simply want to compare two groups, it
makes things easier when you want to perform more complicated analyses.

Appendix4
Answersto Problems

CHAPTER2
1. Of the first 100 patientsto undergoa new operation,6 die. Can you calculatethe
957oCl for the probability of dying with this procedure?If so, calculatethe interval.
If not, what information do you need?What assumptionsmust you make?
Yes, it is possible to calculate a CI. This is a straightforwardcalculation of the 95Vo
CI from a proportion. The proportion is 6/100. The denominatoris too big to use the
table in the Appendix, so we needto calculatethe CI using Equation2.1:
Approximate95VoCI of proportion: p - 1.96

0.06- 1.96

- o'oo

to o.o6+ 1.96

'e6 0024

006- re6
::ii'::::,;

You can calculate the answer more exactly using a computer program. Using InStat,
the 957aCI is 0.02 to 0.13.
To interpret these results, you need to define the population. If these were real
data,you'd want to seehow the investigatorsselectedthe patients.Are they particularly
sick? Do they representall patients with a certain condition, or only a small subset?
If you can't figure out how the investigatorsselectedtheir patients,then the data are
not very useful. If you can define the population they selectedfrom, you must assume
that the 100 patients are representativeof these patients and that each was selected
independently.If you accept these assumptions,then you can be 95%asure that the
overall death rate in the population lies somewherewithin the 957o Cl.
2. A new drug is tested in 100 patients and lowers blood pressureby an averageof
6Vo.Can you calculatethe 95VcCl for the fractional lowering of blood pressureby
this drug? If so, calculatethe interval. If not, what information do you need?What
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is the CI for the fractional lowering of blood pressure?What assumptionsmust
you make?
Although this looks similar to the previousquestion,it is quite different. In the previous
question, the percentagewas really a proportion. In this question, the percentageis
really change in a measuredvalue. You can't use Equation 2.1. You will learn how
to calculateCIs for thesekinds of datain later chapters,but you needto know something
about the scatterof the data (the standarddeviation or standarderror).
Beware of percentages.Percentagescan expressa proportion, a relative difference
in proportions,or a relative difference in a measuredvalue, or many other things. Use
the methodsof Chapter 2 only with proportions.
3. You use a hemocytometerto determine the viability of cells stained with Trypan
Blue. You count 94 unstainedcells (viable) and 6 stainedcells (indicating that they
are not viable). Can you calculate the 95VaCI for the fraction of stained (dead)
cells? If so, calculate the interval. If not, what information do you need? What
assumptionsmust you make?
This is essentiallythe sameproblem as #1 above.The population is the entire tube of
cells, and you have assessedthe viability of a sample of these cells. Assuming that
you mixed the tube well, it is reasonableto assumethat your sample is randomly
selectedfrom the population. You can calculatea 95VoCI for the proportion of viable
cells in the entire population. Using Equation 2.1, you can say that you are 957o sure
that the fraction of stained(dead)cells is between0.013 and 0.107.
4. In 1989, 20 out of 125 second-yearmedical studentsin San Diego failed to pass
the biostatisticscourse (until they came back for an oral exam). Can you calculate
the 957o CI for the probability of passingthe course?If so, calculate the interval.
If not, what information do you need?what assumptionsmust you make?
It is easy to plug the numbers into Equation 2.1 (or into a computer program) to
calculatea CI. But what would it mean?There were only 125 studentsin 19890so we
don't really have a sample.It would make senseto calculatea CI only if you imagined
the 125 studentsin 1989to be representativeof studentsin other years (or other cities),
and that there is no changein course content, studentpreparation,exam difficulty, or
passingthreshold.You would also have to assumethat studentsin future years haven't
read this question, as it would give them an incentive to study harder.*
Because those assumptionsare unlikely to be true, I don't think it would be
meaningful to calculate a CI. If you are persuadedthat the assumptionsare met, you
can calculate that the 95VoCI for passingranges from 777o to 90Va(using Equation
2.1) or 76%oto 90Vo(using InStat).
5. Ross Perot won 197oof the vote in the 1992 PresidentialElection in the United
States.Can you calculate the 957oCI for the fraction of voters who voted for him?
If so, calculatethe interval. If not, what information do you need?What assumptions
must you make?

xThe studentsin 1990 read this question. They got
the messagethat the course required work, and they
studied hard. All passed.
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It wouldn't be meaningful to calculate a CI. We know the exact fraction of voters
who voted for each candidate.This is not a poll before the election-these are results
from the election. Since we have not sampledfrom a population, there is no need for
a CI.
6. In your city (population : I million) last year a rare diseasehad an incidence of
25l10,000 population. Can you calculate the 95VoCl for the incidence rate? If so,
calculate the interval. If not, what information do you need? What assumptions
must you make?
First, ask yourself whether it makes senseto calculate a CI. You know the incidence
of the diseasein the entire population last year, so there is no need for a CI for the
incidence of the diseaselast year. If you assumethat the overall incidence of the
diseaseis not changing, it may be reasonableto consider last year's population to be
a sample from the populations of the next few years. So you can calculate a CI for
the overall incidence rate for the next few years.
The problem is stated as number of diseasecases per 10,000 population, but
10,000 is not really the denominator,as the data were collected from a population of
1,000,000.So the sample proportion is 2500 out of a population of 1,000,000.Use
Equation 2.1 to determinethat the CI rangesfrom 0.247oto 0.267a.Assuming that the
incidence of the diseaseis not changing, you can be 957o sure that the true average
incidence rate for the next few years will be somewherewithin that range.
7. Is it possiblefor the lower end of a CI for a proportion to be negative?To be zero?
It is impossible for the end of the CI to be negative.The CI is a range of proportions,
and the proportion cannot be negative.The lower confidencelimit equals0 only when
the numerator of the proportion is 0.
8. Is it possible to calculate a lO0VaCI?
If you want to be l0o7o sure that an interval includes the population proportion, that
interval must rangefrom 0 to I007o. That is a 1007oCI, but it is not the leastbit useful.

C HA P T E R3
l. Estimate the SD of the age of the studentsin a typical medical school class (ust
a rough estimatewill suffice).
Without data, you can't determinethe SD exactly. But you can estimateit. The mean
age of first-year medical studentsis probably about 23. Lots of studentsare 1 year
older or younger. A few might be a lot younger or a lot older. If you assumethat the
age distribution is approximatelyGaussian,you will include two thirds of the students
in a range of ages that extends one SD either side of the mean. Therefore the SD is
probably about I year. Obviously it will vary from class to class.
The point of this question is to remind you that the SD is not just a number that
falls out of an equation.Rather,the SD describesthe scatterof data.If you have a rough
idea how the values are scattered,you can estimatethe SD without any calculations.
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2. Estimate the SD of the number of hours slept each night by adults.

Without data, you can't know the SD exactly. But you can estimate it. On average,
adults sleep about 8 hours. Some sleep more, some less. If you go one SD from the
mean, you'll include two thirds of the population, assumingthat sleep time is roughly
Gaussian.I'd estimatethat the SD is about t hour. If this were true, then about two
thirds of adults would sleep between 6 and t hours per night.
Again, the point of this questionis to remind you that the SD is not just a number
that falls out of an equation. Rather, the SD describes the scatter of data. If you
have a rough idea how the values are scattered,you can estimate the SD without
any calculations.
3. The following cholesterollevels were measuredin 10 people (mg/dl):
260, 150, 160, 200, 210, 240, 220, 225, 210, 240
Calculate the mean, median, variance,standarddeviation, and coefficient of variation. Make sure vou include units.
Mean :211.5 mg/dl
Median : 215 mg/dl
Variance : 1200.28(mg/dl)2
SD : 34.645mg/dl
CV:

: 16.4%o
34.6451211.5

4. Add an llth value (931) to the numbersin Question3 and recalculateall values.
Mean : 276.9 mg/dl
Median : 220 mg/dl
Variance : 48,140(mg/dl)2
SD : 219.4 mg/dl
CV : 219.4/276.9:79.237o
One value far from the rest increasesthe SD and variance considerablv.It has little
impact on the median.
5. Can a SD be 0? Can it be negative?
The SD will be 0 only if all values are exactly the same. The SD describesscatter
above and below the mean, but it is always a positive number. Mathematically, the
SD is the squareroot of the variance.By convention,the squareroot is always defined
to be positive.

CHAPTER4
1. The level of an enzyme in blood was measuredin 20 patients,and the results were
reportedas 79.6 -r 7.3 units/ml (mean -r SD). No other information is given about
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the distribution of the results.Estimatewhat the probability distribution might have
looked like.
With no other information to go on, it is reasonableto speculatethat the enzyme
activity would be roughly Gaussian.Since we know the mean and SD, we can sketch
this distribution (Figure ,{4.1).
2. The level of an enzyme in blood was measuredin 20 patientsand the results were
reported as 9.6 -r 7.3 units/ml (mean -r SD). No other information is given about
the distribution of the results.Estimatewhat the probability distribution might have
looked like.
Again, you might start with the assumptionthat the distribution is roughly Gaussian.
If that were true, then 95Voof the population would be within 2 SDs of the mean. But
to go down 2 SDs from the mean, you need to include negative numbers.But enzyme
activity cannot be negative. Therefore, the distribution cannot possibly be Gaussian
with the statedmean and SD. The distribution must either have a "tail" to the right,
or it might be bimodal. Two possibilities are illustrated in Figure A4.2.
3. The values of serum sodium in healthy adults approximatesa Gaussiandistribution
with a mean of 141 mM and a SD of 3 mM. Assuming this distribution, what
fraction of adults has sodium levels less than 137 mM? What fraction has sodium
levels between I37 and 145?
What fraction has valuesbelow 137 mM? 7: (I41 - 137)/3: 1.33.Interpolating
from the third column of Table A5.2 in the Appendix, the answer is about 9.27o.
What fraction are between 137 and 145? To answer this question, calculate the
fraction with values below 137 and the fraction above 145. Subtract these fractions
from I007o to get the answer.You've alreadycalculatedthe fraction below 137. What
fraction have values above 145 mM? The value of z : (145 - L37)13: 2.67. From
the second column of Table A5.2 in the Appendix, the answer is just a bit under
O.40Vo.The fraction with values between 137 and 145 is l00Vo - 9.2Vo - A.4Vo:
9O.4Vo.
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4. You measureplasma glucose levels in five patients and the values are 146, I57,
165, 13l, 157 mg/100 ml. Calculatethe mean and SD. What is the 95Vaprediction
interval? What does it mean?
The mean is 151.2 mg/100 ml. The SD is 13.2 mg/100 ml. With a sampleof N : 5,
the prediction interval extends3.04 standarddeviationson either side of the mean. So
the 957opredictioninterval goes from 111.1to 191.3mg/100 ml.
5. The WeschlerIQ scalewas createdso that the meanis 100 and the standarddeviation
is 15. What fraction of the populationhas an IQ greaterthan 135?
The valueof z : (135 - 100y15 : 2.33.The problemaskswhat fractionof a standard
Gaussiandistribution hasa z scoregreaterthan2.33. From Table A5.2 in the Appendix,
you can interpolatethat the value is about I%o.lf IQ scoresare distributedin a Gaussian
manner, l7o of scoresare greater than 135.

CHAPTER5
1. Figure 5.4 shows the probability distribution for the time that an ion channel stays
open. Most channelsstay open for a very short time, and some stay open longer.
Imagine that you measurethe open time of 10 channelsin each experiment and
calculatethe averagetime. You then repeatthe experimentmany times. Sketch the
expectedshapeof the distribution of the mean open times.
The probability distribution is an exponentialcurve. Lots of channelsstay open a short
period of time, a few stay open longer. If you repeatedly calculated the mean open
time of 10 channels,the distribution of the means would follow a roughly Gaussian
distribution. This is a consequenceof the central limit theorem.
2. An enzyme level was measuredin cultured cells. The experiment was repeatedon
3 days; on each day the measurementwas made in triplicate. The experimental
conditions and cell cultures were identical on each day; the only purpose of the
repeatedexperimentswas to determine the value more precisely. The results are
shown as enzyme activity in units per minute per milligram of membraneprotein.
Summarizethese data as you would for publication. The readershave no interest
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in the individual results for each day; just one overall mean with an indication of
the scatter.Give the results as mean, error value, and N. Justify your decisions.
Replicate I

Replicate 2

234
269
254

220
967

Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday

Replicate 3

229
275
246

249

There are two difficulties with this problem. First, you need to decide what to do with
Tuesday's secondreplicate. It is wildly out of whack with the others. Deciding what
to do with outlying valuesis a difficult problem, and different scientistshave different
policies. In this case, I think it is clear that the value can't possibly be correct. Not
only is it far far away from the other two replicates,but it is far far away from the
six replicates measured on other days. Since the experiment was performed with
cultured cells, there is no biological variability from day to day. The only contribution
to scatter are experimentalerrors. It seemsplain to me that the 961 value is clearly
incorrect. First, I would look back at the lab notebook and see if the experimenter
noticed anything funny about that tube during the experiment. If there was a known
problem with that replicate,then I would feel very comfortable throwing it out. Even
otherwise,I would deleteit from the analysis,while recordingin a lab notebookexactly
what I had done. Including that value would throw off the calculations,so the result
wouldn't be helpful.
If the rows representeddifferent patients(ratherthan different experimentson the
samecell cultures),then my answerwould be different. With different patients,biological variability plays a role. Maybe the large number is correct and the two small
numbers are wrong. Maybe the second patient is really different than the first and
third. If possible,I'd do the experiment with patient #2 a secondtime to find out.
The secondproblem is how to pool the eight remaining values. It is not really
fair to considertheseto be eight independentmeasurements.The replicatesin one day
are closer to one another than they are to measurementsmade on other days. This is
expected,since there are more contributionsto variability betweendays than between
replicates.So calculating the mean and SD or SEM of all eight values is not valid.
Instead, I would calculate the mean value for each day, and then calculate the
mean and SEM of the three meansand then calculate a 95VoCI. This makes senseif
: 3. We
you think of the population as the meansof all possibleexperimentswith N
can be 95Va surethat the true mean lies somewherewithin the CI.*
The calculations are given in the following table.

Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Grand Mean

Replicate I

Replicate 2

Replicate 3

234
269
254

220
-9+
249

229
275
246

227.67
272.W
249.67
249.78

*It would be better to use a technique that also takes into account the variability between replicates.But
very much'
this is difficult to calculate, confusing to explain, and doesn't change the results
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The SEM of the three means is 12.8. The 95VoCI for the grand mean is from 194.7
to 304.9.If you were to repeat a similar experiment many times, the 95VoCI would
contain the true mean in 95Voof experiments.
"The experiment was performed three times in triplicate. After excluding one
wildly high replicate, the mean for each experiment was calculated.The grand mean
is 249.8 with a sEM of 12.8 (n : 3). The 957ocI rangesfrom 194.i to 304.9."
3. Is the width of a 99VoCI wider or narrower than the width of a gOVoCI?
To be more confident,you need to span a wider range of values.The 99VoCI is wider
than the 907o Cl.
4. The serum levels of a hormone (the Y factor) was measuredto be 93 -r 1.5 (mean
-f SEM) in 100 nonpregnant
women and I I0 -r 2.3 (mean -f SEM) in 100 women
in the flrst trimester of pregnancy.
A. Calculate the 95VaCl for the mean value in each group.
with 100 subjectsin each group, df :99, and t* : 1.984 (from Table A5.3 in the
Appendix). The 95Vo Cls are the mean plus or minus 1.984 times the SEM. For the
nonpregnant women, the CI ranges from 90.0 to 96.0. For the pregnant women,
the CI rangesfrom 105.4to 114.6.
B. Assuming that the measurementof Y is easy,cheap,and accurate,is it a useful
assayto diagnosepregnancy?
NO! The SEM values only tell you about how well you know the means. The 95Vo
CIs for the nonpregnantand pregnant women don't overlap (and don't even come
close), so it is pretty clear that the mean values of the two populations are really
different. In other words, it is very clear that the mean level of the Y factor increases
with pregnancy.But that does not mean that measuringthe level of y will be helpful
in diagnosingpregnancy.To assessits usefulnessas a diagnostictest, you need to look
at how much the two distributions overlap.
The957oCI is the rangeof valuesthat you can be 95Vosurecontainsthe population
mean. To think about the diagnosticusefulnessof this test, we need to think about the
prediction interval, the range of values that you expect to contain 95Voof the values
in the population. First, you need to calculate the SDs. This is done by multiplying
the SEM by the squareroot of sample size. The SD of the nonpregnantwomen is 15;
the SD of the pregnant women is 23. For N : 100, the prediction interval extends
1'99 standard deviations either side of the mean (Table 4.2). For the nonpregnant
women' the prediction interval extends from 63.2 to 122.9.For pregnant women,
the
prediction interval extendsfrom 64.2 to 155.8.The two distributionsoverlap considerably, so the test would be completely uselessas a diagnostic test.
The CI is only useful when you wish to make inferencesabout the mean. you
must calculate the much wider prediction interval when you wish to make inferences
about the actual distribution of the populations.
5. A paper reports that cell membraneshave 1203 t 64 (mean -{- sEM) fmol
of
receptorper milligram of membraneprotein.Thesedatacome from nine experiments.
A. calculate the 95%ocr. Explain what it means in plain language.
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With N : 9, df : 8 and t* :2.306. So the 95VoCI rangesfrom 1055.4to 1350.6
fmoVmg protein. Assuming that each of the nine experimentswas conductedindependently, you can be 95Vo sure that the true mean (if you were to perform an infinite
number of such experiments)lies within this range.
B. Calculate the 957o prediction interval. Explain what it meansin plain language.
To calculatethe prediction interval, you first have to calculatethe SD. The SD equals
the SEM times the squareroot of the sample size, or 192. For N : 9, the prediction
interval extends2.43 SDs on each side of the mean (Table 4.2). So the 95Voprediction
interval rangesfrom 736.4 to 1669.6 fmol/mg. The prediction interval is much wider
than the CI.
C. Is it possible to sketch the distribution of the original data? If so, do it.
If you are willing to assumethat population is distributed in a Gaussianmanner, you
can draw the distribution. This is a reasonableassumption,becausethe experimental
scatteris due to many factors acting independently.From the mean and SD, we can
draw this distribution in Figure A4.3.
D. Calculate the 907o CI.
With df : 8, t* for 90VoCI is 1.86 (Table A5.3 in the Appendix). So the CI extends
1.86 SEMs on eachside of the mean.The9OVoCI rangesfrom 1084.0to 1322.0.
E. Calculate the coefficient of variation.
The coefficientof variation(CV) is the SD divided by the mean, l92ll2o3 or 16.O7o.
6. You measureblood pressurein 10 randomly selectedsubjects and calculate that
the mean is 125 and the SD is 7.5 mmHg. Calculate the SEM and 957o CI. Then
you measure blood pressure in 100 subjects randomly selected from the same
population. What values do you expect to find for the SD and SEM?
The SEM is the SD divided by the squareroot of sample size, so it equals 7.5/'m
-- 2.26. The 95VoCI extends2.26 SEMs either
or 2.37. With N : 10. df : 9. and t*
side of the mean: 119.6to 130.4mmHg.
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When you increasethe sample size, you don't expect the SD to change.The SD
measuresthe scatter of the data, and the scatter doesn't change by sampling more
subjects.You'll know the SD more accurately,so the value will probably change.But
the SD is just as likely to increaseas to decreasewhen you add more subjects.Your
best guessis that the SD will still equal 7.5 mmHg.
The SEM quantifieshow well you have determinedthe population mean. When
you increasethe samplesize,your samplemeanwill probablybe closerto the population
mean. So the SEM gets smalleras the sample size gets larger. With N : 100, your
best guessfor the SEM is 7.51Y 100, or 0.76 mmHg.
Many students mistakenly think that the SD ought to get smaller as the sample
size gets larger. Not so. The SD quantifiesvariability or scatter,and the scatteris real.
The values in the population are not all the same. Collecting a larger sample helps
you know the SD better,but the size of the SD does not changepredictably as sample
size increases.The SD quantifies an attribute of the population, and that attribute
(scatter)doesn't changewhen you sample more subjects.
If you are still confused,think of how the mean will change when you sample
more subjects.If you collect a larger sample,you'll know the population mean better
and your sample mean from N : 100 won't exactly equal the sample mean from
N : 10. But it is just as likely that the mean will increaseas decrease.The sample
mean quantifiesan attribute of the population (its average),and the population doesn't
changeby sampling more subjects.
The standarderror is different. It does not quantify an attribute of the population.
It quantifies sampling error, and its value is determined(in part) by the sample size.
Collecting bigger samplesreducesthe value of the standardelror of the mean.
7. Why doesn't it ever make senseto calculatea CI from a population SD (as opposed
to the sample SD)?
If you know the population SD, then you must know all the values in the population.
If this is true, then you know the population mean exactly. So there is no point in
calculating a CI. Confidenceintervals are only useful when you are unsure about the
true population mean, so want to calculate a CI to quantify your uncertainty.
8. Data were measuredin 16 subjects,and the 95VoCI was 97 to 132.
A. Predict the distribution of the raw data.
Since the CI is symmetrical around the mean, the mean must equal the average of 97
and 132, or 114.5.With 16 subjects,the 95VoCl extendsabout 2 SEMs on either side
of the mean, so the SEM must be one quafter of the difference between 132 and 97,
or about 8.75. The SD equals the SEM times the squareroot of sample size, or 35.
With nothing else to go on, we assume that the population is roughly Gaussian.
The prediction interval extends 2.20 SDs either side of the mean, from 37.5 to
191.5.
B. Calculate the 99%oCI.
For df : 15, t* : 2.95 (Appendix Table A5.3). The 997oCI extends2.95 SEMs either
side of the mean: from 88.7 to L4O.3.The 99VoCI is wider than the 95VoCI. To be
more sure that the interval includes the population mean, you have to make it
wider.
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9. Which is larger, the SD or the SEM? Are there any exceptions?
The SD is larger, without exception. The SD quantifies scatter; the SEM quantifies
how well you know the population mean. The SEM must be smaller. If you look at
Equation 5.2, you can seemathematicallywhy the SEM is smaller.With that equation,
the SEM would equal the SD if N : 1. But if N : 1, it wouldn't make any sensero
think about scatterand the SD is not defined.

C HA P T E R6
1. Why are the CIs in Figure 6.3 asymmetrical?
Survival can't possibly be greater than lO}Vo or less than \Vo. At the early time points
when the survival is close to l00%othe upper confidencelimit is constrainedat l\OVo
while the lower confidencelimit is not constrained.
2. Why is it possibleto calculatethe mediansurvival time when someof the subjects
are still alive?
If you listed all the survival times in order, the median would be the middle time. If
subjectsare still alive, then you don't know their survival time. But you do know that
their survival time will be longer than any subjectwho alreadydied. So you can still
find the median time, even if subjectsare still alive. Median survival is the time at
which half the subjectsare still alive and half are dead.
3. Why are survival curves drawn as staircasecurves?
The curvesplot the survival of the subjectsin your sample.Whenevera subjectdies,
the percent survival drops. The percent survival then remains at a steadyplateauuntil
the next patient dies.
You could imagine drawing the curve differently if your goal were to draw your
best guessof survival in the population. You might then draw a sloping line from one
patient's death to the next. Then the curve would not look like a staircase.But the
conventionis to draw survival curves showing the survival of your sample,so staircase
curvesare used.
4. A survival curve includes many subjectswho were censoredbecausethey dropped
out of the study becausethey felt too ill to come to the clinic appointments.Is the
survival curve likely to overestimateor underestimatesurvival of the population?
Since the censoredpatients were sicker than the average subjects,on averagethey
probably died soonerthan the noncensoredpatients.So the remainingpatientsprobably
die laterthan the overall average,and so the dataon the remainingpatientsoverestimates
the survival of the entire population.
A survival curve can only be interpretedwhen you assumethat the survival of
the censoredsubjectswould, on average,equal the survival ofthe uncensoredsubjects.
If many subjects are censored,this is an important assumption.If the study is large
and only a few subjectswere censored,then it doesn't matter so much.
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5. A study began on January l, lggl and ended on December 31, 1994. How will
each of these subjectsappearon the graph?
A. Entered March l, 1991. Died March 31, 1992.
This subject is shown as a downward step at time :

13 months.

B. EnteredApril 1, 1991.Left study March l, 1992.
:
This subject was censoredat 11 months. He or she will appear as a blip at time
11 months.
C. Entered January l, 199I. Still alive when study ended.
The subject was alive for the entire 48 months of the study. He or she will appearas
a blip at time : 48 months. Since the graph ends at 48 months, the blip may not
be visible.
D. Entered January l, 1992. Still alive when study ended.
This subjectwas alive for 36 months after starting the trial. So he or she was censored
at 36 months and will appearas a blip at time : 36 months.
E. Entered January l, 1993. Still alive when study ended.
This subjectwas alive for 24 months at the time the study ended.So he or she appears
as a censoredsubject at time : 24 months.
F. Entered January I, 1994. Died December 30, 1994.
This subject died 12 months after starting the trial. So he or she will appear as a
downward step at time : 12 months.
G. Entered July l, 1992. Died of car crash March I, 1993.
This is ambiguous.After 8 months the subject died of a car crash. This might count
as a death or as a censoredsubject, depending on the decision of the investigator.
Ideally, the experimentalprotocol should have specifiedhow to handle this situation
before the data were collected. Some studiesonly count deathsfrom the diseasebeing
studied,but most studiescount deathsfrom all causes.Some studies analyzethe data
both ways. Why would you include a death from a car crash in a study of cancer?The
problem is that it is impossible to know for sure that a death is really unrelatedto the
cancer(and its therapy).Maybe the car crash in this examplewould have been avoided
if the study medication hadn't slowed the reaction time or if the cancerhadn't limited
peripheral vision.
6. A survival study started with 100 subjects.Before the end of the fifth year, no
patients had been censored and 25 had died. Five patients were censoredin the
sixth year, and five died in the seventh year. What is the percent survival at the
end of the seventhyear? What is the 95VoCI for that fraction?
This book did not give the equationsfor calculating a survival curve, but it is pretty
easy to figure out. At the end of the fifth year, 25 patients had died and 75 are still
alive. So the fraction survival is75Vo. During the sixth yeff, five subjectsare censored.
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This does not changepercent survival, which remains at75Vo. Now five subjectsdie
in the next year. At the start of that year, 70 subjectswere alive (100 - 25 - 5). At
the end of the seventh year, 65 subjectsare alive. So for subjectsalive at the start of
the seventh year, the probability of surviving that year is 65/70 or 92.86Vo.The
probability of surviving up to the beginningof the seventhyear,aswe alreadycalculated,
is 757o.So the probability of surviving from time zero to the end of the seventhyear
is the product of those two probabilities, 75vo x 92.86vo: 69.6vo.
To calculatethe CI, you have to know the number of subjectsstill being followed
at the end of the seventhyear. This equals 100 - 25 - 5 - 5 : 65. use Equation
6.1 with p : .696 and N : 65. Theg\Vo CI is from 0.696 - 0.093 to 0.696 + 0.093.
or 0.603 to 0.789. or 60.3Voto 78.9Vo.

CHAPTER7
1. (Same data as in Problem 4 in Chapter 5.) The serum levels of a hormone (the Y
factor) was measuredto be 93 -t_ 1.5 units/ml (mean -t SEM) in 100 nonpregnant
women and I l0 +- 2.3 units/ml in 100 women in the first trimester of pregnancy.
A. What is the 95VaCl for the difference between mean levels of the Y factor?
The SE of the difference is the squareroot of the sum of the squareof the two SEM
values(Equation7.1), or 2.75 units/ml.With 100 subjectsin eachgroup,thereare 100
+ 100 - 2 - 198 degreesof freedom.With so many degreesof freedomt* : 1.97.
The differencebetweenthe meansis 110 - 93 : l7.The95Vo CI extends1.97 SEs
oneach side,or 11.6to 22.4units/ml. If we assumethatboth samplesarerepresentative of the overall populations,we can be 95Vosurethat the mean level of the Y factor
in pregnant women is between 11.6 and 22.4 units/ml higher than in nonpregnant
women.
B. What assumptionsdo you have to make to answer that question?
We assumethat the two samplesarerepresentativeof the overall populationsof pregnant
and nonpregnantwomen of the appropriateage range. Since the samplesare so large,
we don't need to assumethat the distributions are Gaussian.We do have to assume
that the two populations have similar standarddeviations, and that the subjectshave
each been selectedindependently.
2. Pullan et al. investigated the use of transdermal nicotine for treating ulcerative
colitis. The plasmanicotinelevel at baselinewas 0.5 -f 1.1 ng/ml (mean -r SD; N
: 35). After 6 weeks of treatment,the plasma level was 8.2 'r 7.1 ng ml (N :
30). Calculate a 95VoCl for the increasein plasma nicotine level.
Using Equations7.2 and 7.3, the 95VoCI for the differenceextendsfrom 5.3 to 10.1
nglml.
What assumptionsare you making? Are these valid?
. The subjects are representativeof all patients with ulcerative colitis. This seems
reasonablebut to really know you'd have to investigate how the investigatorsrecruited subjects.
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. The populations follow a Gaussiandistribution. Since the samplesare fairly large,
cannot be
this isn't too important. From the data it is obvious that the populations
population
the
in
values
the
of
957o
Gaussian,
were
Gaussian.If ths populations
would be within 2 SDs of the mean and the distribution would be symmetrical around
if
the mean. With the values given in this problem, this would be possible only
negative.
be
nicotine levels could
. Each subject was selectedindependently of the others. Without knowing the details
of the eiperimental design, it is impossible to evaluate this assumption.It seems
reasonable.
. The values in the rwo groups are not paired or matched.Clearly this assumptionis
violated. Each subject was measuredtwice.
. The two populationshave equal SDS. This assumptionhas been violated.
If you had accessto all the data, how might you analyze the data?
There are two problems with the analysis.First, the data are paired, so the analysis
should take into account the pairing. Second, and less important, the data are not
sampledfrom a Gaussiandistribution.
If you had accessto the raw data, you could calculate the change in nicotine for
each subject and then calculatethe mean changeand the 957oCI of the mean change.
This analysis does not require that the data be sampled from Gaussiandistributions
but does assume that the changes are distributed in a Gaussian manner. You could
also expressthe results as the logarithm of concentration,which may result in a more
Gaussiandistribution.
3. You measurereceptor number in cultured cells in the presenceand absenceof a
hormone. Each experiment has its own control. Experiments were performed several
months apart, so that the cells were of different passagenumbers and were grown
in different lots of serum.The results are reproducedbelow. Each value is receptor
number in fmoVmg (femtomole of receptor per milligram of membrane protein).
How would you summarizeand graph theseresults?What CI would you calculate?
The results are given in the following table.

Experiment No.
Experiment
Experiment
Experiment
Experiment

I
2
3
4

Control

Hormone

Change

123
64
r89
265

209
103
343
485

86
39
t54
220

The mean of the changesis 124.8 fmol/mg, with a SE of 39.6 fmoUmg. The 95VoCI
for the overall averagechange is from -l.l to 250.6 fmoVmg. This is a very wide
range, ranging from a slight decreaseto an enormousincrease.
That approach is based on the assumptionthat the most consistent measureof
changeis the differencebetweenthe control and hormone values.In many experiments
it is more consistentto expressthe changeas a fold difference.For this example,you'd
calculatethe ratio of the hormone/control.You can seethat this is a more consistentway
to quantify the change,as the receptornumber almost doublesin all four experiments.If
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the results are more consistentwhen expressedthis way, the CI will be narrower.
as
indicated in the following table.

Experiment No.

Control

Hormone

t23

209
103
343
485

Experiment I
Experiment 2
Experiment 3
Experiment 4

u

r8 9
265

r.70
l.6l
1. 8 1
1.83

The mean ratio is 1.74 with a SE of 0.05. Theg|Vo CI for the ratio is 1.58 to 1.90.
You can be 95Vo sure that hormone treatment increasesreceptor number 1.58- to
1.90-fo1d.
Chapter 25 explains this approach in more detail. It is better to calculate the
logarithm of the ratios and then calculate the mean and 95VoCI for the logarithms.
You can then take the antilogarithmsof each confidencelimit. With this example,you
get almost the sameresultsthis way. The 95VoCI for the mean ratio rangesfrom 1.55
to 1.91.
4. Why is the SE of a differencebetweentwo meanslarger than the SE of either mean?
The SE of a difference quantifies how well you know the difference between two
population means.It dependson how well you know each mean as reflectedin the two
SEMs. Uncertaintyin eachof the two meanscontributesto uncertaintyin the difference.

CHAPTERB
l. The relative risk of deathfrom lung cancersin smokers(comparedwith nonsmokers)
is about 10. The relative risk of death from coronary artery diseasein smokersis
about 1.7. Does smoking cause more deaths from lung cancer or from coronary
artery diseasein a population where the mortality rate in nonsmokersis 5/100,000
for lung cancer and 170/100,000for coronary artery disease?
The table analvzesthe data.

Lung cancer
Coronary

disease

Number of Deaths in
100,000Nomsmokers

Number of Deaths in
100,000 Smokers

Excess Deaths Among
100,000 Smokers

5
t70

50
289

45
l19

The first column shows the number of deathsamong 100,000nomsmokers,calculated
from the mortality rate. The second column shows the number of deaths among the
smokers.It is calculatedby multiplying the number of deathsamong nonsmokerstimes
the relative risk. The final column shows the number of excessdeaths,calculated as
the difference betweenthe number of deathsamong smokersand among nonsmokers.
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Even though the relative risk is much higher for lung cancer,there are far more excess
deathsfor coronary disease.This is becausecoronary heart diseaseis so much more
common than lung cancer.This questionpoints out how overemphasizingrelative risks
can be misleading.
2. Goran-Larssonet al. wondered whether hypermobile joints caused symptoms in
musicians.They sentquestionnairesto many musiciansand askedabouthypermobility of the joints and about symptoms of pain and stiffness. They asked about all
about the wrists. Of
ioints, but this problem concernsonly the data they collected
of the wrists. In
pain
stiffness
and
had
96 musicians with hypermobile wrists, 5Vo
symptoms.
such
had
hypermobility
contrast, lSVo of 564 musicians without
A. Is this a prospective,retrospective,or cross-sectionalstudy?
B. Analyze these data as fully as possible.
A. This is a cross-sectionalstudy. The subjects were selected because they were
musicians.The investigatorsdid not selectsubjectsaccordingto pain and stiffnessof
their joints, not becausethey do or don't have hypermobilejoints. The investigators
sampledsubjectsfrom the populationof musiciansand determinedwhetherthejoints
were hypermobile and whether the joints were painful and stiff at the same time.
A retrospectivestudy could also addressthis question. The investigatorschose one
group of musicianswith painful and stiff joints and anothergroup of musicianswithout
painful or stiff joints. They would then ask both groups about hypermobility.
This would be a prospectivestudy if the investigatorschoseone group of subjects
with hypermobile joints and another group of musicians without hypermobile joints.
The investigatorswould then wait and seehow many musiciansin eachgroup developed
pain and stiff joints.
B. Before analyzingthe data, it helps to display the data on a contingency table. To
start,57o of 96 musicians with hypermobile wrists had pain and stiffness. If you
multiply 0.05 times 96, the result is 4.8. Since the result must be an integer, the
investigatorsmust have rounded off the percentage.So we place the number 5 into
the upper left cell of the spreadsheet.The rest of the table is calculated in the
same wav.

Hypermobile wrists
Normal wrists
Total

Pain and Stiffness

No Pain or Stiffness

5
t02
t07

9l
462
553

Total

96
564
192

It is meaningful to calculate a relative risk from cross-sectionalstudies. The
relative risk is 0.29. Musicians with hypermobile wrists are only 297oas likely to have
painful or stiff wrists than are musicianswithout hypermobility. Using InStat or Equation 8.7, you can calculatethat the approximate95VoCI rangesfrom 0.12 to 0.69. We
are 957o sure that musicians with hypermobile joints have somewherebetween I2Vo
and 69Voas high a prevalenceof wrist pain and stiffnesscomparedto musicians with
normal wrists. Hypermobile wrists protect musicians from pain and stiffness.
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You could also calculate the difference of prevalencerates. Among musicians
with hypermobilewrists, the prevalenceof pain and sufferingis 5.2Vo.Among
musicians
without hypermobile wrists, the prevalenceof pain and suffering is 18.lTo. Thedifference is 12.97o,with an approximate 95Va CI for the difference ranging from
7.4Vo
to l8.4%o.
To interpret theseresults,you have to assumethat the musiciansstudied here are
representativeof musiciansin other places.You alsohave to assumethat the assessment
of hypermobility is objective, and not influenced by the presenceor absenceof pain
and stiffness.
3. The same number of cells (100,000 per ml) were placed into four flasks. Two cell
lines were used. Some flasks were treatedwith drug, while the others were treated
only with vehicle (control). The data in the following table are mean cell counts
(thousandsper milliliter) after 24 hours.

Cell Line I
Cell Line 2

No drug

Drug

145
256

198
356

Analyze these data as fully as possible. If you had accessto all the original data,
how else might you wish to summarizethe findings?
This table is not a contingency table, and none of the methods presentedin Chapter
8 are appropriate.The values in the table are mean cell counts, not counts of the
number of subjectsin each category.If this were a true contingencytable, there would
be 145 + 198 + 256 + 356 subjectsor experiments.In fact, thereis only one experiment
reported here. A larger number in the table means that the cells grew faster, not that
a certain outcome occurred in more subjects.
4. Cohen et al. investigatedthe use of active cardiopulmonaryresuscitation(CPR).*
In standardCPR the resuscitatorcompressesthe victim's chest to force the heart
to pump blood to the brain (and elsewhere)and then lets go to let the chestexpand.
Active CPR is done with a suction device. This enablesthe resuscitatorto pull up
on the chestto expandit as well as pressingdown to compressit. Theseinvestigators
randomly assignedcardiac arrestpatientsto receive either standardor active CPR.
Eighteen of 29 patients treated with active CPR were resuscitated.In contrast, 10
of 33 patients treated with standardCPR were resuscitated.
A. Is this a cross-sectional,prospective,retrospective,or experimentalstudy?
B. Analyze these data as you see fit.
A. This is an experimental study. The investigators sampled one group of subjects
(victims of cardiac arrest) and gave them two different treatments.

*TJ Cohen, BG Goldner, PC Maccaro, AP Ardito, S Trazzera.MB Cohen, SR Dibs. A comparisonof active
compression-decompressioncardiopulmonary resuscitation with standard cardiopulmonary resuscitation for
cardiac arrests occurring in the hospital. N Engl J Med 329:1918-1921, 1993.
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B. As always with thesekind of data, it helps to arrangethe data onto a contingency
:
table. The results can be summarizedwith a relative risk which is (18/29)(10/33)
be
to
likely
as
2.05. Cardiac arrest victims given active CPR were about twice
resuscitatedas cardiac arrest victims given standardCPR. The approximate 95Vo
CI for the relative risk rangesfrom 1.14 to 3.70.

Active CPR
Standard CPR
Total

Resuscitated

Not Resuscitated

Total

l8
l0
28

l1
23
34

29
JJ

62

You could also calculate the results as the difference in successrates. Among
victims given active CPR, 62.l%o were resuscitated.Among victims given standard
cPR, only 30.37o were resuscitated.The difference in resuscitationrates is 3l.8vo,
with a 95VoCl of 6.97oto 56.6Vo.
To interpret theseresults,you have to assumethat thesevictims of cardiac arrest
are representativeof others in other places. You also have to assumethat there was
no differencebetweenthe two groupsexcept for the kind of CPR. The resultswouldn't
be hetpful, for example,if the group given active CPR happenedto be much younger
than the group given standardCPR or if the two groups of subjectslived in different
areas or were treated by different paramedics.
To fully assessthese results, you would want to look at more than just the
resuscitationrate. You'd also want to know how many of the resuscitatedpatients
survived long enough to be dischargedfrom the hospital, and how many survived for
one or more years after that. You'd also want to know whether the survivors were
living active lives or whether they had lost mental function.
5. In a letter in Nature (356:992, 1992) it was suggestedthat artists had more sons
than daughters.SearchingWho's Who in Art, the author found that artists had 1834
sonsand 1640 daughters,a ratio of 1.118.As a comparisongroup, the investigator
looked at the first 4002 children of nonartists listed in Who's Who and found that
the ratio of sons/daughtersis 1.0460.Do you think the excessof sons among the
offspring of artists is a coincidence?
Let's create a contingency table from these data.

Sons
Artists in WW
Nonartists in WW
Total

1834
20/,6
3880

Daughters

r640
1956
3596

Total

3474
4002
7476

The only trick in creating the contingency table is filling in the numbers for the
nonartists. We know that the total number in the sample is 4002 and that the ratio of
boys/girls is 1.046.This meansthat the ratio of boys/(boys* girls) is I .046/(I + 1.046)
or 5l.IVo.Thercfore thereare .5ll * 4002:2046 boys, which leaves1956daughters.
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You can calculate the relative risk. The word risk is a bit awkward here, and
relative proportion is more appropriate.The relative proportion equals (1534/34j4)/
(2046/4002):1.033. The artists were 1.033 times more likely to have a
son than
were the nonartists.The 95%oCl rangesfrom 0.99 to 1.0g.
Is the differencein sex ratio a coincidencein thesesamples,or is it a real difference
betweenartists and nonartists?There is no way to answerthis questionfor sure.you'll
learn more about how to approachthe question in Chapter 27. For now, you can see
that the 95VoCl contains the value 1.00, so it is certainly reasonableto suspectthat
the observeddifference is a coincidence.The relative risk is not so far from 1.0 that
you feel compelled to believe that the difference is real.
In assessingthese data, you also need to consider the background of the study.
Why did the investigatorssuspectthat artistswould have more sons?It doesn't seem
to make any biological sense.And why study artists?Why not architectsor plumbers
or surgeons?If you look at enough occupations,you are sure to find some that have
a higher or lower fraction of sons than average.
So there are two reasonsto be dubious about the conclusions.First, the findings
are not very striking, the relative risk is not far from 1.0 and the 95VoCI contains 1.0
(barely). Second,the investigatorsdo not appearto have a logical reasonto think that
the findings could be real. I concludethat the difference betweenthis sampleof artists
and nonartistsis almost certainlv a coincidence.

CHAPTER9
1. Can an odds ratio be greater than one? Negative?Zero?
The odds ratio rangesfrom 0 to 1. It cannot be negative.
2. Can the logarithm of the odds ratio be greater than one? Negative?Zero?
The logarithm of the odds ratio can be any value, including negative values.
3. Gessnerandcolleaguesinvestigatedan outbreakof illnessin an Alaskancommunity.
They suspectedthat one of the town's two water suppliesdeliveredtoo much fluoride
leading to fluoride poisoning. They compared 38 caseswith 50 controls. Thirtythree of the casesrecalled drinking water from water system l, while only four of
the controls had drunk water from that system.
Analyze these data as you think is appropriate.State your assumptions.

Cases
System I
System2
Totals

JJ

5
38

Controls

Total

4
46
50

37
5l
88

This is a retrospectivestudy. The subjectswere selectedeither becausethey had
the illness or did not. Therefore a relative risk would be meaningless,and the results
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:
should be summarizedwith an odds ratio. The odds ratio is (3314)l(5/46) 75-9. The
diseasewas
the
that
you
assume
304.4.If
approximateg5ZoCI rangesfrom 18.9 to
I were
system
from
people
drinking
that
rare in the community, then you can conclude
These
2.
system
from
people
drinking
than
76 times more likely to have the illness
involved
may
be
system
water
the
that
findings are striking and are strong evidence
in causingthe disease.
In interpreting thesedata, you must assumethat the subjectsand controls studied
are representativeof other people who did or didn't get the illness. You must also
assumethat the subjectsand controls were selectedindependently.For example, the
study wouldn't be valid if the investigatorschose several casesor controls from the
same household(of course,they all drink from the same water system).Finally, you
must assumethat there are no other differencesbetween people who drank from the
two water systems.You wouldn't be able to interpret the results if the two groups of
people also bought their food at different sources,or worked in different villages, or
were different in some other way.
How could these authorshave conducteda prospectivestudy to test their hypothesis?
To do a prospective study, the investigatorsshould choose people based on which
system provides their drinking water and then assesswhether they got the illness. If
the illness is rare, it will require more subjectsto perform a prospectivestudy than a
retrospectivestudy.

CHAP T E R1O
1. You wish to test the hypothesisthat a toin coss is fair. You toss the coin six times
and it lands on headseach time. What is the null hypothesis?What is the P value?
Is a one- or two-tailed test more appropriate?What do you conclude?
The null hypothesisis that the coin is flipped fairly, so the probability of landing on
headsis exactly 0.5. If this were true, the chancethat six consecutiveflips would all
land on headsis 0.56: l/64 : 0.016.If the null hypothesiswere true, the chancethat
six consecutiveflips would all land on tails is also 0.016. Theseare one-tailedP values.
The chance that six flips would be identical (either heads or tails) is twice 0.016 or
3.ZVo.This is the two-tailedP value.
It is impossible to evaluate these results without any context. Why did anyone
suspectthat the coin flipping was unfair? If you use a one-tailed P value, you must
have decidedbefore the data were collected that you expectedto seetoo many heads.
Otherwise you should choosethe two-tailed P value of 0.032. How should the results
be interpreted?Either there is a systematicproblem with the coin flipping so heads
comes up more than half the time or a coincidenceoccurred.This coincidencewould
occur with a fair coin 3.2Voof the time. Unless I had some reasonto suspectthat the
coin flipping was unfair (for example,if this were part of a magic show), I'd be inclined
to believe that it is a coincidence.
2. You conduct an experimentand calculatethat the two-tailed P value is 0.08. What
is the one-tailedP value? What assumptionsare you making?
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You can only calculate a one-tailed P value if the
direction of the expectedchange
were predicted before the data were collected. If the
change occurred in the predicted
direction, then the one-tailed P value is half the two-taiteo p
value, or 0.04.
If the changeoccurred in the oppositedirection, the situation
is more tricky. The
one-tailedP value answersthis question: If the null hypothesis
were true, what is the
chanceof randomly picking subjectssuch that the difference goes
in the direction of
the experimentalhypothesiswith a magnitude as large or larger
than observed?The
answer is a bit ambiguous when the result went in the diiection
opposite to the
experimentalhypothesis.One answer is that the one-tailed P value is
1.0 minus half
the two-tailed value. so the one-tailedp value is 0.96.
It really doesn't help to calculatea one-tailedP value when the observeddifference
is opposite in direction to the experimentalhypothesis.You should conclude
that the
P value is very high and the difference was due to chance.
3. (Same data as Problem 4 in Chapter 5 and Problem I in Chapter 7.) The serum
levels of a hormone (the Y factor) was measuredto be 93 + 1.5 (mean -r SEM)
in 100 nonpregnantwomen and 110 -f 2.3 (mean -r- SEM) in women in the first
trimester of pregnancy. When the two groups are compared with a t test, the p
value is less than 0.0001.
A. Explain what the P value meansin plain language.
The null hypothesisis that the mean levels of the Y factor are identical in pregnant
and nonpregnantwomen. If this null hypothesiswere true, there is less than a 0.OlTo
chance that the difference between the means of two randomly selected samples
(N : 100 each) would be 17 units/ml or greater.
B. Review your answersto Problem 4 in Chapter 5 and Problem 1 in Chapter 7.
Explain how the results complement one another.
The low P value tells us that the results are very unlikely to be due to coincidence.
And it cenainly is not surprisingto find that the mean value of the hormone is elevated
in pregnant women (it might be surprising to find a hormone whose level does not
changein pregnancy!).The questionin Chapter5 askedwhether measurementsof this
hormone would be useful for diagnosingpregnancy.That is a very different question.
To be useful for diagnosis,it is not enoughthat the meansdiffer. The two distributions
must also differ, with very little (if any) overlap.As explainedin the answerin Chapter
5, the two distributions in this example overlap substantially,so the test is worthless
for diagnosis.
4. (Same data as Problem 4 in Chapter 8.) Cohen et al. investigatedthe use of active
cardiopulmonaryresuscitation(CPR). In standardCPR the resuscitatorcompresses
the victim's chest to force the heart to pump blood to the brain (and elsewhere)
and then lets go to let the chest expand.Active CPR is done with a suction device.
This enablesthe resuscitatorto pull up on the chestto expand it as well as pressing
down to compressit. These investigatorsrandomly assignedcardiac arrestpatients
to receive either standardor active CPR. Eighteenof 29 patientstreatedwith active
CPR were resuscitated.In contrast, l0 of 33 patients treated with standardCPR
were resuscitated.
Using Fisher's test, the two-sidedP value is 0.0207. Explain what this meansin
plain language.
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and standard
The null hypothesis is that the resuscitation rate is the same for active
(or
difference
large
a
such
CPR. If thaf hypothesis were true, the chance of observing
larger) in a study this size is 2.17o.

C HAP T E R11
1. For Problems 3 and 4 of the last chapter, explain what a Type I and Type II error
would mean.
problem 3. (hormone Y in pregnancy). Since the P value is low, you would
conclude that the mean levels of hormone are significantly different. You'd be making
a Type I error if the mean levels in the overall population were really identical. It is
only possible to make a Type II error if you conclude that there is no statistically
significantdifference.Sincethe P value is so low in this example(below any reasonable
value for cr), you'll definitely conclude that there is a significant difference, so it is
impossible to make a Type II error.
Problem 4. (CPR). If you set cr : 0.05, you would concludethat the resuscitation
rates are significantly different. You'd be making a Type I error if the resuscitation
rates in the overall populationswere really identical. If you set a : 0.01, would you
conclude that the resuscitation rates are not significantly different? If you did this,
you'd have made a Type II error if the rates are really different.
2. Which of the following are inconsistent?
A. Mean difference : 10. The 957o CI: -20 to 40. P : 0.45.
Consistent.
B. Mean difference:

10. The 95VoCI: -5 to 15. P : 0.02.

Inconsistent.The 957o Cl includes 0, so the P value must be greater than 0.05.
C. Relativerisk : 1.56.The 95VoCI: I .23 to 1.89.P : 0.013.
Consistent.
D. Relat iv er is k :

1 .5 6 .T h e 9 5 V oC I: 0 .8 1 to 2 .l 2. P : 0.04.

Inconsistent.The P value is lessthan 0.05. so the 95VoCI for the relative risk cannot
include 1.0.
E. Relativerisk : 2.03.The 957oCI: 1.01to 3.13.P < 0.001.
Inconsistent.The P value is way less than 0.05, so the 95VoCl must not include 1.0
and shouldn't even come close. But the 957o CI starts at a value just barely greater
than 1.00.

CHAPT E R13
1. Assume that you are reviewing a manuscriptprior to publication. The authorshave
tested many drugs to see if they increase enzyme activity. All P values were
calculatedusing a paired t test.Each day they also perform a negativecontrol, using
just vehicle with no drug. After discussing significant changes caused by some
drugs, they state that "in contrast, the vehicle control has consistently given a
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nonsignificantresponse(P > 0.05) in each of 250 experiments."
Comment on these
negative results. Why are they surprising?
In the negativecontrol experiments,you expectthe null hypothesis
to be true. Therefore
you expect I out of 20 control experimentsto have a P value less
than 0.05. In 250
experiments, therefore, you expect to see about 0.05 * 250 : 12.5 ..significant,,
responses.You'd be very surprisedto seezero significant responsesresults
among the
250 control experiments.

C HAPT E R14
l. A test has a specificity of 92Voand a sensitivity of 99Vo.Calculate the predictive
valuesof positive and negativetestsin a population in which 5Voof the individuals
have the disease.
Create this table following the same steps as used for the examplesin the book.

Positive test
Negative test
Totals

DiseasePresenl

DiseaseAbsent

495
5
500

760
8740
9500

Total

1255
8745
10000

The predictive value of a positive test is 49511255: 39.4Vo.When a patient has
a positive test, there is a39.4Vachancethat he or she actually has the disease.
The predictive value of a negative test is 874018745: 99.97o.When a patient
has a negative test, you can be 99.9Vosure that he or she does not have the disease.
2. A test has a specificity of 92Vo and a sensitivity of 997o. Calculate the predictive
valuesof positive and negativetestsin a populationin which 0.1Voof the individuals
have the disease.

Positive test
Negative test
Totals

DiseasePresent

DiseaseAbsent

Total

99
I
100

7992
91908
99,900

8091
91909
100.000

The predictive value of a positive test is 9918091: 1.27o.When a patient has a
positive test, there is a 1.27ochancethat he or she actually has the disease.Virtually
all (98.8Vo)of the positive tests are false positives.
The predictive value of a negativetest is 91908/91909: 99.97o.When a patient
has a negative test, you can be 99.9Vosure that he or she does not have the disease.
3. A woman wants to know if her only son is color blind. Her father is color blind,
so she has a 5OVochanceof being a carrier (color blindness is a sex-lined trait).
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blind (she has no other
This means that, on average,half her sons will be color
the color of an object, his
sons). Her son is a smart toddler. But if you ask him
of color' Is he color
responseseemsrandom. He simply does not grasp the concept
they ask him about
blind? Or has he not yet figured out what people mean when
that 757o of
color? From your experiencewith other kids that age, you estimate
the genetic
kids that age can answer correctly when asked about colors' Combine
blind'
history and your estimateto determine the chancethat this kid is color
is 507o' If
The sensitivity is 1007o,the specificity is 757o, and the prior probability
the results
blind,
color
are
fathers
you were to seethe infants of 1000 women whose
you'd expect to see are given in the following table'

No senseof color
Knows colors
Total

Color Blind

Not Color Blind

500
0
500

t25
375
s00

625
375
r000

Of the kids who have no senseof color, 500/625 : 8O7oare color blind, while
the other 207o simply are slow to learn colors. You conclude that there is an 807o
chancethat this kid is color blind. Of course,the accuracyof this conclusion depends
on how accuratethe number "75Vo" is for the fraction of non-color blind kids who
can answer questionsabout color blindness at this age.
4. For patient C in the porphyria example,calculatethe predictive value of the test if
your clinical intuition told you that the prior probability was 75Vo.
You can create this table.

<99 units
>99 units
Total

DiseasePresent

DiseaseAbsent

615
r35
750

9
241
250

Total

624
376
1000

The predictive value ts 6151624: 98.6Vo.Since the prior probability is higher,
the predictive value must be higher too. Before obtaining the test results, you already
thought the chance was higher. The test results increasethe probability further.

CHAPT E R15
1. A student wants to determine whether treatment of cells with a particular hormone
increasesthe number of a particular kind of receptors.She and her advisor agree
that an increaseof less than 100 receptorsper cell is too small to care about. Based
on the standard deviation of results you have observed in similar studies, she
calculatesthe necessarysample size to have 90Vo power to detect an increaseof
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100 receptors per cell. She performs the experiment that number
of times, pools
the data, and obtains a p value of 0.04.
The student thinks that the experiment makes a lot of senseand thought
that
the prior probability that her hypothesiswas true was 60Vo.Her advisor is
more
skeptical and thought that the prior probability was only 5vo.
A. Combining the prior probability and the P value, what is the chancethat these
results are due to chance?Answer from both the student'sperspectiveand that
of the advisor.
The student'sperspectiveis illustrated by the following table which shows the results
of 1000 hypothetical experiments.

Prior
Probability:
0.60
P < 0.(x
P > 0.04
Total

Receptor Number
Really Increasesby
More than 100 Sites/
Cell

Null Hypothesis Is
True: Receptor
Number Doesn't
Change

540
60
600

t6
384
400

Total

s56
444
r000

Of 556 experimentswith a P value lessthan 0.04, receptornumber really increases
in 540. So the chancethat the receptor number really increasesis 540/556 : 9'l.l%o,
leaving a 2.97ochancethat the results are due to coincidence.
The advisor's perspectiveis different, as illustrated in the following table.

Prior
Probability :
0.05

P<O.M
P > 0.04
Total

Receptor Number
Really Increasesby
More than 100 Sites/
Cell

Null Hypothesis Is
True: Receptor
Number Doesn't
Change

45
5
50

38
912
950

83
9t7
1000

Of all the hypotheticalexperimentswith P < 0.04, 45183: 54.2Vooccurredwhen
receptor number really increased.The other 45.8Vaof the low P values were Type I
elrors, due to random sampling. So the new evidenceis not convincing to the advisor,
as she still thinks there is only about a 50Vochancethat the effect is real.
B. Explain why two people can interpret the same data differently.
The results could have been obtained in two ways:
First possibility; The treatmentreally does not changereceptor number, and the
changewe observedis simply a matter of coincidence.The statisticalcalculationstell
you how unlikely this coincidence would be. For this example, you would see a
difference as large or larger than you observedin 4Voof experiments,even if the null
hypothesiswere true.
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Secondpossibility; The hormone really does increasereceptor number.
In interpretingthe results,you have to decide which of thesepossibilitiesis more
likely. The student in this example thought that the second possibility was probably
true even before collecting any data. She is far happier believing this hypothesis is
true ratherthan believing in a coincidencethat happensonly 1 in every 25 experiments.
The advisor has reasonsto think that this experiment shouldn't work. Perhaps
she knows that the cells used do not have receptorsfor the hormone used, so it seems
very unlikely that the hormone treatment could alter receptor number. So the advisor
has to choosebetweenbelieving that an "impossible" experimentworked or believing
that a 4Vo coincidencehas occurred. It is a toss up, and the conclusion is not clear.
To interpret experimental results, you need to integrate the results from one
particular experiment (summarized with a P value) with your prior opinions about the
experiment. If different people have different prior opinions, they may reach different
conclusionswhen the P value is only moderatelylow.
C. How would the advisor's perspectivebe different if the P value were 0.001 (and
the power were still 90Vo)?
Now the advisor has to choose between a result that makes no sense to her or a
coincidencethat happensonly 1 time in 1000. She believesthe result, rather than such
an unlikely coincidence.Although she probably makes this judgment intuitively, you
can explain it with this table. Given the assumptionsof this problem, only I in 46
results like this would be due to chance,while 45 out of 46 reflect a true difference.
(To maintain the power with a smaller threshold value of p requires increasing the
samplesize.)

Prior
Probability :
0.05

Receptor Number
Really Increasesby
More than 100 Sites/
Cell

Null Hypothesis Is
True: Receptor
Number Doesn't
Change

P < 0.001
P > 0.001
Total

45
5
50

1
949
950

Total

46
954
1000

2. You go to Las Vegas on your 25th birthday, so bet on the number 25 in roulette.
You win. You bet a secondtime, again on25, and win again! A roulette wheel has
38 slots (l to 36, 0, and 00), so there is a I in 38 chancethat a particular spin will
land on 25.
A. Assuming that the roulette wheel is not biased, what is that chance that two
consecutivespins will land on 25?
The chanceis (1/38) * (1/38) :

l/1444 : O.0697o.

B. If you were to spend a great deal of time watching roulette wheels, you would
note two consecutivespins landing on 25 many times. What fraction of those
times would be causedby chance?What fraction would be causedby an unfair
roulette wheel?
There are two possibilities.Either it is a coincidenceor the roulette wheels are biased
in your favor. Deciding between the two depends on the context. If you are in a
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commercial casino, the chancethat the roulette wheel is unfair is pretty small, and the
chancethat it is biased in your favor is very very small. I find it easierto believe that
a 1 in 1444 coincidencehas occurredthan that the casino has a roulette wheel biased
in my favor. If you are watching a magic show, then you expect the roulette wheel to
be rigged and your conclusion would be different. You can't answer the question
without knowing the context (the prior probability).

CHA P T E R16
l. In Example 16.1, assumethat the woman had three unaffected sons. What is the
probability that she is a carrier?

All sons without disease
At least one son with disease
Total

Carrier

Not Carrier

62
438
500

500
0
500

Total

562
438
1000

Follow the same steps as Example 16.1. In step 3 substitute l/8 for l/4. The chance
she is a carrier is 62/562 : 11.OVo).
2. If the lod scoreis -3, what is the probability that the marker is linked to the disease?
The post-test odds equals the pretest odds times the antilogarithm of the lod score.
Assuming a randomly selectedmarker, the pretest odds are about 0.02. So the posttest odds equal 0.02 * 0.001 : 0.00002. With such low values, the probability and
the odds are almost identical. So the probability of linkage is only A.}OZVo.A lod score
of -3 is strong evidence that the marker is not linked to the gene.
3. It would be possible to calculate a P value from linkage data. Explain in plain
languagewhat it would mean.
The P value would answer this question: If a marker and gene are truly not linked,
what is the chanceof randomly observing as few or fewer recombinationevents than
were observed in an experiment this size (number and size of families studied). P
values are rarely calculatedfrom linkage data.
4. You perform a t test and obtain a P value less than 0.05. You used enough subjects
to ensure that the experiment had a SOVopower to detect a specified difference
betweenpopulationmeanswith P < 0.05. Does it make senseto calculatea likelihood
ratio? If so, calculate the ratio and explain what it means.
The likelihood ratio is a ratio. The numerator is the probability of obtaining a P value
lessrhan0.05 if the specifieddifferencereally exists.The denominatoris the probability
of obtaining a P value less than 0.05 if the null hypothesisis true. In other words, the
likelihood ratio is the power divided by o. For this example, the likelihood ratio is
0.80/0.05 : 16. You are 16 times more likely to obtain a statistically significant result
if the experimentalhypothesisis true than if the null hypothesisis true.
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You will rarely, if ever, see a likelihood ratio calculated for a statistical test. This
partly
becauseit is hard to define the experimental hypothesesin many situations
is
and thus hard to calculatepower. But it is also just a tradition.

17
CHAPTER
1. In Example 17.1, how should the investigatorshave analyzedthe data if they had
measuredthe insulin sensitivity and VoC20-22 twice in each subject?
The straightforward approachwould be to consider each separatepair of measurements
-- 26 instead of
as a separatepoint on the graph. If you did this, you would have N
:
N
13. But this is not a legitimate way to analyzethe data, as you would be violating
the assumptionthat the points are obtained independently.The secondmeasurement
from each subject is likely to be closer to the first measurementon that subject than
to measurementsfrom other subjects.
You should first averagethe two insulin sensitivity measurementsfor each subject
and then average the two 7oC20-22 measurementsin each subject. Then calculate
the correlation coefficient between the averageinsulin measurementand the average
7oC20-22 measurement.
2. The P value in Example 17.1 was two tailed. What is the one-tailedP value? What
does it mean?
The two-tailed P value is 0.0021. Recall what this means. If there really were no
correlation betweenthe X and Y variablesin the overall population, there is a O.2I7o
chance of observing such a strong correlation (or stronger)in a study of this size. If
the null hypothesiswere true, there is a 0.l%o chanceof randomly picking 13 subjects
and finding that r > O.l7 and a O.lVo chance of randomly picking 13 subjects and
finding that r < 0.77.
You can only calculatea one-tailedP value if you decidedto do so, and specified
the direction of the experimentalhypothesis,before collecting the data.If you predicted
that the correlation was positive (increasinginsulin sensitivity with increasing7oC2022), then the one-tailedP value is 0.001.
3. Do X and Y have to be measured in the same units to calculate a correlation
coefficient? Can they be measuredin the same units?
As Example l7.I shows, X and Y do not have to be measuredin the same units.
However, they can be measuredin the same units.
4 . w h a t i s t h eP v a l u ei f r : 0 . 5
N: 100?

with N:

l 0 ? w h a t i s t h e P v a l u ei f r : 0 . 5

with

Use Equation 17.3. When N : 10, z : L45. When N : 100, z : 5.4L Using the
last column of Table A5.2 in the Appendix, the P valuesare 0.147 for N:
l0 and
P < 0 . 0 0 0 1f o r N : 1 0 0 .
It makes sensethat the P value is smaller with the bigger sample. You are far
less likely to get r : 0.5 by coincidencewith N : 100 than with N : 10.
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5. Can you calculate the correlation coefficient if all X values are the same?If all Y
values are the same?
You can't calculate the correlation coefficient if all X or all Y values are identical.
You can seethis mathematicallyby looking at Equation 17.1. If all X values are
identical, then the SD of X is 0, and you'd be dividing by 0 in the equation.If all Y
values were identical, the SD of Y would be 0, again leading to a division by 0.
You can see this intuitively as well. The correlation coefficient quantifies the
degree to which the variation in one variable can be explained by variability in the
other. If one of the variables has no variation, then the whole idea of correlation makes
no sense.
6. Golino et al. investigated the effects of serotonin released during coronary angioplasty. After angioplasty(inflating a balloon positioned inside to coronary artery
to force open a blocked artery) they measuredthe degree of vasoconstriction in the
next few minutes as the percent change in cross sectional area (monitored by
angiograms). They also measured the amount of serotonin in blood sampled from
the coronary sinus. The data for eight patients are shown (I read these values off
the graph in the publication, so they may not be exactly correct). To make the
serotoninlevels follow a distribution closer to a Gaussiandistribution, the authors
calculatedthe logarithm of serotonin.Calculate the correlation betweenthe logarithm
of serotonin levels and the percent change in cross sectional area'

Serotonin
(nglml)

2.0
5.0
6.0
10.0
15.0
60.0
6s.0
r65.0

Vo Change in
Cross-Sectional
Area

4.0
7.0
28.0
26.0
30.0
34.0
3s.0
42.O

The correlaFirst calculatethe logarithm of the X values.Then use Equation 18'1'
of the variance
tion coefficient, r, equals-O.89and r2 equals0.79. This meansthat 79Vo
in cross-sectionalarea can be explained by differencesin serotoninlevels'

C HA P T E R19
How about the
1. Will the regressionline be the same if you exchange X and Y?
correlation coeffi cient?
the definitions
The regressionline is the best line to predict Y from X' If you swap
up perfectly
line
points
data
the
of X and y, the regressionline will be different unless
so every point is on the line'
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The correlation coefficient measures the correlation between two variables. It
makes no difference which variable is called X and which is called Y. Swapping the
two will not changethe value of r.
2. Why are the 95VoCIs of a regressionline curved?
Within 95Vo confidence,there are many different regressionlines that could be the
best-fit Une for the entire population. This spectrumof lines is obtainedby combining
a wobbly slope and an uncertain intercept.The outer limits of the possible regression
line is defined by a curve. This is becausethere is more uncertaintyabout the position
of the regressionline at the fringes of the data than in the middle.
3. Do the X and Y axes have to have the same units to perform linear regression?
No.
4. How many P values can be generatedfrom a simple linear regression?
You can generatea P value for any null hypothesis.For linear regression,the standard
null hypothesisis that the slope equals 0. You could also test the null hypothesisthat
the intercept equals 0. You don't have to stop there. You could also test the null
hypothesisthat the slope : 3.56, if that was of interest. Or the null hypothesisthat
the Y-intercept equals2.0. Or 3.92. Or 11.28.There are an infinite number of possible
null hypotheses,so there are an infinite number of P values. You can't intelpret a p
value unlessyou know what null hypothesisit is testing.
5. The results of a protein assayare presentedin the following table. Chemicals are
added to tubes that contain various amounts of protein. The reaction forms a blue
color. Tubes with higher concentrations of protein become a darker blue. The
darknessof the blue color is measuredas optical density.

Concentration
(Micrograms)

0
4
8
t2
l6
Unknown 1
Unknown2

Optical Density

0
0.017
0.087
0.1l6
0.t72
0.097
0.123

A' Calculate the best-fit linear regression line through the standard
curve (five
known concentrations).
The slope is 0.011 optical density units per microgram. The y-inrercept
is -0.0102.
The graph is shown, with 95VoCIs (Figure A4.4).
B. Read the unknown concentrationsfrom the standardcurve.
You can approximatethe values by reading graphically off the curve.
But you can do
it exactly by rearrangingthe equation.The lineai equationis y :
0.011 * x - 0.0102.
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Figure 44.4.

Simple algebraputs X in front: X : (Y + 0.0102)/0.011.Now enterin the two known
Y values and determinethe unknown X values.Unknown t has X : 9.68. Unknown
2 has X : 12.03.Both of thesevaluesare well within the range of the standardcurve,
which is good. You shouldn't trust values extrapolatedfrom a regressionline outside
the range of the known values.
6. What is r2 if all points have the same X value? What about if all points have the
same Y value?
If all points have the sameX values or the sameY values,you can't calculater2.This
makes senseintuitively. If all X values are the same, or all Y values are the same,
there is no need to calculate linear regression.The value of 12is the fraction of the
variation in Y that is explained by the regressionline. If all Y values are the same,
there is no variation in Y, so it makes no senseto partition the variation into various
components.If all X values are the sameit makes no senseto ireate a regressionline,
becausethe point of regressionis to find the line that best predicts Y from X. If all
X values are identical, then there is no way to create a regressionline.
7. Sketch some examplesof residual plots for data that do not meet the assumptions
of linear regression.
SeeFigure A4.5. The first graph shows data that appearto follow all the assumptions of linear regression.The residuals (shown on the top right of the figure) are
randomly scatteredabove and below the line at Y : 0, and the distanceof the residuals
from that line is not related to the value of X. The data in the second graph have
increasingscatterwith increasingX. The distanceof the residualsfrom the Y : 0 line
increasesas X increases.The data in the third graph are not linear. If you look at the
graph carefully, you can see that the points with low and high values of X tend to be
above the linear regressionline and the points in the middle tend to be below the line.
This is easierto see in the residual graph.
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8. Can r2 ever be 0? Negative?
It will equal 0 if there is no trend whatsoeverbetween X and Y. The best-fit line is
exactly horizontal. Its value cannot be negative.
9. Do you need more than one Y value for each X value to calculatelinear resression?
Does it help?
You do not need more than one Y value for each X value to calculatelinear regression.
If you do have replicate Y values, you can perform some extra calculations (not
explained in this book) to test whether the data are best fit by a straight line.
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CHAPTER22
l. You are preparing a grant for a study that will test whether a new drug treatment
lowers blood pressuresubstantially. For previous experience,you know that 15
rats in each group is enough. Preparea convincing power analysis to justify that
sample size.
We need to use Equation 22.5. We know the answer we are looking for, N : 15, and
need to find values for the other values to justify this. There are many combinations
of variables that would work. Here is one. Set cr : 0.05 and B : 0.20. This means
(from Table 22.I) that the squareof the sum of zoand zp equals7.9.We know from
prior work, that we expect the SD to be about l0 mmHg. Now we can solve for A,
the minimum difference we wish to detect as significant. Using the numbers of this
example, A : 10.2 mmHg. So you could write in a paper: "From previous work, we
expectedthe SD of blood pressureto be 10 mmHg. Setting the significancelevel to
0.05, we calculatedthat a study with 15 subjectsin each group would have 80Vopower
to detect a mean difference in blood pressuresof 10 mmHg."
As this example shows, sample size calculationsdo not always proceedfrom the
assumptionsto the sample size. Sometimes,the sample size is chosen first and then
justified. This is OK, so long as the assumptionsare reasonable.
2. The overall incidence of a diseaseis I in 10,000. You think that a risk factor
increasesthe risk. How many subjectsdo you need if you want to have 957o power
to detect a relative risk as small as 1.1 in a prospectivestudy?
You need to use Equation 22.6. From the problerr, pr equals 0.00010. p2 equals 1.1
times pl or .00011.Sincewe want 957opower,F : 0.05. The problemdoesn'tspecify
cr, so we'll use the conventional value of 0.05 (two-tailed). Plugging all those values
into Equation22.6, N equals22 milhon subjectsin each group, obviously an impractical number.
Why such a large sample size?First, the diseaseis rare, with an incidence of only
1 in 10,000.So it will take a large number of subjectsto get a reasonablenumber with
the disease.Since you are looking for a small change in incidence, and want high
power, you will need even larger samples.Detecting small changesin rare diseasesis
virtually impossiblein prospectivestudies.The required samplesize is enormous.That
is why case-controlstudies are so useful.
3. How large a sample would you need in an election poll to determine the percent
voting for each candidateto within l%o?What assumptionsare you making?
Here you need to use Equation 22.3. The precision is statedin the problem, 0.01. We
don't know what number to expect for p, so we'll set p : 0.50. This is the worst case,
asany other value would lead to a higher samplesize.The samplesizerequiredis 10,000.
4. Can a study ever have lOOVopower?
Only if the study collects information on 1007oof the population.But then there would
be no need for statistical inference.
5. About lOVoof patientsdie during a certain operation.A new techniquemay reduce
the death rate. You are planning a study to compare the two procedures. You
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will randomly assign the new and standard technique, and compare the operative
death rate.
A. How many subjectsdo you need to have 957opower to detect a lOToreduction
in death rate (a : 0.05)?
p r : 9 . 1 0 , p r . : 0 . 9 0 * p , : 0 . 0 9 . c r : 0 . 0 5 , 9 : . 0 5 .U s e E q u a t i o n 2 2 .t6o c a l c u l a t e
that you require 22,354 subjectsin each group. It takes an enorrnousstudy to have a
high power to detect a small difference.
B. How many subjectsdo you need to have 6O7opower to detect a SOVoreduction
in deathrate (a : 0.10)?
pr : Q . 10 ;p z : 0 .5 * p , : 0 .0 5 ;c r : 0 .10; B : 0.40.
You can't use the table in the chapter to find the sum of the squareof the z values,
becausethe table doesn't include F : 0.40. Look in the secondcolumn of Table A4.2
in the Appendix to find 407o, then read over to see that zu is about 0.25 (40Voof a
Gaussianpopulationhas z >0.25). For a : 0.10 (two-tailed),use the fourth column
of Table A4.2 to find thatz is about 1.65 (l0To of a Gaussianpopulation has either
z>7.65or2<1.65).
Now, you can plug all the values into Equation 22.6. You need 200 subjectsin
each group. Finally, we have a reasonablenumber.
C. Is it ethical to comparea new technique(that you think is better) with a standard
technique.why shouldn't all the subjectsget the new technique?
If you are really really sure that the new techniqueis superior,then it is not ethical to
give the older technique to anyone. But how sure are you really? The history of
medicine is full of examplesof new techniquesthat turned out to be worthless,despite
the enthusiasmof people who used the technique early. The way to really
"o.fur.
two techniques is to perfonn an experiment. The patients who get the standard
treatment may turn out to be better off than the patients who received the new treatment.
6. Lymphocytescontainbeta-adrenergicreceptors.Epinephrinebinds to thesereceptors
and modulates immune responses.It is possible to count the average number of
receptorson human lymphocytes using a small blood sample.You wish to test the
hypothesisthat peoplewith asthmahavefewer receptors.By reading various papers,
you learn that there are about 1000 receptors per cell and that the coefficient of
variation in a normal population is about 25Vo.
A. How many asthmaticsubjectsdo you need to determinethe receptornumber to
plus or minus 100 receptorsper cell with govo confidence?
You need to use Equation 22.1. Since you know that the coefficient of variation
is
25Vo,you know that the SD is about 250 receptors/cell.Equation 22.1 calctlatessample
size for 95Vo CIs. To make gOVointervals (which are narrower) the value of t*
must
be replaced with a smaller number. From Table A5.3 in the Appendix, you can
see
that the value of t* for gOVoconfidenceand many degreesof freedom is 1.65.
So N : 1.652* (25}ll}0)t : 17 subjectsin each group.
B. You want to compare a group of normal subjectswith a group of asthmatics.
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How many subjectsdo you need in each group to have 80Vopower to detect a
mean decreaseof l}Vo of the receptorsusing a : 0.05 (two-tailedf

Use Equation22.5. N : 99 in each group.
C. How many subjectsdo you need in each group to have 957o power to detect a
mean difference in receptor number of 5Vowith a : 0.01?
Here you need 890 subjectsin each group. You are looking for a smaller difference
and have set harshercriteria for a and B.
7. You read the following in a journal
level
thatwith a powerof 807oanda significance
Beforestartingthe study,we calculated
a l5-percentageof 5Va,130 patientswould be requiredin eachgroupto demonstrate
point reductionin mortality(from the expectedrateof 33 percentto 18 percent).
A. Explain in plain languagewhat this means.
If the null hypothesis were really true (the two treatmentsare identical in terms of
mortality), then thereis a57o chanceof obtaininga significantdifferenceby coincidence
of random sampling. (The statementthat the "significant level is 5Vo" means that
ct : 0.05.) If the alternativehypothesisis true (that the mortality drops ftom 33Voto
ISVo),then there is a 807o chance that a study with 130 patients in each group will
end up with a statistically significant difference and a 20Vochance of ending up with
a conclusion of not statistically significant.
B. Show the calculations,if possible.
It soundslike they are analyzing the results by comparing survival curves. The methods
neededto calculate sample size for comparing survival curves are complicated, and
not discussedin this book. However, we can probably come up with a similar answer
by treating the data as comparisonof proportions.
we know that p, : .33 and p1 : .18. We also know ct and B. So you can use
-- 134 in each group. The differencebetweenN :
Equation 22.6. With this equation,N
130 and N : 134 is not important, as all thesecalculationsare basedon assumptions
that may not be exactlYtrue.

CHAPTER23
between
1. Calculate the t test for Example 7.1. The authors compared stool output
-r
babies
control
(SD)
for
84
254
treated and untreatedbabies. The results were 260
-r
I97 for 85 treatedbabies.
and 182
babies.Then
First calculate the two SEM s, 27.7 and 2L4 for the control and treated
The SE of
calculate the SE of the difference between means using Equation 23'3'
t ratio is
the
the difference is 34.8. The difference between the means is 78' So
gg/34.g -- 2.24. There are !67 degreesof freedom. If you use a computer program'
A5'4 in the
you can determine that the P value (two-tailed) is 0.0269. Using Table
Appendix, you can see that the P value must be a bit more than 0'02'
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2. Calculate the t test for Problem 2 in Chapter 7.
3. t : 6.3 with 63 degreesof freedom.P < 0.0001.
A. Explain why power goes up as Ag gets larger.

It is easierto find a big difference than a small one. Sampling error is more likely to
produce a small difference than a large one. Since a large AH is less likely to be due
to chance,it is more likely to be due to a real difference. In other words, the power
is higher.
B. Explain why power goes down as SD gets larger.
If the SD is large, the data are scatteredmore. With more scatter,sampling error is
likely to produce larger differences. So an observed difference is more likely to be
due to random sampling with a large SD than with a small one. So the power is lower.
C. Explain why power goes up as N gets larger.
If you collect more evidence,you have more power. With a larger samplesize,sampling
error is likely to produce small differences.So an observeddifference is less likely to
be due to random sampling with a large N than with a small N.
D. Explain why power goes down as o gets smaller.
When you make o smaller,you set a harshercriteria for finding a significantdifference.
This decreasesyour chanceof making a Type I error. But you have made it harder to
declare a difference significant even if the difference is real. By making a smaller,
you increasethe chance that a real difference will be declared not significant. You
have decreasedthe power.
4. For the study in Example 23.2, calculate the following:
A. Calculate the t test and determinethe t ratio and the P value.
t:

. 2 4 0P : . 8 1

B. What was the power of that study to detect a mean difference of 25 sites/cell?
use Equation23.7.Au : 25, sE of difference: 25,andt* : z.o4.zpower:-1.04.
From Table A5.6, the power is about 157o.From the example in the text, we know
that the study had a 48Vo power to detect a mean difference of 50 sites/cell. Of
course the study had less power to detect a smaller difference as statistically significant.
C. What was the power of that study to detect a mean difference of 100 sites/cell?
: 2.96.
Use Equation 23.7. As : 100, SE of difference : 25, and t* : 2.04. zpower
From Table 45.6, the power is >99Vo.If the differencebetweenpopulation meanswas
really huge, this study had plenty of power to find a significant difference.
D. If the study were repeatedwith 50 subjectsin eachgroup, what would the power
be to detect a difference of 50 sites/cell?
If we were to repeatthe study with more subjects,we can't be sure what the SD values
will be. But our best guess is that the SD will be the same as observedin the first
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study. The problem gives SEM values,but thesecan be convertedto SD values since
you know the sample size. Then you can calculate the pooled SD, which is 73.85
receptors/cell(Equation 23.3). From this value and the new sample sizes, you can
calculatethat the SE of the difference will be about 14.8 receptors/cell.Now you can
use Equation 23.7 to find th&t Zp.*.' : 1.33. The power is 917o. This is the same
problem as the example (we haven't changed the SD of the data or the size of An)
exceptthat the samplesare now larger. Increasingthe samplesize increasedthe power.

CHAPTER24
l. The datacomparethe numberof beta-adrenergicreceptorson lymphocytesof control
subjectsand those taking a drug.

Control

Drug

1t62
1095
1327
l26l
r 103
t235

892
903
tt64

roo2
961
875

A. Calculate the Mann-Whitney test.
The best thing to do is use a computer program. It tells you that the sum of ranks in
the control group is 54 and that the sum of ranks in the drug-treatedgroup is 24. The
P value is 0.0152 (two tailed).
If you want to analyze the data manually, the first step is to rank the values,
without respect to whether they are control or drug treated. Then sum the ranks in
each group.

Control

rt62
1095
t327

r26r
1103
r235
Sum of ranks

Rank

8
6
l2
ll
7
l0
54

Drug
892
903
116/.
1002
96r
875
Sumof ranks

Rank

2
J

9
5
A

+

I
24

Many books (not this one) give tables for the Mann-Whitney test, so you might look
up the P value from the sum of ranks and the sample size.
'I'o
calculate it manually, you need to use Equations 24.2 and 24.3, which give
approximateanswers.Equation24.2 calculatestwo values for U. U : 33 and U : 3.
You will get the same value of Z no matter which U value you use. Using Equation
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24.3 (and knowing that N, : Nu : 6), Z:2.40. From Table A5.2 in the Appendix,
you can seethat I.647oof a Gaussianpopulationhas z > 2.40 or z I -2.40. So the
two-tailed P value is approximately 0.0164.
B. Calculate the t test.
Again, you'll find it easiestto use a computerprogram.InStat tells us that t : 3.978
and P : 0.0026.
To calculatethe t test manually, first calculatethe mean and SEM of each group.
Control:Mean :

ll97.2,SEM :

Treated: Mean : 966.2, SEM :

37.8
44.1

Then calculatethe SE of the difference betweenmeansas the squareroot of the sum
of the squareof the two SEM values. It equals 58.1. The t ratio equalsthe difference
betweenmeansdivided by the SE of the difference: (1197.2 - 966.2)/58.1: 3.97.
To determine the degreesof freedom, sum the total number of subjects minus 2.
DF : 10. Look in Table A5.7 of the Appendix. DF : 10, and p : 0.003.

CHAPTER25
1. These data are the same as those presentedin Problem 1 from Chapter 24. The
experimenterscompared the number of beta-adrenergicreceptorson lymphocytes
of control subjects and those taking a drug. Assume that each subject was first
measuredas a control and then while taking the drug.
A. Calculate the paired t test.
First, calculate the difference for each subject.

Control

Drug

Difference

Rank of
Difference

tt62
1095
1327
t26r
l 103
1235

892
903
tt64
1002
961
875

210
192
163
259
142
360

-5
-3
-2
-4
-l
-6

Then calculate the mean and SEM of the differences.Mean difference : Z3l with
a
SE of 33.2.The t ratio is the ratio of the mean difference divided by its SE, which
is
231/33.2 : 6.964. The number of degreesof freedom is the number of pairs minus
one' or five. Table A5.4 does not go down to five degreesof freedom, so use Table
A5.5. With 5 dl the critical t ratio for a : 0.001 is 6.869. Since the r ratio in
this
example is higher than this, the P value must be less than 0.001. A program would
tell you that P : 0.0009.
B. Calculate the Wilcoxon test.
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First rank the differences,as shown in the last column above. Assign a negativerank
when the value decreasesand positive when it increases.In this problem, all values
decreaseso all ranks are negative. Then separatelysum the ranks for the subjects that
increaseand decrease.The sum of the ranks for the increasesis - 21; the sum of the
ranks for the decreasesis zero. This book doesn't give a table to determine a P value
from the sum of ranks, but a program would tell you that P : 0.0313 (two-tailed).

CHAPTER26
1. You hypothesizethat a diseaseis inherited as an autosomaldominant trait. That
means that you expect that, on average,half of the children of people with the
diseasewill havethe diseaseand half will not. As a preliminary testof this hypothesis,
we obtain data from 40 children of patientsand find that only 14 have the disease.
Is this discrepancyenough to make us reject the hypothesis?
With 40 children, you expect2Oto have the diseaseand 20 to not. You needto compare
the observedand expectedvalues with the chi-squaretest.
Observed (O)

Expected (E)

(o-E),/E

t4
26
40

20

1.8
1.8
3.6

Disease
No disease
Total

z0
40

So Xt : 3.6 with one degreeof freedom (number of categoriesminus one).
From Table A5.7 in the Appendix, you can seethat P : 0.0578.The null hypothesis
is that the diseasereally is an autosomal dominant trait, and that all discrepancies
between observedand expectedare due to chance.If this hypothesiswere true, you
would seea discrepancyaslarge (or larger) than observedherern 5.78Voof experiments.
You have to decide if that probability is low enough to reject the hypothesis.

CHA P T E R27
l. Perform the chi-squaretest for the cat-scratchdiseasedata for Example 9.1. State
the null hypothesis,show the calculations,and interpret the results.
Here again are the observed data.

Observed Data
Cats have fleas
Cats don't have fleas
Total

Cases

Controls

32
24
56

4
52
56

Total

36
'16
I12
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You can calculate the expected data directly from the experimental data. You
don't need any special theory to calculate the expectedvalues. Let's first figure out
how many casesyou expect to see where the cats have fleas, if the casesand controls
were equally likely to have cats with fleas. Altogether 36 of the casesand controls
had cats with fleas. Since there were equal number of casesand controls, we'd expect
18 caseswith cats with fleas and 18 controls. So the expected values look like the
following table. Of course,the row and column totals are the,samein the expectedand
observedtables.The expectedvalues were calculatedfrom the row and column totals.

Expected Data
Cats have fleas
Cats don't have fleas
Total

Cases

Controls

l8
38
56

t8
38
56

Total

36
76

n2

Now calculate 12 using Equation 27.2. X2 : 29.8. There is only a single degree
of freedom. With such an enormous value of Xt, the P value is tiny. The P value is
lessthan 0.0001.
The null hypothesisis that the casesand controls are equally likely to have cats
with fleas. If this hypothesis were true, you'd find this big a discrepancybetween
observedand expectedvaluesin less than 0.01Voof experimentsof this size.
2. (Same as Problem 2 from Chapter 8.) Goran-Larssonet al. wondered whether
hypermobile joints caused symptoms in musicians. They sent questionnairesto
many musicians and asked about hypermobility of the joints and about symptoms
of pain and stiffness.They asked about all joints, but this problem concernsonly
the data they collectedabout the wrists. Of 96 musicianswith hypermobilewrists,
57o had pain and stiffness of the wrists. In contrast, l87o of 564 musicians without hypermobility had such symptoms. Analyze these data as fully as possible.

Observed Data
Hypermobile wrists
Normal wrists
Total

Pain and Stiffness

No Pain or Stiffness

5
102
107

9l
462
553

96
5g
660

If you use a computer program, you can analyzethe data with Fisher's exact test. The
P value (two-tailed) is 0.0008. If there were no associationbetween hypermobility of
the wrist and pain and stiffness, there is only a 0.O8Vochance that you'd find an
associationthis strong (and a relative risk this high) in a study this size.
If you do the calculationsyourself, you needto first calculatethe expectedvalues.
If the null hypothesis were true, how many subjects would you expect to find with
both hypermobilewrists and pain/stiffness?Overall lO71660: 16.ZVoof the subjects
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Therefore,out of the 96 subjectswith hypermobilewrists,you'd
had pain/stiffness.
You canworkouttheremainder
expect96 * .162: 15.6wouldhavepainandstiffness.
from the row andcolumn
of the expectedvaluesusingsimilarlogic,or by subtraction
totals.The expectedresultsare givenin the following table.
Expected Data

Hypermobilewrists
Normalwrists
Total

Pain and Stiffness

15.6
9t.4
r07

No Pain or Stiffness

Total

80.4
472.6
553

96
564
660

It's OK that the expectedresultsinclude fractional components.The table really shows
the averageexpectedresults if you were to repeat the experiments many times. To
calculate the chi-squaretest, you need to combine the observedand expectedvalues.
If you use the Yates' correction, the result is 12 : 9.088. The P value is 0.0026.
:
3. Will a study with N : 50 have greaterpower to detect a difference betweer Pr
:
:
:
0.20 and p2 0.40?
0.10 and p2 0.20, or betweenp,
First answer intuitively. A chancedifference of just one or two caseswill changethe
proportions more when the proportions are low. Therefore, you'd expect to have
: 0.40. To answer
more power to detect the difference betweefl p1 : 0.20 and pz
H : 0.28. For the
first
example,
For
the
mathematically, calculate Equation 27.3.
:
power.
more
H
means
of
vlaue
0.44. A bigger
secondexample, H
4. Calculate a P value from the data in Problem 4 of Chapter 8. Interpret it.
show the data as a contingency table.

Active CPR
Standard CPR
Total

Resuscitated

Not Resuscitated

Total

l8
l0
28

ll
23
34

29
33
62

The best way to analyzethe data is to perform the Fisher's test with a computer.The
P value is 0.0207 (two sided).
To calculate a P value yourself, use the chi-squaretest. Using Yates' colrection,
chi-square: 5.072.The two-sidedP value is 0.024 from Table A5'7'
5. In responseto many casereportsof connectivetissuediseasesafter breastimplants,
the FDA called for a moratorium on breast implants tn 1992. Gabriel and investigators did a prospective study to determine if there really was an associationbetween
breastimplants and connectivetissue(and other) diseases.They studied749 women
who had received a breast implant and twice that many control subjects. They
analyzedtheir data using survival analysis to account for different times between
key
impiant and diseaseand to correct for differences in age. You can analyze the
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findings more simply. They found that 5 of the casesand l0 of the controlsdeveloped
connectivetissuedisease.
A. What is the relative risk and P value? What is the null hypothesis?
The null hypothesisis that there is no associationbetweenbreastimplants and connective tissuediseases.If the null hypothesisis true, the overall incidenceof connective
tissue diseasesamong casesought to equal the incidence among controls.
They usedtwice as many controls as patientswith breastimplants.Twice as many
controls as casesdevelopedconnectivetissuedisease.This is exactly what you expect
under the null hypothesis,so the relative risk is exactly 1. To calculatethe relative risk:
(51749)l(l0/1494): 1.0.The data provide no evidencewhatsoeverof any association
betweenbreast implant and connectivetissue disease.
The P value (two-tailed)must be 1.0. The P value answersthis question:If the
null hypothesisis true, what is the chanceof randomly sampling subjectsand obtaining
suchstrongevidence(or stronger)that thereis an association.Sincetherewas absolutely
no evidenceof associationin this study, I}OVz of all studieswould produce evidence
this strong or stronger.If you were to calculatethe chi-squaretest, you'd find that the
expectedvaluesequaledthe observedvalues.Chi-squareequalszero, so P : 1.0.
B. What is the 95VoCl for the relativerisk?
Before concluding that breast implants don't cause connective tissue disease,you
should do further calculations.One is to calculatethe 95VoCI for the.relativerisk.
This is best done by computer.The answeris 0.34 to 2.92. So the data are consistent
with a reduction of risk by a factor of three or an increasein the risk by a factor of
three. Even though the study shows no evidenceof association,the study is too small
to be convincingly negative.
C. If breast implants really doubled the risk of connectivetissue disease,what
is the power of a study this size to detect a statistically significant result with
P < 0.05?
One way to think about the usefulnessof the data from the study is to ask what power
the study had to find hypothetical differences. For example, if patients with breast
implants really got connectivetissuediseaseat twice the rate of control patients,what
was the power of this study to find a statistically significant difference?
We'll set pr to 0.0067,since this is the fraction of controls(and cases)who had
connectivetissue disease(10/1484). We'll set p2 to half thar value or 0.0034. To
calculatepower first use Equation27.3 to calculatethat H : 0.0412.
Figure 27.I isn't very useful with such small valuesof H, so use Equation27.4.
Set zo : 1.96,sincewe are using the conventionaldefinitionof statisticalsignificance
(P < 0.05, two tailed). Since the sample sizes are different, you need to calculate the
harmonic mean accordingto Equation27.5. N : 2 * 747 * 1484/(747+ l4B4):
993.7. Now, use Equation27.4 to calculateZpo*.,: 0.91. From Table A4.14 in the
Appendix,power is about l87o.lf breastimplantsreally increasedthe risk of connective
tissuediseasetwofold, a study this size would observea significantassociationless
than one time in five. Since the study had such low power, you shouldn't interpret the
findings too strongly.
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CHAPTER28
1. You use a hemocytometerto count white blood cells. When you look in the microscopeyou see lots of squaresand 25 squaresenclose0.1 microliter. You count the
number of cells in nine squaresand find 50 white blood cells. Can you calculate
the 957o CI for the number of cells per microliter? If so, calculate the interval. If
not, what information do you need?what assumptionsmust you make?
You counted 50 cells in 9 squares.Since there are 250 squaresper microliter, there
are 50 * (250/9) : 1389 cells per microliter. To calculatethe CI, we must work with
the number actually counted,50. From Tabte A5.9 in the Appendix, you can seethat
the 95VoCI for the averagenumber of cells in 9 squaresranges from 37.1 to 65.9.
Multiply each confidencelimit by (25019)to determinethe 957aCl for the number of
cells permicroliter. The 957oCI rangesfrom 1031 to 1831 cells permicroliter.
2. In 1988 a paper in Nature (333:816,1988)causeda major stir in the popular and
scientific press.The authorsclaimed that antibodiesdiluted with even 10-r20of the
startingconcentrationstimulatedbasophilsto degranulate.With that much dilution,
the probability that even a single molecule of antibody remainsin the tube is almost
0. The investigatorshypothesizedthat the water somehow "remembered" that it
had seen antibody. These results purported to give credenceto homeopathy,the
theory that extremely low concentrationsof drugs are therapeutic.
The assayis simple. Add a test solution to basophilsand incubate.Then stain.
Count the number of stained cells in a certain volume. Compare the number of
cells in control and treated tubes. A low number indicates that many cells had
degranulated,since cells that had degranulatedwon't take up the stain.
The authorspresentthe "mean and standarderror of basophil number actually
counted in triplicate." In the first experiment,the three control tubes were reported
as 81.3 t 1.2,81.6 -f 1.4, and 80.0 -f 1.5. A secondexperimenton anotherday
gave very similar results. The tubes treated with the dilute antibody gave much
lower numbers of stained cells, indicating that the dilute antibody had caused
degranulation.For this problem, think only about the control tubes.
A. Why are these control values surprising?
The authors counted only the cells that still had granules. In the results shown, the
averagenumber of cells in the volume counted was about 80. If this is true, then the
Poisson distribution tells us what we expect to see in different experiments.From
Table A5.9 in the Appendix, the 957o CI rangesfrom 63 to 100. If you repeatedthe
experiment many times, you'd expect the number of cells counted to be within this
range 95Voof the time and outside the range 57o of the time. The results reportedby
the authorshave far less variation than that. There is way too little scatter.
B. How could these results have been obtained?
One possibility is that the investigatorswere lucky and just happenedto have so little
variation.The chanceof having so little variation is very small, so this is quite unlikely.
If the cells are well mixed and randomly sampled,the Poissondistribution tells us the
distribution of valueswe expectto see.This is the "best" you can do, assumingperfect
experimentaltechnique.Any sloppinessin the experimentwill lead to more variability.
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No matterhow carefully you do the experiment,you can't get lessscatterthan predicted
by the Poissondistribution unlessyou are extremely lucky.
So how then could the results have been obtained? There is no way to be sure,
but here is one possibility. It is difficult to count cells in a reliable way. Counting
requires some judgment as you ask yourself these kinds of questions:How do you
deal with cells on the border? How do you distinguish betweenreal cells and debris?
How do you deal with clumps? If you know the results you are "supposed" to get,
your answersmight be swayed to get the count you expect to get.
For an assaylike this one (counting cells manually), the only way to avoid bias
is to have the person counting the cells not know which tube is which, so he or she
can't let the expectedresults bias the count. Even better, use a machine that counts in
an unbiasedway. The machinescan also count a larger volume, thus narrowing the
confidence interval.
You could also improve the experimentalmethodology in other ways. Why not
count all cells, not just the ones that haven't degranulated.Why not use a more precise
assay,such as measuringhistamine releasefrom the cells?

Appendix5
StatisticalTables

This appendixcontainstablesthat you will find useful when you do your own calculations. To keep this book compact,I have only tabulatedcertain values.You can easily
calculate other values using the spreadsheetprogram Microsoft Excel, which I used
to createall the tables (version 5 for Windows).* The spreadsheetformulas are listed
below. While most are straightforwardand documentedin the Excel function manual,
the equations for Tables 1 and 9 are not obvious. I obtained these equations from
Lothar Sachs,Applied Statistics.A Handbook of Techniques.2nd ed., New York,
Springer-Verlag, 1984.
Table I
L o w e rl i m i t : N / ( N + ( D - N + 1 ) * F I N V ( ( 1
00-p)/200, (2*D-2*N+2),2*N))
upper limit: 1l( + (D - N) / ((N+ 1) *FtNV((100 - p)/200,2*N+ 2,2xD - 2*N)))
[N:Numerator, D:Denominator, P:Percentageconfidence,i.e. 95]
Table 2
First column: 2*NORMSDIST(Z)- 1
Secondand third columns: 1 - NORMSDIST(Z)
Fourth column: Sum of the values in the secondand third column.
Table 3
TfN V ( t 100- P l/ 100,D F )[P:P e rc e n t c o n fi d e n c e ,i .e.95,D F:degrees of freedom]
Table 4
TD IS T ( TDF
, , 2)
Table 5
TtNV(ALPHA,DF)
Table 6
NORM S DT S T ( Z P O WE R1)Table 7

cHtDtsT(cHt2,1)
Table8
cH ltNV(ALPHA,DF).
*The Macintosh version is identical. Other spreadsheetprograms have similar functions.

APPENDIX5
Table 9
Lower confidencelimit: cHllNV((l 00+ P)/200,2*c)*0'5
Upper confidencelimit: CHIINV((100- P)/200,2"C+2)*0.5
[C:Counts, Percentconfidence,i.e.95]
Table 10
F I N V ( A L P H AD, F N , D F D )
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TABIEA5.1.95"/ocoNFIDENcEINTERVAI
oF A PRopoRTtoN
Find the column coffespondingto the numerator(N) and the row correspondingto the
denominator(D). The values are the lower and upper 95VoCl for the proportion. For
exampleif you observethat 4 of 20 patientshave a certaincomplication,the proportion
is 0.200 and the 95VoCI rangesfrom 0.057 to 0.437.
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TABTEA5.2.THECAUSSIANDISTRIBUTION
For any valuey from a Gaussiandistribution,calculate
z : lY - meanl/standard
deviation.
Fraction of the population whose distance from the mean is

Within z SDs
0.00
0.05
0.10
0.l5
0.20
0.25
0.30
0.3s
0.40
0.45
0.50
0.55
0.60
0.65
0.70
0.75
0.80
0.85
0.90
0.95
1.00
L05
l.l0
l.l5
t.20
t.25
1.30
1.35
1.40
1.45
1.50
1.55
1.60
l.65
t.70
1.75
l.80
1.85
1.90
1.95
2.00
2.05
2.10
2.t5

0.00Vo
3.997o
7.97Vo
ll.92Vo
15.85Vo
19.74Vo
23.58Vo
27.37Va
3l.08Vo
34.73Vo
38.29Vo
4l.77Vo
45.r5Vo
48.43Vo
51.6lVo
54.67Va
57.63Vo
60.47Vo
63.l9vo
65.797o
68.27Vo
70.63Vo
72.87Va
74.99Vo
76.99Vo
78.8',tVo
80.647o
82.30Va
83.85Vo
85.297o
86.64Vo
87.89Vo
89.047o
90.llVo
9l.09Vo
9l.99Va
92.8lVa
93.57Vo
94.26Vo
94.88Vo
95.45Vo
95.96Vo
96.43Vo
96.84Vo

)z SDs

(z SDs

50.00Vo
48.017o
46.02Vo
44.O4Va
42.07Vo
40.l3Vo
38.2l%o
36.327o
34.46Va
32.64Vo
30.85Vo
29.l2Vo
21.43Vo
25.78Vo
24.20Vo
22.66Vo
2l.l9%o
19.77Va
18.4l%o
lT.llVo
15.87Vo
14.69Vo
13.57Va
12.5lVo
ll.51Vo
r0.56vo
9.687o
8.85Vo
8.08Vo
7.35Vo
6.68Vo
6.067o
5.48Vo
4.957o
4.467o
4.0lVo
3.59Vo
3.22Vo
2.877o
2.56Vo
2.2890
2.027o
l.79Vo
|.58Vo

50.ffiVo
48.0lVo
46.02Vo
44.0470
42.07Vo
4O.l3Vo
38.2lVo
36.327o
34.46Va
32.64Vo
30.85Vo
29.l2%a
27.43Vo
25.78Va
24.207o
22.66Vo
2l.l9Va
19.77Vo
18.4lVo
lT.ll%o
15.87Vo
l4.69Vo
13.577o
12.5l%o
ll.5lVo
l0.56Vo
9.68Vo
8.85Vo
8.O8Vo
1.357o
6.68Vo
6.067o
5.48Vo
4.957o
4.467o
4.OlVo
3.59Vo
3.22Vo
2.87Vo
2.56Vo
2.287o
2.02Vo
|.79Vo
l.58Vo

Outside z SDs
100.007o
96.0lVo
92.03Vo
88.087o
84.l5Vo
80.26Vo
76.42Vo
72.63Vo
68.92Vo
65.27Vo
6l.7lVa
58.237a
54.85Vo
5l.57Vo
48.39Vo
45.337o
42.37Vo
39.537o
36.8lVo
34.217o
3l.73Vo
29.37Va
27.137o
25.0l%o
23.OlVo
2l.l3%o
l9.36Vo
l7.10Vo
l6.l5Vo
14.7l%o
13.36Vo
12.ll%o
l0.96Vo
9.89Vo
8.9lVo
8.01Va
1.l9%o
6.43Vo
5.74Va
5.lZ%a
4.55Vo
4.04Va
3.57Vo
3.l6Vo
(continuefi
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Fraction of the population whose distance from the mean is

Within z SDs
2.20
2.25
2.30
2.35
2.40
2.45
2.50
2.55
2.60
2.65
2.70
2.75
2.80
2.85
2.90
2.95
3.00
3.05
3.r0
3.15
3.20
3.25
3.30
3.35
3.40
3.45
3.50
3.55
3.60
3.65
3.70
3.75
3.80
3.85
3.90
3.95
4.00

97.22Vo
97.56Vo
97.86Vo
98.l2Vo
98.36Vo
98.57Vo
98.76Vo
98.92Vo
99.07Vo
99.207o
99.3l%o
99.40Vo
99.49Vo
99.56Vo
99.63Vo
99.68Vo
99.73Vo
99.77Vo
99.8l%o
99.84Vo
99.867o
99.88Vo
99.90Vo
99.92Vo
99.93Vo
99.94Vo
99.95Vo
99967o
99.97Vo
99.97Vo
99.98Vo
9998Va
99.99Vo
99.99Vo
99.99Vo
99.99Vo
99.99Vo

)z SDs
l.39Vo
1.227o
|.07Vo
0.94Vo
O.82Vo
0.7lVo
O.627o
O.54Vo
0.477o
0.40Vo
0.35Vo
03070
0.267o
0.22Vo
0.l9%o
0.16Vo
0.l3vo
0.lrvo
0.l0Vo
0.08Vo
0.07Vo
0.O6Vo
0.05Vo
0.04Vo
0.O3Vo
0.03Vo
0.OZVo
0.027o
0.02Vo
0.0lVa
0.Ol%o
0.OlVa
0.0lVo
0.OlVo
0.00Vo
0.00Vo
O.O0Vo

<z SDs
l.39Vo
l.22Vo
l.07Vo
0.94Vo
0.82Vo
0.717o
0.62Vo
O.547o
0.47Vo
0.4OVo
0.35Vo
0.30Vo
0.26Vo
0.22Vo
O.l9%o
0.16%o
0.l3%o
0.ll%o
0.ll%o
0.087o
0.O7Vo
O.06Vo
0.05Vo
0.04Vo
0.03vo
O.03Vo
0.02Vo
O.02Vo
0.02Vo
0.017o
0.0rvo
0.0lVo
0.0l%o
0.017o
0.NVo
0.00Vo
0.00Vo

Outside z SDs
2.787o
2.MVo
2.l4Vo
l.88Vo
l.64Vo
l.43Vo
l.24Vo
l.08Vo
0.93Vo
0.80Vo
O.69Vo
0.6OVo
0.517o
0.44Vo
O.377o
0.32Vo
O.27Vo
0.23Vo
0.l9%o
0.16Vo
0.l4%o
0.l7%o
0.l0Vo
0.087o
0.07Va
0.067o
0.05Vo
0.MVo
0.03Vo
0.03Vo
0.02Va
O.02Vo
0.01Vo
0,0lVo
0.UlVo
0.0lVo
0.0l%o
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TABLEA5.3. VALUESOF t* USEDTO CATCUTATE
CONFIDENCE
INTERVATS
This table showsthe valuesof t* neededto calculateconfidenceintervals.A confidence
interval of a mean extendsin both directions from the mean by a distanceequal to the
SEM times the critical t value tabulatedhere. Set df equal to one less than the number
of data points. This book uses the symbol t* to denote the critical value of the
t distribution.

Critical value of t for
CI
90VoCl

I
2
a

J

4
5
6
8
9
l0
ll

r2
13
t4
l5
l6
17
l8
l9
20
2l
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
35
40
45
50
100
200
500
1000

6.3137
2.9200
2.3534
2.1318
2.0150
r.9432
r.8946
1.8585
1. 8 3 3 1
1.8125
t.1959
1.7823
t.7709
1.7613
1.7531
1.7459
1.7396
r.7341
r.7291
1.7247
1.7207
1 . 7t 7 l
r.7139
1.7t09
1.7081
r.7056
1.7033
1 . 7 0I1
r.6991
r.6973
1.6896
1.6839
1.6794
1.6759
r.6602
1.6525
r.&79
t.64M

95VoCI

99VoCI

12.7062
4.3027
3.1824
2.7765
2.5706
2.4r'i69
2.3646
2.3060
2.2622
2.2281
2.20t0
2.r788
2.t604
2.1448
2.13t5
2.n99
2.1098
2.1009
2.0930
2.0860
2.0796
2.0739
2.0687
2.0639
2.0595
2.0555

63.6559
9.9250
5.8408
4.6041
4.0321
3.7074
3.4995
3.3554
3.2498
3.1693
3.I 058
3.0545
3.0t23
2.9768
2.9467
2.9208
2.8982
2.8784
2.8609
2.8453
2.8314
2.8188
2.80'73
2.7970
2.7874
2.7787
2.7'707
2.7633
2.75&
2.7500
2.7238
2.70/.5
?.6896
2.6778
2.6259
2.600,6
2.5857
2.5807

2.0sr8
2.0484
2.0452
2.0423
2.0301
2.02r1
2.Ot4l
2.0086
1.9840
r.9719
1.964'7
1.9623
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TABIE A 5. 4. DE T E RM IN IN GA P VA L U E F R OM t
To determine a p value (two-tailed), find the row that correspondsto the value of t
that you calculated from your data and the column that corresponds to df. For an
unpaired t test, df equals the total number of values (both groups) minus two. For a
paired t test, df equals the number of pairs minus one.
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TABLE A5.5. CRITICATVALUESOF t
The table shows critical values from the t distribution. Choose the row according to
the number of degreesof freedom and the column dependingon the two-tailed value
for cr. If your test finds a value for t greaterthan the critical value tabulatedhere, then
your two-tailed P value is less than cr.
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TABLE 45.6. CONVERTINC zoo*u,
TO POWER
Use this table when calculating sample size. Calculate Zpo*.,usiog Equations 23.6 or
27.4. Then use this table to determine the power.

Zpo*er

4.00
3.95
3.90
3.85
3.80
3.75
3.70
3.65
3.60
3.55
3.50
3.45
3.40
3.35
3.30
3.25
3.20
3.15
3.10
3.05
3.00
2.95
290
2.85
2.80
235
2.70
2.65
2.60
2.55
2.5O
2.45
2.40
2.35
230
2.25
2.2O
2.15
2.10
2.05
2.N

>99.99Vo
>99.99Vo
>99.99Vo
99.99Vo
99.997o
99.99Vo
99.99Va
9999Vo
99.98Vo
99.987a
99.987o
99.97Vo
99.9',t70
99.96Vo
99.95Vo
99.947o
99.93Vo
9992Vo
99.90Vo
99.89Va
99.87Vo
99.84Vo
99.8lvo
99.78Vo
99.74Vo
99.70Vo
99.65Vo
99.60Vo
995370
99.46Vo
99.38Vo
99.29Vo
99.l8Vo
99.06Vo
98.93Vo
98.78Vo
98.6lvo
98.42Vo
98.2l%o
97.987o
97.7290

2.00
1.95
1.90
1.85
1.80
1.75
1.70
1.65
1.60
1.55
1.50
1.45
1.40
1.35
1.30
1.25
1.20
1.15
l.l0
1.05
1.00
0.95
0.90
0.85
0.80
0.75
0.70
0.65
0.60
0.55
0.50
0.45
0.40
0.35
0.30
0.25
O.20
0.15
0.10
0.05
0.00

97.72Vo
97.44Va
97.l3%o
96;787o
96.4l%o
95.997o
95.54Vo
95.05Vo
94.527o
93.947o
93.32Vo
92.65Vo
91.92Vo
91.l5%o
90.32Vo
89.44Vo
88.49Vo
8-l.49Vo
86.43Vo
85.3lVo
84.l3%o
82.89Vo
8l.59Vo
80.23Vo
78.8lvo
77.34Vo
75.807o
74.22Vo
72.57Vo
70.88Vo
69.l5Vo
67.36Vo
65.54Vo
63.68Vo
6l.79%o
59.87Vo
57.93Va
5596Vo
53.987o
5l99%o
50.00Vo

0.00
-0.05
-0.10
-0.15
-0.20
-0.25
-0.30
-0.35
-0.40
-0/5
-0.50
-0.55
-0.60
-0.65
-0.70
-0.75
-0.80
-0.85
-0.90
-0.95
- 1.00
- 1.05
-I.l0
- l.l5
- 1.20
- 1.25
- 1.30
- L35
- 1.40
- 1.45
- 1.50
- 1.55
- 1.60
- 1.65
- 1.70
-1.75
- 1.80
- 1.85
- 1.90
- 1.95
-2.W

POWef

50.00Vo
48.0lVo
46.02Vo
M.04Vo
42.07Vo
40.13Vo
38.2l%a
36.327o
34.46Ta
32.64Vo
3O.85Vo
29.l2vo
27.43Vo
25.78Vo
24.207o
22.66Vo
2l.l97o
l9.77%o
l8.4lVo
17.ll%o
l5.87%o
14.69Vo
13.57Vo
lZ.Slvo
ll.5l%o
10.56%o
9.68Vo
8.85Vo
8.087o
7.35Vo
6.68Vo
6.06Va
5.48Vo
4.95Vo
4.46Vo
4.0l%o
3.59Va
3.22Vo
2.87Vo
2.56Vo
2.28Va
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TABLEAs.7.DETERMININC
A P VATUEFROMx2 (CHI-SQUARE)
WITH 1 DEGREE
OF FREEDOM
This table assumesthat you have one degree of freedom, which is the case when
analyzing a 2 x 2 contingencytable. The P values tabulatedhere are two sided.

X2

0.0
0.1
0.2
0.3
0.4
0.5
0.6
0.1
0.8
0.9
1.0
l.r
t.2
1.3
1.4
1.5
1.6
r.7
1.8
1.9
2.0
2.r
2.2
2.3
2.4
2.5
2.6
2.7
2.8
2.9
3.0
3.1
3.2
3.3
3.4
3.5
3.6
3.7
3.8
3.9
4.0

P

1.000
0.7518
0.6547
0.5839
0.5271
0.4795
0.4386
0.4028
0.3711
0.3428
0.3113
0.2943
0.2733
0.2542
0.2367
0.2207
0.2059
0.1923
0.1797
0 . 1 6r8
0.1573
0.1473
0.1380
0.1294
0.1213
0.1138
0.1069
0.1003
0.0943
0.0886
0.0833
0.0783
0.0736
0.0693
0.0652
0.0614
0.0578
0.0544
0.0513
0.0483
0.0455

X2

4.1
4.2
4.3
4.4
4.5
4.6
4.7
4.8
4.9
5.0
5.1
5.2
5.3
5.4
5.5
5.6
5.7
5.8
5.9
6.0
6.1
6.2
6.3
6.4
6.5
6.6
6.7
6.8
6.9
7.0
7.r
7.2
7.3
7.4
7.5
7.6
7.7
7.8
7.9
8.0

P

0.M29
0.0404
0.0381
0.0359
0.0339
0.0320
0.0302
0.0285
0.0269
0.0253
0.0239
0.0226
0.0213
0.0201
0.0190
0.0180
0.0170
0.0160
0.0151
0.0143
0.0135
0.0128
0.0121
0.0114
0.0108
0.0102
0.0096
0.0091
0.0086
0.0082
0.0077
0.0073
0.0069
0.0065
0.0062
0.0058
0.005s
0.00s2
0.0049
0.0047

x'
8.1
8.2
8.3
8.4
8.5
8.6
8.7
8.8
8.9
9.0
9.1
9.2
9.3
9.4
9.5
9.6
9.7
9.8
9.9
0.0
0.1
0.2
0.3
0.4
0.5
0.6
0.7
0.8
0.9
1.0
r.l
1.2
1.3
t.4
1.5
1,6
t.7
1.8
t.9
2.0

P

0.0044
0.0042
0.0040
0.0038
0.0036
0.0034
0.0032
0.0030
0.0029
0.0027
0.0026
0.0024
0.0023
4.0022
0.0021
0.0019
0.0018
0.0017
0.0017
0.0016
0.0015
0.0014
0.0013
0.0013
0.0012
0.001I
0.0011
0.0010
0.0010
0.0009
0.0009
0.0008
0.0008
0.0007
0.0007
0.0007
0.0006
0.0006
0.0006
0.0005

x2
tz.t
r2.2
r2.3
t2.4
r2.5
12.6
t23
r2.8
12.9
13.0
13.1
13.2
13.3
13.4
13.5
13.6
r3.7
13.8
t3.9
14.0
r4.r
14.2
t4.3
t4.4
14.5
14.6
t4;t
14.8
r4.9

P

0.0005
0.0005
0.0005
0.0004
0.0004
0.0004
0.0004
0.0003
0.0003
0.0003
0.0003
0.0003
0.0003
0.0003
0.0002
0.0002
0.0002
0.0002
0.0002
0.0002
0.0002
0.0002
0.0002
0.0001
0.0001
0.0001
0.0001
0.0001
0.0001
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TABTEAs.B.CRTTTCAI
VALUESOF THECH|-SQUARE
DISTRIBUTION
This table shows the critical values of Xt. The rows denote degreesof freedom, and
the columns denote the value of a. If your test results in a value of Xt larger than the
tabulatedvalue, then your P value is less than cr.
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TABTE
A5.9.95% CONFIDENCE
INTERVATS
FORTHE
POISSON
DISTRIBUTION
C is the number of events per unit time or number of objects per unit of space.
The table shows the 95Vo confidence interval for the average number of events per
unit time or number of objects per unit of space. For larger C, use this equation:
C - r . g 1 t r r o C * l.96JC. Don't normalize C to some standardunit; C should be
the number of events or objects actually counted.

Upper
0
l
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
l0
ll
12
13
14
15
16
t7
18
19
20

0.00
0.03
0.24
0.62
1.09
r.62
2.20
2.8r
3.45
4.r2
4.80
5.49
6.20
6.92
7.65
8.40
9.15
9.90
10.67
tt.M
12.22

2r
22

t3.m
13.79

23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40

14.58
15.38
16.18
16.98
17.79
18.61
19.42
20.24
2t.06
2t.89
22.72
23.55
24.38
25.2r
26.05
26.89
27.73
28.58

3.69
5.57
7.22
8.77
to.24
rr.67
13.06
r4.42
t5.76
17.08
18.39
19.68
20.96
22.23
23.49
u.74
25.98
27.22
28.45
29.67
30.89
32.rO
33.31
34.51
35.71
36.90
38.10
39.28
40.47
4t.65
42.83
4.ffi
45.17
46.34
47.51
48.68
49.U
51.00
52.t6
53.31
54.47

Upper
4t
42
43
M
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
&
65
6
67
68
69
70
1t
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81

29.42
30.27
3r.r2
3r.97
32.82
33.68
34.53
35.39
36.25
37.11
37.97
38.M
39.70
40.57
4r.43
42.30
43.17
4.M
491
45.79
46.6
47.54
48.41
49.29
50.17
51.04
51.92
52.80
53.69
54.57
55.45
56.34
57.22
58.11
58.99
59.88
ffi.77
61.66
62.55
63.4
&.33

55.62
56.77
57.92
59.W
ffi.zr
6r.36
62.s0
63.9
&.78
65.92
67.06
68.19
69.33
70.46
7r.59
72.72
73.85
74.98
76.rr
77.23
78.36
79.48
80.60
81.73
82.85
83.97
85.@
86.2r
87.32
88.44
89.56
90.67
91.79
92.90
94.01
9s.13
96.24
97.35
98.46
99.57
100.68

82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94
95
96
97
98
99
100
l0l
102
103
104
105
106
r07
r08
r09
l l0
lll
fi2
113
I 14
I t5
I 16
tt7
l l8
ll9
120
r2r
122

65.21
66.rl
67.00
67.89
68.79
69.68
70.58
71.47
72.37
73.27
74.16
75.M
75.96
76.86
77.76
78.66
79.56
80.46
81.36
82.27
83.17
84.07
E4.98
85.88
86.78
87.69
88.59
89.50
90.41
91.31
92.22
93.13
94.M
94.94
95.85
96.76
97.67
98.58
99.49
1m.40
l0l.3l

101.78
102.89
104.00
105,10
106.2r
107.31
t08.42
1W.52
110.63
n r.73
rr2.83
l 13.93
r 15.03
I16.13
rr7.23
I18.33
l19.43
120.53
t21.63
122.72
123.82
t24.92
126.01
l27.ll
128.70
129.30
130.39
r3r.49
132.58
133.67
134.77
135.86
136.95
138.04
139.13
l&.22
l4l.3l
r42.N
143.49
144.58
145.67
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TABTEA 5. 10. CRI T I CA LV AL U ESO F T H E F D IST R IB U TION
Find the column coffespondingto the number of degreesof freedom in the numerator
and the row conesponding to the number of degreesof freedom in the denominator.
Be very sure that you are not mixing up the two df values, as it matters a lot. Find
the critical value of F in the table. If you have obtaineda value for F greaterthan that,
then your P value is less than a. The next page gives values for a : 0.05 and the
following page gives valuesfor cr : 0.01.
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INDEX

Adjusting data for confounding variables,
293-296
Alpha
choosing an appropriatevalue, 109
defined, 106
relationship to confidenceintervals, 111
relationship to P value, 110
Alternative hypothesis,96
Analysis of variance
multiple comparisonpost tests, 258-259
nonparametic, 260
one-way, 255-258
repeated measures,260
two-way, 261
Attributable risk, 73
Average. See Mean
Bayesian analysis
controversy, 145
equation, 137
genetic counseling, 149
genetic linkage, 150
informal use, 145
interpreting lab tests, 129-138
interpreting statistical significance, 142
Beta. ,SeePower
Bias.22
Binomial distribution
defined. ll
equation, 19
used to generateconfidenceinterval, 12
Blind, double, 185
Bonferroni's method for multiple
comparison,259
Box and whiskers plot, 25
Case-control study. See Retrospective study
Calculating sample size. See Sample size

Central limit theorem. 42-44
Chi-squaretest
analyzing2 x 2 contingency tables,
233-235
analyzing larger contingency tables,

25r-253
compared to Fisher's test, 236, 301
comparing observedand expectedcounts,
230
power of,236-240
table, 375-377
for trend, 253
Choosing a test, 297-302
Clinical trial
designing,183-l9l
example,71
Coefficient of determination, 173
Coefficient of variation, 29
Coincidences,118
Confidence interval
of correlation coefficient, 161
of countedvariable,245-247,379
of difference between two proportions, 78
of difference of two means, 63, 65,67
of linear regressionline, 178
of mean, 39-41
of odds ratio, 78
of proportion, 12-18, 362-364
of ratio of two means.285
of relative risk. 78
of slope in linear regression,177
of survival curve, 55
what it means to be 95Vo sure, 13
Contingency table,77
Confoundi ng variables, adjusting f or, 293 -29 6
Continuity correction. .SeeYates' continuity
correction
383

384
Contrasts,in multiple comparison, 259
Correlation coeffi cient
assumptions,157
calculating, 160
comparison with linear regression,169
confidenceinterval, 161
effect of outliers. 158
example, 155
interpreting, 157
P value. 162
r vs.f, 158
Spearmancorrelation coefficient, 160
Cox regression, 274-27 6
Cross sectional study, 70
Cross-overdesignin clinical trials, 186
Curve fitting, 277-282
CV (coefficient of variation), 29
Decision analysis,286
Double blind, 185
Dunnett's method for multiple comparison,
259
Excel, 313, 360
Error bars, 48-49
Errors, type I vs. type II
comparedto errors in lab tests, 140
defined, 109
Exact randomization test, 217
Experimental hypothesis,96
F distribution
in ANOVA, 257
table, 379-381
Fisher's exact test, 233,236,301
Friedman test, 261
Gaussiandistribution
basis of many statisticaltests,46-47
central limit theorem, 42-44
deciding when to use nonparametrictests,
297-300
defined,31-33
and normal limits. 36-37
table, 366-367
Genetics
Bayesiananalysisin geneticcounseling,149
Bayesian analysis of genetic linkage,
l5l - 153
Graphpad InStat, 3II-3LZ
GraphpadPrism, 3lI-312

INDEX
Histogram, 23
Homoscedasticity,17l, 265
Human subjectscommittees, 189
Hypothesis testing, 106
Innocent until proven guilty, 108
InStat, 3lI-312
Intention to treat, in clinical trials, 186
Interim analyses,191
Interquartile range, 25
Kaplan-Meier curves, 55
Kruskal-Wallis test, 261
Life tables. See survival curves
Likelihood ratio
in geneticcounseling,l5l
and lod score, 152
for lab tests, 137
Linear regression
assumptions,171
calculating,176-178
comparisonwith correlation, 169
fallacy,175
leastsquares,172
meaning of 12,173
model, 170
Linkage, genetic, 151- 153
Lod score, 152
Log-rank test to compare survival curves,
273
Logistic regression,268-27 |
Mann-Whitney test, 221
Mantel-Haenszeltest
comparing survival curves, 273
pooling several contingency tables, 253
Matched subjects.See Paired subjects
Maximum likelihood, 173
Mean
confidenceinterval of, 39-41
defined,24
Median, 24
Mcnemar's test of paired observations,250
Meta analysis,288
Microsoft Excel, 313, 360
Multiple comparisons
following one-way ANOVA, 258-259
principles, I l8-126
Multiple regression,263-267
Multivariate statistics. 267

385

INDEX
Negative predictive value, 130
Newman-Keuls method for multiple
comparison,259
Nonlinear regression,277 -282
Nonparametric tests
exact randomization test, 217
Friedman's test, 261
instead of ANOVA, 261
introduction,217
Kruskal-Wallis test, 261
Mann-Whitney test,22l
Spearmancorrelation, 159
when to use, 297-300
Wilcoxon signed rank sum test,228
Normal limits, 36
Null hypothesis,96
Odds ratio
calculating a confidenceinterval, 78, 88
defined, 76
interpreting frcm retrospectivestudies,82
logistic regression,269-27 |
relationship to relative risk, 83
Odds vs. probabilities,75, 136
P values
common misinterpretations,97
definition, 96
one-tail vs. two-tails. 97. 300
Paired subjects
CI of difference between means,67
in case-controlstudies.87
McNemar's chi-squaretest, 250
need for special analyses,66,301
paired t test, 225-227
repeatedmeasuresANOVA, 260
Percentiles,25
Picking a statisticaltest, 297-302
Placebos,189
Poissondistribution, 245, 379
Population vs. sample,4
Post tests. ^SeeMultiple comparisons
Positive predictive value, 130
Power
analysis to determine sample size. See
Sample size
defined, 140
interpreting, 201
power of chi-squaretest, 236-240
of t test. 213.-315

used to interpret "not significant" results,
ll6
Predictive value of lab test, 130
Prediction interval
of mean, 35
of regressionline, 178
P r i s m ,3 l l - 3 1 2
Probabilities vs. odds. 75. 136
Probability distribution
defined,31
Gaussian.3l-38
t,44
Proportion, confidenceinterval of, l2-18,
362-364
Proportional hazalds regression,274-27 6
Prospectivestudy, 70
Protocols in clinical trials. 187
R. ,SeeCorrelation coefficient
R2. See Linear regression
Randomizationin clinical trials, 185
Randomizationtest, 217
References,309-310
Regression
different kinds, 166
linear. See Linear regression
logistic, 268-211
multiple, 262-267
nonlinear,277-282
polynomial,283
proportional hazards, 274-2'1 6
Relative risk
calculating a confidenceinterval, 78
defined, 73
from survival studies,76
why it can be misleading,74
RepeatedmeasuresANOVA, 260
Residuals,174
Retrospectivestudy
advantagesand disadvantages,85-86
defined, 70
example,8l
interpreting odds ratios, 83
Robust tests. See Nonparametrictests
Samplesize
comparing survival curves, 200
difference between two means. 196. 198
difference between two proportions, 197,
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Sample size (cont.)
one mean, 195
one proportion, 196
Sample vs. population, 4
Scheffe'smethodfor multiple comparison,259
SD. See Standarddeviation
SEM. See Standard error of the mean
Sensitivity of lab test, 129
Significancelevel, 106
Significant, statistically, 107
Spearmancorrelation, 160
Specificity of lab test, 129
Standard deviation
checking the accuracyofyour calculator,28
decidingbetweenSD and SEM enor bars,48
equation, 27
interpreting, 28
sample SD vs. population 5D,27
Standard error of the mean
calculating, 44
central limit theorem, 42-44
deciding between SD and SEM enor bars,48
Statistically significant
defined,107, l13
"extremely" significant, I 13
"marginally" significant, I 14
relationship to scientific importance, I I I
Stratified randomization, 185
Student's t test. See T test
Student-Newman-Keulsmethod for multiple
comparison,259
Survival curves
assumptions,58
censoredobservations,54
comparing,272-276
confidence interval of, 56
creating, 55
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log-rank test,2l3
Mantel-Haenszeltest, 273
median survival, 57
sample size for, 200
T distribution
defined, 44
relationship between confidenceinterval and
hypothesistesting, 2I 1 -213
table, 368-373
used to calculate a confidenceinterval. 4l
T test
paired, 225-227
power of,2L3-215
unpaired, 207-213
Tukey's method for multiple comparison,
259
Type I vs. Type II errors
compared to errors in lab tests, 140
defined, 109
Variability
display with histogram, 23
sourcesof,22
Variance, 26-27
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Wilcoxon signedrank sum test, 228
Will Roger's phenomenon,274
Yates' continuity correction
in chi-squaretest to compare two
proportions, 235-236, 301-302
comparing observedand expected,23I
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